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Summary

The thesis takes as its starting point Immanuel Kant’s essay of 1784 ‘An Answer to the 

Question: What is Enlightenment’ and by careful re-defmition of one of the key terms from 

this essay, Mundigkeit, (commonly translated as ‘maturity’ or ‘majority’ in English) uses 

this as a framework within which to analyse cross-cultural narratives written in German, 

English and French which describe the problems and processes of language learning and 

linguistic migration. The thesis argues that the texts may be interpreted in terms of the loss 

and gain of Mundigkeit. Evidence for this is provided through a linguistic and metaphorical 

analysis, which suggests how Mundigkeit is enacted both thematically and stylistically in 

the texts described as ‘language learner narratives’.

Before discussion of the processes of Mundigkeit in these texts, the thesis argues for the 

existence of ‘language learner narrative’ as a valid category for textual analysis. This 

discussion centres around a review o f articles in Second Language Acquisition research 

and literary criticism which describe a genre called ‘language memoir’. This genre was 

first proposed within Romance Studies as a term to describe texts which describe linguistic 

transitions whether that be from one discourse to another of the mother tongue or from one 

language to another in a process of linguistic migration. Within Second Language 

Acquistion the term was adopted primarily for the description of texts which narrate the 

adoption of a foreign language and often for the purpose of ethnographic research, i.e. as 

data for the description of qualitative aspects o f second language acquisition, thereby 

risking that the constructed nature of autobiographical narratives be underplayed.

This thesis argues that the term ‘language memoir’ is problematic because o f its reduction 

of autobiographical texts to what constitutes often just one of the many themes of the text 

and proposes instead that the term ‘language learner narrative’ be used. This term is 

intended to focus on select passages of the cross-cultural autobiographies which have 

frequently been identified as language memoir and to focus on the construction of the 

language learning situation as it is exemplified in the language used by the writer. The 

thesis follows the view that the narrative can be seen as an act of culture creation, creating 

a social world rather than describing it, though the narrative will necessarily draw on 

elements from one or more cultures. Looking at the linguistic construction o f these 

narratives, it is argued that in the acquisition o f the foreign language, as it is described, we 

can see a process of struggle with Miindigkeit. Discussion of a text by the Turkish-German



author Emine Sevgi Ozdaniar shows how a loss of Mundigkeit can clearly be seen at work 

both in the thematic and stylistic features o f the text.

A universal struggle with Mundigkeit is also suggested to be reflected in the texts both in 

the metaphors used to described language learning, which can be grouped according to 

underlying conceptual metaphors linked to loss of agency and infantilisation, and also in an 

oftentimes playful and illogical use of language which defamiliarises the standard versions 

of the later experienced languages the writers are using and makes use o f concepts from 

one or more languages in order to create heightened ambiguity, conceptual innovation and 

literary effect.

The thesis concludes by considering the extent to which the narrators of language learner 

narratives, far from being isolated individuals each engaging in a lonely struggle for 

acceptance and identity in an unfamiliar culture (as the narratives and general criticism 

frequently suggest), unwittingly inhabit a community and discourse of ‘narrators of 

language learning’ which refutes extreme individualism and supports arguments that there 

are common human ways o f conceiving and understanding experience which cross 

hypothetical linguistic boundaries and cultural contexts.
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Mundigkeit in Contemporary Context 1

1 Introduction: Mundigkeit m Contemporary 
Context

Words and thoughts do not emerge out of a vacuum, but are informed by the cultural and 

linguistic context in which they are produced. This is evident in the language learner 

narratives explored in this thesis, just as it is relevant to the production o f this thesis itself. 

Throughout the following discussion a version of Kant’s Enlightenment use o f Mundigkeit 

has been consciously set as a framework within which a variety of stories o f language 

acquisition are examined. This self-conscious positioning of the term at the centre of the 

following thesis acts as a locus for exploring the tensions arising out of the poststructuralist 

challenge to the Enlightenment project. The discourse presented here is shaped to some 

extent by poststructuralist arguments even as it seeks to find ways in which a variety of 

language learner narratives might universally permit a reading in terms of Mundigkeit. For 

these reasons, this chapter sets the discursive context and introduces interpretations of 

some of the key concepts and debates which have a bearing on the exploration of 

Mundigkeit in language learner narrative.

1.1 Miindigkeit in the Age of Postmodernism

The point of departure must be the text, the whole text, and nothing but the text.'

The above quotation playfully alludes to a shift o f focus in the humanities away from the 

conception of truth and reality as something external to language to be explored and 

verified through this medium and towards a conception of truth as something which is 

changeable and changing, embedded in discourse. The quotation parodies the 

poststructuralist challenge to the Enlightenment search for universal truths. As noted above.

' Roudiez, 1974, p.8.
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this thesis is situated within the context of the discourses which represent this challenge. In 

examining the experiences of language learners as represented in specific texts hailing 

from diverse sociohistorical circumstances through the lens o f a re-reading o f the 

Enlightenment concept of Mundigkeit, a coincidental effect o f the project will be to explore 

some of the issues surrounding the possibility o f Enlightenment. The development o f 

Mundigkeit, described by Kant in his essay, ‘Beantwortung der Frage: Was ist 

Aufklarung?’ (1784) is highlighted in this discussion. Attaining Mundigkeit, for Kant, 

constitutes the acquisition of Enlightenment. As Outram emphasises, this is not, however, 

to be seen as an end state, but as a process. This thesis takes up Kant’s use o f the term and 

argues for a close association between the Kantian concept and linguistic competence, 

thereby highlighting the relevance o f deploying this concept in the analysis of language 

learner narratives in which the protagonist is struggling to gain linguistic competence in a 

later experienced language. The primary aim o f the project springs out o f this careful 

reanalysis of Kant’s usage and consists in an exploration of the texts in terms of a 

redefinition of Mundigkeit. This interpretive scheme is justified by a thematic and 

linguistic analysis o f the texts. In these autobiographical texts distinctions between narrator 

and author blur, so that the analysis o f the texts also potentially lends itself as evidence in 

debates surrounding the possibility o f Mundigkeit in the extra-textual context, particularly 

where issues surrounding how authors make use of language are considered. It is in 

examining authors’ linguistic construction o f the language learning situation that the 

project subsidiarily provides a contribution to debates about the possibility of universal 

concepts.

The motivation for examining language learners in language learner narratives against the 

backdrop of Mundigkeit also stems from perceptions within the primary and secondary 

literature that language learners in such texts are representatives o f poststructuralism who 

are directly engaging with problems of truth and meaning as they attempt secondary 

socialisation into a new language and culture."* This secondary socialisation is considered 

to necessitate developing the comprehension of a new conceptual framework for 

interpreting one’s environment, as well as a revaluation o f self, identity and the other. The 

next section o f this introduction considers some o f the key issues in poststructuralist

 ̂Outram, 2005, p.2.
 ̂The use o f the phrase ‘later experienced language’ is explained in more detail in chapter two. 

‘'Cf. Pavlenko, 2001, p.216.
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discourse which contribute to the context in which the language learner narratives are 

being analysed.

1.2 Poststructuralism and the Pursuit of Meaning

Structuralist ideas about language which had first been developed around the beginning of 

the twentieth century reached their zenith, as David Macey suggests, at the time of the 

Johns Hopkins’ Conference on The Languages o f  Criticism and the Sciences o f  Man in 

October 1966. This was also the time at which Derrida presented a paper entitled 

‘Structure, Sign and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences’  ̂which may be viewed 

as marking the beginnings o f poststructuralism.^ In this paper Derrida deconstructs the idea 

of the centre or transcendental signified, metaphorically described at different times as God 

or rationality or the unconscious, structuring a system of knowledge. Derrida attributes the 

beginnings of consciousness o f structuration and the development of 

destructive/deconstructive discourses to the work of Nietzsche, Freud and Heidegger. 

Within this theory, meaning is not seen as present in the linguistic sign, but as constantly 

deferred in an endless chain of definitions.^ Consequently, the possibility of discovering 

certain knowledge about a world external to language is found to be problematic. The 

linear view of knowledge as represented in the thinking o f Kant in which knowledge is 

considered to progress steadily towards truth is problematised. Within this epistemology, 

there cannot be one ideology which takes precedence, having proven itself to warrant a 

greater claim to truth, but only continuous interpretation and reinterpretation in an endless 

play o f difference.

As already mentioned, this thesis analyses the language learner narrative against the 

background of the discourses of the Enlightenment and poststructuralism. The discourse of 

Enlightenment is represented in the analysis of the narratives through discussion o f the 

potential for loss and gain o f Miindigkeit which may be reflected in the narratives. The 

term is employed as an interpretive tool for analysing both theme and language, making 

use o f insights into how language may structure human subjectivity, as well as being 

produced by human subjects, and exploring the extent to which linguistic competence, or 

the lack of it, as well as the confrontation with another culture, may be said to have a

 ̂Derrida in Kimmich, 1996, pp.301-313. 
® Macey, 2000, pp.309, 65.
’ Eagieton, 1996, p .l 11.
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bearing on Mundigkeit. The justification for viewing the language learner narrative through 

this lens will be provided in detail later on. For the time being, we will consider the extent 

to which the discourses of poststructuralism and postmodernism are pertinent to the 

situation o f migrants and correspondingly to the analysis of language learner narratives.

In an archetypal language learner narrative by Eva Hoffman, the narrator cites herself as an 

‘avatar o f structuralist wisdom’. Azade Seyhan in Writing Outside the Nation (2001) 

further notes that ‘the contemporary tales o f migration, exile, and displacement are often 

seen as mirroring the fragmented consciousness of postmodern culture itself The 

term ‘postmodern’ seems to lend itself less to definition than to a range of connotations. In 

other words, ‘postmodernism’ is associated with a certain eclecticism and mixing o f values 

which lead to the application of the term itself being somewhat fuzzy. In general, it may be 

associated with a playful, at times irreverent or ironic, mixing of traditions, styles and 

genres in art and literature, but a more stable definition can perhaps be found in difference, 

or in what the term is not. Jean-Franfois Lyotard in his well-known essay The Postmodern 

Condition describes the postmodern in terms of the passing o f belief in grand narratives 

which may be used to legitimate particular theories of knowledge. Instead, these grand 

narratives are replaced by ‘clouds of narrative language elements’ each with specific 

pragmatic valencies:

Each o f  us lives at the intersection o f  many o f these. However, we do not 

necessarily establish stable language combinations, and the properties o f  the ones 

we do establish are not necessarily communicable.’”

Those living in an unfamiliar culture and using a later experienced language find 

themselves dealing with a greater range o f ways of making meaning, both in terms of the 

signs used and how they are used (i.e. their specific pragmatic valencies) than 

monolinguals, and so we may view migrants as key embodiments of postmodern theory 

and consider the current vast literature on migration and cultural/linguistic displacement to 

be reflective of postmodern consciousness.

Azade Seyhan, however, makes the point that in fact the very concept o f postmodernism 

arose within a specific sociohistorical context and as such can only lead to insights from

^Hofiman, 1989, p. 107. 
® Seyhan, 2001, p.4. 
'“Lyotard, 1979, p.xxiv.
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within that one particular framework -  a framework which may not be relevant to all types 

o f cultural displacement.

Although the contemporary tales of migration, exile, and displacement are often 

seen as mirroring the fragmented consciousness of postmodern culture itself and 

certainly participate in many of the aesthetic and literary legacies of the latter, they 

part company with it in terms of certain historical and geographical boundaries.

For if the postmodern is to be defined either as a sociohistorical epoch or a 

philosophical or aesthetic school of the late-twentieth-century Western world, then 

it would be impossible to contain the culturally and temporally diverse 

articulations of diasporic experience in the postmodern syntax."

However, by discounting postmodernism through citing it as a ‘sociohistorically’ grounded 

framework, Seyhan is implicitly acknowledging the dissolution o f an absolute perspective 

from which to conduct enquiry and is in fact (almost inevitably given the nature o f 

postmodernist theory) dismissing postmodernist approaches to migrant literature using the 

very ‘syntax’ she proposes should be dismissed. Given the nature o f postmodernism, it is 

difficult to hold such theories o f migration and cultural displacement to apply only to a 

proportion o f cross-cultural experiences, since the theory allows no alternative to the 

infinite array o f alternatives it describes. In other words, whether or not postmodernist 

thought developed within Western Culture, it is a theory which claims to acknowledge all 

the possible perspectives which may be adopted by any culture under any circumstance. 

Under this articulation postmodernism appears to instantiate itself as another ‘grand 

narrative’; however, the postmodernist perspective is itself necessarily just one perspective 

within the field it describes. Postmodernism as a discourse both exists within the discourse 

system it describes and describes the system. As a discourse, it appears both to make a 

claim to the decentering o f discourses in the human sciences at the same time as placing 

itself as a discourse at the centre o f  those discourses, thereby, necessarily caught up in the 

metaphysics it seeks to deny. Derrida sets this out as a key problem for a critique o f 

metaphysics in ‘Structure, Sign and Play in the Discourses o f  the Human Sciences’:

There is no sense in doing without the concepts of metaphysics in order to attack 

metaphysics. We have no language - no syntax and no lexicon - which is alien to 

this history; we cannot utter a single destructive proposition which has not already

” Seyhan, 2001, p.4.
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slipped into the form, the logic, and the implicit postulations o f  precisely what it 

seeks to contest.’^

This thesis is situated within the discourse of postmodernism and as such, it acknowledges 

the claim to validity o f a variety o f perspectives within different sociohistorical traditions; 

however, it also offers contribution to debates about the possibility of universal truth and 

meaning through exploring the ways in which commonalities o f experience and 

understanding may be articulated across apparently diverse texts arising out of vastly 

different sociohistorical traditions. The following section explores the interrelationship 

between text and truth in order to introduce some of the key background issues concerning 

the Enlightenment project and later poststructuralist thinking which have a bearing on the 

approach to the texts taken within this thesis. The debate about truth is relevant to 

Miindigkeit insofar as its attainment is representative of being an Enlightened human being, 

possessing the critical reasoning which facilitates the discovery of truth. Problems arise for 

Miindigkeit when problems arise for conceptions of truth, since it is the possibility of 

discovering truth which justifies and supports the reasoning working to discover it. If  the 

possibility of universal truth is questioned, then so is the purpose of reason, and if reason 

comes under question, then so does the possibility o f M undigkeitP

1.3 "The Truth, Finally, is W ho Can Tell i t /

In this section we consider versions of the ‘truth’ about ‘truth’ which are relevant to the 

analysis o f language learner narratives, insofar as the proposal o f ‘truth’ can be seen as a 

force or principle against which narrative defines itself i.e. as in traditional logocentrism, it 

is seen as the stable centre around which all other meaning may be said to revolve. This 

section examines the implications o f an understanding o f truth as contingent for the 

fluctuations of Miindigkeit suggested to be at work in language learner narratives.

Since the beginning of the search for absolute truths, the very possibility o f their discovery 

has come under question, since in undertaking rational enquiry there comes a point at 

which we require criticism of rational thought itself. Postmodernist thought has 

heightened the sense that the search for absolute truth must be abandoned and must give

[http://hydra.humanities.uci.edu/derrida/sign-play.html] taken from Derrida, 2001, pp.278-94.
Cultural relativism in which truth is seen as contingent is logically absurd since it allows for A to believe 

that p  is true and B to believe that p  is not true and for there to be no contradiction.
''' Beiser, 1999, p.23.
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way to an understanding that truth is contingent. This view of truth is echoed in a comment 

by the narrator in Chang-Rae Lee’s novel. Native Speaker (1995) who states ‘the truth, 

finally, is who can tell it.’’  ̂This statement implies that in fact ‘truth’ is not something 

which can be objectively determined but is linked to human opinions and human beliefs 

about who is telling the truth. In this vision, the truth is an oral phenomenon, not written 

down, but spoken by a particular individual in a particular context. It may be argued that 

the idea of ‘absolute truth’ could only arise within literate society since it requires an 

abstraction which does not occur in ‘oral’ thought. In his analysis o f the differences 

between ‘chirographic’ cultures and oral cultures Walter J. Ong notes that in oral cultures, 

‘the integrity of the past [is] subordinate to the integrity o f the present’.'^ He notes how 

Claude-Levi Strauss, among others, suggests that orally transmitted myths reflect a 

society’s present cultural values rather than ‘idle curiosity about the past’. In other words, 

genealogies and myths are not fixed, but adapt themselves to the present needs of their 

society. In oral culture, then, the truth is a narrative told in a particular time and place. 

Unlike the scientific knowledge which develops in literate societies knowledge contained 

within oral narrative is legitimated in the fact and circumstance of its utterance not via the 

factual status of its content. In the words of Lyotard:

[NJarrative knowledge does not give priority to the question o f  its own legitimation 

[... I]t certifies itself in the pragmatics o f  its own transmission without having 

recourse to argumentation and proof.

The status of oral narrative with regard to truth is exemplified in several language learner 

narratives. In her collection of essays. Something to Declare (1998), Spanish speaker, Julia 

Alvarez comments on the oral histories which have developed within her family who 

originated fi'om the Dominican Republic in the Caribbean:

And so, I grew up hearing that my grandmother was the most beautiful woman on 

the Island, that my grandfather was so good he peed holy water, that my mother 

and uncle had a British nanny who turned out to have a police record with the 

Scotland Yard, and so on. In my familia [sic], fiction is a form o f  fact.’*

Lee, 1995, p.6.
Ong, 1996, p.48. ‘Chirographic’ is Ong’s preferred terms for literate societies. 

” Cf Lyotard, 1979, p.27.
Alvarez, 1998, p. 124.
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A passage from Patrick Chamoiseau’s account of his childhood on the Caribbean island of 

Martinique, part o f the French West Indies, suggests even more outrageous possibilities for 

truth in oral culture. Not only is fiction held to be a form of fact, but the more elaborate 

and interesting the fiction, the more likely it is to be accepted as fact. Chamoiseau grew up 

speaking creole and leamt French at school. In the following passage he describes his 

mother’s reaction to him lying to her:

Fibbing to Mam N inette w asn’t considered outright lying. A ll you had to do was 

give your imagination enough o f  a workout to excite her admiration. Seeing her 

little one putting his very own brain through its paces pleased her no end, and she 

never reproached him for a tall tale when he managed to bring it off. The bottom  

line: a story is a lie only i f  you tell it badly.

That’s the tradition I fo llow .”

Ong’s account o f the development of literacy suggests that it has a profound effect on 

human thinking which has implications for the concept of ‘truth’. He notes, for example, 

that formal logic was invented by the Greeks after alphabetic writing had been 

interiorised. Writing frees up the memory load of the brain and facilitates abstract 

thought. In this light, it is possible to see the concept of absolute truth as a structuring 

principle for the processes of rational thought. This means that the concept of truth as 

something which evolves in the telling o f it -  the idea, or perhaps more accurately, the 

ready acceptance of contingent truth which relates to the moment o f its enunciation is 

likely to be less familiar to the writers of language learner narrative. They are, to use Ong’s
91terminology, ‘chirographic folk’. As Ong elaborates in his text, this predisposes certain 

patterns of thinking and attitudes towards language which are uncommon in those who are 

used to oral culture. In particular, they will be comfortable with interpreting the world 

according to words and not according to experience. Ong gives several examples taken 

from a study by Alexander Romanovich Luria which show how this is not the case in oral 

culture. When asked to define a tree, a typical response from a non-literate interviewee

Chamoiseau, 1998, p.l06. C f Chamoiseau, 1996, p.l49, ‘Mentir a Man Ninotte n’6tait pas vice possible. II 
fallait juste deployer un grand arroi imaginaire pour chatouiller son admiration. Voir son petit se bien 
debattre avec les artifices de son cerveau 6tait plaisir pour elle: en cas de r^ussite, elle ne lui reprochait piece 
mensonge. Finale de compte: on ne ment que quand on raconte mal.
J’ai cette tradition-la.’
^°Ong, 1996, p.52.

Ibid.
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would be: “Why should I? Everyone knows what a tree is, they don’t need me telling 

them.” The presentation of abstract syllogisms unsurprisingly brings further problems:

In the Far North, where there is snow, all bears are white. N ovaya Zembla is in the 

Far North and there is always snow there. What color are the bears? Here is a 

typical response, ‘I don’t know. I’ve seen a black bear. I’ve  never seen any 

others...Each locality has its own anim als’ (1976, pp .108-9). Y ou find what color 

bears are by looking at them. W ho ever heard o f  reasoning out in practical life the 

color o f  a polar bear? Besides, how  am I sure that you know for sure that all bears 

are white in a snow y country? When the syllogism  is given to him a second time, a 

barely literate 45-year-old chairman o f  a collective farm m anages ‘To go by your 

words, they should all be w hite’ (1976, p .114). ‘To go by your w ords’ appears to 

indicate awareness o f  the formal intellectual structures. A  little literacy goes a long 

way. On the other hand, the chairman’s limited literacy leaves him more 

comfortable in the person-to-person human lifeworld than in a world o f  pure 

abstractions: ‘To go by your w ords...’ It is your responsibility, not mine, if  the 

answer com es out in such a fashion.^^

This distinction between oral and chirographic conceptions of truth suggests that absolute 

truth can be viewed as a concept engendered by a particular mode of thinking, developed 

through literacy. The possibility o f discovering absolute truth may be viewed as the 

motivating force behind abstract reasoning, but as Derrida argues, absolute truth cannot 

ever be fully present.

This proposed instability of truth and meaning has repercussions for textual analysis. In 

recent years it has been emphasised that the meaning o f written narratives cannot be 

reduced to ‘author intention’ since we carmot know precisely what an author intended. It 

may not even be useful to know his/her intentions, since the words themselves may give 

rise to interesting interpretations which the author did not originally anticipate. We are left 

with an unceasing vista of possible interpretations and ‘truths’ about the text. The words as 

they are written on the page may be fixed and permanent, but their meanings are shifting, 

not only in relation to one another in an etymological sense, but in relation to their 

performance at the level of discourse. Each successive generation of readers brings their 

own context to what they read. The idea of absolute truth may be seen as an illusion arising 

out of the perceived permanence o f the written word. The meaning o f a text can only be

Ibid.
2 3  T t - ;  j
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permanent - in the sense of having an absolute meaning - in the abstract; as soon as it 

becomes a tool in the action o f reading, the unstable nature of the text is revealed and we 

see that interpretations are potentially limitless. It is worth noting again that this is a 

poststructuralist analysis o f truth, in which ‘truth’ is held to be a linguistic construction 

which is not grounded by anything external to language. This conception of language and 

its relationship to reality is controversial and will be debated further in chapter three.

To summarise the discussion so far, firstly, rational thought appears to be something which 

arises out of chirographic culture and is thus not inherent to language or to human thought, 

but forms one possible function of these. Secondly, it has been suggested that absolute 

truth may be an illusion arising out of the apparent fixity o f the written word. In oral 

culture, narratives allow for their changing audience and truth is a function of ‘who tells it’ 

as well as o f the degree o f authority to speak which has been attributed to the teller. This 

authority is not assigned on the basis of capacity for rational argument but on contextual 

grounds which have to do with relationships between interactants as shown in the example 

of Chamoiseau gaining his authority through exciting the imagination o f his mother. This 

conception of narrative allows for the meaning of a narrative to evolve along with its 

readership. It relays a truth that is more narrowly context-bound, one which acknowledges 

that its truth is not so much an objective fact, as dependent upon the willingness of its 

hearers to acknowledge its status as truth.

This brief sketch of complex current debates provides a portrait of language as a purveyor 

of illusory truth or if  we accept that some material truths might indeed exist outside of 

language (as discussed further in chapter three) then at the very least as an inadequate 

medium for representing truth(s). Narrative as a purveyor o f ‘truth’ or ‘truths’ is therefore 

suggested to be inherently unreliable, whether or not that narrative is conveyed orally or as 

a written record. Even if the written record appears to have a fixed meaning, it cannot 

anticipate all o f the interpretations brought to bear upon it by its many readers -  it is 

instable in its reception; the oral narrative, on the other hand, may shift its meaning both in 

production and in reception. This instability is inherent to all communication because of 

the gap between production and reception which allows for a range of other psychological, 

sociohistorical and immediate technical factors to intrude on the original message.

These problems of communicating meaning are exacerbated in a context where the 

interlocutors speak different languages. Here the contexts brought to bear upon a received
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text, whether written or spoken, differ far more widely. What could reasonably be held to 

be true in one context, appears absurd or ‘unreasonable’ in another. ‘Unreasonable’ in so 

far as it does not conform to the conventional logic -  and conventional beliefs about truth - 

o f the culture in which that language is spoken. The problem is, however, not simply one 

o f culture, but also of language. Language as a descriptive tool for the environment allows 

for the formation of an infinite number of concepts. These concepts may be combined in an 

infinite number of ways. The concepts and the acoustic images applied to them from 

language to language are largely arbitrary, even if the signs are defined by their 

relationships to one another within a given language.^'^ Thus, they carmot be relied upon to 

represent reality precisely as it is. As Ong points out: ‘Nature states no “facts”: these come 

only within statements devised by human beings to refer to the seamless web of actuality 

around them.’^̂

Instead of representing reality exactly, language can only give a representation o f reality 

founded upon an agreed perception of that same reality which holds in a particular 

linguistic community. The perception of reality given in the language does not need to 

accord with the perceptions of every single individual (with his/her individual sense organs) 

in order for it to fiinction as a convention. In fact, it is this conventional nature of language 

which gives rise to tensions between the individual and society. Subjective perceptions are 

subordinated to the labels permitted within a given society for their expression. In 

accommodating subjective perceptions to the labels provided by society, the speaking 

subject gains an identity. When confi’onted with the language and culture of a different 

society, this identity is destabilised -  it must now reaccommodate itself to the labels 

appropriate within the new context.

This thesis examines this situation through investigating language learner narratives 

presented in cross-cultural autobiography. It seeks to show how assumed truths about 

reality and more especially social reality, exist as a function of cultural discourse and may 

dissolve or explode when different discourses of reality collide. It also seeks to show how 

the writers have negotiated and interpreted the alternative reality presented by the later 

experienced language, in the way that they deploy particular linguistic resources and 

through the narrative presentation of themselves as protagonists in a language learning 

situation. In particular, it will show how linguistic and poetic devices are utilised in the

Cf. Saussure, Cours de Linguistique Generate, 2005 [1916]. 
Ong, 1996, p.68.
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representation of language learning experience and what these representations may reveal, 

at a more fundamental level, about processes of meaning-making. Through the analysis of 

metaphor the possibility that these texts also reflect common, potentially universal, 

underlying perceptions o f the language learning situation, which do in fact go beyond 

particular sociolinguistic contexts, will also be explored. However, this exploration of 

potential universals must be undertaken with the caveat that the suggested text-type 

examined is limited in its form by the particular sociohistorical contexts in which it has 

developed. The following paragraphs outline some of the features o f language learner 

narrative which mark it out as distinct.

In examining ‘language learners’ as a general category via the medium of language learner 

narrative, it must be borne in mind that the many language learners examined in this thesis 

are all literate. Furthermore, they are necessarily highly literate, since they are writing 

literary texts in a foreign language. This cannot be ignored in the analysis: firstly, because 

it means that all o f the writers are at least aware if not necessarily accepting of the idea of 

meaning or ‘truth’ as something which is stable and which can be recorded and potentially 

preserved in written text. Even if the authors may be aware o f the concept of truth within 

oral culture, as shown above, this concept is presented as one which is worthy of comment 

and in some sense alien to the author.

Another feature o f the literate mind-set which is distinct from that o f members of oral 

culture is the facility to engage in reflection on the self. Along with difficulties in 

abstracting away from concrete life experience, the subjects of Luria’s study also presented 

difficulties in ‘articulate self-analysis’:

[Luria asks] “What sort of person are you, what’s your character like, what are 

your good qualities and shortcomings? How would you describe yourself?” “I 

came here from Uch-Kurgan, I was very poor, and now I’m married and have 

children.” “Are you satisfied with yourself or would you like to be different?” “It 

would be good if I had a little more land and could sow some wheat.” [...] “Well, 

people are different -  calm, hot-tempered, or sometimes their memory is poor.

What do you think of yourself?” “We behave well -  if we were bad people, no one 

would respect us” (1976, p. 15) [...] Another man, a peasant aged 36, asked what 

sort of person he was, responded with touching and humane directness: “What can 

I say about my own heart? How can I talk about my character? Ask others; they

“  Ibid., p.54.
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can tell you about me. I myself can’t say anything.” Judgement bears in on the 

individual from outside, not from within.^^

The capability for self-analysis and self-judgement is an implicit assumption underlying all 

o f the language learner narratives analysed here. Introspectivity and the development o f the 

self-conscious mind appear to be associated with the development o f  literate culture. It is 

therefore perhaps unsurprising that when the authors o f  language learner narratives are 

presented with a conflict o f  cultures which destabilises the truth assumptions, including 

truths about themselves, embedded in their first literate culture that they seek a means o f 

re-establishing personal truth and identity through writing. The self o f  which they were 

conscious in the first language must be rewritten in the second language.

Almost all the writers discussed in this study express the sentiment that neither a 

return to the homeland left behind nor feeling at home in the host country is an 

option. They need an alternative space, a third geography. This is the space of 

memory, of language, of translation. In fact, this alternative geography can now be 

figured as a terrain (of) writing, as the Greek roots of its two syllables suggest.^’

It is worth noting here that Leslie Adelson criticises Seyhan’s concept o f  writers requiring 

a ‘third’ geography since it implies that there are necessarily two discrete cultures which 

are in conflict and in which the migrant is suspended ‘between two w orlds’. Adelson 

introduces the trope o f  ‘touching tales’ as a means to describe the interaction o f cultures 

evidenced in the work o f Turkish writers within German culture:

The concept of touching tales informs the analyses presented here in several ways.

First, it suggests that Germans and Turks in Germany share more culture (as an 

ongoing imaginative project) than is often presumed when one speaks of two 

discrete worlds encountering each other across a civilizational divide. Touching 

tales thus takes conceptual leave from a model of incommensurable differences to 

stress a broad range of common ground, which can be thicker or thinner at some 

junctures.^'

Her conception o f the relationship between cultures thus moves away from a fetishization 

o f alterity. It is possible that this fetishization is a phenomenon which can be attributed to a

Ibid., pp.52-3.
Ibid., p.54.
Seyiian, 2001, p. 15.
Adelson, 2005, p.20.
Ibid.
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Western antithetical mode of thinking. A concern to discover differences as opposed to 

commonalities is cited by Ong as a key trait o f Western rational thought. In discussing 

oratory and the development of rhetoric, Ong notes how there is a tendency ‘among the 

Greeks and their cultural epigoni to maximise oppositions, in the mental as in the 

extramental world; this by contrast with Indians and Chinese, who programmatically 

minimized them’.̂ ^

Along the same lines, it could furthermore be argued that some of the modem ‘problems’ 

experienced in relation to language and identity are tied to an emphasis on concepts of 

nationhood and that, in fact, at least within a western context, problems of alterity or
T O

Otherness are exacerbated through a tendency to ‘maximise oppositions’. It is also 

possible that the problem of selfhood encountered in the foreign culture is not so much a 

result of having to adapt oneself to a new culture, but of having possessed a more highly 

conscious sense o f self in the first culture to begin with, engendered to a large extent by 

literacy.

Furthermore, the possibility must be entertained that the anxiety about identity expressed 

through interest in issues of language is a product of individualistic thought in which 

differences between individuals and cultures are emphasised rather than minimised. As 

part o f this process of differentiation, language is seen to be the key medium for 

identifying oneself, especially since the development o f the nation-state which has, to a 

large extent, tied linguistic identity to cultural identity. In such a context learning a 

different language is more strongly associated with a requirement to adopt a different 

cultural identity with all the linguistic anxiety and other apparent psychological 

ramifications o f this to which the language learner narratives under discussion provide 

testimony. Evidence for this comes from Pavlenko’s analysis of early twentieth century 

immigrant autobiography which arose out of a wave of migration to the United States. 

Pavlenko discovers that whereas the earlier migrants quickly leam English (most often 

described as taking a matter o f months) and assimilate to the requisite ‘All-American’ 

image more recent migrants find that the transition takes much longer and produces greater 

anxiety. This, in itself, cannot be taken as evidence that ‘linguistic anxiety’ did not exist for 

early twentieth century immigrants to the US. It may be a question o f what constituted 

appropriate discourse at the time and which aspects of the self were felt to be permissible

Ong, 1996, p .m .
Cf. Pavlenko and Blackledge, 2004.
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to present in writing. On the other hand, the Hnguistic anxiety expressed in contemporary 

language learner narratives may come itself to be exaggerated on the basis of prevailing 

discourses o f the individual which lay down expectations as to the experience of being a 

language learner in an unfamiliar culture. In both situations we are confronted with a 

chicken and egg scenario which arises out of the complexities surrounding the extent to 

which language shapes both social and individual reality. Is the early twentieth century 

discourse evidence of a lack o f linguistic anxiety or a mask with which to hide these 

concerns? In other words, does the supposed linguistic anxiety disappear if no one talks 

about it; is it a phenomenon external to language upon which discourse can have no 

influence; or is it perhaps a phenomenon influenced by discourse but by which it is 

nonetheless never fully supplanted? These complex connections between reality, the social 

construction of reality, the construction of social realities via the medium of language and 

the impact of this on individual subjectivity reverberates throughout this thesis and will be 

discussed further in chapter three.

In the following chapters, the possibility that the textual phenomenon of linguistic anxiety 

might be interpreted on the basis of a loss o f Mundigkeit will be explored. Through this 

trope of ‘loss of Mundigkeit', the experiences o f language learners documented in these 

texts are viewed as a microcosm of contemporary postmodern discourse as a whole in 

which the Enlightenment project is subject to question. As a counter-discourse to this 

postmodern framework, the texts are also analysed for the commonalities which appear to 

extend across diverse sociohistorical contexts. Already, the grouping of these texts within a 

genre would appear to belie the theme of alienation and Otherness which forms the implicit 

basis of many o f these narratives since the texts appear in fact to be united to each other as 

narratives recounting common human passions and experiences, both in the narrator’s 

relationships with others and in the narrator’s relationship with language and the world 

through language. An analysis of the metaphors o f the texts conducted in chapter six will 

show that the individual narrators, apparently isolated by their marginal experiences as 

language learners in a foreign culture, appear to converge in an abstract society of 

language learners, all exhibiting very similar linguistic, and more especially metaphoric, 

interpretations of their situation, no matter what the specifics of their cultural background; 

although linguistic, cultural and socio-economic factors as well as level of education can 

be expected to have an impact on the linguistic form of the underlying conceptualisation. 

Taking George Lakoff and Mark Johnson’s The Metaphors We Live By (1980) as a point of
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departure, the extent to which these interpretations may be said to be grounded in a 

concrete material reality external to language will be considered.

1.4 Overview of Thesis

The second chapter o f this thesis provides an overview of current research into texts 

variously called language biography, language learner memoir and cross-cultural 

autobiography (among other appellations) which overlap with the proposed genre of 

language learner narrative. In the main, the chapter re-examines Alice Kaplan’s proposal of 

‘language memoir’ as a genre and considers possible criteria for distinguishing texts which 

fit into the proposed genre. The discussion of the plethora o f genre labels which have 

sprung up to describe similar texts is used as a basis for dispensing with genre in this 

context. Using Derrida’s essay ‘The Law of Genre’ (1980) as a springboard, ‘language 

learner narrative’ is proposed as an alternative designation which is not restricted by the 

traditional conception of what constitutes a text. The category of language learner narrative 

differs somewhat from the previous genres with which the texts have been associated in 

that it is an overarching term not just for complete published texts but also for sections of 

texts. These texts are grouped according to the specific situations and themes to which the 

signifiers in those texts make reference.

The third chapter details the methodology employed in this analysis and presents both a 

theoretical contextualisation of the following study as well as the semiotic and stylistic 

methods of textual analysis which are employed. The first section of the chapter reviews 

some of the key ideas about the relationship between language and reality which are 

presented in social semiotics as exemplified in the work of M.A.K. Halliday, Robert 

Hodge, Gunther Kress and Jay Lemke on which Fowler’s work partially builds but which 

also permits an understanding of the complex relationships between text, context and 

society which are particularly pertinent to a reading of language learner narratives. This 

debate is also pursued in a brief overview of current thinking about the relationship 

between language and thought as well as the structure o f concepts in the bilingual mind. 

This brief outline o f objective research into bilingualism is not intended to further research 

in this area, but to provide the background for how the subjective perceptions of the 

protagonists in language learner narratives may be interpreted.
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Following this, the chapter presents the methodological approach to the text which is 

predominantly grounded in the work o f Roger Fowler’s Linguistic Criticism (1986). In line 

with Fowler’s thinking, the aim is not to present a systematic textual analysis machine 

which feeds in a text in one end and comes out with an interpretation at the other; rather, 

the subjective input of the critic is kept in awareness, and the linguistic tools are employed 

as appears relevant to the text in question. This avoids the problem of trying to make the 

analysis fit the linguistic theory rather than allowing the relationship between text and 

reader to take precedence. This section of the chapter presents some of the key ideas from 

linguistics which have been applied to the analysis of literary texts and describes the work 

of some of the literary and linguistic schools which have developed these ideas, insofar as 

these are relevant to the analysis of language learner narratives. The subsequent section of 

this chapter further justifies the use of a linguistic critical analysis through refuting some of 

the common arguments made against semiotic approaches to textual criticism as 

summarised by Daniel Chandler. The final section of this chapter outlines how the role of 

the critic is to be conceived of within the linguistic critical analysis of language learner 

narratives through introducing the concept o f ‘interscription’.

The fourth chapter of the thesis forms a discussion of the framework for critical analysis 

and interpretation which will be applied to the texts. In particular, it gives focus to a 

redefinition of Kant’s concept of Miindigkeit as it is to be employed for the purposes of this 

literary analysis. Firstly, it is argued that Miindigkeit can be defined in relation to linguistic 

competence and furthermore shows how the problematic issue o f expressing Miindigkeit 

may be productively interpreted in relation to Pierre Bourdieu’s concepts of linguistic 

capital and symbolic power. This analysis makes Miindigkeit a highly relevant conceptual 

tool in the examination o f the processes of language acquisition represented in language 

learner narratives. The first section of this chapter shows that Miindigkeit may be defined 

as a decision to use critical reason independently and that critical reason is inherently 

bound up with linguistic competence. The second section argues that independent critical 

reason is problematic given the fact that language, which forms the basis for this linguistic 

competence, is a social phenomenon. The final section argues that living in an unfamiliar 

culture can be shown to destabilise Miindigkeit because of several interrelated factors 

which include the loss o f linguistic capital in the foreign context; the fact that those who 

experienced the language early may act as Vormund and may in some cases also infantilise 

the speaker who has experienced the language later in life for the first time; and the fact
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that using the foreign language involves the deployment of a different conceptual 

framework in critical reasoning.

Chapter five applies the reworked concept of Mundigkeit within the analysis of a text by 

Emine Sevgi Ozdamar, Mutter Zunge (1998), and shows how Ozdamar’s text provides an 

almost archetypal example of loss of Mundigkeit within the foreign culture. This is 

exemplified both in the theme of the text which concerns a love affair which develops 

between the protagonist and her teacher of Arabic, leading to the protagonist’s loss of 

reason, and in the language of the text in which the coupling of signifiers reflects an 

increasingly ambiguous sense of identity. Following Haines and Littler’s suggestion that 

‘the elemental imagery points to the legacy of Ottoman literature in Ozdamar’s work’,̂ '* 

the analysis also engages with the recurrent symbols used in the text such as ‘death’, ‘the 

soul’, ‘love’, ‘the rose’ and ‘the nightingale’, which can also be found in Ottoman Divan 

poetry and further suggests what this might reveal about Mtindigkeit.

The first section o f chapter five analyses the general plot and themes of the narrative 

without focusing in great detail on the language used. This analysis shows how the themes 

o f the narrative can be shown to reflect the narrator’s loss o f Mundigkeit, in particular 

through the narrator’s voluntary imprisonment in the Schriftzimmer and in the love affair 

which develops between the protagonist and her teacher of Arabic script. The second 

section provides evidence from the language of the text in order to show that the textual 

form also reflects a loss o f Mundigkeit, in particular through lack of linguistic competence 

and through the degradation o f language in which meanings are increasingly shifting and 

not fixed.

The sixth chapter argues that an analysis of the metaphors used in language learner 

narratives reveals that a subjective experience of ‘loss of M undigkeit’ can be identified in a 

wide range of texts hailing from diverse sociohistorical contexts. The metaphors are 

grouped according to underlying ‘conceptual’ metaphors for which the theory was 

developed by George Lakoff and Mark Johnson. A loss of Mundigkeit is said to be 

reflected in metaphors which articulate a loss of the sense o f self, a loss of independence 

and the subjective experience of being infantilised. It is furthermore debated whether or not 

these common metaphors can be said to function to create an abstract society o f language 

learners in which the language learners, apparently engaged in lonely individualistic

Haines and Littler, 2004, p. 128, 133.
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struggles, in fact inhabit the discourse of language learner narrative. This is not at the level 

of linguistic form (i.e. the exponents of this discourse may vary), but at a more 

fundamental and potentially universal conceptual level.

In this chapter the various metaphors used in language learner narratives are analysed and 

it is suggested that some o f these metaphors are based on an underlying conceptual 

metaphor which can be seen to be relevant to more than one o f the texts. In particular, this 

chapter considers metaphors relating to three key themes concerned with the self, language 

and society. The first consideration in this chapter is how the self is perceived through 

metaphors relating to the body and to clothing. The second consideration is how the 

relationship to the foreign language and the possibility of making meaning in the foreign 

culture is perceived and the third consideration involves metaphors o f infantilisation and 

entrapment which relate to the loss of social and symbolic capital. The proposed 

underlying conceptual metaphors which relate to these themes are: THE FOREIGN 

LANGUAGE IS A HUMAN BEING; THE FOREIGN CULTURE IS A TRAP; THE 

FOREIGN CULTURE IS A PLAY; THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE IS A COSTUME and 

THE NON-FLUENT SPEAKER IS A CHILD.^^

Chapter seven presents two alternative arguments. Firstly, it questions the classic view that 

learning a foreign language necessarily always ‘broadens the mind’ and places the speaker 

in an advantageous position from which they can maintain a productive external 

perspective upon two cultures, a kind of Hypermundigkeit in which a person can fit into 

more than one culture. It is proposed as an alternative that contact with the foreign 

language and culture may result in a destabilised relationship to language, which is 

exemplified by increased focus on the signifier over the signified in a variety of forms of 

language play. This language play may function in two ways. Firstly, it may reveal a 

dissolution of the power to create meaning which could be described as Untermiindigkeit 

or Mundligkeit (from Miindel). This language play involves an irrational logic by 

association and a tolerance for ambiguity which may be considered to represent a 

diminution of reason. Secondly, this chapter proposes that language play may alternatively 

represent, not a demonstration of loss of Miindigkeit, but a conscious strategy which aims 

to redress the balance of power between Miindel and Vormund by, for example, 

defamiliarising the language for speakers well-versed in the standard forms. In this 

analysis language play can be seen as a demonstration of linguistic competence which aims

N B/ Block capitals is the convention used by Lakoff and Johnson to indicate conceptual metaphor.
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at development into or generation of novel linguistic capital. However, in a paradoxical 

fashion, regaining Miindigkeit in this way frequently involves the same process as losing 

Miindigkeit i.e. a descent into semiosis where meanings are shifting and not fixed, where 

the distinction between conscious manipulation and unwilled eruption o f semiotic 

resources into the symbolic may not always be clear. This semi-controlled manipulation of 

language can be seen as a process of Metamiindigkeit, which involves a refusal of 

resocialisation into a new language and culture which is exemplified by the creation of 

meanings which transcend existing languages and cultures. Metamiindigkeit is held to be 

an alternative to loss o f Miindigkeit, which can reveal a process o f novel integration of the 

semiotic resources o f more than one culture.

The final chapter presents a variety of suggestions for future research into related topics. In 

addition to this, the key discussions are summarised and a conclusion is offered about the 

extent to which Kant’s term Miindigkeit may be productively re-read and used as a critical 

tool for the analysis of texts which represent the experience of language learners and how 

this analysis o f language learner narratives can reciprocally tell us something about 

Miindigkeit.
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2 On Language Memoir? A Review of tlie 
Secondary Literature

[A]s soon as genre announces itself, one must respect a norm, one must not cross a 

line of demarcation, one must not risk impurity, anomaly, or monstrosity.^^

In her 1994 essay ‘On Language Memoir’ Alice Kaplan describes a genre of texts she 

uncovered while seeking to find out more about the experience of learning a foreign 

language from the perspective of language learners. Disappointed by the accounts of 

language learning she found in writings about second language acquisition she turned to 

fiction and discovered ‘an entire genre of twentieth-century autobiographical writing which 

is in essence about language learning. But it has never been categorised or named as such, 

either because it is discussed in terms of the history of a specific ethnic or national 

literature, or because language is understood in these books as mere decor in a drama of
- 3 7

upward mobility or exile’. In her article she then pursues the argument that these texts 

constitute a genre o f their own which she labels ‘language memoir’.

However, as will be argued here, her introduction o f the genre o f language memoir is by no 

means unproblematic. Under Kaplan’s original definition the term ‘language’ referred not 

only to the acquisition of a second language, but also to other discourses within the 

mother-tongue such as ‘a language of upward mobility, a language of power or
• l o  ^

expressivity within the native language’. This genre label has, however, been 

appropriated in second language acquisition research to refer primarily to texts dealing 

with the development of competence in a second or foreign language. Furthermore, while 

it carmot be disputed that there are many texts which fit the criteria described by the term 

‘language memoir’, there are too many similarities between these texts and other genres 

and text types which it would be difficult to include under the same heading. In what

Derrida and Ronell, 1980. 
”  Kaplan, 1994, p.59.

Cf. Kramsch, 2005.
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follows it will be argued that a far more workable approach to the texts which Kaplan 

describes, along with the similar related texts discovered by other researchers, is to make 

broad reference to ‘language learner narrative’. This term may be applied to whole texts or 

sections of texts and has the advantage that it may easily be further qualified. It is then 

possible to refer to semi-fictional language learner narrative or semi-autobiographical 

language learner narrative, language learner narrative in poetry, travel writing or second 

language acquisition research. The term is furthermore not restricted to autobiographical 

texts.

This chapter thereby acts as a review of the current literature on language memoir, but 

given how recently this proposed genre came into being and how little it has, as yet, been 

investigated, the following discussion also engages critically with this secondary literature 

in order to attempt to redefine the literary category in a more clear and consistent way. The 

chapter begins by considering the validity o f ‘language memoir’ as a category and some of 

the criteria upon which this and other similar classifications have been or might be based, 

before presenting some of the texts which have been suggested as exponents of the genre 

and setting these within their sociohistorical contexts, in order to highlight the diversity of 

experience and narrative to which the term ‘language memoir’ has problematically been 

applied.

2.1 Deconstructing Language Memoir

While the term ‘language memoir’ appears convenient -  there must, after all, have been an 

element of similarity between the texts which motivated the use o f the term in the first 

place -  it is, arguably, unsatisfactory in several ways as outlined below, and this is 

reflected in the plethora of genre labels which are used in the secondary literature to refer 

to the same as well as to similar and/or related texts. For convenience of reference, in 

addition to the discussion below, these are also tabulated in appendix one. It is worthwhile 

considering some of these diverse related genre labels since they help to reveal the 

complications surrounding the term ‘language memoir’.

Firstly, if language memoir is to be defined in terms of descriptions o f language learning 

from the learner’s point of view, texts which deal with the subjective experience o f 

learning a foreign language are in fact extremely diverse in nature and have been discussed
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by researchers from a variety o f standpoints within different disciplines. If we look at 

research in the disciplines o f both literature and second language acquisition, in many 

cases the diverse nature of the texts leads to different labels being applied to similar and/or 

the same texts or the same/similar labels being applied to texts which are extremely 

different both in their style and how they are used within the research. Some of the many 

labels which are under consideration here include: language (learning) memoir, language 

learner narrative, language biography, language (learning) autobiography, migrant 

autobiography and cross-cultural autobiography.

We will begin here by discussing terms used by researchers such as Aneta Pavlenko or Phil 

Benson and David Nunan within the discipline of Second Language Acquisition. 

Following the discussion of terms used in SLA, we look in more detail at Kaplan’s 

definition of language memoir and the terms used by other researchers such as Mary 

Besemeres who has written on a range of cross-cultural autobiographies from a literary 

theoretical perspective. Unless specifically wishing to reference a genre label employed in 

a particular researcher’s work, where possible the discussion will refer more neutrally and 

more broadly to ‘accounts of learning a foreign language’. Under this heading, for the time 

being, is included any text, be it a published/unpublished poem, novel or autobiography, a 

journal article, an essay, a student’s report or any other related text which contains content 

specifically describing the subjective experience of acquiring a foreign language. The 

focus in this thesis is nonetheless on (semi-)autobiographical texts which describe 

language learning experiences and not on literary texts o f any kind which have been 

written in a later experienced language, though there are certainly texts which represent 

both categories. Steven Kellman provides a highly comprehensive overview of the broader
•JQ  ^

phenomenon of ‘translingual’ texts in The Translingual Imagination (2000). Along with 

Eva Hoffman’s Lost in Translation (1989) and Richard Rodriguez’ Hunger o f  Memory 

(1982), he is concerned with literary and philosophical texts o f all kinds, not just the (semi-) 

autobiographical, by authors such as Rosa Auslander, Joseph Conrad, Samuel Beckett, 

Ursula Hegi, Catherine the Great, Seneca, Anton Shammas and George Steiner -  just eight 

of the names which feature in Kellman’s roster of just over two hundred translingual 

authors from a variety of epochs and locations. His list is by no means definitive.

A complicating factor in including accounts of learning a foreign language within a single 

genre lies in the cross-disciplinary attraction o f the texts and the issues to which they refer

Kellman, 2000.
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and the consequent moulding of the genre definition so as to fit the needs o f diverse 

research questions and approaches. The subjective experience of learning a foreign 

language as it is articulated by individual learners has been of increasing interest to 

researchers in Second Language Acquisition. Over the latter half o f the twentieth century 

there has been a rising interest in qualitative studies of second language learning processes. 

Beginning in the 1970s, SLA began making use of learner diaries in which second 

language learners described their acquisition of the foreign language over a period o f time. 

These offered a means to understand the affective side of language learning and the 

language learning strategies that students engaged in along with the learners’ perceptions 

of their acquisition.'^^ Benson and Nunan point out that this kind of research is usually 

limited to a short period of time, perhaps a year or less, over which the learners keep a 

diary for the researchers as they go about their learning. The limited duration of these 

studies is cited by Benson and Nunan as the reason for which

attention has shifted in recent years to recollection as a means o f  exploring longer- 

term experiences o f  language learning in more ‘authentic’ settings. Particular 

interest has been shown in language learning ‘memoirs’ from beyond the SLA 

literature, written both by second language researchers and others.'*'

As data for Second Language Acquisition research these texts remain controversial since 

many o f them are literary constructions and cannot be considered objective accounts of 

language learning processes. This point is emphasised by Daniela Fritz in her 2001 

unpublished dissertation entitled, ‘Language Socialisation, Communicative Competence 

and Identity: Literary Representations of the Language Learner in Twentieth-Century 

German Literature’, in which she considers the fictional representation of three language 

learners in literary texts by Franz Kafka {Ein Bericht fu r  eine Akademie, 1919), Peter 

Handke {Kaspar, 1967) and Christa W olf {Kassandra, 1983).“̂  ̂Fritz is concerned not with 

a genre of texts which could be categorised as ‘language memoirs’, instead her focus is on 

literary texts which happen to contain accounts o f language learning.

Even those texts which are not ostensibly literary must still be examined as textual 

constructions subject to the vagaries o f memory and desired self representation.'*^ Aneta 

Pavlenko argues specifically against the simplistic use o f language memoirs as

Benson, 2004, pp. 12-3.
lbid.,p.l3.
Fritz, 2001.
Cf. Bruner, 1990.
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ethnographic data in her article ‘Language Learning Memoirs as a Gendered Genre’ 

written in 2001. In this article, she makes the case for sociohistoric, sociocultural and 

rhetorical analyses of language memoirs, on the basis that sociohistorical contexts shape 

the narratives which are produced by language learners/'* She argues that language 

memoirs must be approached ‘as discursive constructions, rather than as factual 

statements.’'*̂  Pavlenko, along with Benson and Nunan, refers to these texts as ‘language 

learning memoirs’, though again Pavlenko’s terminology shifts between this descriptor 

and those of ‘language memoir’ and ‘second language learning memoirs’ among others."*  ̂

It is also worth noting that Pavlenko’s definition o f language learning memoir describes 

the category in terms of a genre of American cross-cultural autobiography, thereby 

restricting it to a narrowly defined geographical context.

Even if the literary accounts of language learning are considered by some researchers, such 

as Benson, Nunan and Pavlenko, as inappropriate material, or at least material which 

should be used with caution within Second Language Acquisition, the use of these 

accounts within this field has prompted moves to use autobiographical material in teaching 

foreign languages and to have students themselves write ‘learning histories’. These are 

used for discussion in the classroom and to introduce students to successful models of 

language learning.'*^ Benson & Nunan also cite a number of other uses for these accounts 

which includes use in research concerned with: learning strategies, second language 

literacy, motivation, autonomy, self-directed learning, bilingual parenting, and the 

experiences of newcoming speakers as learners and teachers. To add a further 

complication to the terminology, these ‘learning histories’ are referred to by Benson & 

Nunan as ‘language-learning autobiographies’ and in other research as ‘language 

biographies’. The latter term is one which is also used in the European Language 

Portfolio, a record of language learning for individuals to use, which was developed 

between 1998 and 2000 by the Language Policy Division of the Council o f Europe in 

Strasbourg. It aims to promote the development o f plurilingualism and pluriculturalism.^*^ 

In the European Language Portfolio the term ‘language biography’ more specifically refers

Pavlenko takes the term ‘language memoir’ from A lice Kaplan.
Pavlenko, 2001,p .214.
In her article Aneta Pavlenko provides a veiy detailed list o f  ‘language learning memoirs’ in which are 

included some o f  the ‘language memoirs’ o f  Kaplan. Frequently cited texts are Eva Hoffman’s Lost in 
Translation (1989) and Richard Rodriguez’ Hunger o f  M emory (1982).

See Benson and Nunan for a list o f  relevant studies.
See section 2.3.7 below.
Korth, 2001; Nekvapil, 2003.
For further details see [http://www.coe.int/T/DG4/Portfolio/?L=E&M=/main_pages/introduction.html]
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not to learner reports gathered for the purpose of research into SLA, but to reflective 

reports created by learners in order to further their own linguistic and intercultural 

competence. The term ‘language biography’ is in fact one which is used in a generally 

consistent way within SLA and is translated into French as biographic langagiere and into 

German as Sprachbiographie}^

At this point it would seem that there is a reasonable divide between ‘language memoirs’ 

conceived of as literary accounts of language learning, usually written by published 

authors of other literary fiction and non-fiction and ‘language biographies’ conceived of as 

informal reports written by non-professional writers, primarily used as ethnographic data in 

second language acquisition research. It is, however, worth noting, that texts are not 

always approached from one stance or the other. Alison Phipps in Learning the Arts o f  

Linguistic Survival: Languaging, Tourism, Life (2007) uses extracts from her own 

reflections on learning languages as a tourist as a counterpoint to a theoretical discussion of 

the topic of tourist language learners. These extracts are also unique for their focus on the 

language learning context of tourists rather than on migrants.

The convenient typology between language memoir and language biography is also 

complicated by the existence of alternative descriptions for the same and similar texts. In a 

doctoral dissertation submitted at the University of Toronto in 2004 the author, Linda 

Steinman, cites the following variant names for accounts of learning a foreign language in 

the literature: language autobiographies, language narratives, life histories,

autoethnographies, life narratives and testimonios. Many of these could also refer to a 

range of literary autobiographies having nothing to do with narrating the experience of 

learning a foreign language. Steinman herself also refers to ‘autobiographical accounts of 

acculturation’ and ‘language learner accounts’ but prefers the term, ‘language learner 

narrative’ and defines this as ‘published accounts authored by those who have lived and 

learned in a new language and a new culture.’ Steinman is not concerned with justifying 

the use of the more literary accounts as ethnographic data, but is willing to accept her 

subjective experience of the verisimilitude of the accounts for the purposes of her 

research.

See, for example, the 2004 publication by the Peter Lang Verlag ‘Leben mit mehreren Sprachen’ 
[http://www.peterlang.com/index.cfm?vID=10340&vLang=D&vHR=l&vUR=2&vUUR=5]

Steinman, 2004, p.2.
”  Ibid., p. 10.
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It must furthermore be noted that Steinman’s term ‘language learner naiTative’ is broader 

than that of ‘language memoir’ since she uses it to refer both to longer more literary 

accounts of language learning, and also to shorter published essays such as the anthology 

by Karen Ogulnick (2000), Language Crossings. The longer literary accounts she refers to 

include Eva Hoffman’s Lost in Translation (1989), which is also included in Kaplan’s 

definition o f ‘language memoir’, whereas the essays in Language Crossings (2000) are of a 

quite different nature and might more readily be categorised as a form of ‘language 

biography’. By using the term ‘language learner narrative’ Steinman is able to refer to a 

range of texts treating the theme of learning a foreign language but which are stylistically 

quite different. However, even with Steinman’s professed awareness of the distinction 

between personal narratives and observational research,^"^ the risk remains that the literary 

texts are used uncritically, without awareness o f their literary construction.

If the use of these texts in SLA research has provoked a degree of controversy,^^ such 

literary accounts of language learning are of more uncontroversial and evident interest to 

those outside of linguistics. Besides Alice Kaplan, who is a Professor of Romance Studies, 

Literature and History at Duke University, Mary Besemeres writes from a literary 

theoretical perspective about texts dealing with highly similar issues, including two which 

Kaplan has categorised as language memoir.^^ Besemeres, however, refers to her subject of 

interest as ‘cross-cultural autobiography’.̂  ̂This term, while applicable in many cases to 

texts which Kaplan refers to with ‘language memoir’,̂ * allows for the potential inclusion of 

a broader spectrum of texts. This potential is made clear in Pavlenko (2001), who cites 

cross-cultural autobiography as a coverall term for immigrant autobiographies -  ‘memoirs 

written by first generation immigrants who arrived to the target language country as 

teenagers or as adults and who discuss both the country o f their birth and their new culture’, 

ethnic autobiographies -  ‘immigrant memoirs as well as narratives of those who arrived to 

the New World as children or were bom and grew up in ethnic neighbourhoods’ and ‘any 

other narrative which explores transitions and interactions between cultures, whether 

written by a member of both cultures or not, such as narratives written by temporary

Ibid., p.6.
Cf. Kramsch, 2005, p.2.
These are Lost in Translation (1989) by Eva Hoffman and Hunger o f  M emory (1982) by Richard 

Rodriguez.
Besemeres’ 2002 study Translating One's S e lf  illustrates precisely Aneta Pavlenko’s comments in 

‘Language Learning Memoirs as a Gendered Genre’ about the postmodern concern with language as ‘the 
main site o f  world and identity construction’. Pavlenko, 2001, p.216.

Besemeres, 2002, p.64 in fact cites Kaplan’s use o f  this term.
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expatriates and visitors’. W e  see here how the distinctions between text genres start to 

hinge on complex definitions o f nationality and strained similarities drawn between 

different childhood experiences and accounts of those experiences.®® This arguably works 

in favour o f using a broader term like ‘cross-cultural autobiography’ as Besemeres herself 

does; however, the term ‘cross-cultural autobiography’ is insufficient to the purposes of 

this thesis since it does not emphasise experiences of language learning to the same extent 

as the term ‘language memoir’.

In an article published three years later, Mary Besemeres uses a different terminology. In 

this article she makes a subtle distinction between ‘memoirs o f language immersion’ and 

‘memoirs of language migration’. The latter term she uses with reference to Eva 

Hoffman’s Lost in Translation (1989), the text which is cited most frequently as an 

example of the genre of language memoir.®' Besemeres states that she considers ‘memoirs 

o f language immersion’ to be related to ‘memoirs o f language migration’ though she 

argues in her article for the former’s inclusion as a subgenre of travel writing. The 

difference between memoirs of language immersion and memoirs of language migration is, 

however, weakly articulated, since both are concerned with what Besemeres describes as 

‘focus on the experience of learning another language as a foreigner and cultural 

outsider—and translating the self in the process.’ It is also unclear whether through 

stating that memoirs o f language immersion are ‘related to’ memoirs of language migration 

Besemeres views language memoirs (memoirs o f language migration) and memoirs of 

language immersion as two subcategories of the genre travel writing (see figure 1) or if she 

only considers memoirs o f language immersion to belong to the category of travel writing 

with language memoirs forming a genre of their own in distinction to travel writing and its 

subcategory (see figure 2):

Pavlenko, 2001,p .215.
Cf. Genette, 1977, p.408, ‘L’histoire de la theorie des genres est toute marquee de ces schemas fascinants 

qui informent et deforment la realite souvent h^teroclite du champ litteraire at pr6tendent d^couvrir un 
“systeme” natural la oil ils construisent une symetrie factice a grand renfort de fausses fenetres.’ This is also 
cited in a translation o f  Derrida’s article ‘The Law o f Genre’ as follows ‘The history o f  genre-theory is 
strewn with these fascinating outlines that inform and deform reality, a reality often heterogenous to the 
literary field, and that claim to discover a natural “system” wherein they construct a factitious symmetry 
heavily reinforced by fake windows.’ Derrida and Ronell, 1980. What this brief quotation does not show is 
that Genette goes on to assert the utility o f  such temporary schemas.

See for example, Kaplan, 1994, Pavlenko, 2001, & am sch, 2005.
“  Besemeres, 2002.
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the proposed language memoirs discussed by Kaplan show a level o f engagement to this 

degree. Kaplan’s own memoir French Lessons (1993) is vsritten in her first language, 

English. It is therefore not possible to distinguish narratives o f language travel/immersion 

from narratives of language migration alone on the basis o f whether or not the text was 

written in a first or later experienced language. Language memoirs, however, perhaps 

distinguish themselves both from narratives of language travel and other travel writing 

through their greater emphasis on integrating into the foreign culture and learning the 

foreign language. In most cases the learner is staying in the foreign country either by force 

or by choice for an indefinite period of time, whereas in narratives of language travel the 

period of stay is for the most part temporary -  this is at least the case with the Hessler text 

which Besemeres analyses.

One might also expect a greater degree of introspection about the process of self- 

development within the foreign culture in language memoir than in travel writing. In this 

sense language memoirs are, as Kaplan suggests, perhaps closer to the genre of 

Bildungsroman whereas travel writing may resemble more of a report about external 

events and people rather than the focus on the development of one narrative protagonist. 

However, this criterion does not in the end help to distinguish language memoir from 

narratives of language travel since the criticism of one’s own cultural assumptions which 

Besemeres considers vital to this genre necessarily implies a higher level o f introspection 

than is found in traditional travel writing. The problems with distinguishing narratives of 

language immersion from travel writing on the one hand and language memoirs (narratives 

of language migration) on the other will now be further demonstrated on the basis of 

examples from the two texts Besemeres discusses.

Besemeres begins by analysing an account written by Sarah Turnbull, Almost French 

(2005), in her first language, English, which describes her encounters with French culture. 

In this text, the relationship between the author and her French partner allows for a 

dialogue to emerge between the cultures in which the couple are both enlightened about 

their own cultures through each other’s alternative perspectives. Arguably, in contrast to 

Besemeres’ own analysis, there are many aspects of this text which relate it more closely to 

language memoir than to travel writing. Even if Sarah Turnbull has not written the text in 

the foreign language, precisely because she is living in the foreign culture for an indefinite 

period of time and precisely because she is engaged with the foreign culture, attempting to

“  Cf. Kaplan, 1994, p.69.
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assimilate and relating her introspections about that experience in a dialogic way, for those 

reasons the text constitutes the type of narrative which may be included under ‘language 

memoir’. One aspect of the text which might go against this analysis is the fact that 

Turnbull’s introspections about the foreign language and culture weigh more heavily on 

the side o f culture than on that o f language. On the other side of the scale, Turnbull at 

times produces a vivid and down-to-earth description of her sense of invisibility in the 

foreign culture and the lack of cultural and linguistic capital on her part which contribute to 

this.^^ Even if she does not write a great deal about problems of language and translation, 

there are many examples in the text, some quoted by Besemeres, in which she openly 

reveals her lack of pragmatic and cultural competence. Turnbull says the wrong thing at 

the wrong time, finds herself ignored for unknown reasons, and, as her partner points 

out to her, is about to cause unwitting offence to the baker by entering the shop in a 

tracksuit.^^ Besemeres also cites Turnbull’s description o f a cocktail party in which she 

valiantly but unsuccessfully attempts to break the ice with a French couple by ‘filling the 

silences with embarrassingly inane remarks’.̂ ® Besemeres considers that this passage 

captures the ‘diversity of social worlds’ in a dialogic way:

The comically one-sided conversation reveals to Turnbull gradually not only that 

‘the rules’ for conversation might be different in the new context, but that getting 

to know others at a party is not, for the couple she approaches, the self-evident 

good that it is for her.’ '

However, despite these more reflective passages, there are other passages which, as 

Besemeres also highlights, read as generalisations and broad-brush stereotypes from an 

ethnocentric perspective. This often involves poorly veiled derision o f French culture:

Althought toilet humour is considered poor taste in France, sex-related witticisms 

are acceptable in virtually any social setting. Sustaining linguistic volleys o f  

naughty innuendo is a national sport. Sometimes these word games are subtle and 

sophisticated. But often the banter is ribald and silly

“  Please see chapter four for further discussion of Bourdieu. 
Cf. Turnbull, 2005, p.63.
Cf. Ibid., p.68.

® Ibid., p. 130.
™ Ibid., p.63.

Besemeres, 2005, p.31.
’^Turnbull, 2005, p.53.
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But as everyone knows from Proust’s legendary page-long sentences, the French 

language doesn’t lend itself to concision. Its beauty lies in the fluid rhythms of 

musical, meandering passages which express a multitude of possibilities and 

doubts before reaching any conclusion. Oblique messages are revered as subtle and 

sophisticated whereas direct language is considered too blunt -  an appropriate 

writing style for a robot but not for an erudite human being.^^

Turnbull’s text wavers between monologic travel writing and a more dialogical approach 

to the implicated cultures which might validate the text for inclusion in a subgenre of 

language memoir in which might be included texts which deal with more brief periods of 

cultural and linguistic immersion in adulthood. If  the criterion of ‘level of engagement’ is 

set up for determining language memoir then the assignment o f this text to the category 

hinges on the extent to which Turnbull can be deemed to engage self-critically with French 

culture. On the one hand, Besemeres acknowledges the essentialism of some of Turnbull’s 

descriptions which she likens to ‘the style and spirit of satirical travel guide-books like the 

“Xenophobe” series’. '̂' On the other hand, Besemeres also considers the retrospective 

accounts of some of the ‘critical incidents’ in intercultural communication which Turnbull 

describes as being more evidently dialogical in nature, involving a greater insight into both 

Australian and French perspectives on the same situation. On this basis it would be very 

difficult to determine if Turnbull truly does engage with the foreign culture in a non- 

ethnocentric way. It suggests that the text may in fact represent a transition or interplay of 

cultural values and assumptions which is at times monologic and at others dialogic.

The second text which Besemeres considers is River Town: Two Years on the Yangtze 

(2001), by Peter Hessler, in which the American author describes his experience of 

working in Fuling in the province of Sichuan in China, teaching English literature as a 

Peace Corps volunteer. Again, this text is potentially a prime candidate for a subgenre of 

language memoir, since it deals not with an indefinite period o f stay but a more brief 

period of linguistic immersion. Although the text is in fact written in English, the author 

makes an effort to learn Mandarin and there is evidence o f critiquing his own cultural 

assumptions. For example, his own perspective on Chinese culture is defamiliarised by the 

reports of his students on how he and his American colleague appear to them. Besemeres 

quotes the following example of an essay written by a student entitled ‘Why Americans are 

so Casual’:

Ibid., p.84.
Besemeres, 2005, p.30.
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I’m a Chinese. As we all know, the Chinese nation is a rather conservative nation.

So many of us have conservative thinking in some degree. I don’t know whether it 

is bad or good.

Our foreign language teachers— Peter and Adam— came to teach us this term. It 

provides a good opportunity o f understanding the American way o f life. In my 

opinion, they are more casual than us Chinese people. Why do I think so? I’ll give 

you some facts to explain this.

For example, when Mr. Hessler is having class, he can scratch himself casually 

without paying attention to what others may say. He dresses up casually, usually 

with his belt dropping and dangling. But, to tell you the truth, it isn’t considered a 

good manner in China, especially in old people’s eyes. In my opinion, I think it is 

very natural.’^

This short description by the Chinese student is reminiscent o f  descriptions in Swift’s 

Gulliver's Travels cited by Fowler as an example o f  defamiliarisation:

At last I beheld several Animals in a Field, and one or two o f the same Kind sitting 

in the Trees. Their Shape was very singular, and deformed, which a little 

discomposed me [...] They had no Tails, nor any Hair at all on their Buttocks, 

except about the Anus; which, 1 presume Nature has placed there to defend them as 

they sat on the Ground; for this Posture they used, as well as lying down, and often 

stood on their hind Feet. [...] The Hair o f both Sexes was o f several Colours, brown, 

red, black, yellow. Upon the whole, I never beheld in all my Travels so 

disagreeable an Animal, or one against which I naturally conceived so strong an 

Antipathy.’^

That the teacher can ‘scratch himself casually’, has his belt ‘dropping and dangling’ and 

this is all seen as ‘very natural’ seems to contain an implicit suggestion that the American 

appears to the Chinese as some kind o f  uncivilised animal or ape, though in this case, 

unlike in the Swift example, the suggested comparison would be rather more implicit. If 

not described explicitly as apes, the two teachers are, at the very least, presented as if  they 

were animals being observed in a zoo. The inclusion o f this extract seems to show that the 

author is willing to set up his own culture for criticism by members o f the foreign culture.

Ibid., p.36.
Fowler, 1986, p.43.
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Much later in the text, Hessler also appears to unashamedly caricature himself and how he 

might appear to the Chinese by describing an imaginary Chinese self called ‘Ho Wei’, the 

name Hessler has been given by his Chinese friends and acquaintances:

Ho Wei was completely different from my American self: he was friendlier, he 

was eager to talk with anybody, and he took great pleasure in even the most inane 

conversations. In a simple way he was funny; by saying a few words in the local 

dialect he could be endlessly entertaining to the people in Fuling. Also Ho Wei 

was stupid, which was what I liked the most about him. He spoke with an accent; 

he had lousy grammar; and he laughed at the simple mistakes that he made. People 

were comfortable with somebody that stupid, and they found it easy to talk with 

Ho Wei, even though they often had to say things twice or write new words in his 

notebook.’^

Here we are confronted with a description which might be interpreted in one of two ways. 

Firstly, it could be interpreted as a self-mocking description which attempts to view the 

author through the eyes o f the Other; secondly, in mocking his Chinese self and suggesting 

that this foolish Chinese persona had appeal for other Chinese people an alternative 

interpretation is hinted at, in which there is a subtle mockery o f the Chinese Other.

The examples from these texts seem to suggest that more so than a willingness to engage 

self-critically with the foreign culture these texts reveal the difficulty o f engaging with a 

foreign culture in a manner that involves a genuine leap out o f an ethnocentric perspective. 

Variation within the narratives also perhaps highlights the fact that such a willingness may 

not be absolute but may either develop in the course of the narrative or be subject to the 

general fluctuations of daily social contacts in which a desire to open up and engage 

genuinely with the Other can vary from context to context.

The difficulty with evaluating the level o f critical engagement with the foreign culture is 

then also a difficulty which transfers to the evaluation o f the genre to which the texts 

belong, if  the genres are to be distinguished on the basis o f this criterion, as proposed 

above. This brief analysis o f Besemere’s article reveals the slipperiness of what might at 

first sight appear a useful genre criterion, which centres on the perspective held by the 

protagonist of the narrative. The following section evaluates whether or not language 

memoir could be more accurately defined through considering the type of language

Hessler, 2001, pp.238-9.
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learning experience described in the texts. Following this, the proposed genre of ‘language 

memoir’ is subject to further question within the context of Jacques Derrida’s 

problematisation of the concept o f genre as a whole.

2.2 Questioning the Genre

In an article written in 2005 entitled ‘The Multilingual Subject’ Claire Kramsch writes 

about language memoir and includes some texts which are more commonly included 

within this genre such as those by Hoffman, Rodriguez, Dorfman and Huston as well as 

less commonly cited texts such as Jacques Derrida’s Le Monolinguisme de I ’autre (1996) 

and Elias Canetti’s Die Gerettete Zunge (1977). Furthermore, without clearly defining how 

she differentiates these texts from language memoir Kramsch also cites a few texts as 

examples of ‘reflective accounts o f multiple language use’. These include Yoko Tawada’s 

Uberseezungen (2002) and Talisman (1996) and Christine Brooke-Rose’s (1968) Between. 

The inclusion o f these less commonly cited texts within the category further troubles the 

validity o f the term language memoir. Canetti’s Die Gerettete Zunge is by no means
n o

widely known and/or read specifically as a ‘language memoir’ but as an autobiography. 

The text becomes a language memoir in retrospect and we see its genre classification
7Qchanged in response to a new historical context.

The genre label ‘language memoir’, rather than being a useful categorisation for a 

collection of texts which previously did not fit under any other adequate description, 

appears to broaden itself in various directions until it encompasses such a huge diversity of 

texts that it becomes effectively meaningless. By setting up the genre term ‘language 

memoir’ a perceptual bias is present in the analysis of texts, so that texts are examined for 

content which might include them in the category o f texts we wish to discover, thus 

predisposing the discovery of language memoirs wherever we choose to look for them. 

This argument is lent further weight by the fact that Kaplan herself invented the term 

language memoir after purposefully searching for texts which contained narratives about 

learning a language. She even admits herself that the more she looked the more texts she

Lawson, 1991; Sokel, 2003; Wietholter, 1990.
™ Tomashevsky is cited on this in Bordwell, 1989, ‘no firm logical classification o f  genres is possible. Their 
demarcation is always historical, that is to say, it is correct only for a specific moment o f  history; apart from 
this they are demarcated by many features at once, and the markers o f  one genre may be quite different in 
kind from the markers o f  another genre and logically they may not exclude one another, only being cultivated 
in different genres because o f the natural connection o f  compositional devices.’
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found, so that nearly every text appeared in the end in some way to be about learning 

language.^*^

Beyond the slippery criterion of ‘level of engagement’ with the foreign culture dealt with 

in the analysis of Besemere’s article above, are there then any necessary and sufficient 

criteria which could mark a text as being a language memoir? Could language memoir be 

determined, for example, on the basis of more concrete criteria, such as the following?

1. The text contains passages relating the experience of learning a foreign language.

2. The protagonist is identified to a large extent with the author of the text (i.e the text 

is in some sense autobiographical).

3. The protagonist lives in the foreign country for an indefinite period of time.

4. The protagonist is fully immersed in the foreign culture and comes to criticise 

his/her own cultural assumptions because of it.

In her own thesis Steinman includes the qualification that at least 20% of any given text 

must be narrative about learning a foreign language. It would be very satisfying to be able 

to ‘test’ the texts against these criteria and include or exclude them from the genre on this 

basis. However, the risk would still remain with such criteria that it may be extremely 

difficult to determine whether or not they have been fulfilled i.e. how do we know if the 

protagonist has come to criticise his/her own cultural assumptions -  on what criteria do we 

deem this criterion itself to be fulfilled? The arbitrary designation of language memoir in 

cases where the language learner is in the foreign culture for an indefinite period of time is 

also to a large extent nonsensical: even if the language learner has been in the country for 

many years we can never know for certain that s/he will not return home. In that case it 

would be necessary to determine how many years constitute an ‘indefinite’ period of time. 

Here again, this is a somewhat nonsensical categorisation, since the number of years a 

learner has been in a country is no absolute marker of the level of integration which has 

taken place. It would be perfectly possible for them to have been living in a linguistic and 

cultural ghetto the entire time and not to have learnt a single word of the foreign language.

The inadequacy of genre definitions in terms of set criteria highlights the general 

arbitrariness of genre categorisations. A genre might best be seen as a non-natural category

Kaplan, 1994, p.64.
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which at a particular moment in history appears useful. Since the category of ‘language 

memoir’ appears useful at this particular moment in history where postmodern theories call 

into question the nature o f human subjectivity, we find the neophyte genre universalising 

itself as it reaches out from the texts of our time to encompass texts o f the past and to 

suggest texts of the future. Pavlenko has called Eva Hoffman’s autobiography a response 

‘par excellence’ to the postmodernist call and so the text has taken its place at the head o f a
Q 1

postmodern genre. With this new found category in mind Kramsch is able to appropriate 

Die Gerettete Zunge (1977) as a ‘language memoir’ in retrospect, Kaplan is able to situate 

her own memoir within a family of texts, and researchers in SLA are able to turn to a set of 

texts for qualitative analysis. The genre label ‘language memoir’ is perhaps both useful and 

meaningless. It is useful as a rough data-gathering framework; it is meaningless insofar as 

it can work in retrospect and appropriate texts previously assigned to other genres. Another 

key issue is that there are so many texts which sit uncomfortably on the margins of this 

genre and in fact very few which sit neatly within it. The following section lists the key 

texts which have been suggested by various authors as belonging to the category before 

describing some of the diverse, at times highly idiosyncratic, language learning contexts 

within which these narratives were produced.

2.3 The Contexts of Language Learner Narratives

The contexts o f acquisition of further languages naturally prove to be as complex and 

varied as the life histories of the individuals acquiring them. Not only are language 

learning contexts quite varied, in the case of bilinguals and multilinguals, it may not even 

be clear which language is the first language. For example, in the introduction to his 

autobiography Out o f  Place (1999), Edward Said describes Arabic as his first language and
• • 89 • . . .English as the language of his education. This may be correct in socio-political terms, 

however Said’s personal relationship to the languages is somewhat different:

I have never known what language I spoke first, Arabic or English, or which one 

was really mine beyond any doubt. What I do know, however, is that the two have 

always been together in my life, one resonating in the other, sometimes ironically, 

sometimes nostalgically, most often each correcting, and commenting on, the other.

Each can seem like my absolutely first language, but neither is. I trace this primal

Pavlenko, 2001,p .217.
Said, 1999, p.xv.
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instability back to my mother, whom I remember speaking to me in both English 

and Arabic [...]*^

Kellman also notes that both Vladimir Nabokov and George Steiner claim to have been 

reared equally in three different languages.

This suggests that if  the criteria for selecting texts is too heavily guarded, being restricted 

only to texts written in a foreign language, describing the acquisition o f an unfamiliar 

language in a foreign country, in adulthood, then not only might there be very few 

exponents of this context, but also a good many insightful discussions of processes of 

language learning may be unduly excluded from the analysis.

Possible texts have been found variously through references in secondary literature on 

language memoir and cross-cultural autobiography, recommendations by friends and 

colleagues and through serendipity. The most extensive lists of texts are provided by Alice 

Kaplan (1994), who cites both French and English texts, and Aneta Pavlenko (2001), who 

cites the texts as language learning memoirs and autobiographic essays and provides 

examples in English only. The texts suggested by Kaplan (1994) and Pavlenko (2001) are 

listed below along with additional references taken from Besemeres (2002/2007) and 

Kramsch (2005). A full list o f all texts discovered which are potentially relevant to this 

category is included in appendix two, listed by date of publication. This listing by date 

shows that autobiographical publications which reveal a more deliberate focus on issues of 

language acquisition are more common from the 1990s up to the present moment, with the 

most explicit focus, in the form of thematically edited collections, revealed in the most 

recent publications such as Wendy Lesser’s The Genius o f  Language (2004) and Mary 

Besemeres’ and Anna Wierzbicka’s Translating Lives: Living with Two Languages and 

Cultures (2007).*^ Texts which have been suggested more than once are highlighted in 

bold. Those texts marked with a star are ones which have been read and used in the 

thesis. These are also summarised in appendix three.

* Alvarez, J., (1998) Something to Declare (Pavlenko, 2001).

*Brintrup, L., (2000) ‘Turbulent Times’ (Pavlenko, 2001).

Said, 1999, p.4.
Kellman, 2000, p.3.
Besemeres and Wierzbicka, 2007.

** Complete references are provided in the bibliography.
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Brooke-Rose, C., (1968) Between (Kramsch, 2005).

* Canetti, E., (1989 [1977]) Die Gerettete Zunge (Kaplan, 1994; Kramsch, 2005).

Charef, M., (1983) Le The au Harem d ’Archi Ahmed (Kaplan, 1994).

Codrescu, A., (1990) The Disappearance o f the Outside (Pavlenko, 2001).

Cofer, J. O., (1990) Silent Dancing: A Partial Remembrance o f  a Puerto Rican Childhood 

(Pavlenko, 2001).

Davidson, C., (1993) 36 Views o f  Mount Fuji: On Finding Myself in Japan (Pavlenko, 

2001).

*Deirida, J., (1996) Le Monolinguisme de VAutre ou la Prothese de I ’Origine (Kramsch, 

2005).

*Dorfman, A. (1998) Heading South, Looking North: A Bilingual Journey (Pavlenko, 

2001; Kramsch, 2005).

*Emaux, A., (1983) La Place (Kaplan, 1994).

Green, J., (1987) Le Langage et son Double (Besemeres, 2002).

*Hessler, P. (2001) River Town: Two Years on the Yangtze (Besemeres, 2005).

*Hirsch, M., (1994) ‘Pictures of a Displaced Girlhood’ (Pavlenko, 2001; Besemeres, 

2002).

*Hoffman, E. (1989) Lost in Translation. A Life in a New Language (Kaplan, 1994; 

Pavlenko, 2001; Besemeres, 2002; Kramsch, 2005).

*Huston, N. (1999) NordPerdu (Kramsch, 2005).

*Ishiguro, K., (1986) An Artist o f the Floating World (Besemeres, 2002).

*Kaplan, A., (1993) French Lessons (Pavlenko, 2001).

Kazin, A.(1951)^ Walker in the City (Kaplan, 1994).

Kellman, S. (ed.) (2003) Switching Languages: Translingual Writers Reflect on their Craft. 

(Besemeres, 2007).

*Kim, H., (2000) ‘Beyond Boundaries’ (Pavlenko, 2001).

Kingston, M. H., (1975) The Woman Warrior: Memoirs o f a Girlhood Among Ghosts 

(Pavlenko, 2001; Besemeres, 2002).
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*Lee, C-R. (1995) Native Speaker (Besemeres, 2002).

*Lee, H., (2000) ‘Dissassembling Helie’ (Pavlenko, 2001).

Lesser, W., (ed.) (2004) The Genius o f  Language: Fifteen Writers Reflect on their Mother 

Tongues (Besemeres, 2007).

*Liverani, M.R. (1980) The Winter Sparrows: Growing up in Scotland and Australia 

(Besemeres, 2002).

*Lvovich, N. (1997) The Multilingual Self (Pavlenko, 2001; Besemeres, 2002).

Makine, A., (1997) Le Testament Frangais (Kramsch, 2005).

Mar, E. (1997) Paper Daughter. A Memoir (Pavlenlco, 2001).

*Mori, K. (1997) Polite Lies. On Being a Woman Caught Between Cultures (Pavlenko, 

2001; Besemeres, 2002).

*Mori, Kyoko, (2000) ‘Becoming Midwestern’ (Pavlenko, 2001).

*Morley, J.D. (1985) Pictures from  the Water Trade (Besemeres, 2002).

*Mura, D., (1991) Turning Japanese (Pavlenko, 2001).

Nabokov, Vladimir (1967) Speak, Memory: An Autobiography Revisited (Kaplan, 1994; 

Besemeres, 2002; Kramsch, 2005).

*Novak, J., (1994) ‘The Typewriter Made Me Do It’ (Pavlenko, 2001).

*Ogulnick, R. (1998) Onna Rashiku (Like a Woman): The Diary o f  a Language Learner in 

Japan (Pavlenko, 2001).

*Rodriguez, R. (1982) Hunger o f Memory (Kaplan, 1994; Pavlenko, 2001; Kramsch, 

2005).

*Rudkowski, F. G., (1988 [1941]) ‘Starting School’ and ‘Mastering the English Language’ 

(Besemeres, 2002).

*Saine, U. M., (2000) ‘Now is the Time to Try Something -  But Have I Got Nine Lives?’ 

(Pavlenko, 2001).

Sante, L. (1998) The Factory o f Facts (Pavlenko, 2001; Besemeres, 2002).

Sarraute, N., (1983) Enfance (Kaplan, 1994; Kramsch, 2005).

Sartre, J.-P., (1964) Les Mots (Kaplan, 1994 ; Kramsch, 2005).
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*Tawada, Y. (2006) Uberseezungen (Kramsch, 2005).

*Todorov, T. (1984) ‘Dialogisme et Schizophrenie’ (Besemeres, 2002).

*Tumbull, S. (2005) Almost French: A New Life in Paris (Besemeres, 2005).

* Watson, R. (1995) The Philosopher’s Demise: Learning French (Pavlenko, 2001).

8TThrough Recommendation and Serendipity.

*Banciu, C-F. (2002) Berlin ist mein Paris: Geschichte aus der Hauptstadt.

*Bond, M., (1997) Working at the Interface o f  Cultures: Eighteen Lives in Social Science.

* De Courtivron, I., (2003) Lives in Translation: Bilingual Writers on Identity and 

Creativity.

*Guo, X., (2007) A Concise Chinese-English Dictionary fo r  Lovers.

*Fitzherbert, K., (1998) True to Both My Selves.

*Kaminer, W. (2001) Schonhauser Allee.

It must be noted that in grouping together this huge variety of texts o f varying degrees of 

literary quality and ambition, there is no intention, from a literary perspective, to treat these 

texts as somehow ‘second-rate’, nor is there an intention to use them in a naive way as 

sociological data without literary construction. As far as possible, value judgements have 

been suspended in grouping together these texts -  they are there for the presence of 

language learner narrative and are examined for the way in which the language learning 

situation has been textually conveyed, no matter how expressively or matter-of-factly 

language has been used in doing so. We now turn to a contextualisation o f the texts which 

contain passages o f language learner narrative.

The various texts which are suggested to contain language learner narrative can be 

subgrouped according to a wide variety of types o f migration, including both temporary 

and more extended visits to a foreign country. In terms of language learning, we also see a 

variety of social contexts o f language acquisition. These can be divided into roughly four 

categories: 1. narratives written in a foreign language about permanent immigration into a 

foreign culture; 2. narratives of growing up with more than one language, particularly

With thanks to Anne Boden, Emma De Faoite, Moray McGowan and the bookshelves o f  the Goethe- 
Institut in Dublin.
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making a distinction between a familial language and a second official language which 

might be spoken at school; 3. narratives written in a first experienced language (or in the 

foreign language) about a brief period o f time spent abroad; 4. narratives written in the first 

language about acquiring a particular discourse of that language, such as literary discourse.

2.3.1 The French Language in Colonial Contexts

At times, the contexts of migration and language learning in which the protagonists have 

participated can be related to wider societal patterns of migration and economic forces, 

such as the relationship of former French and British colonies to France and Britain or the 

vast migration of individuals to the U.S. during the twentieth-century. Patrick 

Chamoiseau’s Chemin d ’ecole (1996) fits into the French colonial context as does Jacques 

Derrida’s Le Monolinguisme de I ’autre (1996). This text is a partly philosophical and 

partly autobiographical text. He describes not only the issue of learning the language of a 

foreign nation, but also the problems which arise when the language which has greatest 

currency within one’s own nation is not the language which one speaks as a first language. 

Derrida describes the colonised nation’s idealisation o f the colonising language and nation 

and also points out that this idealisation also extends to some extent to minorities within 

that same nation. In the case o f France, this would describe speakers of Breton.

Pour le petit Proven9al ou le petit Breton, il y  a bien sur un phenomene analogue.

Paris peut toujours assurer ce role de m etropolis  et occuper cette place pour un 

provincial, com m e les beaux quartiers pour une certaine banlieue. Paris, c ’est aussi 

la capitale de la litterature. M ais I’autre n ’a plus dans ce cas la meme 

transcendance du la-bas, I’eloignem ent de Vetre-ailleurs, I’autorite inaccessible 

d ’un maitre qui habite outre-m er. II y  manque une mer.**

In fact, the perceived position o f the French departments ‘d’outre-mer’ with respect to the 

capital might not be as dissimilar to the situation o f French nationals who speak only 

Breton, or Francophone speakers from Switzerland, as Derrida suggests. The psychological 

distance may be equally great, even if the geographical distance is somewhat diminished. 

Meizoz documents the struggles of Swiss writers such as Rousseau, Topffer and Ramuz to

** Derrida, 1996, pp.73-4. ‘For the little person from Provence or the little Breton, there is, o f course, a 
comparable phenomenon. Paris can always provide that role of metropolis and occupy that position for a 
provincial, just as the well-off districts do for certain suburbs. Paris is also the capital o f literature. But in this 
case the other no longer has the same transcendence o f over there, the distance o f being elsewhere, the 
inaccessible authority of a master who lives overseas. There is no sea.’ N/B Unless otherwise indicated, this, 
and other translations from the French, are the author’s own.
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gain acknowledgement in Paris. Even into the 20̂ *̂  Century these writers have been 

accused o f ‘regionalisms’. Meizoz notes the following quotation from Ramuz:

N ous avions ici deux langues, une qui passait pour ‘la bonne’, mais dont nous nous 

servions mal parce qu’elle  n ’etait pas a nous, I’autre qui etait soi-disant pleine de

fautes, mais dont nous nous servions bien parce qu’elle etait a nous.*®

Meizoz’s characterisation o f the ‘periphery’ must surely apply equally to the situation of 

writers from Algeria as it does to writers from Switzerland:

Une des proprietes de la peripherie d ’un champ (ou de ce qu’on appelle 

couramment une ‘province’) serait done la suivante: I’impuissance, non a creer [sic] 

des formes, m ais a les diffuser et les imposer a I’ensem ble par ses propres moyens.

Le miracle des capitales, s ’il en est, c ’est done de rendre visible et lisible -  

respectivement invisible et illisible -  le labeur des co u lisses ...’®

The influence of the ‘capital’ extends not only across colonised countries and countries 

speaking the same language, but also to provinces speaking entirely different languages. 

There are accounts made by speakers o f Breton dating from the nineteenth century who

have only come to learn the language of ‘their’ country late on in life. In political terms

French is ‘their’ language, but in reality they have little or no connection to it. Two well- 

known examples o f Bretons who have adopted French as a literary language are Jean- 

Marie Deguignet author o f the Memoires d ’un paysan du bas-Breton (1 9 9 8 /' and Pierre-
QOJakez Helias author and translator of Le Cheval d ’Orgueil (1975). In an extract from the 

latter text provided in the edited collection Entre deux langues: Bilinguisme et 

autobiographie (2004), Helias describes how French was promoted by teachers and parents 

alike, whether it was seen as a means to gain servants for the rich bourgeois of Paris who 

would be able to understand the orders being given to them or as a means to gain access to
no

better life conditions than those provided in the native Breton-speaking environment.

Meizoz, 1998, p.71. ‘Here we had two languages, one which passed for “the good one”, but which we used 
poorly, because it didn’t belong to us, the other which was, so-to-speak, full o f faults, but which we used 
because it belong to us.’

Ibid., p.77. ‘One o f the properties o f  the periphery of a field (or what is commonly called a ‘province’) 
would therefore be the following; the impossibility, not of creating forms, but o f disseminating them and 
imposing them on everyone by one’s own means. The miracle o f capitals, if  such there is, is to render visible 
and legible -  respectively invisible and illegible -  the work that goes on behind the scenes...’

Deguignet, Memoires d ’un paysan du bas-Breton, 1998.
Helias, Le Cheval d ’Orgueil, 1975.
Cellier-Gelly, Torreilles and Vemy, 2004, p.71.
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2.3.2 The Language of the  'M elting-Pot'

The texts which relate experiences of migration to North America during the latter half of 

the twentieth century include Eva Hoffman’s Lost in Translation (1989) and Kyoko Mori’s 

Polite Lies: On Being a Woman Caught Between Cultures (1997). Kyoko Mori is a 

Japanese woman who moved to the US at the age of twenty to go to college and who now, 

when in Japan, finds it ‘exhausting to speak Japanese all day, every day.’ '̂̂  Her text forms 

a series of essays, rather than a memoir in the manner o f Eva Hoffman’s narrative. Julia 

Alvarez’ Something to Declare (1998) is also a series of essays written in later experienced 

English, although Alvarez in fact began learning the language as a child, at about the age 

of nine, after her family emigrated to the US from the Dominican Republic. Ilan Stavans 

text On Borrowed Words (2001) which subtitles itself ‘a memoir of language’ is an 

account of relationships with his multiple languages many of which have been spoken 

and/or read since childhood: Yiddish, Hebrew, Spanish and on later immigration to the 

U.S., English.

2.3.3 Voluntary Visits to  a Foreign Tongue

These migratory patterns can also be distinguished on the basis of how long the protagonist 

remained in the unfamiliar culture and whether or not they learnt the foreign language to 

any great extent. There are many texts which recount more brief periods of stay in a 

foreign culture, learning a foreign language. These are generally written in the first 

language and would include the two texts by Turnbull and Hessler discussed above as well 

as Alice Kaplan’s own French Lessons (1993), in which she recounts among other things, 

her experiences of learning French during brief trips to France. Further examples include 

Richard Watson’s The Philosopher’s Demise: Learning French (1995), which is an 

English-language account written by an American scholar of Descartes about his 

experiences learning French in Paris, a language he has read and translated for over thirty 

years, but never learnt to speak. Karen Ogulnick’s Onna Rashiku (Like a Woman) (1998) 

has also been written in the first language, but the text forms a detailed non-literary 

commentary about a language learner diary written while the author was living in Japan 

and learning Japanese. The text includes some excerpts from the diary. Turning Japanese 

(1991) by David Mura is also written by a US citizen visiting Japan, but differs in that 

David Mura is, as he describes himself, a ‘third-generation Japanese-American’ whose

’^M ori, 1997, p. 10.
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parents have raised him as an American citizen. The only difference he notes between 

himself and other Americans is that his family ate Japanese food. For Mura, travelling to 

Japan involves a confrontation with another culture, but one that is intimately bound up 

with his own ethnic and familial heritage.

Where the protagonist has spent a brief period of time in the foreign culture, the visit to the 

foreign language and culture has usually been by voluntary choice rather than driven by 

particular social or economic forces. Many o f the narratives in which the protagonist 

moves permanently to a foreign culture are also accounts o f voluntary migration made for 

quite personal, if  not necessarily economic, reasons. There are many texts which fall into 

this category. Where the stay is longer, the text is also more likely to have been written in 

the foreign language. Examples include Wladimir Kaminer who was born in Moscow in 

1967 and has been living in Berlin since 1990, where he writes and contributes regularly to 

newspapers and magazines.^^ He has included writings about language in his collection of 

essays Schdnhauser Allee (2001). There are other authors who optionally live in Germany 

and write in German. These include, for example, Yoko Tawada, who moved from Japan 

to Germany to study for a master’s degree at the University of Hamburg. Many of her texts 

are short snapshots o f particular moments in the author’s experience of German life, 

culture and language, some of which provide a highly defamiliarising take on the German 

language from the perspective of a Japanese language learner. In the French context 

voluntary transition between two national languages and cultures is also exemplified by 

Nancy Huston’s N ordperdu  (1995), Andrei Makine’s Le Testament Frangais (1997) and 

Vassilis Alexakis’ Paris-Athenes (1989). Nancy Huston migrates from Canada to France 

after spending time studying in Paris. Vassilis Alexakis’ move from Greece to Paris is also 

motivated initially by study -  at the age of eighteen he obtains a bursary to study 

journalism in Lille for three years. Andrei Makine was bom in Siberia in 1957 with 

Russian as a mother tongue, but acquires a taste for French language and literature as child 

from a French grandmother with whom he would spend his summers. In 1987 he moves to 

France and begins writing in French.^^

Kaminer, 2001.
Cellier-Gelly, Torreilles and V em y, 2004, p.71.
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2.3.4 Economic Migration to  a Foreign Tongue

In the German context many of the texts have not been written by voluntary expatriates but 

by authors who may have initially migrated for economic reasons before subsequently 

staying. There are many texts in the German context which relate back to the call for 

Gastarbeiter which originally considered the workers to be visitors and not permanent 

immigrants until the Immigration Act o f 2005. Prior to this date non-native residency was 

interpreted in terms of the return o f ethnic Germans or the temporary hosting of either 

migrant workers, asylum seekers or civil war refugees.^^ There are several anthologies of 

Gastarbeiter writing such as those put together by Irmgard Ackermann which contain a 

few select passages exhibiting reflection on learning and using German.

The Turkish-German author, Emine Sevgi Ozdamar, also initially came to Germany as a 

temporary Gastarbeiter or ‘guest worker’ in 1965 and again in 1976 as an actress. Within 

the German context of reception there was in fact a previous tendency to refer to 

Gastarbeiterliteratur and then later to Migrantenliteratur both o f which terms are rather 

problematic for their exoticising of the texts and for their suggested exclusion o f texts 

written by migrants from an implied ‘mainstream’ or more canonical German literature. 

The terms cormote a certain condescension towards this literature, suggesting something 

about its quality, nonetheless on a non-literary basis. In mentioning the circumstances in 

which many of Germany’s great translingual writers, such as Ozdamar, first came to 

Germany, it must therefore be emphasised that this is not an attempt to reduce these texts 

to the terms of Gastarbeiterliteratur once again, but simply to note the sociohistorical
• Q 8context within which these language learner narratives were written.

2.3.5 The Multilingual Childhood

There are several texts which recount experiences living with more than one language in 

childhood. Written in English we find Richard Rodriguez’ Hunger o f  Memory (1982), 

which is an account of Rodriguez’ Spanish-English bilingual upbringing in the US written 

in his language of education, English. Ariel Dorfman’s Heading South, Looking North: A

Cyrus and Vogel, 2007, p. 127.
Cf. McGowan, 2007, p.212. ‘Turkish-German writing, which would not exist in its contemporary variety 

and aesthetic sophistication without the history o f  labour migration, has moved well beyond these origins; 
[...] there is no excuse for hearing only the dull throb o f  a G astarbeiter beating on a cardboard suitcase in the 
rich polyphony o f  contemporaiy Turkish-German writing.’
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Bilingual Journey (1998) recounts a life moving between Argentina, the US and Chile and 

his changing relationships to Spanish and English, both learnt in childhood. In the German 

context we find an account of multilingual upbringing which is also one of the texts most 

commonly included in the category of ‘language memoir’. It is Elias Canetti’s Die 

Gerettete Zunge (1977), mentioned above. This text is a literary autobiography which 

recounts the narrator’s acquisition of a variety of languages throughout childhood and 

adolescence including Bulgarian, Ladino, Spanish, English and French, but gives particular 

focus to his acquisition of German. Having been bom in the port of Rustschuk (Russe) on 

the lower Danube into a Sephardic Jewish family, then having moved to England briefly, 

and learnt French in school, Canetti finally learnt German after his father’s death when he 

moved with his mother and brother to Vienna. His mother drilled the language into him at 

the age of eight and Canetti describes it as his ‘mother tongue’. It is the language in which 

he is later to write his many books for which he gains a Nobel Prize.

2.3.6 Intralingual Migration

One final subgroup of texts which can be identified is that of texts which describe the 

acquisition of new discourses or new regional varieties of the mother tongue, which I am 

calling ‘intralingual migration’ to distinguish it from ‘translingual migration’ between two 

different languages. Belonging to this category we find Armie Emaux’s La Place (1983) in 

which the author describes her acquisition of educated discourse and how this changes her 

relationship with her father. We also find Jean-Paul Sartre’s Les Mots (1964), an 

autobiographical account which reflects on Sartre’s childhood acquisition of standard 

French and his relationship with French literature. In the English context we find an 

autobiography which relates the experience of adapting to a different culture in the mother- 

tongue as well as occasionally referring to issues of speaking a different regional variety: 

The Winter Sparrows: Growing up in Scotland and Australia (1980) by Mary Rose 

Liverani.^^

This brief outline of some of the contexts in which the language learner narratives have 

been produced shows that while there are frequently certain social and economic factors 

which shape the overall patterns of migration, the course which this takes at an individual 

level for narrators of language learner narratives is unique, and not only in those cases 

where the migration has been voluntary. The many texts which go under the rubric of

’̂ Liverani, 1980.
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‘language memoir’, including the ones further summarised in appendix three, are texts of 

diverse styles, by authors o f diverse origins, writing about diverse experiences. The only 

certain commonality is that at some point in the text an experience of learning language is 

narrated, an experience which is common to all but the most utterly deprived o f human 

b e i n g s . T h e  definition of language memoir - as may well be the case for other genres, 

but in this case even more so - therefore arises not so much out o f the content or style of 

these texts but out of the critical discourse which uses the term ‘language memoir’ and 

circulates the names of texts considered worthy of inclusion within the genre.

Despite these diversities, as this thesis will show, the narratives which construct the 

language learning situation can be shown at a fundamental level to reveal certain recurrent 

patterns of engagement with later experienced languages and unfamiliar cultures which 

shape a wide range of discourses across English, French and German texts in similar ways. 

These patterns can be shown to revolve around the pivotal concept of Mundigkeit. 

However, before doing so, we will consider an alternative means of linking these highly 

diverse texts, which does not involve trying to fit them into an over-arching genre.

Daniel Chandler summarises some of the key debates surrounding the problem of 

assigning genre to a corpus of texts, which in sum relate to contemporary interest in the 

constructed nature o f genre, including problems of who is constructing the genre category 

and on the basis of what and for what purpose. These debates are particularly pertinent in 

the case of genres which have traditionally been perceived as relatively stable categories 

such as the novel, but in the case of language memoir, it is worth giving serious 

consideration to whether or not a genre label is relevant at all in this context. It is proposed 

here, that in terms of language memoir it may be equally fruitful to do away with an 

analysis on the basis of genre. It goes without saying that literary criticism is concerned 

with texts deemed ‘literary’ (the nature of literariness is a debate unto itself), and their 

study involves groupings according to author, sociohistorical period and literary style. 

Within comparative literature texts may also be grouped according to the treatment of 

particular themes across a range of texts fi'om different cultures and sociohistorical 

contexts. However, it is fair to say that in most cases, the criticism is concerned with the 

entirety of a text -  the concrete object as it is found from first paragraph to last paragraph 

or perhaps even more concretely from front cover to back cover. Thus, when a text is

One frequently cited case is that of ‘Genie’, a girl who was found at the age of thirteen having been 
severely abused and having up to that point experienced next to no linguistic input. See Curtiss, 1977.
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assigned to a genre, it may be assumed that we are concerned with the entirety of a text, so 

defined. Even this definition is problematic, since texts have ways of exceeding their 

apparently concrete limits. In ‘The Law of Genre’ (1980) Jacques Derrida discusses the 

problem of genre with an example of a text which cites its own boundary thereby 

disrupting the boundary which constitutes genre by making that boundary a part of the text 

which it is meant to delimit. The text he uses is one by Maurice Blanchot in which the first 

line of the text is repeated at the begirming of the last three paragraphs of the text, thereby 

creating a text which is unbounded or perhaps only boundary.'®' The text problematises its 

own genre definition through simultaneously citing and questioning its own genre 

boundary, at once narrating and talking about the narrative; proclaiming the 

commencement o f an account at the same time as the impossibility o f giving an account.

The ‘account’ which he claim s is beginning at the end and, by legal requisition, is 

none other than the one that has begun from the beginning o f  La F olie du jo u r  and 

in which, therefore, he gets around to saying that he begins, etc. And it is without 

beginning or end, without content and without edge. There is only content without 

edge -  without boundary or frame -  and there is only edge without content.'®^

What has the reader read? Is it an account? Is it the account o f an account? Was there even 

an account to begin with given the proclaimed impossibility of giving an account and the 

reluctance of the narrator to be situated as a subject of the narrative? Derrida’s essay raises 

various problems for the easy classification of texts within particular genre taxonomies.

It might, however, only seem appropriate in an age of electronic text and apparently 

limitless hyper- and intertextuality that we dispense with the concept o f text as a bound and 

bounded concrete entity assignable in its entirety to one particular genre. These apparent 

textual limits have been constructed by the author, the editor and the publisher. As readers 

and critics o f text, we are not restricted to these limits. The format o f reading in online 

contexts does not create this freedom, but it does emphatically suggest and highlight the 

possibility of non-linear reading. For this reason, it is proposed here not to look at entire 

texts as representatives of particular genres, but to delimit portions of those extended texts 

which can be isolated as language learner narrative. This delimitation will attempt to 

ground itself in particular recurrent signifiers o f the text which may be associatively linked 

with the situation o f being an individual learning a foreign language in a foreign culture as

Joyce’s Finnegan’s Wake (1939) similarly has a last line which continues with the first line. 
Derrida and Ronell, 1980.
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demonstrated in the diagrams which follow. In this way the identification o f language 

learner narrative becomes a more certain game. The recurrence o f these signifiers will also 

extend to any text dealing with language learning situations, regardless o f length, style, or 

other content. If we view genre identity as an artificial construct, then we may consider 

language learner narrative as a kind o f genre identity which is performed in various texts to 

differing degrees, without necessitating the strained classification of the entire text as a 

‘language memoir’. The key signifiers are understood as being ‘hyperlinked’ to each other 

across a range o f texts.

In general, language learner narrative will exhibit certain characteristics which relate to 

these signifiers, such as a prevalence o f metalinguistic reflection within the context of 

language learning. This metalinguistic reflection will be determined by concrete surface 

features o f the text which relate to language learning and may be flagged by commentary 

on particular languages or use o f language as well as reference to speech, silence, writing, 

written characters, sounds and the learning situation. Rather than following a merely 

intuitive categorisation of textual passages as language learner narrative, the following 

discussion attempts to make explicit at least some of the intuitive criteria which have been 

used to determine passages of language learner narrative, drawing on quotations from the 

range of primary texts chosen for this thesis.

The most obvious feature of such narrative is that there is explicit reference either to 

‘language’ or ‘languages’ in the abstract or to a specifically named language, as in the 

following passages,

j ’avais cru trouver un equilibre entre deux pays et deux langues’®̂

it would benefit his Japanese'®'*

I would also forsake my closeness to the Polish language'®^

In other cases, the reference is not made to the language as a whole, but to its constitution. 

This type of discussion may include metalinguistic references in which words from the 

foreign language are included in quotation marks:

Alexakis, 1989, p.21. ‘I thought 1 had found a balance between two countries and two languages.’ 
Morley, 1985, p.29.
Dykman, 2000, p.31.
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[...] p itched him  into the m agic circle w here w ords and sentences becam e palpable 

events (John D avid M orley)’®̂

I am unable to  use the w ord ‘F  I do not go as far as the  schizophrenic ‘sh e ’ -  bu t I 

am driven, as by a com pulsion, to  the  double, the  S iam ese-tw in ‘y o u ’. (Eva 

H offm an)’®’

The follow ing passage from  N ancy H uston  includes reflection on the m etalinguistic  

reflection o f  others:

On en traper9 oit le vrai vous que recouvrait le m asque et I’on saute dessus: N on, 

m ais...vous avez dit “une peignoire”? “un baignoire”? “ la d iapason”? “ le guerison”?

J ’ai b ien  entendu, vous vous etes trom pe? C ’est que vous etes un alien!”

Elsewhere, the concern is not with the language or its constitution but with linguistic 

behaviour, the production of the later experienced language and how it comes across to 

those who experienced it early in life:

[ ...]  le fait de parler le fran9 ais avec un accen t (N ancy H uston )’®̂

I have to  form  entire sentences before u ttering them ; otherw ise, I too  easily  get lost 

in the m iddle. M y speech, I sense, sounds m onotonous, deliberate, heavy (E va 

H offm an)” ®

J ’ai d ’ailleurs du m al a trouver le ton  ju s te  (V assilis A lexak is)’"

Es kam en aus m einem  M und d ie  B uchstaben raus. (E m ine Sevgi O zdam ar)’

These statements can all be further grouped according to the features o f the language 

learning situation to which reference is being made. At the most fundamental level we can 

assume that language learning in the foreign context involves a language learner, an 

unfamiliar language, a group of people who speak that language as a first language and a 

culture with which that language is associated. The underlying description of the event of 

‘language learning abroad’ may be conceptualised in terms o f the agent (the language

‘“̂ Morley, 1985, pp.29-30.
Hoffman, 1989, p. 121.
Huston, 1999, p.33. ‘People see the real you  that the mask was hiding and they jump on it: No, but...you 

said “une peignoire”? “un baignoire”? “la diapason”? “le guerison”? I heard you right enough, you made a 
mistake? It’s because you’re a foreigner!’

Huston, 1999, pp.38-39. ‘[...] the fact o f speaking French with an accent.’
Hoffman, 1989, p. 118.
Alexakis, 1989, p .l 1. ‘Besides this, I have trouble finding the right tone.’
Ozdamar, 1998, p. 18.
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learner), the object (the unfamiliar language), the process (language learning) and the 

context which consists o f those who learnt the language as a first language, the physical 

space in which the language learning takes place and the cultural space in which it takes 

place, including a whole host o f other events which do not directly have to do with 

language learning. Using these key concepts we can propose a conceptual network made 

up o f other concepts connected to these key concepts (at any level) which arise in language 

learner narrative along with their metaphorical correlates in any particular text. Identifying 

a language learner narrative thereby involves identifying in a text the recurrence o f 

particular signifiers which fit into the conceptual network suggested overleaf On this 

diagram the key concepts are unformatted, the textual signifiers appear in bold and their 

metaphorical counterparts in bold italics. For practical reasons several concepts may be 

included in the same box -  the bulleted outline following this diagram offers a more 

complete set o f concepts at the expense o f making explicit the conceptual links to the same 

degree. An example is given in English only; the signifiers would be slightly different for 

French and German but arguably retain a similar underlying core o f key concepts. The 

presented signifiers are all headwords which are intended to subsume any grammatical 

variants such as plural forms or verb forms marked for tense, person or aspect.
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Language L earning in a Foreign C ountry

•  (Event) Language Learning

o  (Object) Unfamiliar language: foreign language, (the) X (language)

■ Form/Components o f language

• Components: word, sound, letter, sentence etc.

• Structure: grammar, vocabulary etc.

■ Production: communication, speak etc.

•  Instrument of production: voice, pen, hand etc.

• Features of production: tone, pitch etc.

•  Quality o f production: accent, monotonous, breathy etc.

• Type of production: speech, conversation, monologue, 

dialogue, writing, text etc.

o  (Process) Language learning: learn, learning, speaking, teacher, lesson 

etc.

o  (Agent) Language learner: learner, speaker, self, identity, role, 

nationality, native tongue etc.

• (Context) Unfamiliar situation in a foreign culture

o (People) Native speakers o f the foreign language: teacher, (the) French, 

other people etc.

o (Places) Geographical and physical locations: world, country, land, place, 

terrain, city etc.

o (Events) Foreign culture: culture, foreign, behaviour, customs, 

traditions, values, assumptions etc.

Determining whether or not the text we are dealing with is an example of language 

narrative is greatly facilitated with reference to this conceptual map. The map does not 

claim to provide an absolute determination o f examples of language learner narrative but it
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does offer a means to assess the extent to which a passage may be deemed to be a passage 

o f language learner narrative. Presence or absence o f the proposed signifiers will already 

include or exclude a range of texts from the category. This might then be further refined 

through examining the concepts on a qualitative and a quantitative basis i.e. are there a 

greater or lesser number of these signifiers present in the text? Are these signifiers strongly 

or weakly linked to the main node in the map i.e. how far from the main node is the 

relevant signifier? In this way, taking an idealised version of ‘language learner narrative’ 

the constellation o f texts which cluster around this ideal can be modelled and the key 

‘hyperlinks’ which unite the texts and which all lead back to the homepage of ‘language 

learner narrative’ might be more easily determined.

2.3.7 Native:Non-Native and the  Intercultural Speaker

Issues of power and control frequently arise with regard to how the language learner 

positions themselves in their own text and how they are positioned in discourses o f the 

Other found in the culture and language they are acquiring. These issues are further 

explored in chapter four which looks at how a capacity for Mundigkeit may be interpreted 

in relation to Bourdieu’s concepts o f linguistic capital and symbolic power. For the time 

being, it must be noted that conceptions of the relationship between the language learner 

and their partners with full linguistic competence in the language they are acquiring have 

recently been altered within foreign language pedagogy and second language acquisition in 

response to an awareness that descriptions in terms of native and non-native speakers are 

somewhat reductive. In other words, the terms risk ignoring the diversity of 

communicative skills and capacities possessed by speakers of a particular language, native 

and non-native alike. Talk o f ‘non-native’ speakers is seen to highlight the language 

learner’s ‘inadequacy’ in speaking the non-native language, thereby placing the language 

learner in a weak position with regard to ‘native’ speakers, who are set up as the gold 

standard of linguistic performance. Following on from Michael Byram’s proposition o f the 

‘intercultural speaker’ in his book Teaching and Assessing Intercultural Communicative 

Competence (1997),"^ Kramsch also indicates that there can be no stable description o f 

what constitutes native competence.” '* This section considers the problematisation of the 

term ‘native’ speaker, before describing and evaluating Byram’s alternative model of the 

‘intercultural speaker’. In what follows is included discussion o f the ways in which the

See Byram, 1997, p.32.
Kramsch in Byram and Fleming, 1998, pp.20-23.
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concepts developed by Byram and Kramsch cormect with the dynamics o f Mundigkeit in 

intercultural interaction proposed in this thesis.

As highlighted by Alan Davies (2003), the concept of the native speaker is both a reality 

and a myth. From a common-sense point of view, the concept of the native speaker is very 

much alive in the minds of language-users, and particularly for those who are learning a 

foreign language and seeking some model o f linguistic competence to strive for. Even if 

this myth must be dismissed from a theoretical point o f view once we investigate the true 

complexity of native language use and see that a so-called ‘non-native’ may have greater 

linguistic competence than a native in terms of grammatical understanding or level of 

education in the language, for example, it is still regarded as being o f ‘practical’ 

importance."^ There is at times, a problematic conftision between the conditions in which 

a person acquired a language (‘at their mother’s knee’) and assignation of native linguistic 

competence, designating itself a somewhat indeterminate conception o f higher level 

performance (grammaticality, pronunciation) in a particular language, or simply 

autochthonous authenticity -  their competence is native by birthright, no matter how 

inadequately they have mastered the language."^ Performance in a language necessarily 

varies from person to person and from skill to skill, so that a non-native speaker (i.e. one 

who did not learn the language from birth) may be more greatly proficient in writing the 

language than many native speakers. In terms of language education, seeking out the 

opinions of native speakers on grammaticality is in fact frequently problematic, since most 

spoken language is not particularly grammatical and a native speaker cannot be relied upon 

to reproduce the grammatical forms which have been codified in grammar books for ‘non

native’ language learners to acquire. On this point Kramsch cites a survey by Valdman in 

which French speakers are found to use the informal ‘Tu vas oii?’ and the even less
117standardised ‘Ou tu vas?’ as much as 80% of the time.

As an alternative to the reductivist dichotomy of native :non-native speaker Byram 

proposes instead a model of the ‘intercultural speaker’ which indicates competencies 

which go beyond the linguistic to include all of the ways in which an individual relates to 

other languages, cultures and people. As Byram points out, in many ways the idea of the 

‘intercultural speaker’ will include many of the attitudes, knowledge and skills which are 

also required for intracultural communication; however. Byram argues that there is

Davies, 2003,p .6-7.
Cf. Kramsch in Byram and Fleming, 1998, p. 16.
Kramsch in Byram and Fleming, 1998. p.25.
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118nonetheless an extra psychological dimension to intercultural communication. Firstly, 

there is a greater awareness of otherness which leads to the attribution o f national identities 

and characteristics to the interlocutor (in addition to factors such as gender, ethnicity, age, 

social class etc.) which can affect communication. As suggested in chapter one, an 

exacerbated psychological experience o f intercultural difference might also be heightened 

by discourses which very much tie linguistic identity to cultural and national identity and 

vice versa. Secondly, Byram suggests that:

The FL [Foreign Language] speaker may experience a degree o f  powerlessness vis 

a vis a native speaker. They may sense the constraints o f  insufficient knowledge 

and skill in linguistic competence to meet the specific requirements o f  the 

interaction."’

In this thesis, this sense of powerlessness forms part o f the loss o f Mundigkeit being 

described. As Byram further indicates in a footnote, these power dynamics of 

communication are not only found in intercultural communication, however, in an 

intracultural situation of communication speakers are less likely to be aware of the 

dynamics which structure their interaction. Methodologies such as critical discourse 

analysis developed in the work of Norman Fairclough, Ruth Wodak, Teun van Dijk and 

others aim at uncovermg these and bringmg them to consciousness. In agreement with 

Byram’s suggestion that a sense of powerlessness is frequently heightened in situations of 

intercultural communication, chapter six reveals many metaphors across a range of texts 

which articulate a loss of Mundigkeit. The concept o f Mundigkeit developed in chapter four 

ties this sense o f powerlessness not only to a lack o f linguistic competence but also to a 

lack of linguistic capital in the foreign situation and to the repercussions which the loss of 

these has on the individual’s sense o f selfhood and identity.

Having established the increased psychological dimension to intercultural communication, 

in addition to the social issues inherent in all communication. Byram outlines his model of 

the ‘intercultural speaker’. The concept of the intercultural speaker places the capacities of 

the language learner and speakers o f the foreign language on the same footing, since 

irrespective of linguistic competence all are deemed to require similar attitudes, knowledge 

and skills when interacting with each other. These attributes are bracketed together as

Ibid., PP .40-L  
’*’ Ibid., p.4L

Byram, 1997, p.55. n.5. See also Wodak & Meyer, 2009.
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‘intercultural communicative competence’. Byram outlines five factors which contribute to 

intercultural competence, also known as the five savoirs. These are excerpted below:

‘Attitudes \savoir etre]'. Curiosity and openness, readiness to suspend disbelief about 

other cultures and belief about one’s own. [...]

Knowledge o f social groups and their products and practices in one’s own and

in one’s interlocutor’s country, and o f  the general processes o f  societal and individual 

interaction. [...]

Skills of interpreting and relating \savoir coniprendre]: Ability to interpret a document 

or event from another culture, to explain it and relate it to documents from one’s own. [...]

Skills of discovery and interaction \savoir apprendre/faire]: Ability to acquire new 

knowledge o f  a culture and cultural practices and the ability to operate knowledge, 

attitudes and skills under the constraints o f  real-time communication and interaction. [...]

Critical cultural awareness/political education \savoir s*engager\: An ability to evaluate 

critically and on the basis o f  explicit criteria perspectives, practices and products in one’s
1 2 J

own and other cultures and countries.'

Interestingly, Lies Sercu felt that a sixth factor of savoir communiquer should be included 

in the list, though it is perhaps arguably intended under savoir comprendre and savoir 

faire.^^^ Nonetheless, in contrasting the concept of the intercultural speaker with that of the 

native speaker, the native speaker is a concept which is usually defined in terms of 

linguistic competence, a factor which is explicitly absent from Byram’s list. Even with the 

inclusion of savoir communiquer, this factor is not satisfactorily covered, since linguistic 

ability and communicative ability, understood as an ability to use language appropriately in 

interaction, do not necessarily go hand in hand.

The concept of the ‘intercultural speaker’ as a model of competence for language 

education is particularly productive and democratic; indeed many of the language learners 

writing language learner narratives already exhibit a high level of intercultural 

communicative competence which permits the articulation of their experiences with ways 

of being, behaving and speaking about the world, which they had not encountered until 

later in life; however, the very fact of writing such accounts frequently presupposes the

Byram, 1997, pp.50-53. 
'^-Alvarez, 2007, p. 127
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myth of the native;non-native dichotomy and a perception of difference which underiies 

the experiences and creates meaning for the encounters described. Until the concept of 

native:non-native is dispensed with in our common-sense conceptions of language and 

culture learning, the psychological reality of the myth remains and structures how 

unfamiliar languages and cultures are implicitly perceived and therefore written about in 

language learner narrative. The introduction of Miindigkeit as a framework for 

investigating language learner narrative also works with the traditional conception of non

native language acquisition as moving towards high level linguistic competence in a 

language acquired later in life. Byram’s model represents a political shift away from 

linguistic competence issues because of the problematic power relations engendered by 

focus on linguistic performance in language teaching. In many ways, this thesis supports 

Byram’s alternative conception of the ‘intercultural speaker’ as a pedagogic goal, through 

exploring the power relations engendered by the native:non-native dichotomy founded on 

notions of linguistic competence and linguistic capital. Miindigkeit is perceived as a factor 

in negotiating the power relations inherent in any linguistic interaction and which are 

particularly brought to the fore in the acquisition of a language later in life. Thus, rather 

than entirely dispense with conceptions of native vs. non-native in favour of referring to 

the language learners in these texts as moving towards or performing competence as 

intercultural speakers, it is proposed instead to refer to first/early experienced languages 

and later experienced languages as well as more/less familiar cultures. These terms avoid 

imputing levels o f competence, authenticity or birthright to the speaker/writer and instead 

define their relationship to different languages in terms o f initial point of exposure -  what 

is subsequently made of that exposure is a different matter entirely; however, it may be 

assumed that a greater level o f exposure has some correlation to a greater level of 

competence, defined in terms of grammaticality, appropriate use o f vocabulary and 

communicative success, and also that at the point of initial exposure, the foreign language 

and culture was perceived as ‘other’ and as a challenge to early acquired modes of 

speaking, behaving and evaluating. The use o f the verb ‘experience’ rather than ‘acquire’ 

also aims to suggest that a language/culture is dynamic and not something that cannot 

always be fully possessed. Where the texts themselves express a construction of power 

relations in terms of native/non-native speakers, then these terms will be retained in

It also bypasses thorny debates about the possibility o f  a critical period for language acquisition, since it 
makes no correlation between time since initial exposure and end-level competence.
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inverted commas.*^'* Reference will also be made to ‘newcoming’ rather than to ‘non

native’ speakers, suggesting a freshness o f perception but also an unfamiliarity with the 

language, as well as a sense of ‘becoming’ and changing within a new ‘intercultural’ mode 

of being. This idea of ‘becoming’ also aims to reflect Alison Phipps’ concept of 

‘languaging’ i.e. the learning and use of languages viewed as an active embodied process, 

rather than as the ‘acquisition’ of a detached skillset or set of competencies.

2.4 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter has given an overview o f the current secondary literature within the 

disciplines of Second Language Acquisition and literary studies on texts which describe 

the process of acquiring a second language, which read these texts specifically as 

representations of language learning. As has been shown here, there has up until now been 

no consistent terminology to describe these texts which have variously been known as 

language biographies, language autobiographies, language learning memoir, language 

memoir and language learner narrative. Similar and sometimes the very same texts have 

also been studied under the heading of migrant autobiography or cross-cultural 

autobiography. The most commonly used descriptor is that of language memoir, however 

as this discussion has shown, the classification o f texts as language memoir proves 

extremely problematic, firstly, given the fact that not all texts refer solely to the language 

learning process and, secondly, given the fact that the criteria used for determining 

language memoir are to a large extent quite arbitrary and may not account adequately for 

the vast range of types of language learning experience described in these texts. As an 

alternative, this thesis appropriates the suggested descriptor ‘language learner narrative’ 

and provides a model for the determination o f this text type based on the concrete presence 

of particular signifiers associated with the target language learning situation within the text. 

This term does not propose to envelop the entirety o f a particular text but may be restricted 

to particular textual passages and quotations. The proposed category furthermore crosses 

common boundaries so as to include a diverse range of textual styles and traditional genres 

including the fictional, the non-fictional, the autobiographical, the semi-autobiographical, 

the poetic and the prosaic. This has the advantage o f enabling a textual analysis which 

focuses on the treatment o f a particular theme across diverse text types. This analysis

See, for example, chapter six. 
Cf. Phipps, 2007, p.3.
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simultaneously explores both the construction of the language learning situation in given 

texts, giving particular focus to the relationship between the learner and the later 

experienced language and culture, as well as considering how the product o f the 

documented language learning (i.e. the later experienced language) has been utilised in 

exploring that relationship.
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3 Critical Framework and Methodology

This chapter sets out the broader theoretical context for the interpretive approach adopted 

within this thesis and presents some of the linguistic critical tools which will be employed 

in the textual analysis.

The first part of the chapter outlines the critical framework of the thesis, highlighting some 

of the concepts and theories about the connections between language, thought, culture and 

reality which are relevant to an interpretation o f accounts o f language learning. The second 

part of this chapter describes the methodological approach of the thesis and sets it briefly 

within its historical context. The primary terminology of analysis is adapted from the 

linguistic criticism of Roger Fowler supplemented by the social semiotics of M.A.K. 

Halliday. Later chapters also draw in a more minor way on the theories of Julia Kristeva 

within literary theory and on those of George Lakoff and Mark Johnson within cognitive 

linguistics since these theories can be shown to lend greater explanatory power to an 

analysis of the texts in terms of Mundigkeit. The third part of this chapter justifies the 

employment of methods of linguistic analysis within literary criticism by rebutting many of 

the common criticisms levied against semiotic approaches. The chapter concludes in the 

fourth part by situating the role of the critic within the analysis o f cross-cultural texts and 

introduces the concept o f ‘interscription’.

3.1  Critical Fram ework

This part o f the chapter is concerned with the relationship between text, society/culture and 

the individual. It examines how text may be related to ‘context’ on the basis of the 

theoretical approach taken in social semiotics, a theory which has contributed to the 

development of the linguistic criticism outlined by Roger Fowler upon which the close
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reading o f language learner narratives will be based. Within this discussion, the 

relationship between the individual, language, thought and reality is explored, since the 

conception o f this relationship has direct implications for the arguments about the 

possibility of developing Mundigkeit.

3.1.1 The Social Semiotic Approach

[Would] that which we call a rose 

By any other name [...] smell as sweet [?]'^^

Both the way in which a text is produced and the way in which it is received are dependent 

on cultural contexts for the attribution of significance. Social semiotics is a discipline 

which attempts to account for the processes o f ‘meaning-making’ or semiosis which give 

rise to the production and reception of texts within any given social and/or historical 

cultural context. In this section the merits o f social semiotics as a theoretical approach will 

be evaluated.

Hodge and Kress provide the following definition for the discipline;

Social semiotics is primarily concerned with human semiosis as an inherently 

social phenomenon in its sources, functions, contexts and effects. It is also 

concerned with the social meanings constructed through the full range o f  semiotic 

forms, through semiotic texts and semiotic practices, in all kinds o f human society 

at all periods in human history.’ ’̂

The scope o f this thesis means that social semiotic methods are discussed in relation only 

to texts. It is therefore primarily concemed with language as a form of semiosis. Social 

semiotics, however, also provides tools for the analysis o f culture in a broader sense 

including analysis o f the composition of visual images, styles of dress, magazines, rites, 

ceremonies etc., what Hodge and Kress call the ‘multiplicity of visual, aural, behavioural
19Rand other codes’. In its concern with how human beings construct meaning out o f their 

environment, social semiotics investigates cultural practices as a whole. This makes it 

particularly useful as a framework within which to examine texts which are concemed with

Cf. Shakespeare, 1977 [1595-6], II ii, 1.45-46, p.239.
Hodge and Kress, 1988, p.261.
Hodge and Kress, 1988, p.vii.
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cultural differences, since it facilitates a discussion of both culture and language as 

signifying practices. Language learner narratives can be described as accounts of 

individuals attempting to make meaning out o f an unfamiliar language and culture. We 

may expect that in many cases the language learner’s use of the later experienced language 

retains some of the semiotic practices which are common both to the first language and 

culture, depending to a greater or lesser degree, on the extent to which the author has 

assimilated the conceptual framework belonging to the later experienced culture. One of 

the interests in these texts is in the way in which semiotic practices and conceptual 

frameworks originating in the first culture interact with those which have originated in the 

second culture and in how this process is signified through employing the semiotic 

resources o f the language associated with the second culture.

Social semiotics allows a consideration o f language learner narratives both in terms of a 

process of ‘meaning-making’ and in terms of semiotic practices as a whole. In the study of 

the texts presented here, language is accepted as a privileged system of signification in any 

culture over and above other semiotic practices such as visual arts, dance, kinship systems 

etc. If  we accept that language is the predominant medium through which we conceptualise 

our environment, then it is reasonable to suppose that these other semiotic codes are 

subordinate to language and can be understood through it. The language and/or languages 

belonging to a particular culture will therefore reflect and represent the social relations and 

concepts embedded in other media. It is perhaps also in this alternative sense that we may 

understand Claude Levi-Strauss’ description of language as the ‘semiotic system par 

excellence' W h e r e  a non-linguistic semiotic code reflects a different reality to that 

presented by the language used within the same culture, for example, one in which gender 

relations are inverted, this is marked and is likely to serve a particular artistic purpose of 

subversion. In general, the fact that other semiotic codes within a culture frequently 

communicate the same value systems as language and may be easily described through this 

medium lends weight to the assumption that language is the primary medium through 

which we construct signification and develop cultural codes of all kinds.

The complex relationships between language, thought and reality hinted at in the above 

paragraph will now be explored in more detail, since the interpretation of this 

interrelationship has a direct bearing on the feasibility of employing Mundigkeit as a

The full quotation, which is cited in Chandler, 2002, p.9 in fact reads ‘language is the semiotic system p a r  
excellence', it cannot but signify, and exists only through signification’. L6vi-Strauss, 1972, p.48.
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universal frame of reference for describing and explicating the experiences articulated in 

narratives o f language learning.

In their own articulation of social semiotics, Robert Hodge and Gunther Kress draw on the

work of Wittgenstein in order to suggest that the smallest unit o f signification should be

interpreted not as one linguistic element, such as the signifier for ‘cat’, but as a

combination of elements, together forming a proposition. A word is thereby no longer the

primary example of a verbal sign. One o f the problems with the concept of the ‘word’ as

verbal sign is that there are many words such as ‘the’, ‘a’, ‘quite’, ‘so’, ‘why’, ‘because’

which have no direct referent in reality. If instead a proposition is taken to be the smallest

unit o f meaning, we will always be able to picture the reality which the proposition

signifies on what Hodge and Kress call the mimetic plane, i.e. the referential dimension of

a semiotic phenomenon. The distinction between the two propositions ‘a cat sat on the

mat’ and ‘the cat sat on the mat’ therefore no longer needs to be discovered through the

impossible task o f knowing what ‘the’ refers to, but can be explained through

understanding ‘the’ only in its relationship to other words within the relevant syntagm.
1 ^ 1However, since both propositions evoke the same picture o f the world, the distinction 

between the two propositions does not occur on the mimetic plane but on the semiosic 

plane which is concerned with the social dimension of semiotic phenomena i.e. how 

producers and receivers are linked to each other and to signifiers and signifieds. In the case 

o f ‘the cat sat on the mat’ and ‘a cat sat on the mat’ the distinction marks a difference in

how much knowledge of the cat the speaker wishes to imply is held by both speaker and
1 •addressee. In using propositions as the smallest unit o f signification any analysis of

meaning necessarily draws on additional social and cultural knowledge. This is the starting 

basis for Hodge and Kress’s social semiotic analysis of texts and other semiotic 

phenomena.

In Hodge and Kress’s analysis we see how language is considered to be constitutive of 

social reality, that is, the relations which hold between individuals within a society. This is

Cf. Hodge and Kress, 1988, pp.261-2. In referring to the ‘mimetic’ plane it does not seem that Hodge and 
Kress wish to suggest a direct correlation between a real extra-linguistic world and the language used to 
describe it, but rather to suggest that language creates a conceptual version o f  reality which can be mentally 
pictured.

Here, it is understood that where Hodge and Kress state that the two propositions do not evoke the same 
‘picture o f  the world’, the inverted commas that they use around ‘picture o f  the world’ serve to indicate that 
they mean a picture o f  the world on the semiosic and not the mimetic plane, since on the mimetic plane the 
propositions ‘a cat sat on the mat’ and ‘the cat sat on the mat’ clearly evoke the same picture o f  the world.

C f  Hodge and Kress, 1988, p.25.
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what Hodge and Kress term the semiosic plane. In chapter five, entitled ‘Social Definitions 

o f the Real’ they outline their interpretation o f the concepts of ‘truth’ and ‘reality’ in terms 

o f the semiosic and mimetic planes:

‘Truth’ is [...] a description of the state when social participants in the semiosis 

process accept the system of classifications of the mimetic plane. ‘Truth’ is the 

state of affairs when the terms in the classificatory system, and the system itself, 

appear as ‘secure’, [...] to the participants in the semiosis process. ‘Truth’ therefore 

describes a relation of participants in the semiosic process towards the system of 

classification which is at play in the process. ‘Reality’ is the description by the 

participants of that part of the system of classification which is held to be ‘secure’ 

and which is at play in the interaction. At the time when participants are prepared 

to invoke the term ‘truth’, there seems to them a perfect fit between the system of 

classification and the objects which that system describes: a relation which seems 

at once transparent, natural, and inevitable.

It can be seen here how in Hodge and Kress’s interpretation reality is posited as ‘a 

description’. The view that reality is a ‘description’ is absurd within a realist metaphysics 

which accepts that there is a world which exists independently o f our own thoughts and 

beliefs. In a realist metaphysics, the term ‘reality’ has a clear referent outside of human 

subjectivity which is more than a linguistic fabrication. Within a constructivist 

epistemology, however, ‘reality’ appears as an idea within human subjectivity. In other 

words, reality appears to be interpreted as having no material existence outside of language 

which could ground the use of language and determine the truth of propositions. In these 

terms, Hodge and Kress’s suggestion might appear extreme. It is, however, one that is also 

presented in poststructuralist discourse and in the writings of other social semioticians. In 

his Language as Social Semiotic (1978), Halliday has the following to say about the 

relationship between language and reality:

[A]s language becomes a metaphor of reality, so by the same process reality 

becomes a metaphor of language. Since reality is a social construct, it can be 

constructed only through an exchange of meanings. Hence meanings are seen as 

constitutive of reality.

Ibid., p. 122.
Halliday, 1978, p. 191.
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Either phrases such as ‘reality is a description’ or ‘meanings are seen as constitutive of 

reaUty’ are being used in a metaphoric sense, so that the reality referred to is not a material 

reality but an abstract reality as it exists in the minds of individuals, or these phrases must 

be interpreted as espousing an extreme idealism or even a solipsistic constructivism in 

which matter is denied and the only proposition deemed to contain any truth o f which we 

can be certain is that anything we hold to be real is in fact a linguistic construction. Taken 

to its logical extremes this statement seems to imply that there can be no reality without 

language since ‘meanings are seen as constitutive o f reality’. If these authors really are 

arguing for reality as a linguistic construction, one would have to wonder how, for example, 

babies and animals are able to interact with their environment at all, since for them, it 

would not exist. One of the key texts which articulates the viewpoint o f social 

constructivism articulated here and which seems to have influenced the conception of 

reality which is found in Hodge & Kress as well as in Halliday, is Berger and Luckmann’s 

The Social Construction o f  Reality (1966):

We have seen how language objectifies the world, transforming the panta rhei o f  

experience into a cohesive order. In the establishment o f  this order language 

realises a world, in the double sense o f apprehending and producing it.'̂ ®

In this description there is a clear contradiction between the proposition that language 

produces reality, thereby suggesting that there is no reality independent o f language, and 

the proposition that language apprehends reality, thereby suggesting that there is a reality 

which is ontologically independent o f language, which can be captured in language.

In some articulations of social semiotics the decisive role which language plays in 

constituting subjective and social reality is at times presented as constituting reality as a 

whole, to the extent that material reality is rejected, instead being described as a discursive 

construction. The distinction between social reality and material reality is often somewhat 

muddied over in the texts, so that a discussion o f ‘social reality’ glides into a discussion of 

‘reality’ thus ignoring the crucial force of the modifier in the former phrase.

Berger and Luckmann, upon whom Hodge & Kress as well as M.A.K. Halliday draw, 

switch readily from a discussion of the function o f conversation in ‘reality-maintenance’ to 

a discussion o f the way in which conversation maintains ‘subjective reality’, to the

Of course, this is not a problem if ‘babies’ and ‘animals’ are themselves considered to be products of the 
human mind rather than entities with independent existence.

Berger and Luckmann, 1966, p. 169.
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assertion that ‘[a]t the same time that the conversational apparatus ongoingly maintains
1 ^ 7reality, it ongoingly modifies it.’ Shortly afterwards Berger and Luckmann concede that 

‘subjective reality is never totally socialised [...] At the very least the [...] individual will 

have the same body and live in the same physical universe’, but the problem that this 

raises for the thesis that reality is ‘socially constructed’ is not entered into in great detail. In 

the philosophical prolegomena to their treatise, Berger and Luckmann articulate a view of 

reality which considers reality to be located in consciousness. The reality of everyday life 

they describe as

already objectified, that is, constituted by an order o f objects that have been 

designated as objects before my appearance on the scene. The language used in 

everyday life continuously provides me with the necessary objectifications and 

posits the order within which these make sense and within which everyday life has 

meaning for m e.’^̂

The social construction of reality, for Berger and Luckmarm, comes into being along with 

consciousness. In their thinking, the reality o f everyday life as it is expressed in language is 

paramount. Any experience which cannot be mediated through language is considered 

somehow to pertain to a different reality:

The theoretical physicist tells us that his concept o f  space cannot be conveyed 

linguistically, just as the artist does with regard to the meaning o f his creations and 

the mystic with regard to his encounters with the divine. Yet all these -  dreamer, 

physicist, artist and mystic -  also live in the reality o f  everyday life. Indeed, one o f  

their important problems is to interpret the coexistence o f this reality with the 

reality enclaves into which they have ventured.

While acknowledging non-linguistic ‘realities’, Berger and Luckmann privilege ‘everyday’ 

reality which is mediated by language. In doing so, they are privileging social reality in 

their understanding of reality since without language there would be no consensus 

objectification of reality among groups of human beings. This social constructivist view of 

reality is both anthropocentric and linguacentric. In other words, it privileges a language- 

mediated discovery of reality.

Ibid., p. 173. 
Ibid., p. 176. 
Ibid., p.37. 
Ibid., p.40.
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The recurrent tension between a constructivist standpoint and the assumption of 

ontological reality which appears in much social semiotic discourse, also appears in Jay 

Lemke’s Textual Politics: Discourse and Social Dynamics (1995). Although Lemke’s 

discussion is situated within the context of social constructivism, he also acknowledges a 

material reality which exists outside of discourse. He makes the point that our 

understanding o f reality is socially and culturally distorted through the way in which our 

language abstracts away from the dynamic continuity of physical and biological life.''*' For 

Lemke, social control is furthermore not just discursive but also occurs through threat of 

bodily pain. This supports the proposition o f a concrete material reality external to 

language:

Our bodies are vulnerable to pain, and the deliberate inflicting o f  pain on bodies, is,

I believe, the primary and fundamental m ode o f  social control. Those o f  us who 

com e from middle and upper-middle class subcultures, who identity with 

intellectual values, tend to resist thinking about socialization and social control in 

terms o f  bodies at all, and certainly in terms o f  pain [sic]. W e would rather focus 

on verbal m odes o f  control, on b e lie f system s and value system s, on ideologies and 

discourses, on the purely textual politics o f  our society, but in an ecosocial system  

actions lead to change through linkages to other processes, linkages that are both 

sem iotic and material.'''^

Lemke’s acknowledgement o f both the semiotic and the material is a starting point for the 

conception of reality which will be espoused in this thesis.

This thesis draws a distinction between social reality, within a particular cultural context, 

and material reality. Taking a realist standpoint, natural non-human phenomena are 

considered to be asocial in and o f themselves. Human beings can attribute meanings to 

these phenomena but without us being there they remain real.'"*  ̂ It is therefore maintained 

that a material reality exists which precedes human perception. Language does not produce 

reality. Reality precedes language. Language does, however, shape our perception of 

reality, particularly in regard to social relations and institutions. It is constitutive, if  not of 

the world, then o f human culture, and of social reality. This appears to be the ‘reality’

Lemke, 1995, p.84.
‘'‘̂ Ibid., p. 133.

C f The actual quotation reads: ‘That which we call a rose / By any other name would smell as sweet.’ 
Shakespeare, 1977 [1595-6], II ii, 145-46, p.239. The realist views espoused here are also convincingly 
defended in John R.Searle’s The Construction o f  Social Reality, 1995, which nicely inverts Berger and 
Luckmann’s own title as well as their arguments.
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which social semioticians are primarily concerned with, so that they are apparently caught 

in a tautology in which it is claimed that reality is socially constructed because it is a social 

reality. The emphasis on the social within their theory of reality can itself be viewed as a 

proof that their theory is indeed applicable to social reality; their emphasis on society can 

be viewed as an inclination which may derive from their own social positioning as 

sociologists. In other words, their own intellectual inclinations as sociologists have shaped 

their stance towards ‘reality’ so that social reality is emphasised. Material reality is thereby 

sidelined in these discussions. This sidelining is particularly clear in the following 

quotation from Lemke:

If we set aside as unproductive in this context various realist and positivist 

certitudes about the form o f  external realities, we can ask how our perceptions are 

shaped by both our own and others’ habitual culture-specific uses o f  language, 

visual imagery and other semiotic resources.'''''

In this thesis social and material realities are given equal weighting. It is assumed that there 

is a material world which exists outside of discourse, but that language extensively shapes 

our social relationships and our culture and creates the social reality within which we 

operate, as well as steering our perception of material reality. Material reality is always one 

reality, whether or not that reality is subject to modification. Social reality is constituted as 

a variety of versions and/or perceptions of reality within the minds of language-users; as 

such it is diverse and pluralistic. For the purposes of this thesis it is understood that there 

exists both an objective reality, outside of the minds of individuals, and a subjective reality, 

which is socially constructed. The difficulty is that language rarely manages the task of 

objectively describing reality. Our understanding o f reality is bound up with the cultural 

significance we attribute to different aspects of it, so that complete epistemic objectivity is 

frequently difficult and often impossible. How the material world might be ‘translated’ into 

language is explored further in chapter six, which examines George Lakoff and Mark 

Johnson’s theory o f conceptual metaphor and applies it to the analysis of language learner 

narrative.

Having now discussed how language is key in shaping our perceptions o f reality and our 

interactions with it, if  not actually shaping material reality itself, we turn to consider how 

this socially constructed reality may be represented in the minds of individual bilinguals.

Lemke, 1995, p.96.
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3.1.2 Language, th e  Individual and the World

This section presents some of the conceptual issues that might arise for language learners 

living in a foreign tongue, so as to consider some o f the implications this might have for 

how the language learners make use o f their translingualism in their writing.

Aneta Pavlenko criticises Steven Pinker’s claim that he has ‘never heard a foreign emotion 

word whose meaning was not instantly recognizable’ on the grounds that what he 

recognises is an English translation and not the concept as it is expressed in the foreign 

language. Pavlenko makes a distinction between semantic and conceptual representations 

in the mind, on the basis o f which it is possible to understand the meaning of a word 

without grasping the concept which underlies it. An understanding of the specific concept 

requires considerable experience o f situations, ideas and events for which the word in 

question is relevant. Thus, while it may be possible to understand the definition o f the 

Japanese term amae as a feeling o f dependence on someone, it would be difficult for an 

English-speaker to say whether or not amae was relevant to a particular situation. There is 

furthermore the problem that a person from another culture will more than likely evaluate 

the concept from their own standpoint, as Pavlenko states, ‘One also wonders to what 

degree they would be able to inhibit the appraisal dimensions o f particular concepts 

acquired in the first language, and see the dependence encoded in amae as desirable, rather 

than a type of relationship that, in the Western view, adults should grow out o f (Morsbach 

& Tyler, 1986)’.'̂ ®

In terms of language learner narratives, Pavlenko’s distinction between meaning and 

concept implies, for one, that without experience of the relevant culture, one can acquire 

the meaning of foreign words in the form of a translation into one’s own conceptual 

framework, but that an understanding of the concepts belonging to a particular culture can 

only be developed through living in a foreign culture. However, the separation between 

meanings and concepts is not uncontroversial. As Rene Appel points out, if meanings are 

what linguistic signs point to and concepts are external to language, grounded in non-

Pinker, Steven, How the M ind Works, N ew  York/London: W.W. Norton, 1997, p.367 quoted in Pavlenko, 
2005, p.85.

Ibid.
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linguistic multi-modal information,''^^ then a concept cannot ‘belong’ to a language, yet 

this is what Pavlenko suggests. Attempting to divorce concepts from their linguistic 

encoding seems doomed to failure since we constantly use language to articulate concepts. 

If we consider the non-linguistic multi-modal information as something which occurs 

within a particular cultural context, then this seems to flag up the close connection between 

language and culture. It is possible that a concept appears to be tied closely to a language, 

because it tends to be formed from non-linguistic multi-modal information which is 

received in one particular cultural context and the linguistic label applied to it is one taken 

from a language that is frequently used in that context. It seems likely that this close 

connection between a concept and a specific linguistic label is mutually reinforcing, so that 

they are eventually almost indissociably linked in the mind.

As the discussion o f language, thought and reality above has shown, in this thesis it is held

that language has a vital shaping impact on thinking, though it is accepted that some

concepts may be non-linguistic. Thus, rather than considering that those who have first

experienced a language later in life have acquired the meaning of a word without the

relevant concept to go with it, one might suggest that they have misapplied their own

concept of a word to the unfamiliar term. The concept of ‘bread’ would therefore be

applied to the French term 'pain' and the English school pupil learning French for the first

time will perhaps visualise a loaf of sliced bread rather than a baguette, because he retains

his early experienced conception of bread when speaking French. However, we are not

restricted to using Spain' to refer to a baguette and ‘bread’ to refer to a loaf because the

similarity o f the concepts in the two languages allows for reference to one or the other

according to the situation, so a bilingual in French and English might speak to his English
1

son in French asking him to pass the 'pairi' which is in fact a loaf o f sliced bread.

Language learners living abroad thus face the problems both of acquiring the unfamiliar 

concepts which underlie foreign words, and also of being able to determine when they 

might have misapplied their own early experienced concept to a word from the new culture. 

If they wish to understand and be accepted into the unfamiliar culture, they will 

furthermore also need to be able to accept that the early experienced concepts they are

This takes the form o f ‘imagery, schemas, motor programs, auditoiy, tactile and somatosensory 
representations, based on experiential world knowledge’ Pavlenko, 2000, p.2.

One argument against the conflation o f  conceptual and semantic representations is that some aphasic 
patients who have lost their linguistic capabilities have still been able to carry out tasks which require 
conceptual knowledge. However, it is worth considering whether or not such patients would have been able 
to carry out these tasks if  they had never possessed language. C f  Grosjean, 1982, p.247.
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familiar with inhibit their use o f the new language and are thereby compromised. The 

distinction also suggests that it is perfectly possible to use another language through, in 

large part, applying one’s own early experienced concepts without ever gaining real insight 

into the other culture. Instead, as suggested in the analysis of the texts in the preceding 

chapter, one’s own ethnocentric perspective may be retained. This makes the distinction 

between an ethnocentric and a non-ethnocentric stance appear very clear-cut. In reality, it 

is likely that language learners will be willing to challenge their early experienced 

conceptualisations to varying degrees. At the one extreme we find a visitor to another 

culture with no knowledge of the foreign culture who writes a travelogue about his/her 

experiences abroad from the perspective of his/her own culture. At the other extreme we 

find a language learner who has lived in the culture for an extended period o f time, has 

assimilated enough experiences within that culture to understand the conceptual basis for 

the words of the non-native language and who writes about the foreign culture on the basis 

o f a far-reaching assimilation of his own early experienced conceptual framework to the 

framework of the later experienced culture. The recent publication in the English-language 

by Daniel Everett about the Piraha tribe who live along the Amazon in Brazil potentially 

fits into this category. The author deeply admires aspects of Piraha culture and his 

experiences go so far as to lead to renunciation of his Christian faith and to reconsider his 

relationship to any kind of ‘truth’ which is not based on reason and immediate 

experience. However, even with this admiration for the Pirahas cultural value of 

immediacy, certain cultural practices, which the author attributes to a strongly Darwinist 

perspective on life, are not so easily accepted by an outsider. Everett’s mentor Steve 

Sheldon reports an incident in which a woman can be heard on a nearby beach screaming 

in pain with a breech birth where she is left to struggle alone and eventually to die.*^° In 

another example, Everett and his wife have a adopted a sick baby whose mother has died, 

only to discover on returning one day from going jogging that some of the Pirahas have 

force-fed the baby strong alcohol and killed it. They have done so in the belief that no 

Western medicine could make up for being nursed by a Piraha woman and because they 

know that no Piraha woman would nurse a sick baby in place o f her own child. They also 

believed that the baby was already near death and that its suffering was simply being 

prolonged.'^*

Everett, 2008, pp.270-3. 
Ibid., p.90.
Ibid., p.96.
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Literature on the effectiveness o f intercultural training has also shown that while an 

individual may come to have a good cognitive grasp of the perspective o f another culture, 

emotional responses frequently continue to operate according to the norms of the earlier 

experienced culture. Thus, although Everett has come to respect the Pirahas evolutionist 

approach to life, he still feels great distress and lack of understanding about the baby’s 

death. This is not to say that the Pirahas did not feel some level of discomfort and sorrow 

at the suffering of the woman in labour and at the death of the child, but that this suffering 

was more easily accepted within the culture as a necessary part o f the group’s survival. The 

example of Everett’s experiences shows how difficult, if  not impossible, is the whole-sale 

adoption of alternative values, beliefs and assumptions. Although they may be modified, 

early experienced cultural values resist being re-written in their entirety.

For the authors of language learner narratives, it can never be a clearcut case of adopting a 

later experienced culture and language and becoming ‘American’ or ‘German’, for 

example, since that understanding o f the unfamiliar culture will always be in dialogue or in 

tension with an early experienced conceptual framework. The language learner cannot 

eradicate their past experiences of similar events, situations and phenomena which they 

had previously encoded differently. In fact, the language learner is unlikely ever to achieve 

the same conceptual understanding of a language as a speaker who experienced the 

language early in life, in a similar way to the fact that no two early speakers of a language 

will ever achieve precisely the same understanding as each other, though in the case o f the 

language learner the understanding is likely to diverge more widely.

As the language learner uses the L2, s/he can play with both cultural contexts, so that 

rather than using the language in a way that more closely resembles the understanding of 

those concepts as experienced by a majority o f speakers native to that population, s/he is in 

a position, either intentionally or unintentionally, to broaden the signification o f that 

concept by allowing it to reverberate with echoes o f a different cultural experience to the 

one in which it evolved. To return to the ‘bread’ example, for a bilingual who speaks 

English and French, the French '‘pa in’ can be translated as ‘bread’ but it is not the same as 

‘bread’, just as the German ^Brof is not the same as '’pain'. As the Frenchman writes about 

‘bread’, the possibility of ‘'pain' will, arguably, always remain as an echo or possibility in 

his conceptualisation of ‘bread’, no matter how many times he has opened a packet of

Kinast, 2003, pp.211-2. 
Cf. Groot, 2000, p.7.
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presliced bread. The writing which emerges out of such conceptualisations, as exemplified 

in language learner narratives, has the potential to resemble more closely the 

conceptualisations embedded in the early experienced language, in the later experienced 

language or to reverberate with echoes of both i.e. a speaker with early experienced French, 

writing in German, can use the word ''Brof but use it with a certain ambiguity of reference 

so that it simultaneously connotes both a slice of rye bread and a b a g u e t t e . F o r  this 

reason, although a text may clearly take the form of ‘German’ the cultural resonances and 

pragmatics o f language use are such that it situates itself in an ambiguous zone in which it 

might be, for example, neither ‘French’ nor quite flilly ‘German’.

This section has outlined the view o f the organisation o f concepts in the bilingual mind 

which is adopted in this thesis. In particular it has suggested that concepts cannot easily be 

divorced from the language in which they are encoded, yet where there is convergence in 

some aspects of a concept the translation between languages will be relatively easy. One 

question which still remains is whether or not Mundigkeit is a term which can translate 

across languages and cultures so as to reveal universal applicability. In order to determine 

this, it would be necessary to pinpoint elements of its definition which are grounded in the 

non-linguistic and then proceed to apply the term to a variety of situations in a variety of 

linguistic and cultural contexts. In chapter six of this thesis it is suggested that recurrent 

conceptual metaphors used in language learner narratives can be interpreted in relation to 

Mundigkeit. Without wishing to reduce every language learning situation to a proposed 

struggle with issues o f Mundigkeit, the following chapters interpreting other texts in 

relation to Mundigkeit also aim to show that the term has wide-ranging validity as a 

concept with which to interpret the process of language learning as constructed in these 

texts. However, without the possibility o f examining texts from a broader range o f cultures 

and from non-European cultures in particular, the validity of Mundigkeit as a universal 

concept must remain beyond the scope of this study.

Franfois Grosjean outlines in more detail research into conceptual relationships in the bilingual mind 
between lexical items from different languages which have similar referents. In particular this research has 
considered the existence o f  a co-ordinate model o f  bilingualism in which concepts from the two languages 
are kept entirely separate and compound bilingualism in which the concepts exhibit greater overlap. These 
two models are now known in the literature as the ‘separate-concept m odel’ and the ‘shared-concept, 
concept-association m odel’ respectively Francis, 2000, pp.14-5. The degree o f  overlap is considered to be 
determined largely by the extent to which the languages were learned in different cultural settings. However, 
rather than making a clearcut distinction in this way, it is now more generally accepted that a bilingual’s 
conceptual system will be more or less co-ordinate/compound in different contexts and at different stages o f  
acquisition or life experience. Grosjean, 1982, pp.240-4.
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3.2 Methodology

This part of the chapter begins with a brief overview of the development of linguistic 

approaches to literature which aims to contextualise the approach taken here before 

presenting some of the main linguistic concepts which will be applied in the analysis o f the 

texts.

3.2 .1  Historical Background to  Linguistic Criticism

The linguistic approach to literature is not a new one. Given that linguistics provides a 

toolkit for the rigorous analysis of the medium of literature, it is in many ways remarkable 

that the disciplines o f linguistics and literature have not already been subsumed into an 

over-arching discipline within universities. Nonetheless, within literary study that is not 

explicitly linguistic in methodology, some of the stylistic and more scientific and/or 

theoretical approaches to texts involving close reading which were developed after the 

publication of Ferdinand de Saussure’s Cours de Linguistique Generale in 1916 have now 

become engrained to such an extent that some contemporary critics refer to nineteenth 

century discussions o f literature which did not pay attention to the language o f the text in 

very scathing terms indeed. In his introduction to literary theory Terry Eagleton speaks of 

the ‘aestheticist chit-chat’ and ‘literary talk which would ramble comfortably from the 

texture of Tennyson’s language to the length of his beard’.

Following on from Saussure’s structuralism, the work of the Russian Formalists was some 

of the first to apply the methodology of linguistics to the study o f literature. This 

movement is particularly associated with the writings of Roman Jakobson, Boris 

Eikhenbaum, Victor Shklovsky and Yury Tynanov. Their work attempted to give 

literary criticism a more objective and scientific basis. As Macey argues, a similar close 

reading of texts which was developed in Britain as the Practical Criticism of I.A. Richards 

at Cambridge University in the 1920s and in the US in the 1930s to 50s as New Criticism, 

certainly helped to contribute to English literature becoming a serious academic discipline, 

more concerned with the style of the text itself, ‘rather than a body of untheorised and
1 ^ 7subjective value-judgements’.

Eagleton, 1996, p.38. 
Macey, 2000, p.336. 
Ibid.,p.331.
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In Literature as Social Discourse (1981), Roger Fowler cites three key schools of thought 

which he considers to have contributed largely to the development of the later twentieth- 

century stylistics. These are Anglo-American literary criticism using verbal analysis such 

as the Practical and New Criticisms mentioned above; modem American and 

contemporary European linguistics; and French Structuralism. Aspects o f these are 

considered briefly in the section below, more or less chronologically. The aim of this 

section is not to present a comprehensive survey but to highlight some of the key ideas 

which have contributed to Fowler’s ideas about linguistic criticism.

Ferdinand de Saussure's Cours de Linguistique Generate (1916)

The work of the Swiss linguist, Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913), published

posthumously in 1916, was to exert a great influence over the development of descriptive

linguistics in the twentieth century. He is considered to be one o f the founding figures of 
1modem linguistics. He is commonly known for three key ideas or dichotomies in 

relation to the study of language which have been influential ever since the publication of 

the Cours.

Firstly, Saussure makes a clear distinction between diachronic (historical) and synchronic 

(descriptive) approaches to the analysis of language. In the former, changes in linguistic 

state are analysed through time and in the latter, each stage of a language at a particular 

point in history is viewed as a self-contained system. This is not to say that languages are 

not constantly changing, but that in any given act o f communication the speaker makes use 

of language as it stands without reference to the syntactic and semantic changes of the past. 

At the beginning of the twenty-first century an English-speaker can use the word ‘chair’ 

without knowing that etymologically it derives from the Greek kathedra (lit. kata-dowa + 

hedra-SQdA) via the Latin cathedra and the Old French chaiere, whereas in diachronic 

analysis the linguist is interested in precisely this history. A synchronic analysis, considers 

the state of the language not just as perceived by an individual speaker but as it exists 

abstractly across all members of a speech community.

In his Cours Saussure acknowledges that language is intrinsically so c ia l,h o w e v e r , for 

the purposes o f linguistic study, he chose deliberately to exclude the concretely social from 

his analysis o f language. Instead, he refers in his study of language to langue which is a

See for example, Robins, 1997, p.225. 
Saussure, 2005 [1916], p.21.
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suprapersonal abstraction from language as it is used across a particular society. Language 

as it is actually spoken by individual members of a speech community is labelled parole. 

This second dichotomy of Saussure’s, langue-parole is problematic almost from its 

inception, as Robins suggests:

Much influenced by the sociological theory o f Emile Durkheim, de Saussure 

perhaps exaggerated the suprapersonal reality o f langue over and above the 

individual, more especially as he recognised that changes in langue proceed from 

changes made by individuals in their parole, while he yet declared that langue is 

not subject to the individual’s power o f change.'^®

During the latter half of the twentieth century models o f language which ignore the social 

function of language were increasingly demoded in favour of models which take account 

o f language in use in particular social contexts. The linguistic discipline o f sociolinguistics 

investigates regional and social variation within languages and the discipline of 

pragmatics emphasises the difficulty of developing context-independent grammar.

Besides the dichotomy synchronic-diachronic and the more problematic distinction 

between langue and parole Saussure is also known for defining units o f language in 

relative and not absolute terms. It is important in Saussure’s theory that linguistic units are 

defined by their function with respect to other units of the linguistic structure, in particular 

through syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations. ‘Syntagmatic’ relations are ones in which 

linguistic elements relate to one another in a linear sequence whereas ‘paradigmatic’ 

relations are ones in which signs may be substituted one for another. The relationship 

between a noun and a verb is syntagmatic and may be marked by agreements for 

grammatical features such as person, number and gender. The relationship between nouns 

is paradigmatic -  one noun may be substituted for another within a grammatical sequence. 

A unit’s function within the linguistic system is determined by both its syntagmatic and its 

paradigmatic relations to other units in the system. Systematicity o f description is 

characteristic of the vast contribution of Saussure’s work to the development of the study 

o f language on a scientific basis. His influence is found, for example, in the work o f the

'“ Robins, 1997, p.225.
Wardhaugh, 1998, p.5. ‘[W]hile many linguists would like to view any language as a homogeneous entity 

and each speaker of that language as controlling only a single style, so that they can make the strongest 
possible theoretical generalisations, in actual fact that language will exhibit considerable internal variation, 
and single-style speakers will not be found[.]’

Levinson, 1983, p.8.
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1

Russian Formalists through Roman Jakobson and in the work o f the anthropologist 

Claude Levi-Strauss^^ whose application of structuralism to the human sciences went on 

to influence French Structuralism o f the 1950s and 1960s.'^^ We will now consider some 

of the concepts and approaches deriving from these theories which are particularly relevant 

to the analysis o f language learner narratives.

Russian Formalism

As Macey notes, Roman Jakobson dismissed more subjective discussions of literature as ‘a 

form of causerie which happily slipped from lyrical effusions on the elegance o f poetic 

forms to anecdotes about the artist’s life.’'^  ̂The Formalists’ approach aims to be scientific, 

taking as its object o f study the intrinsic qualities of the literary text. Each individual 

author’s own style is to be studied as a linguistic system within itself. The text is abstracted 

from external reality and viewed as a linguistic object which is governed by intrinsic rather 

than extrinsic laws. Jakobson argued that literary study should be concerned not with 

literature but with literaturnost or ‘literariness’ -  those qualities which make a work a 

literary work. One of the devices considered to be intrinsic to literature was described by 

the Russian literary theorist, Viktor Shklovsky (1893-1984), in ‘Art as Technique’ (1917) 

as ostranenie or ‘defamiliarisation’, in which habitual perception is disrupted and made 

conscious. Habitual perception is the mode o f interpreting the world which is highly 

automatic and unconscious, ‘Habitualization devours work, clothes, furniture, one’s wife, 

and the fear o f war.’'^^

Habitualisation makes us perceive the world according to common categories and

stereotypes and prevents us seeing things as they are. Shklovsky considers that art is there

to dehabitualise the everyday, ‘to impart the sensation o f things as they are perceived and
1

not as they are known’ and to ‘make the stone stony’’ again. Poetic language, which 

Shklovsky describes as ‘a difficult, roughened, impeded language’, serves this purpose of 

defam iliarisation .Shklovsky furthermore notes that in many cultures poetic language 

has in fact been written in a foreign language, which suggests that a text’s poetic quality

Bradford, 1994, p.59.
Ibid., p.3.

'*^Fabb, 1997, p.3.
Macey, 2000, p.336. Cf. Eagleton’s comments above.
Shklovsky, 2004, p. 16.
Ibid.
Ibid., p. 19.
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may be quite literally induced by the unfamiliarity o f the language in which the text is 

written, which impedes immediate comprehension.

The concept of defamiliarisation is picked up again in Jan Mukafovsky’s (1891-1975) idea
1 7 0of ‘foregrounding’ (actualisace) in which maximum focus is given to the utterance itself, 

so that it is ‘deautomatised’ and becomes conscious.’ '̂ Mukafovsky considers this to be a 

key feature o f poetic language in contrast to standard language. This view of poetry is also 

found in Jakobson, who considers the poetic function o f language to be one in which focus
1 7 7is given to the message itself and not to what the message is communicating. The 

Formalists were not concerned with the social context of the text’s production, a factor 

which is also common in I.A. Richard’s Practical Criticism, developed at the University of 

Cambridge in the 1920s.

I.A. Richards' Practical Criticism  (1929)

As in the Formalist approach, Richards aimed at a close verbal analysis of texts in isolation 

from the context o f their production. In his Practical Criticism (1929), I.A. Richards 

details the results of an informal experiment he conducted primarily with undergraduates 

reading English at Cambridge University, in which he distributed poems anonymously to 

people and collected their comments, upon which he would lecture the following week. In 

conducting his experiment he had three aims. The first of which was to provide, ‘a new 

kind of documentation to those who are interested in the contemporary state of culture 

whether as critics, as philosophers, as teachers, as psychologists, or merely as curious 

persons.’

The second of his aims, clearly stated in the introductory remarks to the book is:

not only to present an instructive collection of contemporary opinions, 

presuppositions, theories, beliefs, responses and the rest, but also to make some 

suggestions towards a better control of these tricksy components of our lives.

™  Hawkes, 2003 , p .58.
M ukafovsky, 2000 , p.226.
The Form alists’ distinction betw een literary language and ordinary language is not uncontroversial, 

how ever, the politics o f  ‘literariness’ is a debate w hich must be reserved for another occasion. See, for 
exam ple, Fowler, 1981, p.20.

Richards, 1966, p .3.
Ibid., p.6.
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In making some ‘suggestions towards a better control of these tricksy components o f our 

lives’ Richards appears to be aiming at developing subjective opinions (subjective hence 

‘tricksy’), in this case about poetry, on a more objective basis (‘better controlled’ hence 

objective). This objectivity derives from placing the text as an object o f study at the centre 

o f the analysis, but in doing so risks denying extra-textual factors which contribute both to 

its structure and its interpretation. As Eagleton notes: ‘It was the beginnings of a 

‘reification’ o f the literary work, the treatment of it as an object in itself, which was to be
1 7 ^triumphantly consummated in the American New Criticism.’

New Criticism

As in Richards’ Practical Criticism the primary focus o f New Criticism is on poetry. The 

New Critics were based in the southern United States of America and included Cleanth 

Brooks, John Crowe Ransom, Allen Tate and Robert Penn Warren. These critics study the 

text as a linguistic artefact in abstraction not only from the social conditions of its 

production but also without major reference to the author. Rene Wellek and Austin Warren 

in their Theory o f  Literature (1949) vigorously condemn approaches to literature which
1 "Ififocus on the author’s biography. Not only do New Critics condemn the idea that the 

biographical and social conditions o f a text’s production might in any way be relevant to 

an interpretation o f the text, they also do not consider the text to have any influence on the 

world around it.'^^ The text is to be interpreted in complete isolation.

The verbal analysis presented in the texts o f New Criticism such as Cleanth Brooks and 

Robert Penn Warren’s Understanding Poetry (1938), and Rene Wellek and Austin 

Warren’s Theory o f  Literature (1949), investigates the effect of various textual 

characteristics but not through the application o f linguistic theories and use o f linguistic 

terminology. The effects considered include phonological effects such as onomatopoeia; 

rhythmic effects displayed in different metres; choice of lexis; tone; metaphor; symbol; use 

o f rhetorical devices such as hyperbole and litotes and deviations in word order. The 

analysis thereby followed on from the tradition o f literary criticism to a large degree, but is 

significant for linguistic criticism in its focus on use of language.

Eagleton, 1996, p.38.
W ellek and Warren, 1978 [1949], pp.75-80. 
Fowler, 1981, p. 12.
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As Fowler notes, this form of literary criticism gives impetus to the development of 

stylistics as a discipline. This impetus is also provided by the application of more 

sophisticated linguistic theories which are developed in the mid-twentieth century and 

beyond.*^* The following section presents some of the key linguistic concepts arising out 

of these theories, some of which will be applied, where appropriate, in the analysis of 

language learner narrative, particularly in the analysis of Ozdamar’s Mutter Zunge (1998). 

The main inspiration for linguistic criticism is taken from Roger Fowler. However, where 

there is an occasional lack o f clarity in Fowler’s presentation, concepts are drawn directly 

from the work of M.A.K. Halliday.

3.2.2 Reading the Text: th e  Tools of Linguistic Criticism

Fowler refers to his approach to literature as ‘linguistic criticism’ in contrast to ‘stylistics’ 

in order to emphasise that the approach to literary language is one which derives its 

terminology and approach from the discipline of linguistics in a more systematic and 

sophisticated way, rather than engaging in a close reading and borrowing or inventing 

terms as the critic deems appropriate.'^^ This section outlines in detail Fowler’s framework 

for analysis o f language and argues for the increased methodological rigour o f a form of 

literary criticism which derives its terminology from the discipline of linguistics.

Fowler’s methodology examines language at all levels o f structure and moves beyond what 

has traditionally been the highest unit of analysis in linguistics, namely the sentence, to 

examine text structure. In this, he additionally aims to take account of the pre-existing 

social, economic, political, and ideological discourses which shape texts.

Branches of linguistics which examine units o f language higher than the sentence, such as
180 • • •text linguistics which were, at most, in gestation m 1977 when Fowler published

1R1Linguistics and the Novel have, since then, become more firmly established. 

Furthermore, Saussurian and Chomskyan models of linguistics which disregard the social 

function of language have become more controversial. In examining how sentences are 

understood, it very quickly becomes necessary to consider issues such as speaker 

knowledge of how language functions within its social context. This new focus for 

linguistics is also reflected in the development o f sociolinguistics and pragmatics.

Ibid., p. 14.
Fowler, 1986, p.2. Fowler cites David Lodge’s The Language o f  Fiction (1979) as an example o f  this.
E.g. Beaugrande and Dressier, 1981.
Fowler, 1977.
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Sociolinguistics had its tentative beginnings in the middle decades o f the twentieth century 

and became more firmly grounded in the 1970s with the work of Bernstein and Labov. As 

for pragmatics, Dan Sperber and Deirdre Wilson pinpoint the real catalyst for the 

development of this discipline to 1967 when the philosopher Paul Grice gave a series of 

lectures at Harvard, in which one of the key concepts was that o f ‘implicature’ or how we
1R9come to understand what is meant by what is said, rather than simply what is said. 

Pragmatics thereby takes account o f the social context o f an utterance, rather than 

considering language in isolation from the situation o f its production. We may place 

Fowler’s approach to literary texts within the context o f this broadening o f linguistic study 

from language to the social situatedness of language. Although Fowler’s linguistic 

criticism does pay close attention to the text itself, it also aims to situate the text within its 

social context.'*^ The following provides a brief explanation of some of the linguistic 

concepts which are relevant to this approach.

In traditional linguistic analysis, meaningful language is divided into several levels 

beginning with the study of minimal distinctive units o f sound in phonology, up to the 

level of the sentence in syntax. Alongside phonology and syntax are included morphology, 

which involves study of word formation, in particular the description o f morphemes (the 

minimal distinctive unit o f grammar), and semantics, which considers word meaning. As 

previously mentioned, in the analysis of literary texts, study o f the form o f language is 

insufficient. A close reading of texts is far more productive if it involves an understanding 

of how language is used and this is where concepts from text linguistics, pragmatics and 

discourse analysis become relevant. Critical Discourse Analysis, (also known as Critical 

Discourse Studies), in particular draws on a variety of disciplines such as rhetoric, text 

linguistics, anthropology, philosophy, socio-psychology, cognitive science, literary studies 

and sociolinguistics in order to critique language use and the way in which particular 

discourses may contribute to the constitution and reproduction of particular power relations 

within society.'*'* In many respects, the following methodology fits within the eclectic 

paradigm of CD A, particularly given Fowler’s involvement with the development of CD A 

at the University o f East Anglia, however, it differs in the critical attitude taken towards 

the texts. One of the commonalities which unites different approaches, methodologies and

Sperber and Wilson, 2005, pp.468-501.
This contextual approach to the study o f language was further developed by Fowler along with Robert 

Hodge, GUnther Kress and Tony Trew at the University o f East Anglia as ‘Critical Discourse Analysis’. See 
Wales, 2000, p.6.

Wodak and Meyer, 2009, p.3.
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terminologies within CDA is the critique of social power relations within macro-level
1 R Sdiscourse through the examination of specific instances of discourse strands within texts. 

The aim o f investigating language learner narrative is not to examine the texts as instances 

of wider discourses (re)producing power relations predominant within one particular 

society, but to consider the texts as individual creative acts which may make use of 

discourses in unique and unusual ways, particularly given the possibility that the texts may 

draw on discourses from more than one society. The examination of language learner 

narrative does not aim at uncovering power relations on societal level, but partly considers 

how these may operate on an individual level, as language learners engage with the 

discourses which surround them. This differs from the general conception o f the purpose of 

CDA.’*̂

Fowler’s linguistic criticism is therefore used as a model for linguistic criticism of the text 

without ideological or social critique. The aim remains a literary interpretation. This 

interpretation nonetheless aims to some extent at uncovering why the text might be 

structured in the way that it is. Employing the descriptive apparatus o f traditional 

linguistics is not an end in itself. In other words, it is not enough to say that a particular 

poem involves alliteration on the basis of the phoneme /p/, but to explain the literary 

function o f such alliteration.

The description o f Fowler’s methodology provided below is a summary based on three of 

his key texts Linguistics and the Novel (1977), Literature as Social Discourse: The 

Practice o f  Linguistic Criticism (1981) and Linguistic Criticism (1986).

For the analysis of textual structure Fowler suggests three key concepts. These are 

thematisation, progression and cohesion. Thematisation refers to the highlighting of key 

topics and themes in a text through linguistic manipulations such as word order changes,

A text may in fact contain within it several discourse strands which relate to different discourses. See 
Wodak and Meyer, 2009, pp.46-47.

I would disagree, for example, with Van Dijk’s assertion that ‘Power, power abuse, dominance and their 
reproduction typically involve collectivities, such as groups, social movements, organizations and 
institutions’. Van Dijk in Wodak and Meyer, 2009, p.78. Power relations exist between individuals as much 
as between groups and not all o f  this individual power is derived from institutionalised social discourse, but 
may involve unique norms and rules, as in a variety o f  well-known kidnappings such as the Josef Fritzl case. 
In such a case, power is both materially and discursively constructed through physical imprisonment as well 
as verbal threats o f  being gased or receiving an electric shock. In this case, wider social norms are 
transgressed through behaviours which include incest and imprisoning one’s family. As shown particularly 
in chapter eight, transgression o f  social norms does not, however, have to include behaviour which society 
views as ‘criminal’, but may involve other forms o f  individual creativity, which nonetheless take part in a 
powerplay between the individual and the discourses o f  the other contained in the language o f  which they 
make use.
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noticeable phonology or unusual use o f vocabulary. Progression refers to the expectation 

that propositions in a cohesive text will form a logically or chronologically related
1 o n

sequence o f ideas. Fowler’s concept o f ‘cohesion’ is taken from Halliday and Hasan 

who suggest five kinds o f cohesive relationship between sentences. These are: Reference, 

substitution, ellipsis, lexical cohesion and conjunction. The following provides an outline 

of these concepts as far as they will be relevant to the analysis of language learner narrative; 

further details and subcategorisations with examples can be found in Halliday and Hasan’s 

Cohesion in English (1978).

Reference occurs where a word in a subsequent sentence refers to a word elsewhere in the 

text. Use of personal pronouns {he, she) to substitute for a proper noun falls into this 

category, as does the use of demonstrative pronouns {this, that). Halliday and Hasan make 

further distinctions between reference to something outside the text (exophoric reference), 

and reference to something within the text (endophoric reference), which is subdivided 

into anaphoric reference (reference to preceding text) and cataphoric reference (reference 

to following text). These distinctions are useful in analysing a sentence such as: ‘That must 

have cost a lot of money.’ As Halliday indicates, it is not clear whether the word ‘that’ 

refers to a preceding statement (i.e. anaphoric reference) such as ‘I’ve just been on holiday 

in Tahiti’ or to something outside the text, within the context o f the utterance (i.e. 

exophoric reference) such as a collection of silverware. Exophoric reference is 

particularly relevant to language which is highly context-bound and which assumes a high 

level o f convergent knowledge between speaker and addressee. As such, exophoric 

reference will be less relevant to language learner narrative.

The type of substitution which occurs in the cohesive relationship of reference as opposed 

to that o f substitution itself is semantic rather than grammatical, though the distinction is 

not always clear-cut. The referent is the same in both cases, whether one refers to it as 

‘that’ or as ‘the holiday in Tahiti’. The use o f ‘that’ in the preceding sentence, which 

substitutes for ‘the cohesive relationship’, would be an example o f such reference. 

Substitution on the other hand is a kind of grammatical shorthand. The referent will be 

similar but not the same. The substitute has the same grammatical function within the 

sentence as the item it replaces, but does not necessarily refer to precisely the same item. In 

the statement, ‘My axe is too blunt. I must get a sharper one’, one refers not to the same

Fowler, 1986, p.61.
Halliday and Hasan, 1976, p.33.
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axe but to a different axe. The identity is at the grammatical level where ‘axe’ and ‘one’ 

are both Head in the nominal group. Halliday suggests that substitution might be:

the most strictly cohesive relation [...] Substitution is a purely textual relation, with 

no other function than that o f  cohering one piece o f  text to another. The substitute, 

or elliptical structure signals in effect ‘supply the appropriate word or words 

already available’; it is a grammatical relation, one which holds between the words 

and structures them selves rather than relating them through their meanings.'*^

Ellipsis is a kind of substitution in which the item in question is replaced with nothing. 

Halliday alternatively calls ellipsis ‘substitution by zero’. H e  provides the following 

example o f ellipsis: ‘Joan brought some carnations, Catherine some sweet peas’. In this 

instance we assume that Catherine also brought some sweet peas rather than doing 

something else with them. Fowler makes the point that ellipsis is a cohesive device which 

is commonly found in dialogue. It provides evidence that speakers are focused on the same 

topic as well as sharing the same background knowledge. An example in French is 

provided in the passage below taken from Vassilis Alexakis’s Paris-Athenes (1989):

J’avais decide d’assumer m es deux identites, d ’utiliser a tour de role les deux 

langues, de partager ma vie entre Paris et A thenes.” ’

In this example, Alexakis puts the verbal phrase ‘J ’avais decide’ to work three times (as 

indicated by the three infinitives) but only explicitly states the phrase once.

Lexical cohesion is an overarching term for the textual processes of lexical reiteration, and 

collocation. Lexical reiteration, as the name suggests, involves, at its most specific, the 

repetition o f a lexical item later in the same piece o f text. Halliday, however, posits a scale 

of reiteration beginning with repetition of precisely the same lexical item and moving 

through the alternative use of synonyms (e.g. ‘ascent’ for ‘climb’), near-synonyms 

(‘volume’ for ‘book’) and superordinate terms (‘seat’ for ‘chair’). Emine Sevgi Ozdamar’s 

Mutter Zunge (1998) exhibits extremely high lexical cohesion on the basis of lexical 

reiteration, as will be shown in the discussion of her work in chapter five.

Ibid., p.226.
'"“ Ibid., p. 142.

Cited in Cellier-Gelly, Torreilles and Vemy, 2004, p .125. ‘I decided to adopt my two identities, to use 
each language in turn, to share my life between Paris and Athens.’
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Collocation is the natural co-occurrence of words which all relate to the topic of a text 

within that text, thus if the text is about the weather, we might expect words such as frost, 

snow, shower, rain, lightning or sunshine to occur. We would be surprised to find words 

such as negotiations, defeat, reparations or treaty. As seen in the preceding chapter, in 

identifying a text as a language learner narrative, looking for collocation is a particularly 

useful tool. In such texts we would expect references to conversation, country, culture, 

foreign, language (including references to specific languages such as German, French, 

Spanish, English, Japanese etc.); mother-tongue, native, native-tongue, origin, script,
192sounds, tongue, translate, translation, verbal, voice, vowels, word, writing.

The final textual device taken from Halliday and Hasan which Fowler discusses is that of 

‘conjunction’. Conjunction indicates the semantic relationships between elements of the 

text which are not necessarily found in immediate sequence. As summarised by Fowler, 

conjunctive relations may be additive, adversative or causal. Additive conjunction occurs 

where a following sentence supplies additional information about a t o p i c . F o w l e r  does 

not explicate the linguistic features which are characteristic of such conjunction; however 

Halliday and Hasan signal the key linguistic marker as ‘and’ in its conjunctive fianction as 

opposed to its paratactic function where it coordinates two structural elements of equal 

status (e.g. men, women and children; here and  there etc.). In its conjunctive function and 

links a following clause to a preceding clause as an independent fact. Adversative 

conjunction occurs where the second sentence expresses a contrast or conflict with the first 

and may be, though is not always, marked by grammatical elements such as ‘yet’, 

‘nevertheless’, ‘but’, ‘despite’, ‘though’, ‘however’ etc. Causal conjunction is present 

when the implicit or explicit relationships between clauses involve, for example, 

conditions, reasons and consequences.

The definition o f terms provided here has not been intended as an encyclopaedic overview 

of all the possible linguistic concepts which may be deployed in the analysis o f language 

learner narrative; however, it does suggest ways in which linguistic criticism can provide a 

more incisive approach to textual analysis. This will also be borne out in the textual 

criticism to be practised in the following chapters. Firstly, however, the next section will 

further justify the proposed methodology by defending semiotic analysis against common 

criticisms.

This list is taken from a brief glance at selected citations from eight o f  the language learner narratives 
mentioned in this thesis.
'’^Fowler, 1986, p.66.
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3.3 Apologia for a Semiotic Criticism

In presenting the following arguments it is understood that linguistic criticism, in its 

systematic analysis o f language as a signifying practice (just one of many semiotic codes), 

may be considered a form of semiotic criticism, subject to the same objections as other 

forms of semiotic criticism. This section begins by summarising some o f the main 

arguments against a semiotic approach to literature, as presented by Daniel Chandler, 

before presenting the case for a modified semiotic approach to the texts as well as by 

suggesting in what ways this can be productive. It will be argued that the criticisms levied 

at semiotics are not so much ones of quality as o f degree. In other words, the semiotic 

approach has its failings and perhaps the greatest has been to overestimate its analytic 

power and scientific validity. That does not mean, however, that this approach should be 

entirely discarded. It will be argued that the quasi-scientific/objective methods o f social 

semiotics can lend greater explanatory power to a subjective textual in te rp re ta tio n .T h ey  

enable the literary critic to analyse textual effects and to argue for a particular 

interpretation in a manner which keeps the language o f the text and the social discourse 

this may reflect as a guiding principle for interpretation.

Daniel Chandler usefully summarises some of the key criticisms which have been levied at 

the semiotic approach:

1. Som etim es sem ioticians present their analyses as i f  they were purely 

objective ‘scientific’ accounts rather than subjective interpretations. Yet 

few  sem ioticians seem  to feel much need to provide empirical evidence for 

particular interpretations, and much sem iotic analysis is loosely  

impressionistic and highly unsystematic (or alternatively, generates 

elaborate taxonom ies with little evident practical application).

2. Sem iotics is often criticised as ‘im perialistic’, since som e sem ioticians 

appear to regard it as concerned with, and applicable to, anything and 

everything, trespassing on almost every academic discipline.

Eagleton, T., 1996, p.90, ‘What semiotics represents, in fact, is literary criticism transfigured by structural 
linguistics, rendered a more disciplined and less impressionistic enterprise which, as Lotman’s work testifies, 
is more rather than less alive to the wealth o f form and language than most traditional criticism.’

I have inserted the bullet points here. The extracts are not necessarily given in the original order. The 
points are taken from Chandler’s extended online version o f Semiotics: The Basics (2002) which can be 
found at [http://www.aber.ac.uk/media/Documents/S4B/seml l.html]
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3. Semioticians do not always make explicit the limitations o f their 

techniques, and semiotics is sometimes uncritically presented as a general- 

purpose tool. Saussurean semiotics is based on a linguistic model but not 

everyone agrees that it is productive to treat photography and film, for 

instance, as ‘languages’.

4. Some semiotic analysis has been criticised as nothing more than an 

abstract and ‘arid formalism’ which is preoccupied with classification. [...]

Susan Hayward declares that structuralist semiotics can lead to ‘a crushing 

o f the aesthetic response through the weight o f the theoretical framework’

5. In structuralist semiotics the focus is on langue rather than parole 

(Saussure’s terms), on formal systems rather than on processes o f use and 

production.

6. Feminist theorists have suggested that despite its usefulness to feminists in 

some respects, structuralist semiotics ‘has often obscured the significance 

o f power relations in the constitution of difference, such as patriarchal 

forms o f domination and subordination’.

7. ‘Insofar as semiotics tends to focus on synchronic rather than diachronic 

analysis (as it does in Saussurean semiotics), it underplays the dynamic 

nature o f media conventions [...] It can also underplay dynamic changes in 

the cultural myths which signification both alludes to and helps to shape.

Purely structuralist semiotics ignores process and historicity

The first criticism suggests that semiotics misrepresents and disguises itself; it is presented 

as an objective approach to the texts, when in fact its procedures and methods are no less 

subjective than other approaches. Sections o f texts are selected to fit the argument being 

presented rather than a random sample being subjected to analysis. The fact that semiotics 

may present itself as an objective approach, when its methods can in fact be highly 

subjective, is a problem which primarily arises out of the fact that the language in which 

semiotic criticism is coded gives rise to the expectation of an absolute interpretation for a 

particular text. Semiotics risks disappointing the expectation of complete scientificity 

which its terminology performs. This is particularly the case, when that terminology is 

developed to such a degree that it forms an almost impenetrable elitist jargon. This jargon 

may be wielded as symbolic power over non-semiotic critics thus rendering very difficult

Chandler, D. [http://www.aber.ac.uk/media/Documents/S4B/semll.html]
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any counter-criticism and any productive dialogue of alternative approaches to the text. In 

cases where the skill o f the interpreter is low, the terminology may be used as a cover for 

lack of critical substance in the analysis. This is compounded by the fact that

few semioticians make their analytical strategy sufficiently explicit for others to 

apply it either to the examples used or to others. Structuralist semioticians tend to 

make no allowance for alternative readings, assuming either that their own 

interpretations reflect a general consensus or that ‘their text interpretations are 

immanent in the sign structure and need no cross-validation’.'̂ ^

Precisely for this reason, this thesis employs a Fowlerian approach which requires no more 

than a basic understanding of linguistic terminology in common use. In his introduction to 

Linguistic Criticism (1986) Fowler further emphasises that while the techniques of 

linguistic criticism are highly productive in the interpretation of texts and a good deal more 

objective than many subjective analyses in the literary tradition,

linguistics is not a discovery procedure: not an automatic machine which, fed a text 

at one end, delivers at the other some significant generalizations about the 

character o f the text. To pursue the mechanical metaphor, it is easy to envisage a 

machine which would run through a text and count, say, instances o f  

nominalizations, or abstract words, or prepositional phrases, or whatever. But that 

would be mechanized numerical analysis, not linguistics (which is concerned with 

the nature o f nominalization as part o f a speaker’s knowledge); and it is certainly
, . , 1Q0

not criticism.

With the development and use o f ever more sophisticated text analysis software in the last 

two decades, the type of machine which Fowler describes is now a reality and enjoys 

widespread use in corpus linguistics. Text analysis software can help to back up or refute 

intuitions about a text. Through using word frequency counts with the help of a 

concordance program one might, for example, be able to discover as yet undocumented 

themes in a text which may or may not be more significant than themes which were 

intuited to be significant. Along these lines, the computer application could provide more 

evidence for a line of argument, refute a particular argument or open up productive new

Chandler, D. [http://www.aber.ac.uk/media/Documents/S4B/seml l.html] 
Fowler, 1986, p.6.
Hockey, 2000, p.66.
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lines of research. In Electronic Texts in the Humanities (2000), Susan Hockey summarises 

several other applications of text analysis software for literary analysis. These include:

1. Researching the influence o f one author upon another through matching exact and 

partially matching sequences o f words;

2. Examining ‘phrasal repetends’ or common collocates of particular words across an 

author’s entire body o f work;

3. Genre identification -  Burrows (1992) is able to identify texts as novels based on the 

high frequencies of /, you, he, she and the verbs said,

4. Examination of the relationship between narrative and dialogue, and examination of 

characters, in particular with reference to grammatical words which are not normally 

examined in conventional criticism;^®®

5. Thematic analysis can be undertaken, though there is necessarily a good deal more 

subjective input required in such studies. Here, the researcher must decide in advance in 

what ways the theme o f violence, for example, is likely to be expressed in the text -  which 

words can be deemed to be associated with this theme, for example. For this, relevant word 

lists and phrases would need to be compiled.

The examples above illustrate just some of the many issues in literary criticism into which 

text analysis software can generate insights. However, the software is only ever as 

judicious as the person who is using it. It is ultimately, as Hockey points out, for the 

individual researcher to ask themselves if the computer can help them with a problem they 

have already determined to solve rather than asking in a more vague way, what the 

computer might be able to do for them with no specific goal in mind. It is up to the 

researcher to decide what they require the software to look for and why they consider it 

worthy o f investigation in the first place. The apparent mechanical objectivity of computer 

software obscures the need for this subjective input to some degree. Furthermore, the user 

of the software is limited by the subjective considerations of the software designers as to 

what is useful material to extract from a text and these may not correspond to the original 

project the researcher was undertaking, but in fact serve to distort the research process.

Hockey cites the following quotation from Burrows, 1987, p .l, ‘It is a truth not generally acknowledged 
that, in most discussions o f  works o f  English fiction, w e proceed as if  a third, two-fifths, a half o f  our 
material were not really there.’ Ibid., p.70.

Ibid., p.67.
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Beyond considerations of time and energy and the dangers o f obfuscating the subjective 

input into an interpretation, there exists the further problem that the researcher needs to be 

competent both in literary analysis and to a basic degree in computational linguistics, at 

least to the extent that s/he can productively use text analysis software. These 

investigations, while interesting and highly likely to become more significant in time, go 

far beyond the scope of this particular research project and beyond the current skill-set of 

this researcher. It is therefore partly for pragmatic reasons and partly because the 

methodology of computational linguistics in its application to literary texts is still being 

developed, that it is considered preferable in this project to keep to a linguistic analysis, 

making some use of common spreadsheet software.

In the linguistic critical analysis undertaken here, rather than viewing the lack of total 

objectivity as a disadvantage, it would be far more accurate to view the inclusion of a 

measure o f objectivity as a distinct benefit. As Fowler and many other contemporary critics

indicate, close analysis of a text limits the level of wild speculation and impressionism a
'yc\ocritic can engage in and keeps the focus of the criticism on the text itself.

This approach also provides a response to Daniel Chandler’s fourth criticism. If we go 

beyond the scientific veneer o f semiotics and the sense that it is somehow in opposition to 

‘literary’ criticism, we can instead use semiotics as an interpretive tool within an aesthetic 

and subjective response to the text. The understanding o f sign systems and the construction 

of meaning within discourse which semiotics attempts to develop is as applicable to 

literature as it is to any other form of language and may be used to elucidate the ways in 

which the discourse o f the text interacts with the value systems which shape our own 

identities in order to produce a particular aesthetic and emotional response. Fowler makes 

the point that although a text in itself is an objective fact, in that the language of the text 

pre-exists any reading of it, the significance of the signs present in the text, in terms of the 

discourses which they represent, requires a semiotic analysis which extends beyond the 

text to the culture in which it was produced.^*^^

In response therefore to the fifth criticism set out by Chandler, Roger Fowler’s approach to 

literary texts uses the benefits o f objective descriptions of linguistic structures while not

See, for example, Eagleton’s comments about ‘aestheticist chit-chat’ on page 72.
Fowler, 1986, pp. 168-9 ‘[A] literary text, like any other text, is primarily the realisation o f  a mode o f  

discourse (more usually, more than one mode). That is to say, its basis is a way o f  writing that precedes it and 
is found more widely than in just the individual work. [...AJlthough linguistic structures as such are objective 
(thus linguistic analysis is tremendously valuable in criticism), their significances in discourse cannot be read 
o ff  automatically from the text: a semiotic assessment in relation to cultural factors is required.’
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being blinded to the fact that the text also functions as a social discourse and derives much 

of its meaning from the context o f its production and reception. Fowler is not concerned 

solely with the structure o f the language but with the ways in which the structures reflect 

the particular social meanings which appear to be embedded in the text. Chandler cites 

David Buxton on a similar point:

David Buxton [...] argues that structuralist approaches ‘deny... social 

determination’ and he insists that ‘the text must be related to something other than 

its own structure: in other words, we must explain how it comes to be structurecT 

(Buxton, 1990, 13). We must consider not only how signs signify (structurally) but 

also why (socially); structures are not causes. The relationships between signifiers 

and their signifieds may be ontologically arbitrary but they are not socially 

arbitrary.^®''

Correspondingly, within Fowler’s framework it is not considered sufficient only to 

examine the orthography, phonology, prosody, syntax and morphology of a text, since the 

text interacts with the culture(s) within which it is produced and this ‘ [n]on-linguistic
90Sknowledge is required for a fiall reading of the text.’ Furthermore, in response to the 

criticism that semiotics abstracts a text from its sociohistorical context and ignores the 

dynamic nature o f meaning, Fowler’s approach, drawing on social semiotics, views the 

text not as an object, but as a social discourse with an interactional dimension:

To treat literature as discourse is to see the text as mediating relationships between 

language-users: not only relationships of speech, but also of consciousness,

ideology, role and class. The text ceases to be an object and becomes an action or
206process.

Fowler’s view of the text not as an object, but as an action or process also offers a counter- 

stance to the seventh criticism, which asserts that structuralist semiotics may ‘underplay 

dynamic changes in the cultural myths which signification both alludes to and helps to 

shape.’ The criticism preceding this one that, ‘structuralist semiotics’ has often obscured 

the significance o f power relations in the constitution of difference, such as patriarchal 

forms of domination and subordination, is partially countered in this thesis through the 

examination of the texts in terms of a struggle with Miindigkeit, which, as chapter four

Chandler ‘Criticisms o f  Semiotic Analysis’ in Semiotics fo r  Beginners 
[http://www.aber.ac.uk/media/Documents/S4B/seml I .html]

Fowler, 1986, p. 169.
Fowler, 1981, p.80.
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suggests, can be shown to be intimately related to societal power relations by expanding 

the description of this struggle with Mundigkeit by making use of Bourdieu’s concept of 

linguistic capital.

To conclude, the semiotic approach espoused here, allows for the fact that the critic can 

never expect to arrive at a final interpretation for the text, however objective and scientific 

the criticism purports to be. This acknowledges that if  the critic is to make any statement at 

all about the text, s/he carmot avoid speaking from within his/her own interpretive 

framework no matter how reflexively and self-critically s/he proposes to do so. It is also 

acknowledged that the critic will also, to a greater or lesser extent, be swayed by his/her 

aesthetic and emotional responses, themselves engendered by the critic’s primary 

enculturation.

3.4 The Role of the  Critic: On Interscription

In this study of language learner narrative, the aim is not to find a definitive interpretation 

for the text. Nonetheless the social semiotic approach proposed above is considered to 

offer a means to gain as much information as possible about the text and its sociohistorical 

context as well as a means to engage self-critically with the sociohistorical context o f the 

critic, thus allowing for the detailed presentation of the context for interpretation as well as 

sufficient detail to argue for the validity of the interpretation within the proposed context. 

In this way, it is hoped to be able to provide a greater degree of evidence for the origins of 

the text and a better indication of the networks of signification and connotation in which 

the text is situated.

Where cultural differences exist between the contexts of production and reception, a social 

semiotic approach is even more useful, and makes the work of the critic even more 

valuable, since through setting the text within its cultural context, illuminating the 

construction of signification in both, and as far as possible clarifying the relationship 

between the two, the critic’s description/interpretation can extend the meanings yielded by 

the text for the reader. It is proposed here that what the critic produces is neither a 

description (a re-representation of the text in his/her own words) nor an interpretation (with 

its suggestion of a greater degree of personal input in the description) but an interscription. 

This new concept aims to suggest a piece of writing which mediates between the cultural 

context out of which the text was bom (mediated by the author’s own consciousness), the
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text itself, and the critic’s own consciousness, shaped as it is by his own cultural context. 

The critic as interscriptor would be aiming ultimately at uniting other readers to the text in 

a relationship where there is greater understanding, even if this can never be perfectly 

achieved. The metaphor of ‘relationship’ is deliberate since the role of interscriptor is to be 

understood as a kind o f intercultural mediator between the conceptual framework o f the 

text and the conceptual framework o f the reader. The success or failure o f an interpretation 

therefore hinges on the extent to which the critic is able to read a text with the greatest 

awareness of the conceptual meanings o f the signs present, based on the fullest possible 

understanding of the contextual, cultural and individual factors which have informed the 

production o f that text and on the critic’s ability to communicate these meanings to the 

reader. This is admittedly a tall order, requiring facility to engage with concepts which 

do not accord with the critic’s own conceptual framework on their own terms. It will 

furthermore be easier for the critic to communicate the significance of a particular text if 

s/he has a similar cultural background to the reader of the criticism. To take a simple 

example, if  a text is written in Arabic and commented on in Arabic, then a reader, with no 

competence in Arabic, will have access neither to the text nor its criticism. For this reader, 

the signs of the text will point to nothing, remaining for him/her linguistically if  not 

culturally insignificant.^'’* If the text is written in Arabic and commented on in English, 

then the reader is able to glean meaning from the text via the critic, without reading it, 

though that understanding is necessarily a reinscription of the text mediated by the critic. 

In a game of Chinese whispers significations are altered as the message passes from 

context to text to critic to reader.

This criticism aims to deepen the understanding o f the culture presented by the original 

text by focusing on its linguistic structure. This does not mean viewing the meaning as 

being embedded in author intention or the author’s biography, and thus, as Barthes argues 

in the Death o f  the Author (1977), limiting possibilities of interpretation,^®^ but it does 

mean considering the signification o f the text in relation to the cultural context o f its

Cf. Ibid., p.66, ‘The reader in a sense constructs a text -  a version o f  a text -  out o f  his own cultural 
knowledge, including his linguistic knowledge. [T]he version he constructs is adequate to the extent that his 
competence is adequate, and (as every critic and teacher o f  literature knows) readers’ versions vary 
considerably because readers vary substantially in the degree to which they are attuned to the cultural 
systems which ideally relate to the text. This cultural relativity produces, for the writer, an awkward obstacle 
to communication: for the student o f  literature, a suspicion that reliable, agreed interpretation may not be 
possible.’

I.e. The text could conceivably take on non-linguistic cultural significance as an artwork or as a sacred 
artefact.
“̂’Barthes, 1977, pp. 142-8.
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production, since this is crucial in understanding not just probable meanings of the text but 

the specific cultural values, beliefs and assumptions communicated within the text.

Perfect interscription would pay equal attention to both the text and its context, with an 

awareness of the way in which the discourses of the text, and the cultural contexts of the 

text and the critic interact at a given moment in the process of making meaning. At its most 

comprehensive such a criticism could potentially demand the referencing of wide-ranging 

cultural material; however any danger of superficiality is made up for by the integrity of 

the methodology. When viewing literature as a form of communication between the writer 

and her/his imagined audience, then in analysing that communication, it is relevant as with 

any other form of communication to consider the producer o f the message, the message 

itself and the recipient of the message, in this case the author, the text and the reader or 

interscriptor. The interpretation of any communication is possible only with reference to 

the conventionally accepted definitions for particular signs and these will be broadly 

similar within one language and cultural context, varying in connotation according to the 

social discourse within which they are embedded. An understanding of the social 

discourses represented in the author’s background, in the text’s background and in the 

critic’s background is not only vital to the most productive interpretations of a text, it 

arguably is definitive of a productive interpretation. However, it is worth reiterating that 

this is not intended to suggest that there is only one possible meaning for the text. The 

author is viewed not as the sole site of meaning for the text, but as a node in a network of 

discourses, a subject position upon which a number of discourses converge from some or 

all of which a text is derived which then forms its own node or site of discursive 

convergence. It may be possible to delimit a text by way of the discourses which it 

immediately excludes, though, ultimately the difficulty remains that every discourse to 

which it ostensibly does refer will also refer to other discourses, even those excluded in the 

text being read, in an infinite web of intertextuality. In reading, the reader constructs the 

limits o f interpretation.

3.5 Conclusion: Linguistic Criticism and Language Learner 

Narrative

This chapter had four main aims, all concerned with presenting the theoretical and 

methodological assumptions which underpin the textual analysis conducted in this thesis.
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The first part of this chapter presented the interpretation o f some key theoretical issues. 

These issues included the relationship which is considered to hold between the individual, 

the text and the world. Along the lines o f Searle’s conception o f reality in The 

Construction o f  Social Reality (1995) it was argued that a clear distinction needs to be 

maintained between material reality and social reality. It is considered that language has an 

important role to play in the construction of social reality and in our understanding of 

material reality but not in the construction o f material reality itself In terms of language 

learner narrative, we see how social reality is being constructed at an individual level and, 

in particular, how one or more different social realities are negotiated in the text. In order 

to understand precisely how this negotiation o f social realities occurs at an individual level, 

the second part o f this section briefly considered the linguistic encoding o f reality in the 

bilingual mind.

The second part o f this chapter considered how the texts produced by bilinguals can be 

analysed. This part o f the chapter aimed both to exemplify and to justify a linguistic form 

of textual analysis with concrete focus on the text over and above a freer interpretive 

approach. In order to justify this methodology, the second part began by presenting 

relevant historical background to the linguistic critical methodology, showing how the 

methodology has grown increasingly sophisticated. Following this, some of the key 

linguistic concepts which contribute to the analytical tool box were elucidated. Further 

justification for this methodology is found in the following chapters in which it is applied 

to the analysis of the narratives.

The third part of this chapter further justified a semiotic methodology by rebutting some of 

the main criticisms levied at such an approach. In particular, it countered claims that 

semiotic analyses are imperialistic, formalistic and lacking in attention to the dynamic 

nature o f sign systems and the power relations in which they are implicated, by drawing on 

social semiotic approaches which engage with the dynamism of semiosis and by arguing 

for the use of semiotics as an interpretive tool within an aesthetic and subjective response 

to a text, without claiming the discovery of an absolute, objective signification.

The final part o f this chapter established the role of the critic within this kind of 

interpretation. In this role, the critic is not seen as passing judgement on a text, or as using 

a text as a means to make wider cultural commentary, but is considered to be an 

‘interscriptor’ with the function o f mediating between the cultural context o f the text’s
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production and the context o f its reception. The translation between author and reader is 

understood to be one of intercultural communication which aims to deepen understanding 

of the textual world presented through close analysis of the sign systems used in the text.

Thus, in examining language learner narrative, the texts are considered both to reflect 

particular cultural contexts out of which sign configurations have arisen and to reflect the 

novelty o f the author’s own ‘acts of meaning’ and processes o f semiosis. In examining the 

narratives, awareness is maintained of the thin borderlines between fiction, autobiography 

and reality as the authors contribute to the construction of their own social realities as well 

as to the social construction of the language learning situation. Furthermore, as will be 

shown in the following chapters, this language learning situation may itself be constructed 

in terms of engagement with a process of Miindigkeit, a concept which centres the entire 

discourse of this thesis. The definition of this term as it is applied in the analysis of 

language learner narratives will be developed in the following chapter.
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Mundigkeit and the Linguistic 
the Subject

Construction of

Ich [...] verier meine Mundigkeit

It is argued here that the term Miindigkeit as it is used in Kant’s essay ‘Beantwortung der

Frage: Was ist Aufklarung?’ may be productively reliteralised through examining its 

relationship to linguistic capital as described in the essays o f Bourdieu contained in 

Language and Symbolic Power (1991). It is shown that through reconnecting the term with 

its formal connotations of linguistic competence, it may be productively extended as a 

metaphor for the analysis o f texts describing and utilising multilingualism. The German 

lexical item is considered to evoke a more useful conceptual paradigm for the criticism of 

such texts than the common English translations o f ‘maturity’, ‘majority’ or 

‘responsibility’. The following discussion begins by examining the definition of 

Miindigkeit provided in Kant’s essay, then considers how Miindigkeit may be linked to 

Bourdieu’s concept of symbolic power before considering the relevance of Miindigkeit to 

the situation of foreign language learners in an unfamiliar social context abroad.

Within the context of Kant’s essay two key definitions emerge for Miindigkeit. The first o f 

these is to be found in one of the most cited passages:

Aufklarung ist der Ausgang des Menschen aus seiner selbstverschuldeten

Unmiindigkeit. Unmiindigkeit ist das Unvermogen sich seines eigenen Verstandes

ohne Leitung eines anderen zu bedienen.^'’

The second sentence here implies also its opposite, and the definition for our term 

Miindigkeit, namely: 'Miindigkeit ist das Vermogen sich seines eigenen Verstandes ohne 

Leitung eines anderen zu bedienen.’ In other words, Miindigkeit is the ability to use 

one’s reason without being led by another, and the possession of Miindigkeit implies

Belfellah, 1993, p.60 cited in Hein-Khatib, 1998, p.56. 
“̂ Kant, 1974 [1784], p.9.

Cf. Adorno, p. 133.
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Enlightenment. One key aspect o f Mundigkeit which arises out of this primary definition is 

its status as a competence or ability. Another aspect of Mundigkeit is that of independent 

reason. Kant makes clear that it is not enough to have the ability to reason independently, 

Mundigkeit also requires an underlying courage and decisiveness which promote the actual 

use o f independent reason. Prerequisites for Mtindigkeit are therefore the ability to reason 

independently and the courage to do so. Without courage to use one’s independent reason, 

according to Kant’s somewhat controversial suggestion, one may be considered guilty of
7 1 ’̂selbstverschuldete Unmundigkeit.

Selbstverschuldet ist diese Unmundigkeit, wenn die Ursache derselben nicht am 

Mangel des Verstandes, sondem der EntschlieBung und des Mutes liegt, sich seiner 

ohne Leitung eines andem zu bedienen.^’'*

These two prerequisites for Mundigkeit are summarised in Kant’s Enlightenment motto: 

‘Habe Mut, dich deines eigenen Verstandes zu bedienen!’ Have the courage to use your 

reason independently! Dare to be wise! A person who is miindig, according to Kant’s 

definition, is someone who is daring to use their reason and doing so independently. This 

involves the assumption of personal responsibility.

Having attained Mundigkeit is said to enable man to pursue ends that are not 

determined for  him but by him. '̂^

To follow Barnard, Mtindigkeit is a moral capacity, founded on a conception o f the
9  1 f\individual as an agent of decisions. The primordial choice is that of deciding to use 

one’s own reason, rather than relying on the reason of another. Mundigkeit in this 

interpretation is therefore about the ability to make decisions and give reasons for those 

decisions. The moral quality which forms the basis for Mundigkeit is common to all. It is 

assumed that every human being has the ability to make a decision -  informed or 

uninformed. However, we cannot speak of Mundigkeit, according to Kant’s definition, 

unless we are certain that the decisions being made derive from independent critical reason 

and do not blindly follow the reasoning of another. At this point, we turn to consider what 

is to be understood by critical reason and furthermore by independent critical reason.

Cf. Schmidt, 1992, p.89, n.63. 
Kant, 1974 [1784], p.9. 
Barnard, 1983,p.27S. 
Ibid.,p.289.
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4.1 The Issue of independent Critical Reason

The definition of Miindigkeit given so far, might read as follows. Miindigkeit is the ability 

and willingness/courage to use independent critical reason. In the following discussion, we 

examine what is to be understood by critical reason and examine the possibility of its 

independence as well as its relationship to language.

Thomson gives the following broad-brush definition for critical reasoning:

Critical reasoning is centrally concerned with giving reasons for on e’s beliefs and 

actions, analysing and evaluating on e’s own and other people’s reasoning, devising  

and constructing better reasoning. Common to these activities are certain distinct 

skills, for exam ple, recognising reasons and conclusions, recognising unstated 

assumptions, drawing conclusions, appraising evidence and evaluating statements, 

judging whether conclusions are warranted; and underlying all o f  these skills is the 

ability to use language with clarity and discrimination.^’’

One might also say that critical reason involves setting forward hypotheses about our 

perception of the world; checking for underlying beliefs and assumptions and testing them 

against experience. Reason is uncritical when it is based on intuition, rather than analysis 

and when a person follows the reasoning of another, rather than coming to his/her own 

conclusions. Thomson suggests that linguistic competence underlies critical reasoning 

ability, but does not further explicate whether language is considered to be the medium of 

critical reason or merely serves to facilitate or augment reason.^'* The issue of whether or 

not language is a facilitator for critical reason or a necessary condition for it is linked to the 

debate surrounding the relationship between language and thought. The stance taken 

towards this debate within this thesis is outlined below.

In Language and Thought (1998) Carruthers and Boucher collate the latest thinking with 

regard to language and thought from an interdisciplinary standpoint and propose two main 

models of relationship. The first is the communicative conception of language which 

regards language as an adjunct to thought. The second is the cognitive conception of 

language which regards language as crucially implicated in thinking. They make a 

distinction between two types of cognitive conception -  the first is the requirement thesis 

i.e. that language is a necessary condition for thought, or certain kinds of thought and the

Thomson, 2002, p .195.
Cf. Carruthers and Boucher, 1998, p.8.
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second is the constitution thesis i.e. that language is the medium of thought. The 

constitution thesis is represented in the work of Wittgenstein, as in the passage below, 

where he suggests that the process o f thinking is disguised in language and that it is 

language which gives us our picture of reality.

Die Sprache verkleidet den Gedanken. Und zwar so, daB man nach der aufieren 

Form des Kleides, nicht auf die Form des bekleideten Gedankens schlieBen kann; 

weil die auBere Form des Kleides nach ganz anderen Zwecken gebildet ist, als 

danach, die Form des Korpers erkennen zu lassen.

Carruthers and Boucher argue against such a thesis on the grounds that ‘it is perfectly 

possible that non-language-using creatures may have fully determinate thoughts, but
990thoughts which we cannot have knowledge o f ,  however, they readily admit that the 

requirement thesis,

[...] has at least a degree o f limited applicability, since it is plain that children rely 

upon language to acquire many of their beliefs and concepts. It seems obvious 

indeed, that a languageless person could never entertain thoughts about electrons 

or neutrinos, genes or cell-division, for example, since it is only through language 

that we can learn of these things.^ '̂

Wittgenstein’s view of language is somewhat extreme if he intends, as Carruthers and
999Boucher suggest, that all thought involves language. They further argue, that in fact ‘it 

seems most unlikely that language should be necessary for all forms of thought’ and 

highlight cases such as Williams Syndrome, in which generally normal to high linguistic 

competence occurs with low cognitive ability, and Specific Language Impairment in which 

there is impaired grammatical competence along with normal nonverbal intelligence. As an 

alternative to Wittgenstein’s view, they argue that

[the] cognitive conception o f language need not involve any commitment to 

extreme claims of these sorts. First, it need only maintain that language is involved 

in (and is partly constitutive of) some kinds o f thinking. It can thus allow that 

spatial reasoning, for example, can be conducted independently of language, while 

claiming that many other types o f reasoning -  such as reasoning about unseen

Wittgenstein, 2003, p.30. See also Mautner, 2005, p.657. 
Carruthers and Boucher, 1998, p.4.
Ibid., pp. 1-2.
Ibid., p.3.
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causes, thinking about the thoughts o f another person, or reasoning about which 

train to catch to be in London for a 3pm appointment -  are crucially conducted in 

language.

This view allows for the influence of language on perception without suggesting, along the 

lines o f the Whorfian linguistic relativity hypothesis, that the structure of the human mind 

itself is experienced along with a language and culture. Carruthers and Boucher offer the 

following weaker reading of the Whorfian Hypothesis.

[T]here remains the possibility that differences o f a conceptual and grammatical 

sort between different natural languages might influence the perceptions o f  those 

brought up to speak those languages. Indeed there is mounting evidence that this is 

in fact the case [. . .] Such a view is relatively weak, however, since consistently 

with it, we can allow that the thoughts and thought-processes o f  all human beings 

remain fundamentally the same (though whether this is because o f  the universal 

structures present in all natural languages, as the cognitive conception o f  language 

would maintain, can be left open).^^^

On the basis o f this, it will be sufficient, for the purposes o f this thesis, to accept as a 

reasonable assumption that the language one speaks has a shaping influence on perception, 

and is used in many reasoning processes, without constituting the whole of cognitive 

capability. This is an acceptable proposition whether or not one argues that language acts 

to augment human reason (communicative conception) or is the basis o f human reason 

(constitution thesis). In either case, language is considered to have some significant role in 

everyday reasoning processes and perception. Applying this understanding o f thought 

within this thesis is furthermore justified by the fact that the contention that thought has a 

linguistic form accords with the subjective perceptions o f the language learners presented 

in the literary texts, where they describe their awareness of thinking in one language or 

another:

Ich bin entzweigerissen. Ich war schon immer entzweigerissen. Aber diesmal geht 

es nicht um Einheit und Widerspriichlichkeit eines Konzepts. Der Widerspruch ist

“ Mbid., p. 12. 
Cf. Ibid., p.6. 
Ibid., p. 13.
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die Sprache, in der ich denke. Ich finde nicht die Sprache, die das Erlebte 

ausdrucken kann. (Carmen-Francesca Banciu)^^*

The thought that there are parts of the language I’m missing can induce a small 

panic in me, as if such gaps were missing parts of the world or my mind -  as if the 

totality of the world and mind were coeval with the totality of language. (Eva 

Hoffmann

In der Muttersprache sind die Worte den Menschen angeheftet, so daiJ man selten 

spielerische Freude an der Sprache empfinden kann. Dort klammem sich die 

Gedanken so fest an die Worte, daB weder die ersteren noch die letzteren frei 

fliegen konnen. (Yoko Tawada)^^*

These examples show that the concept o f language as the medium of our thoughts is a 

common intuition, whether or not it is an objectively verifiable fact. Given this, it indeed 

seems reasonable to suggest, as Thomson does, that linguistic skill fiirthermore has a 

facilitating effect on the use of rational thought and critical reason, particularly of the kind 

which Kant had in mind. In his own essay Kant himself makes clear that reason may be 

expressed in writing or in speech. He speaks of the cleric’s unlimited freedom ‘sich seiner 

eigenen Vemunft zu bedienen und in seiner eigenen Person zu sprechen.’ and speaks of 

a scholar, ‘der sich an ein Publikum im eigentlichen Verstande durch Schriften wendet.’ If 

reason is expressed in language it suggests that this is also the form that reason takes in the 

mind. However, it must be borne in mind that linguistic competence does not automatically 

entail rationality. Language may be a medium of both reason and unreason as will be 

discussed in more detail in chapter seven.

4.2 Miindigkeit, Mund and the Voice of Reason

If critical reason is facilitated through linguistic competence, it remains to examine how 

linguistic competence relates to Miindigkeit. The form of the lexical item Miindigkeit itself 

implies a close connection with speech, since it apparently contains as its root morpheme, 

Mund. However, the etymological derivation o f this word is somewhat more complicated.

Banciu, 2002, p.44. 
Hoffman, 1989, p.217. 
Tawada, 1996, p. 15. 
Kant, 1974 [1784] p. 13
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Grimm’s dictionary o f 1885 cites the root of Miindigkeit as the feminine form of mund, a 

word which is not now commonly known in German:

MUNDIG, adj. gewalt habend; im alter sich selbst zu vertreten; ableitung vom fern, 

mund sp.2683. ein zunachst im mittelniederdeutschen als mundlich (SCHILLER- 

LUBBEN 3, 134’) erscheinendes, bier nicht auf die rechtssprache beschranktes 

wort, da es neben miindig auch vemiinftig, bei verstande, und bevollmachtigt 

bedeutet

According to Kluges etymological dictionary of 1934 Die Mund, is in fact likely to be 

cognate with the Latin manus meaning ‘hand’. The term appears in Old High German and 

Middle High German with the meaning of Schutz or ‘protection’ along with the Old High 

German verb form munton meaning ‘to protect’. The term miindig is a development from 

Middle High German miindec which derives from this feminine form of mund. 

Miindigkeit originally refers to the age at which a person can take legal responsibility for 

themselves. Previous to this age, they would have been a Miindel or Miindlein under the 

guardianship of a Vormund. The use of the term miindig is widespread in legal documents 

in this sense before Kant’s use of it in his essay. One of the many examples available in the 

Deutsches Rechtsworterbuch (DRW) is the following:

wenne eyn kint czw elff iar alt wirt, so ist is mundig unde man mag obir is 

richten.̂ ^̂

However, as Grimm shows, citing a quotation from Lessing among others, the term 

Miindigkeit later develops an association with the cognate of its feminine root, the 

masculine Mund in the writings of various writers and translators, so that it develops the 

sense o f ‘speaking for oneself rather than remaining silent:

wenn der neure dichter iibrigens cine vermehrung der personen vorzunehmen flir 

nothig befande, so wiirde er, vielleicht nicht ohne gliick eines von den beiden 

kindem des Herkules, welche seine beiden vorganger nur stumm auffuhren, 

mundig machen konnen. LESSING 4,254

mundig sei, wer spricht vor alien; wird ers nie, so sprech er nie. PLATEN 253

Grimm, (1962) [1885], Vol.l2, Col. 2688-2692.
Kluges, 1934,pp.402-3.
This is from the online edition of the Deutsches Rechtsworterbuch available at [http://www.rzuser.uni- 

heidelberg.de/~cd2/drw/e/mu/ndig/mundig.htm.] This text dates from around 1400. The DRW has taken the 
sample from Die Magedeburger Fragen / hrsg. von J.Fr. Behrend -  Berlin: Guttentag, 1865 -  L, 300 S.
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The association between Miindigkeit and speech precedes these two authors, as Grimm 

further indicates, in Luther:

denn die weisheit offnete der stummen mund, und machet der unmiindigen zungen 
beredt. weish. Sal. 10, 12; aus dem munde der unmUndigen und seuglingen [...] 

hastu lob zugericht. Matth. 21, 16

Even if it is based on a false etymology, the connection between assuming legal 

responsibility for one’s own actions -  i.e. for what one does by one’s own hand -  and 

speaking on one’s own behalf -  i.e. assuming responsibility for one’s own words -  is 

evidently one that has commonly been drawn. It is in fact questionable to what extent the 

two may be reasonably distinguished. Assuming legal responsibility for oneself includes 

both words and actions, and so it would appear that the two etymologies, if such were not 

philologically invalid, warrant unification in the word Miindigkeit from the very outset. In 

other words, whether or not Miindigkeit derives etymologically from der Mund meaning 

‘mouth’ or its feminine cognate relating to the age of legal responsibility, the term 

Miindigkeit itself encompasses the notion of speaking for oneself and by formal association 

(if not etymological or semantic) links itself to the concept of Mund within German culture.

Metaphorically, Mund may be used to denote speech, language, or the voice. However, in 

making this association between Miindigkeit and Mund it must still be borne in mind that 

Kant’s original definition does not include linguistic competence as a necessary condition 

of Miindigkeit', rather he refers to the moral capacity to make decisions for oneself based 

on independent critical reason; though admittedly it would appear from the above 

discussion that language is implicated both in the reasoning process and certainly in Kant’s 

essay in the expression of that reason. However, the basis for declaring a person miindig is 

not their linguistic competence, but their ability and willingness to use critical reason 

independently. Given this moral aspect to Miindigkeit, a person who is miindig may or may 

not possess great linguistic competence and critical reasoning ability. It is the decision to 

use whatever reason is available, and to do so independently, which is the constitutive 

basis for Miindigkeit. It would, however, seem fair to suggest that greater critical reasoning 

ability increases the likelihood of independent use of critical reason, since the critical 

subject in question will possess a greater number of concepts at his/her disposal, thus 

increasing the probability that he/she may combine these in an independent way.

Grimm, 1962 [1885], Col. 2688.
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Furthermore, greater critical ability can reasonably be assumed in most cases to produce a 

greater degree of critical confidence, which itself may facilitate the moral decision or even 

desire to use one’s reason independently. Thus, while linguistic competence may enhance 

critical reasoning a b i l i t y i t  does not automatically entail Miindigkeit, even if it may be 

said to increase the likelihood of its occurrence.

Adomo makes a similar cormection between reason and linguistic competence in his 

discussion with Becker, when he suggests that learning a foreign language might resolve 

problems of mental rigidity which contribute to Unmundigkeit in the case of those who 

have completed apprenticeships in a specialised area now needing to retrain.

Dazu ware es dann z.B. notig, daB er moglicherweise eine Fremdsprache lemt, 

obwohl er sie gar nicht braucht, weil ihm dadurch ein anderer Erfahrungshorizont 

entsteht.̂ ^̂

Following on from the previous argument, it appears fair to suggest that there is a good 

correlation between linguistic competence and Miindigkeit, even if it is an indirect one. 

One could argue that such a correlation is assumed implicitly within cultures, such that 

migrant workers may be treated as citizens who are unmiindig because o f an assumed lack 

of linguistic competence. The simplified use o f German with migrants in Germany (e.g. 

verb forms being used only in the infinitive), commonly known as Foreigner Talk, implies 

not only an expectation that migrants will not be able to comprehend full grammatical 

sentences in German, but at another level that a form of ‘baby talk’ is all that would be 

appropriate to their general level o f understanding. The following poem by the migrant 

author Kumar provides an entertaining example of such Foreigner Talk:

ERSTAUNEN 

An der Haltestelle gestem 

kam ein Junge auf mich zu 

und fragte mich:

Entschuldigen Sie

Wie fruh haben wir es jetzt?

- “Fiinf vor halb!” - 

Der Junge dankte

Further evidence for this is given below. 
Adomo, 1970, p. 142.
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Und ging weiter,

Seinen Basketball dribbelnd.

In der Wilhelm-Busch-Strasse heute,

Hielt neben mir ein Wagen an,

Und ein nervoses Gesicht fragte mich:

“Hallo! Du! Deutsch verstehen?”

Ich blieb stehen und staunte

Mein Staunen war zu [sic] vielleicht zu lang.

Und seine Zeit vielleicht zu knapp.

Daher zischte der BMW-Fahrer ein 

“Ach!”

Und fuhr weiter.

Ich stand noch da
'yyf.

Und staunte weiter."

Thus far we have seen that Mundigkeit involves a decision to use critical reason 

independently. That critical reason may or may not be well developed, but if it is, then this 

may facilitate its independent use. However, the question of how critical reason is to be 

independent has not yet been discussed. If the type o f reason under discussion here is 

primarily linguistic then we must take into account the social nature o f language and the 

linguistic construction of the thinking subject. If Mundigkeit requires independent critical 

reason, it will be useful to gauge to what extent such independent reason is possible, given 

its basis in language. For these purposes we will require an analysis of how Mundigkeit 

might be said to operate within specific social contexts. In order to do this, the concept will 

be examined in relation to Bourdieu’s concepts o f ‘linguistic capital’ and ‘symbolic power’. 

This discussion will form the basis for examining how the term Mundigkeit can usefully be 

applied to themes arising in language learner narratives. It will be argued that for the 

individual language learner any level of Mundigkeit (beyond that of a babbling infant), 

which has been facilitated through linguistic competence in the early experienced language, 

is destabilised on encountering a foreign language and culture. Through this encounter 

there is a loss of personal linguistic agency and symbolic power within the foreign context 

and a troubling of Mundigkeit which is induced through the challenge presented to the

Cited in Veteto-Conrad, 2001, pp.81-2.
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representation of critical reasoning in the foreign language and through the undermining of 

personal courage and sense o f self in the foreign context. The discussion o f the texts 

examines how this troubling of Mundigkeit is represented and in addition the thematic and 

textual strategies used for regaining Mundigkeit. Finally, it is suggested that in certain 

circumstances it might be reasonable to suggest that the language learners display not only 

the reassertion of Mundigkeit, but what might be termed Hypermiindigkeit -  based on 

heightened personal courage, independence and critical reason which derive from 

encountering another language and culture and the facility to understand alternative 

interpretive frameworks.

4.3 The Linguistic Construction of the  Thinking Subject

As suggested above, there are cognitive abilities which operate without language, but we 

are specifically interested in that form of thought which is linguistic and developed through 

language. The correlation between linguistic competence and critical reason is accepted as 

a common belief for which there is a good degree o f evidence. In considering the 

possibility of independent critical reason it must therefore be borne in mind that language 

itself is a social phenomenon, in which the signs and their related signifieds are determined 

by convention.^^^ Consequently a person’s linguistic reasoning can never be independent 

o f another individual’s, in an absolute sense, since the very concepts with which one is 

thinking and reasoning have their basis in social conventions. This tension is explored in 

Peter Handke’s play Kaspar (1967). The basic premise o f the play is that language acts 

both as a means o f offering a person a subject position and identity through language and 

also as a means o f socialising and alienating that subject from itself and its environment, 

such that it can never truly speak independently. The way in which the constitution of the 

human subject is inextricably intertwined with human culture external to the subject is also 

strongly articulated in Jerome Bruner’s Acts o f  Meaning (1990):

It is man’s participation in culture and the realisation of his mental powers through 

culture that make it impossible to construct a human psychology on the basis of the 

individual alone. [...] Our culturally adapted way of life depends upon shared

Cf. Saussure.
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meanings and shared concepts and depends as w ell upon shared m odes o f  

discourse for negotiating differences in meaning and interpretation?^*

If we accept this premise, then we must accept that absolutely independent reason cannot 

exist -  no reason can ever be wholly independent of other ideas either preceding it or 

contemporaneous with it. If it were to be independent, it would be a reason, which, from 

the standpoint o f society was in fact unreasonable. In actuality, such a situation is unlikely 

to occur, since, as the tragic cases of feral and neglected children show, highly developed 

language and corresponding linguistic reason, in most cases, do not evolve at all without 

input from society.

The acquisition of language provides not only a means of developing critical reason, but 

also offers a place in the symbolic order and the production of an identity for the 

thinking subject. Here we will make a distinction between ‘se lf and ‘identity’ similar to 

the one made by Besemeres.^'*'^ The term ‘se lf  is used to refer to the subjective perception 

o f independent being. It is akin to consciousness. This consciousness is brought about 

through linguistic interaction with the environment and the awareness of self and ‘other’ 

which develops out of this interaction. It is a being or consciousness which has the 

potential for Miindigkeit. Besemeres, in more general terms, relates the concept to the idea 

of ‘an inner life’. It could perhaps be described as the linguistic chatter of the mind when it 

is not engaged in conversation. It emerges for the first time through the early experienced 

language(s) and is characterised to a large extent by conceptions of individual being (or 

person) which are available in the early experienced culture. In other words, the type of 

culture (e.g. individualist or collectivist) will be reflected in the individual’s conception of 

self Their consciousness of selfliood may be correspondingly inward or outward- 

looking.^'*'

‘Identity’ is a narrower conception of self, which emerges from the interaction of that ‘self 

within the social situation. Besemeres describes ‘identity’ as follows:

Bruner, 1990, pp. 12-3.
This refers to the whole of culture, not just language (C f Macey, 2000, pp.373-374).
Besemeres, 2002.
Cf Ibid., p.22 The definition for ‘se lf  here, invokes the concept of person in order, it is hoped, to alleviate 

Besemeres’ justifiable concern that ‘se lf  is an anglocentric term.
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A person’s ‘identity’ is their answer to someone else’s question ‘who are you?’, or 

to the question that they are obliged to ask themselves in front of others. It is a 

response to a kind of pervasive societal census. '̂'^

Thus, identity takes the form of various statements which the self perceives to be true 

according to the expectations of society. In English, common statements would be: ‘I am 

young/middle-aged/old; I am a mother/daughter/brother/father; I work as a ...’ etc. Such 

identity statements form the basis for a range of expected behaviours and modes of 

expression. It is the ‘self which can imagine identifications which differ from the social 

norm. The extent to which the creation of alternative identifications is tolerated differs 

from culture to culture. In this interpretation both self and identity are linguistic 

constructions; the main difference is that the self is a moral agent who can make decisions 

about himself/herself as an individual, whereas identity is a socially sanctioned conception 

of that individual. Thus in terms of the migrant moving from one culture to another, both 

identity and selfhood must be renegotiated in the foreign language, but it is the 

confrontation of selfhood with the foreign language which has the greatest repercussions 

for morale, for reason and consequently for Miindigkeit. The learner’s most intimate sphere, 

the ‘linguistic chatter’ of the mind, is threatened as the concepts they took for granted in 

their mother tongue are challenged by the alternatives presented in the foreign language. 

Not only does the learner find himself/herself assigned a new societal role (in many cases 

of lower status) and a new identity in the foreign culture, the very basis for how they 

perceive and organise their world is challenged. In the following section, it is argued that 

this confrontation leads to the unsettling of Miindigkeit and that perceptions of the self 

within society and the consequent degree of Miindigkeit possessed by an individual within 

any one context are related to the possession of different forms of capital, as outlined by 

Bourdieu. In particular, we are interested in the acquisition of linguistic capital and its 

relationship to the development of symbolic power.

4.4 M undigkeit and Symbolic Power

As seen above, Miindigkeit is expressed through language. It was suggested that 

heightened linguistic competence might increase the likelihood of Miindigkeit and its 

corresponding expression in writing or speech. However, to be miindig does not necessitate
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linguistic expression and as will be shown in the following discussion, it is not so much the 

fact o f possessing linguistic competence, as the fact o f  possessing linguistic capital within 

a given social situation which facilitates the expression o f  Mundigkeit.

The term ‘linguistic capital’ is taken from Bourdieu and refers not simply to linguistic 

competence but rather to a specific kind o f linguistic competence -  one that is sanctioned 

by the most powerful members o f  society.

Linguistic utterances or expressions are always produced in particular contexts or 

markets, and the properties of these markets endow linguistic products with a 

certain ‘value’. On a given linguistic market, some products are valued more 

highly than others; and part of the practical competence of speakers is to know 

how, and to be able, to produce expressions which are highly valued on the 

markets concemed. '̂*^

In an absolute sense, one might be highly linguistically competent, but in relative terms 

that competence might be o f no value within one’s social context. In that sense, it is 

possible to possess a high level o f  linguistic competence but no linguistic capital. 

Conversely, if  one is proficient only in the most prestigious form o f language used in a 

society, one might possess more linguistic capital than another person who is fluent in 

several languages, none o f which have prestige in that particular society. Those in 

possession o f linguistic capital are also more likely to wield symbolic power. In other 

words, they will have higher status within the social hierarchy. Their position is, however, 

dependent upon a tacit convention within that particular social context which accepts that 

power as legitimate.

[I]n the routine flow of day-to-day life, power is seldom exercised as overt 

physical force: instead, it is transmuted into a symbolic form, and thereby endowed 

with a kind of legitimacy that it would not otherwise have. Bourdieu expresses this 

point by saying that symbolic power is an ‘invisible’ power which is 

‘misrecognised’ as such and thereby ‘recognised’ as legitimate. The terms 

‘recognition’ {reconnaissance) and ‘misrecognition’ (meconnaissance) play an 

important role here: they underscore the fact that the exercise of power through 

symbolic exchange always rests on a foundation of shared belief. That is, the 

efficacy of symbolic power presupposes certain forms of cognition or belief, in

Thompson, 1991, p. 18. 
Ibid., pp.21-2.
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such a way that even those who benefit least from the exercise o f  power participate, 

to some extent, in their own subjection?"*^

In order for a person’s critical reason to be validated within a particular social context, it is 

dependent on the authority which derives from the possession o f symbolic power. So it is 

that Kant’s scholars are in a position which allows them to freely express Mundigkeit. As 

Bourdieu states:

For the philosopher’s language to be granted the importance it claims, there has to 

be a convergence o f the social conditions which enable it to secure from others a 

recognition o f the importance which it attributes to itself

It may therefore be the case that a particular person who is in all other respects miindig, is 

unable to express that Mundigkeit because of the prevailing social conditions, regardless of 

their level o f linguistic competence and critical reasoning ability.

The competence adequate to produce sentences that are likely to be understood 

may be quite inadequate to produce sentences that are likely to be listened to, 

likely to be recognised as acceptable in all the situations in which there is occasion 

to speak. Here again, social acceptability is not reducible to mere grammaticality. 

Speakers lacking the legitimate competence are de fac to  excluded from the social 

domains in which this competence is required, or are condemned to silence.^"*^

Mundigkeit cannot be an end state o f reason to be achieved, since it is subject to the 

vagaries of social context. If a person is inhibited in expressing and therefore in exercising 

Mundigkeit within a particular context, this has repercussions for Mundigkeit itself Not 

only does the doubt provoked by societal censure inhibit Mundigkeit, but societal censure 

may also affect the very development o f Mundigkeit in the first place, given the pressure 

for the individual to make his/her reason conform to the reasoning of wider society.

Other members o f society may censor the unacceptable voice, or the speaker possessing 

linguistic competence but lacking linguistic capital may censor himself/herself. At the 

societal level we find suppression of the production of disfavoured forms of language 

through denying individuals the right to speak in a public arena, or in after-the-fact book 

burnings or other forms of censorship. At an individual level, the internalisation of this

Ibid., p.23.
Bourdieu and Thompson, 1991, p.72.

2'*’ Ibid., p.55.
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censorship potentially results in silencing oneself, not speaking and not writing, but 

effacing the self. Relating linguistic competence to its value on a particular linguistic 

market, allows for the possibility that a person who possesses very little linguistic capital, 

in Bourdieu’s terms, in one ‘linguistic market’ or society, may find that they possess a 

great deal within another domain or society. At this point we turn to consider the situation 

o f language learners living in a foreign language and culture with respect to the concepts of 

Mundigkeit, linguistic capital and symbolic power.

4.5 Mundigkeit and the  Situation of Foreign Language Learners

Thus far we have defined Mundigkeit as the ability and willingness to make decisions for 

oneself based on critical reason. This ability is facilitated and encouraged by linguistic 

competence; however a person does not need to be expressing their reason through 

language in order to be considered mundig. Mundigkeit is about the moral decision to use 

one’s reason, whether or not one then expresses that reason through speech or writing. It 

was previously suggested that linguistic competence supports and encourages the 

independent use of critical reason, since it provides for a greater degree of individuality in 

the combining and even development o f concepts. However, to re-examine the relationship 

between Mundigkeit and linguistic competence in a social context, it is more reasonable to 

expect that a person possessing the right kind of linguistic capital, not simply linguistic 

competence, would have more confidence in their own reason, since it will be validated by 

the symbolic power accruing to such capital. Symbolic power is grounded in the beliefs 

and values of one particular society, so we might expect that for one individual possessing 

a stable level of linguistic competence, he/she will possess different levels of linguistic 

capital and symbolic power in different societies. To consider this from the perspective of 

one language only, as shown in the studies made by sociolinguists such as William Labov, 

a particular accent or dialect will have different values depending upon the context in 

which it is being used and the way in which the power relations are structured in the 

speech community as a whole.

When it comes to the use of several languages, the relative prestige of different codes is 

somewhat more complicated, particularly because each language will represent a different 

set o f beliefs and values and determinants for symbolic power. The conceptual foundation 

upon which critical reason was built in the first language is challenged, along with
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concepts of the self and others which allow the thinking subject to relate to their 

environment. The hypothesis which will be tested in the examination o f language learner 

narratives conducted here is that the language learner living in a foreign culture is faced 

with several issues which serve to trouble their basis for Mundigkeit. Firstly, by definition, 

as language learners, they automatically have limited ability in the form of linguistic 

competence which is valued in the later experienced culture. In other words, their means of 

expressing themselves is devalued and they are automatically devoid o f linguistic capital. 

Secondly, the challenge to their own cultural beliefs and values which the foreign language 

culture presents may undermine their sense o f self as a thinking subject and further trouble 

their moral capacity to make decisions for themselves, as they come to question inherent 

assumptions in their own interpretive framework. Furthermore, in lacking linguistic and 

cultural competence, the language learner is reliant on speakers with earlier exposure to the 

language to provide a guide for the interpretation o f their new society. If they follow their 

own reason, the learner is less likely to see the foreign culture from the alternative 

perspective necessary for its deeper understanding. Thus, both in terms of the loss of 

linguistic capital and the challenge to their sense o f self as an autonomous critical subject, 

the language learner may in a literal sense, be ‘demoralised’, leaving them less able ‘sich 

seines Verstandes ohne Leitung eines anderen zu bedienen’. Their Mundigkeit is under 

threat.

In considering how a threat to Mundigkeit may be represented in these texts, it is important 

to be clear about who we are describing as the language learner. If  we take as our language 

learner, the author of the account, then very often, the idea o f apparent threat is 

immediately challenged, since each text, written in a foreign language first experienced 

after childhood, represents a supreme feat o f linguistic competence on the part o f the 

author. Given such levels o f verbal expression, is it fair to suggest that the authors might in 

any way be unmiindigl This depends on three issues. Firstly, whether or not the linguistic 

competence these authors exhibit holds the status o f linguistic capital in the foreign culture; 

secondly, one needs to consider what is being said in the text, but furthermore, how it is 

being said, and the function which that form of verbal expression is intended to perform. In 

general, the discussion here focuses on the textual construction of the language learner and 

is not so much concerned with whether the language learner portrayed has the author as its 

referent or a fictionalised idea o f the author, or a fictional character per se.
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Even if the author can be shown to exhibit a high level o f linguistic competence, this 

linguistic competence does not necessarily entail the rationality which is a further 

prerequisite for Mundigkeit. It is now worth turning to a consideration o f unreason and its 

connection to language. The following presents a preliminary discussion of this issue 

which will be pursued further in chapter seven.

It is a truism that if  one is speaking or writing, one is not necessarily speaking or writing 

rationally, in the sense of reason outlined above. It is possible to express thoughts which 

are discormected from one another and contain free association not guided by any sense of 

logic. In The Language and Thought o f  the Child (1959) Piaget makes a distinction 

between syncretistic perception and deductive, analytic thought. He considers analytic 

thought to derive out of the ability to ‘adapt information’ which is developed in dialogue 

with others. It is the product of successful linguistic socialisation. Syncretistic perception 

on the other hand is, according to Piaget, to be found in egocentric logic -  which he 

considers to be the initial mode of language for the child, before it begins to understand 

that other people have thoughts different from its own. In such logic a person jumps to 

conclusions, does not seek justifications, reasons by analogy, uses visual schemas and 

value judgements. Piaget compares syncretistic thought to the symbolism of dreams and 

suggests that processes of condensation and displacement as outlined by Freud are 

syncretistic operations.

Like the dream, [syncretism] ‘condenses’ objectively disparate elements into a 

whole. Like the dream, it ‘transfers,’ in obedience to the association of ideas, to 

purely external resemblance or to punning assonance, qualities which seem rightly 

to apply only to one definite object. But this condensation and transference are not 

so absurd nor so deeply affective in character as in dreams or autistic imagination.

It may therefore be assumed that they form a transition between the pre-logical and 

the logical mechanisms of thought. '̂**

He goes on to suggest, on the basis of a text by H.Larsson La logique de la poesie that the 

artistic imagination (which he considers to be one of the forms o f autism) consists 

primarily in seeing objects not analytically as does intelligence, but syncretistically -  it 

sees how the parts make up the whole, rather than how the whole may be divided into parts. 

This has implications for how we understand the metaphorical and formal associations 

many of the writers make within and across languages in our later analysis, particularly

Piaget, 1959, pp. 158-9.
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when it comes to the issue of understanding language play in chapter seven, where it would 

appear that Piaget’s distinction between syncretistic and analytic thought is somewhat 

overdetermined.

When one has a greater range of linguistic forms at one’s disposal one has greater ability to 

converge with the forms being used by one’s interlocutor and appropriately adapt language 

to that person in a rational manner, but a person also has greater ability to use forms which 

are unknown by that person and to deliberately diverge. Potentially, depending on the 

languages or language varieties a person speaks or writes and the linguistic competence 

they possess, they could diverge from speech that is spoken anywhere in the world and 

speak an idiom that is an absolute idiolect, in that it could be understood in its entirety by 

no one but the speaker.

The knowledge of more than one language gives the writer an extended range o f stylistic 

possibilities in the production o f their text. They may code-switch -  alternating between 

two or more different language varieties in order to arouse different (cultural) associations 

in the mind of the reader, or they may choose to write only in the foreign language, 

perhaps in order to circumvent the associations bound up with the words o f the first 

language. This latter possibility is suggested by Leonard Forster commenting on Rilke’s 

work in French.

The use o f  a foreign language affords a further possibility: the words are not 

burdened with irrelevant associations for the poet, they are fresh and pristine. This 

is their appeal, particularly for a poet who has his great work behind him, in which 

he has exploited the resources o f  his mother-tongue to the full.̂ '*̂

A further possibility is that linguistic competence in more than one language, through the 

self-conscious awareness of language it may produce, and most certainly has produced for 

the authors of language learner narratives, in fact serves to undermine Mundigkeit since 

writers no longer experience the social need, or the personal ability, to commit themselves 

to any one socially sanctioned representation o f the world, so that this linguistic 

confrontation may result in an illogical, at times often highly entertaining and creative, 

play o f linguistic associations. Interestingly, Forster notes that:

Forster, 1970, pp.66-7.
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Concrete poetry has become a world-wide movement in the last ten years, and the 

juggling with sounds, letters and shapes gives rein to the deep-seated play-urge 

which we all possess. The result is a truly international poetic idiom, and it is 

worth noting that many of the pioneers of concrete poetry are polyglot by 

upbringing or by environment.^^®

The writers may create their own language, perhaps bom  out o f  a form o f  egocentric logic  

-  one that can only be truly comprehended by another person with precisely the same
9  < 1

linguistic competence as the author him /herself The language produced out o f  this self- 

conscious awareness, may, following Jakobson’s analysis o f  linguistic purposes, be 

described as poetic, ‘[t]he set {Einstellung) toward the MESSAGE as such, focus on the 

m essage for its own sake, is the POETIC fianction o f  language.’ The idea that the 

confrontation o f  different languages within one text may serve in itself to produce the 

poetic will be explored in more depth in chapter seven. At this stage it is taken as sufficient 

to note some indications o f  support for this hypothesis. Firstly, in Giirsel Ayta9 ’s analysis 

o f  the language used in Emine Sevgi Ozdamar’s D as Leben ist eine Karaw anserei (2005) it 

is suggested that the poetry o f  the text arises out o f  the German being written with 

‘'turkisches SprachgefuhV. This, Ayta9  claims, gives the text a magic which is lost in the 

Turkish translation. This idea o f  the multilingual text would accord with Viktor 

Shklovsky’s description o f  ‘literariness’ in ‘Art as Technique’ (1917). The automatic 

perception which a person experiences on encountering their own language is challenged 

when that language touches on the representations o f  the world presented by other 

languages. The multilingual text literalises Shklovsky’s idea o f  Verfremdung or 

defamiliarisation. Ordinary prose is made other, made foreign.

A work is created ‘artistically’ so that its perception is impeded and the greatest 

possible effect is produced through the slowness of perception. As a result of this 

lingering, the object is perceived not in its extension in space, but, so to speak, in 

its continuity. Thus ‘poetic language’ gives satisfaction. According to Aristotle, 

poetic language must appear strange and wonderful; and, in fact, it is often actually 

foreign[.]^^^

Ibid., p.88.
C f Larkin and Littler’s comments on Ozdamar’s Mutter Zunge (1998) in the following chapter. Larkin 

suggests that only Turkish-Germans can truly understand Ozdamar’s prose.
Jakobson, 1971,p.356.
Ayta9, 1997, p. 176.
Shklovsky, 2004, p. 19.
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In terms of Mundigkeit, a poetic multilingual text may express verbal independence or 

individuality, but it does not necessarily express reason in the traditional prosaic form 

outlined above. However, it is commonly intuited that learning a foreign language 

‘broadens one’s horizons’, ‘opens the mind’ and provides for the understanding of 

alternative perspectives which Piaget considers essential in the development of rational 

communication. For this reason, the thesis proposes to examine the possible function o f the 

literary devices used and also the function o f the text itself as a linguistic product with 

respect to Mundigkeit. The possibility will be considered that the literariness of the text, 

perhaps bom of the confrontation of multiple languages, allows for the expression of a 

logic which may not accord with the type of reason traditionally accepted as miindig but 

which forms a logic of its own capable o f challenging the Kantian term and superseding it 

in order to hint at a new way of understanding or Metamundigkeit which operates within 

and around traditions.

Before concluding this chapter we carmot leave aside a consideration o f some o f the 

similarities and differences which hold between language learner narrative and the 

traditional literary genre most commonly associated with the documentation o f a process of 

Mundigkeit -  the Bildungsroman.

4.6 Language Learner Narrative and the Bildungsroman

The traditional Bildungsroman - for which Goethe’s Wilhelm M eister’s Lehrjahre (1795/96) 

is often cited as an archetypal example -  describes the socialisation of a young protagonist. 

In the classic Bildungsroman, the development which occurs for the protagonist could be 

described as a transition from a culture o f youth in which value is placed on the exploration 

o f identity, to a culture of maturity in which identity has stabilised and value is placed 

upon exercising ones abilities within dutiful occupation. Moretti notes the following 

comments of Karl Mannheim on this point:

In ‘stable communities’, that is in status or ‘traditional’ societies, writes Karl 

Mannheim, “‘Being Young” is a question o f  biological differentiation’. Here, to be 

young simply means not yet being an adult. Each individual’s youth faithftilly 

repeats that o f  his forebears, introducing him to a role that lives on unchanged: it is 

a ‘pre-scribed’ youth, which, to quote Mannheim again, knows no ‘entelechy’. It
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has no culture that distinguishes it and emphasises its worth. It is, we might say, an 

‘invisible’ and ‘insignificant’ youth.

This process o f education is outlined in Wilhelm M eister’s Lehrjahre (1795/96) as follows:

Es ist gut, daB der Mensch, der erst in die Welt tritt, viel von sich halte, daB er sich 

viele Vorziige zu erwerben denke, daB er alles moglich zu machen suche; aber 

wenn seine Bildung auf einem gewissen Grade steht, dann ist es vorteilhaft, wenn 

er sich in einer groBeren Masse verlieren lemt, wenn er lemt um anderer willen zu 

leben, und seiner selbst in einer pflichtmaBigen Tatigkeit zu vergessen. Da lemt er 

erst sich selbst kennen, denn das Handein eigentlich vergleicht uns mit andem.̂ ^®

The Bildungsroman as a genre, arises at a time when youth is no longer the ‘pre-scribed’ 

prelude to an adult life resembling that o f one’s forbears, but instead it comes to represent 

‘an uncertain exploration of social space’.C o n t in u i ty  between the generations has been 

destabilised by social mobility engendered in part by industrial capitalism. Youth comes to 

represent this new age, characterised by mobility and inner restlessness. Within 

Bildungsromane, Moretti identifies two main principles of textual organisation. The first, 

common in the Anglo-German tradition, is that of the ‘classification’ principle in which the 

narrative has a clear teleology leading to a reclassification which is stable and definitive. 

The second, common in the Russian and French novels, is that o f the ‘transformation’ 

principle in which the focus is on narrativity and an open-ended process of meaning 

making without end. In the former, there is a conception that youth must come to an end, 

whereas in the latter, ‘youth cannot or does not want to give way to maturity: the young 

hero senses in fact in such a ‘conclusion’ a sort of betrayal, which would deprive his youth 

of its meaning rather than enrich it.’ These two contradictory principles are, according 

to Moretti, the essence of the Bildungsroman, which he furthermore considers to be the 

Afunctional principle of a large part of modem culture.’ He goes on to propose that:

The success of the Bildungsroman suggests in fact that the truly central ideologies 

of our world are not in the least -  contrary to widespread certainties; more 

widespread still, incidentally, in deconstructionist thought -  intolerant, normative, 

monologic, to be wholly submitted to or rejected. Quite the opposite: they are

Moretti, 1987, p.4. 
Goethe, 1999, pp.529-30. 
Moretti, 1987, p.4.
Ibid., p.7.
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pliant and precarious, ‘weak’ and ‘impure’. When we remember that the 

Bildungsroman -  the symbolic form that more than any other has portrayed and 

promoted modem socialisation -  is also the most contradictory of modem 

symbolic forms, we realise that in our world socialisation itself consists first of all 

in the interiorisation of contradiction. The next steps being not to ‘solve’ the 

contradiction, but rather to learn to live with it, and even transform it into a tool for 

survival

Moretti summarises this situation as the conflict between ‘the ideal o f self-determination 

and the equally imperious demands of socialisation', or elsewhere as the conflict between 

‘individuality’ and ‘normality’, which can be seen as a recurrent theme of modernity. How 

a teleology of Miindigkeit as described in Kant’s 1784 essay, or as implied in the 

‘classification’ principle of the Bildungsroman, is to be squared with alternative 

deconstructive narratives focused on the processes of meaning making has been pursued to 

some degree in the introduction.

If we follow Moretti’s interpretation o f the Bildungsroman as a genre which is concerned 

with the contradictions and problems of processes of socialisation in modernity, then 

narratives o f language learning, particularly those with a focus on developing an identity 

within the foreign culture, certainly resemble this genre. If the Bildungsroman describes 

issues surrounding the primary socialisation of a young person into his first language and 

culture, it can reasonably be argued that language learner narratives examine problems of 

secondary or tertiary socialisation (and so on) in which the conflict between self- 

determination and socialisation within the individual’s biography is resumed. Arguably, 

the possibility o f such resocialisation is itself one of the key characteristics of modernity 

which contributes to the ‘youthful’ character o f the contemporary era and in turn lends 

fiirther support to the principle o f ‘transformation’ which conflicts with the principle of 

‘classification’. The difficulty within postmodernism is that resocialisation has increasingly 

become a norm against which entelechy struggles to assert itself The incredulity towards 

metanarratives posed by postmodern thought refuses any final position and perpetuates the 

exploration of potentialities which in Wilhelm M eister’s Lehrjahre (1795/6) was to form 

the first stage o f the protagonist’s education. We are asked to start anew, begin again, 

retrain and reconsider, since only by doing so is it possible to be fully socialised wdthin a 

material society which itself is evolving faster than the course of any one individual life

“ ®Ibid., p. 10.
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trajectory. Not only is there a break between generations, there is also a break within the 

course of individual histories. In contemporary society, the ideal of socialisation demands a 

perpetual resocialisation which, it would appear, problematises the very possibility of
9^1socialisation to begin with.

The next chapter suggests that a clear struggle with Mundigkeit in an intercultural context 

can be seen in Emine Sevgi Ozdamar’s Mutter Zunge (1998). Here, not only does the 

unfamiliar social context deprive the narrator o f a voice, but the self is devoured in a love 

affair which develops between the narrator and her teacher of Arabic. It is argued that the 

threat to Mundigkeit is reflected both in the themes o f the text as well as in the use o f 

language.

See also Fanetti, 2005, p.417.
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Loss of Mundigkeit in Emine Sevgi Ozdamar's 
Mutter Zunge

5.1 introduction

The definition of Mundigkeit given in the preceding chapter outUnes the way in which 

Kantian Miindigkeit may be associated with reason. The following discussion o f Emine 

Sevgi Ozdamar’s text Mutter Zunge (1998) explores a particular tension already marked 

out as problematic for the development of Mundigkeit, namely that of the tension between 

the individual and society. In particular this text is shown to portray the way in which a 

desire for independent self-expression may be challenged by a conflicting desire for 

connection with others.

Much o f the secondary literature examining Emine Sevgi Ozdamar’s collection Mutter 

Zunge has given primary focus to the author’s migrant background, the loss and recovery 

of identity and the function o f language in this respect; recurrent tropes of the criticism 

being, for example, ‘hybridity’,̂ ^̂  ‘the Third Space’, a n d  the defamiliarisation o f the 

German audience.

Arguably, this focus leads to a pigeon-holing of the text as a ‘migrant’ text. The 

thematic content is seen primarily in terms o f Ozdamar’s status as a migrant and the 

migrant status of the narrator in the text. Perhaps this focus is one which Ozdamar herself 

invites, given the suggestion put forward by Breger that the language she uses aims to

See, for example, Adelson, 2005; Boa, 1997; Begemami, 1999; Brandt, 2004; Littler, 2002; Matthes, 
2005; Wierschke, 1997.

Littler, 2002; Matthes, 2005; Seyhan, 2001.
Seyhan, 2001; Matthes, 2005.
Sabine M ilz comments on Michael A. Bucknor’s description o f  the phenomenon o f  ‘exclusion by 

inclusion’; ‘On the one hand, ethnic minority writers are given much public and academic support, while, on 
the other hand, the very same institutions tend to reduce them to “ethnic ghettos” by racially and ethnically 
marking their works (13).’ Milz, 2000.

Quoted in Konuk, 2001 ‘Claudia Breger [... ] liest den “Akzent” in Ozdamars Texten als ein Zeichen 
dafur, dal3 darin nicht eine Turkin redet, sondem eine Figur, die als “Auslanderin” posiert.’
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‘perform’ the status of a migrant or Ausldnderin, an individual who deliberately and 

subversively aims not to fit into some concept o f homogeneous German culture. 

However, if  one considers the explicit theme of the text, what is being described is a 

universal experience which goes beyond any one cultural tradition, even if the way in 

which it is played out is influenced by particular sociohistorical circumstances. It is the 

theme of the love story. For the most part, this is mentioned in the secondary literature in 

passing, as if the love affair were incidental to issues of migration and identity. Here, the 

theme of the love affair will be used to show how Ozdamar’s writing appears not so much 

to present problems of ethnicity as problems o f transcending a particular sociohistorical 

background in order to discover points of contact and cormection. It will further be shown 

how the development of the love affair is a crucial factor and potential obstacle in the 

narrator’s quest to rediscover her mother-tongue and a sense of self which transcends any 

one linguistic tradition.

The following analysis of Mutter Zunge examines both content and form. The analysis of 

form provides a detailed stylistic examination of how standard German is subverted in the 

text to create effects o f defamiliarisation and to reflect a challenge to cultural homogeneity. 

It also examines the way in which a poetic style is used in the text in a way which arguably 

reflects the romantic content. Reference will also be made to a suggested literary/social 

context for the text which indicates how some o f the linguistic features appear to derive 

from the tradition o f Ottoman Divan poetry. It will be shown that it is these elements 

suffusing the text which contribute in large part to the defamiliarising effect of the text on 

its reception within German culture.

The main focus of the analysis o f content is the way in which the possibility of a secure 

identity for the narrator is shown to be troubled by three intercormected issues. Firstly, her 

position as a migrant; secondly, the unequal power relationship o f teacher and student; and 

thirdly, the love affair which ensues. It is argued that these themes are united by a quest for 

linguistic competence as a means to regain Mundigkeit', an independent Miindigkeit which 

is, however, disrupted in the text by the narrator’s conflicting drive for cormection and 

rootedness.

In fact, Konuk, 2001, p.90 argues that Ozdamar challenges ideas o f  cultural purity, such as are implicit in 
her often being positioned as a foreigner in relation to German culture.
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5.2 On Power, Love and Letters

In the semi-autobiographical text Mutter Zunge (1998) the short stories ‘Mutter Zunge’ and 

‘GroBvaterzunge’, or ‘Mother-tongue’ and ‘Grandfather-Tongue’ tell the story of a young 

Turkish woman living in Germany. In order to rediscover the ‘mother-tongue’ she feels she 

has now lost, she travels from East to West Berlin for lessons in Arabic, in order to 

reconnect with the Arabic script in which her grandfather wrote Turkish, before it was 

banned by Mustafa Kemal (Atatiirk) in favour o f Latin script in 1928?^*

In the ‘other’ Berlin the narrator meets Ibni Abdullah, described as a ‘great master’ of 

Arabic writing. From the moment o f their meeting, there are indications that a love affair is 

imminent. The first few paragraphs of the text send the symbol of the rose on a voyage 

from Western symbolism to Turkish aphorism as it is stated that Abdullah’s hands smell of 

roses and where he strikes, as a master, it is there that roses will blossom. This serves 

to indicate that Abdullah is both teacher and potential lover. However, the love affair 

which develops, comes as a consequence of and as a complicating factor in the unequal 

relationship between teacher and student, with the teacher conventionally holding authority 

over the student. In this language learner narrative, the desire for linguistic competence 

offered by the teacher comes to threaten Mundigkeit, as the extreme emotions provoked by 

this desire threaten to overwhelm reason.

The opposition o f emotion versus reason is one of several binary oppositions rurming 

through the text, oppositions which are, however, challenged and counter-balanced, as will 

be shown further on, by a spiritual and mystical perspective which threatens to dissolve the 

oppositions into unity in a non-linguistic realm. The inadequacy of ‘dichotomous 

paradigms’ for interpreting ‘the cultural capital o f Ozdamar’s literary prose’ is also 

detailed by Leslie Adelson:

When spiritual longing is voiced in the language o f  erotic desire, however, as it is 

in Islamic m ysticism  and many other m ystic traditions, the indexical words and 

letters o f  the tongue story appear anything but literal. [...] Littler finds that 

Ozdamar’s letters o f  the Arabic alphabet ‘liberate them selves’ from scriptural

Ozdamar, 1998, p. 14.
Ibid., p. 15.‘seine Hand roch nach Rosen.’ Cf. Littler, 2002, 26n.
Ozdamar, 1998, p. 15 ‘die Hand der schlagenden Meister stammt aus dem Paradies, wo Sie schlagen, 

werden dort die Rosen blilhen.’
Adelson, 2005, speaks of the ‘apparent aversion to polar oppositions in Ozdamar’s prose.’ p. 152.
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doctrine and ‘symbolic reference’ altogether (223-225). No personal, cultural, or 

national identity can be fixed, according to this analytical framework.^’^

The following provides an analysis of the precise way in which the apparent dichotomous 

paradigms are undermined by the inadequacy of language to express the quasi-mystical 

experience o f love presented in the text, an experience which, it is suggested, transcends 

the personal, cultural and national boundaries described above.

The first apparent opposition is that of emotion and reason, which aligns itself in a 

traditional manner with the opposition between female and male. The protagonist’s desire 

for Ibni Abdullah is contrasted with his role as a teacher guarding against the threat of 

emotion so that he can remain in control as a representative of the authoritative texts from 

which the narrator is to learn the Arabic script. Margaret Littler suggests that:

For the western feminist reader it is clear that the Koranic texts from which she 

learns represent the Law o f  Islam, a patriarchal symbolic system which permits no 

expression to the protagonist’s desire; “ich habe kein Worterbuch gefunden fur die 

Sprache meiner Liebe.” ’̂^

One might argue that this western feminist interpretation overstates the case made against 

patriarchalism in the text. An alternative view sees the statement ‘ich habe kein 

Worterbuch gefunden fiir die Sprache meiner Liebe’ not as a criticism of a patriarchal 

symbolic system, but of symbolic systems as a whole. Language is adequate for the 

division of the environment into discrete concepts but struggles to express the unifying 

holistic experience o f an emotion like love.

Faced with this experience of love, the narrator struggles to regain the secure sense of self, 

rooted firmly in a particular linguistic tradition from which she can speak with Miindigkeit. 

Her insecurity has left her vulnerable to UnmUndigkeit. She longs not for independent self- 

expression but the unity and self-dissolution o f a mystical love, as will be shown in more 

detail below. This desire to dissolve her autonomous sense of self is expressed in nostalgia 

for childhood, where no one would question her UnmUndigkeit. Naively, she believes that 

she can be reborn into her mother tongue and feel the security and comfort of a cormection 

with ‘her roots’ through Arabic, the written script of her grandfather.

’̂^Ibid., p. 155. 
Littler, 2002 , p.23.
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Ich ging den arabischen Frauen mit Kopftiichem hinterher, ihre schwangeren 

Tochter neben ihnen, ich will unter ihre Rocke gehen, ganz klein sein, ich will ihre 

Tochter sein in Neukolln.^^''

Hidden beneath the skirts of the Arab women, she could be literally ‘insignificant’, 

signifying nothing, expressing nothing. Yet the narrator’s apparent drive for self- 

diminishment is in fact in tension with an impulse to rediscover a sense of her self of 

which this drive simultaneously forms a part. She has gone to Ibni Abdullah in order to 

acquire the linguistic competence which she hopes will aid her to regain her lost identity. 

However, the discrepancy between her own level of competence and that of her teacher 

provokes inexpressible desire. Ibni Abdullah presents a tantalising suggestion o f certainty 

and security within her position as a migrant, endowed, as he is, with knowledge o f the 

authoritative Koranic texts which the narrator seeks to understand in order to understand 

her grandfather. Through the law and authority o f the Koranic texts Ibni Abdullah may 

also claim authority over his pupil. In acknowledgement of her subordinate position in 

relation to Abdullah the narrator states the following.

Wenn mein Vater mich in Ihre Hande als Lehrling gebracht hatte, hatte er mich in 

Ihre Hande gegeben und gesagt, “Ja, Meister, ihr Fleisch gehort Ihnen, ihre 

Knochen mir, lehre sie, wenn sie ihre Augen und Gehor und ihr Herz nicht 

aufmacht zu dem, was Sie sagen, schlagen Sie, die Hand der schlagenden Meister 

stammt aus dem Paradies, wo Sie schlagen, werden dort die Rosen bluhen”.̂ ’^

This passage instates symbolic connections between Turkish and German through 

presenting the rose both as the product of submission to authority and as the flower of 

love. The intoxicating passion which develops between the narrator and her teacher 

involves, for the narrator, subjection to authority as well as loss o f autonomy, both of 

which are to be found in the ‘selbstverschuldete Unmiindigkeit’ described by Kant. Her 

desire follows not the logic o f reason, but of emotion. She willingly submits to her teacher. 

As Konuk states: ‘Sie begibt sich freiwillig in eine Situation der Unfreiheit im 

“Schriftzimmer”, um den Befreiungsakt zu vollziehen und die Muttersprache
• 277zuriickzugewinnen. ’

Ozdamar, 1998, pp.21-22.
Ibid., p. 15.
Within Islamic mysticism the rose is also used as a symbol of love. 
Konuk, 2001,pp.88-9.
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The pain o f being metaphorically beaten by her teacher expresses itself as the pain o f 

Liebeskummer or lovesickness. W here the roses o f  love blossom, it is there that the 

narrator is truly lost. She dissolves into her environment as if  she did not exist:

Ich laufe, die Liebe hat mich gefarbt ins Blut, mein Kopf ist weder bei mir, weder 

weg von mir, komm und sieh, was die Liebe aus mir gemacht hat, deine Liebe hat 

mich gesehen, hat mein Herz rausgenommen, es krank gemacht, hat Absicht, es zu 

toten, manchmal bin ich wie ein Wind, manchmal wie staubige Wege, manchmal 

schlage ich wie Wasser auf Wasser, komm und sieh mich, was die Liebe aus mir 

gemacht hat.278

She is everywhere and nowhere, her situation is unstable, her identity unclear. She is like a 

wind, a dusty path. She is literally neither here, nor there, taken over by the unreason o f 

this love. This passage shows how the narrator’s selfhood, already weakened through 

lacking her mother-tongue, quickly dissolves in the face o f Ibni Abdullah’s authority. Her 

cultural identity is in flux and she is left with the linguistic chatter o f a mind endlessly 

code-switching, rearranging and integrating features o f  a range o f linguistic possibilities, at 

the heart o f which lies a creativity and desire, bordering on the mystical.

As previously suggested, the hints o f mysticism in the text are arguably presented as a 

means for overcoming the binary oppositions which are evident in the narrative, collapsing 

these in a search for the universal. Konuk notes some specific oppositions and divisions in 

the text, in particular, the generation gap between mother and daughter, the division 

between East and West Berlin, between man and woman, Arabic and Turkish, Orient and 

Occident. Margaret Littler presents the elements o f Islamic mysticism in the text as a way 

o f bridging the gap between the narrator and her lover:

The total identification with the beloved implied by his ‘entering her body’ could 

be construed as an echo of the Sufi desire to overcome the painful separation from 

God, obliterating the sense of self to experience oneness with Allah.^’^

The mystic tropes o f the text reflect the narrator’s increased syncretism with her lover and 

also emphasise the universal nature o f her experience o f love. Even her situation as female 

student o f a male mentor, who represents the rational discovery o f God through the text, 

suggests the syncretism o f different mystic traditions, the Islamic and the Christian; the

Ozdamar, 1998, p.28. 
Littler, 2002, pp.228-9.
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Arabic and the German; the medieval and the contemporary. The relationship between the 

narrator and Ibni Abdullah may be paralleled with the relationship between the uneducated 

female German mystics, seeking to find the words to express the emotional experience of 

unio mystica or union with God, and their male mentors, representative of a scholastic 

rational discovery o f God. When the narrator states that she has no dictionary for the 

language of her love, it is not so much the feminist criticism of a patriarchal system as the 

struggle of a mystic attempting to describe an emotional experience which goes beyond 

words. The female German mystics o f the thirteenth century, who devoted themselves to 

the speculative, emotional and experiential knowledge of God, also found that their 

experiences went beyond words. About such experiences, the male mystic Meister Eckhart 

can only say, ‘daz eines, daz ich da meine, daz ist wortelos.'

The narrator believes she can regain symbolic power through competence in Arabic. 

However, despite the script’s personal value to her, as the script of her grandfather, within 

the wider context o f German society the script has little symbolic value. Ibni Abdullah 

transmits the desired competence to the narrator lesson by lesson. After the first lesson, the 

narrator heads out into Berlin having acquired a specifically quantifiable amount of 

language, her first five Arabic letters. However, it soon becomes clear that in the mind 

of the narrator the letters are not such an inanimate commodity as they might at first appear. 

Very soon, they are anthropomorphised and take on an active, almost threatening, human 

quality. Instead of the narrator acquiring their symbolic power she submits to them. Like a 

schoolgirl timidly entering the schoolroom, she states: ‘Der Diwan, auf dem ich saB, 

machte mich artig. Ich sah dort auf mich wartende Buchstaben.’2S2

In their anthropomorphosis, the letters have taken on their own threatening quality and they 

act independently of the narrator, not allowing her to possess them. She passively sat as: 

‘Es kamen aus meinem Mund die Buchstaben raus.’ This statement reflects a disruption 

of her use of language both literate and oral. As the letters come out o f her mouth, they are 

empty symbols signifying nothing, like a monotonous recitation of the Western alphabet. 

On the page, they take on their meaning, not only in their conventional symbolic function, 

but also iconographically in the imagination of the narrator, described by Littler as a

Konig, 1978, p.81. N /B. Konig does not attribute this citation to Meister Eckhart, however, a variety o f  
internet sources do, though they do not provide exact citations. See for example: 
[http://www.engeler.de/entdeckungen.html].

Ozdamar, 1998, p .l7 .
Ibid., p. 18.
Ibid.
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984‘picture-language o f hearts, arrows, and women’s eyes’. The value of the letters is non

verbal, primarily aesthetic. The signifier has been distanced from its original signified.

Furthermore, as the lessons continue, it grows increasingly clear that her desire for the 

letters has projected their image onto Ibni Abdullah in a kind of alphabetamorphosis or 

reduction o f his human identity to linguistic elements. She sees in him the language she 

so desperately longs for: ‘Ibni Abdullahs Gesicht sah wie ein zomiger Buchstabe aus, der
98^seine eine Augenbraue hochgezogen hatte.’ Again later, she fantasises a reversal of their 

power in which she finally commands the letters as she states; Tbni Abdullahs Gesicht hat
987etwas von einem bettelnden Buchstaben, der auf Knien lauft.’

It is Ibni Abdullah’s possession of this much desired linguistic competence that allows him
988to possess the narrator. Her desire for language, bound up as it is with the exoticism and 

Otherness of Arabic, appears to lead her not to the enhanced practice o f Miindigkeit but on 

a path to the unreason of love. Both in submitting to the teacher’s authority and falling in 

love with him, she loosens her grip on independent reason and threatens any Miindigkeit 

she might previously have had. The weakening of her selfhood is further depicted in the 

text through the textual metaphor of Ibni Abdullah entering her body and being carried
98Qwith her wherever she goes. Her cormection with this desired Other, who, seemingly, 

represents for her the lost orient of her Grandfather, happens at the cost of Entfremdung or 

alienation from her Self.

Her desire for the Other and close identification with it through love leads to a growing 

sense of her own Otherness as she walks the streets o f Berlin. In trying to reconnect with 

her Grandfather-Tongue she has placed a greater distance between herself and the city. She 

believes a man and woman have looked at her oddly and asks two men passing by: 

‘“Meine Herren, spielt in meinem Gesicht ein Affe?’” Littler interprets this in terms of 

cultural identity, suggesting that, ‘The protagonist’s identification with Ibni Abdullah 

sensitises her to her own “aping” of German culture.’ The closer she grows to Ibni 

Abdullah and the Otherness of Arabic script which he represents, the greater the distance

Littler, 2002.
Cf. Ibid., p.225.

^*®Ozdamar, 1998, p. 19.
*̂’ lbid.,p.23.

C f Bird, 2003, p. 161 ‘[H]er desire to understand her identity by understanding the roots o f  her mother 
tongue translates into her desire for the man who teaches her those roots. As she admits upon leaving his 
room and him, “Ich habe mich in meinem GroBvater verliebt”.’

Ozdamar, 1998, p.21 ‘Ich lief einen Monat lang mit Ibni Abdullah in meinem Korper.’
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she feels between herself and German culture and the more she feels she is ‘mimicking’ 

German identity rather than finding a reasonable place within it -  rather in the way that an 

ape appears, from an anthropocentric point of view, to mimic human beings. An alternative 

reading, which takes as its point o f departure the love story, would see in this ‘strangeness’ 

that she feels, and believes people to see in her, the defamiliarising effect of being in love; 

the sense that the connection between two people is somehow unique and places the lovers 

beyond the reaches o f ‘normal’ society. It is perhaps significant that it is a married couple 

who notice the change in her expression. They look on her with the knowing indulgence of 

those already initiated into the ways o f love. This experience of being set apart is further 

represented by the lover’s isolation in the Schriftzimmer, it is a location which is set apart 

from society but also eschews any specifiable context. The narrator expresses the sense of 

non-localisability engendered by love in the following passage:

Die ganze Welt sind wir, er wird nicht in mich reinkommen, wir werden keine 

Kinder machen, keine Briider werden geboren, die sich toten, S-Bahnen werden 

nicht mehr arbeiten, keiner kann sich vor S-Bahnen schmeiBen, es werden keine 

Arbeiter in die Welt kommen, deren Tod nicht mai ihre Miidigkeit ihnen 

wegnehmen kann, es wird keine zwischen den Landem den Tod suchenden 

Emigranten geben. Es gibt nur uns, wir werden unser Leben keiner Leiche 

verdanken, jeder Tote ist ahnlich dem Lebenden und stellt dem Lebenden die 

Frage vom Tod. Palastina wird nicht gegriindet und nicht getotet, die Waschbecken, 

die Stehlampen, die Tische werden nicht sein, alle Stifte werden wir vergessen.^^®

The first line of this passage echoes the final verse o f a poem by the metaphysical poet 

John Donne, The Sun Rising which in a highly similar way to this narrative creates an 

image of lovers who are set apart from the rest o f society in their own self-sufficient unity:

She's all states, and all princes I;

Nothing else is;

Princes do but play us; compared to this,

All honour's mimic, all wealth alchemy.

Thou, Sun, art half as happy as we.

In that the world's contracted thus;

Thine age asks ease, and since thy duties be 

To warm the world, that's done in warming us.
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Shine here to us, and thou art everywhere;

This bed thy centre is, these walls thy sphere?”

The comparison with John Donne is also interesting for the way in which Donne may be 

said to espouse the view that spiritual love may be attained through physical love - a 

view which is also intimated by the narrator’s descriptions o f the love affair, in the 

following passage, for example, where she elevates the transfer o f her lover’s saliva into a 

form of spiritual ritual:

Seine Spucke ist ein silbemes Getrank, ich trank es und betete; “Mein Allah, mit 

der totenden Liebe mach mich bekannt, trenn mich nie einen Moment von der 

totenden Kraft der Liebe, h ilf mir geniigend, hilf meinem Kummer, das heiCt, 

mach mich abhangig von den Schmerzen der Liebe, solange ich lebendig bin, 

trenne mich nie vom Fluch der Liebe, ich mochte verflucht sein, weil der Fluch 

mochte mich.”^̂^

The love she experiences creates its own Otherness; its own uncivilised, playful and 

monkey-like ‘madness’. In the awareness she now places on other people’s perception of 

her we see how her physical self-image is threatened by a growing sense of syncretism 

between her own physicality and that of Ibni Abdullah bom out of romantic love and erotic 

desire.

Verwahrlost, Haar gelost, fortwimmem will ich, mit einem Blick hast du meine 

Zunge an deine Haare gebunden. Ich bin die Sklavin deinen Antlitzes. Zerbrich 

nicht diese Kette, lehne mich nicht ab, Geliebter, ich bin die Sklavin deines 

Gesichts geworden, sag mir nur, was tue ich jetzt, was tue ich jetzt.^̂ '*

This passage suggests that the narrator is succumbing to a quasi sado-masochistic 

destruction of her own image in the desire for Ibni Abdullah to wield authority over her; to 

the extent that she becomes a subjugated part o f him, passive and unable to speak. She 

welcomes the chains that bind her to him, she is the slave o f his countenance. With her 

tongue bound to his hair she cannot speak or act for herself; he must tell her what to do. 

Not even knowledge of the letters can help her regain the reason that has been rendered

Donne, 1896, pp.7-8; thanks to Moray McGowan for pointing out this parallel.
See Ian Mackean [http;//w w w .literature-study-online.com/essays/donne.html]
Ozdamar, 1998, p.31. As will be shown further on Ibni Abdullah stands in contrast to this view o f  love, 

unable to reconcile physical love with spirituality.
Ibid., pp.31-2.
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passive by love and submission to authority. Her hands lie on her lap like letters without 

tongues. Unspeaking. Unable to act.

Yet, in the face of her disruptive emotions, Ibni Abdullah maintains his authority as 

representative o f reason; ‘“Du bist ungeduldig, unkonzentriert”, sagte Ibni Abdullah. “Die 

Schrifit verzeiht es dir nicht.’” His voice grows not less powerful, but gains relatively 

heightened power as his pupil’s love for him impinges on her own ability to speak 

rationally. She can find no prosaic words for what she is feeling, only a medley of 

metaphorical images; she describes how love caimot speak with words, there is no 

dictionary for it, but it speaks with cries, with the sound of the nightingale:

Ich sprach zu dem Ibni Abdullah, der in meinem Korper war:

Mein Herz wollte fliegen, hat keine Flugel gefunden, meine Liebe ist ein 

Hochwasser, es schreit, wirft mein Herz vor sich her, es weint, keine Hand babe 

ich gefunden, die sie ihm abwischt, ich babe micb in Liebesbocbwasser geben 

lassen, ich babe kein Worterbucb geftinden fur die Spracbe meiner Liebe. Ich 

sprach wie die Nachtigall, blaB geworden wie die Rosen. Das ist ein Weh, ein 

Geschrei, so frei, so frei.297

Again, we see the image of love as an unstable body of water upon which her heart is 

uncontrollably tossed. Yet in the face of her desire she is not concerned by the loss o f her 

reason, instead she actively courts it -  keen for her own intoxication. In her desire to be 

associated with Ibni Abdullah’s linguistic power, she loses physical power within herself, 

her knees buckle.

Weingebender, bring mir Wein, nimm meinen Verstand mit Wein weg, es hat 

keinen Wert diese Welt, ich will ein in deinen Handen spazierendes Weinglas sein, 

mein Schatten soli sich nur in dein Gesicht legen. Knabe, bist du aus einer Huri 

geboren, mein Verstand ist aus seinem Ort weggeflogen, deine Wimpem sind 

Pfeile, die mein Blut tranken, deine saubere Stim ist ein verfluchtes Meer, kann die 

Kraft am Knie bleiben, wenn man in deine schwarzen Augen guckt, dein Mund, 

wenn er was sagt, das bringt die Toten ins Leben zuriick.^^*

‘(- ) meine Hande lagen wie Buchstaben ohne Zunge auf meinen Knien.’ Ozdamar, 1998, p.24. 
Ozdamar, 1998, p.32.
Ibid., p.32.
Ibid., p.28.
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In this passage we see the close connection of the dissolution of her reason and the 

dissolution of her body. Ibni Abdullah is presented as a being whose physicality threatens 

to absorb her, body, mind and soul -  her reason is intoxicated, her knees grow weak; in 

vampiric fashion his eyelashes drink her blood, her ‘shadow’ rests in his face. She is the 

literal container for outpourings of his intoxicating desire -  a wine glass travelling in his 

hands.

Ibni Abdullah takes on a God-like status in the narrator’s imagination, becoming for her 

the voice of ultimate authority, able to call the dead back to life. However, the emotions 

she feels bring with them their own power of influence. Abdullah is soon to succumb to 

love himself. This is reflected in the image of Ibni Abdullah throwing his hands across his 

mouth when they make love. His voice of rational authority is threatened with silence. The 

narrator begins to possess his body as he has possessed hers: ‘Du hast deine Schonheit, die 

die Welt schmiickt, mir gegeben, wankelmiitig gelaufen in meinem Korper.’

After their physical connection through love-making we see the first extended verbal 

dialogue in the text.^^^ It is a dialogue which Ibni Abdullah uses to try and divorce himself 

from their physical communication and re-establish order. It is Ibni Abdullah who 

authoritatively declares the conversation open: “ ‘Wir werden reden’” ®̂’ before making his 

demands for a ‘holy love’, one in which their souls, but not their bodies may connect. 

‘Holy love’ will allow him to carry on with his work, it will allow the script to maintain its 

authority so that the narrator can be disciplined and learn once again -  she is growing 

westernised, only thinking of sex. Her body distracts her mind. The narrator’s response is 

to threaten to destroy all the pieces of script she has, so that her silenced body may speak 

instead. In response to this Ibni Abdullah threatens to destroy his own body so that the 

narrator’s has none to address. “ ‘Wenn du das machst, ich werfe mich in den ersten See. 

Ich will die heilige Liebe.’” ®̂̂

In their attitudes towards their love we see two very different perspectives on the spiritual 

realm. For Ibni Abdullah the spiritual is something which transcends the material world 

including the physical body to be recaptured, interpreted and expressed through the mind, 

through the script. For the narrator it is also a transcendent experience, however, she 

instead considers the locus o f expression for spirituality not to be the script but the

Ibid., pp.42-3  
Ibid., p.42. 
Ibid., p.43.
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experience of physical union which creates a synthesis o f divided elements, transcending 

language itself To unite with Abdullah in that way is, to her, emblematic o f losing the self 

in unification with Allah. Abdullah, however, is aware o f the concrete physicality o f the 

union in which the self as site of experience and perception cannot be entirely dissolved. 

Their physical union may still be interpreted as an act of communication, a form o f body 

language which creates a shared experience between two discrete entities.

If the narrator is to find her way back to language and back to reason, away from the body 

language o f physical desire, she must submit to the script once more. But love and desire 

continue to inhibit reason. She cannot be reborn in Arabic as she had hoped. It never was 

her first tongue and ‘[i]n der Fremdsprache haben Worter keine Kindheit.’ She cannot 

reconnect with her childhood origins through Arabic. She comes to Arabic as an adult. She 

communicates verbally with Ibni Abdullah through the few Arabic words borrowed into 

Turkish, which she has learnt as a child:

Ich suchte arabische Worter, die es noch in tiirkischer Sprache gibt. Ich fragte Ibni 

Abdullah: “Kennst du sie?”

Leb -  Mund 

Ducar -  Befallen 

Mazi -  Vergangenheit 

Medyun -  verbunden 

Meytap -  Feuerwerkskorper 

Yetim -  Waise^*^

It is these borrowings which she believes to offer some means of recormecting with her 

estranged roots, with her grandfather. It is these words which she can share with Ibni 

Abdullah, which create for her the illusion o f a deeper communication. Yet where she sees 

similarity, Abdullah sees difference:

“Kennst du sie?”

[...] “Ja”, sagte: Ibni Abdullah, “es hort sich ein klein blBchen anders an.” °̂̂

Ibid., p.44. 
Ibid., p.29. 
Ibid.
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The love affair with her Arabic teacher can be seen as the physical expression o f a 

metaphorical incestuous desire for her grandfather, a projection of her own desire for him 

as a source of recovering her lost roots. At the very heart o f all the layers of desire lies a 

fundamental need to connect not with Ibni Abdullah or her Grandfather, but with herself. 

She begins as an alienated migrant longing to rediscover her origins and reconnect with an 

original Turkish identity. However, through attempting to reconnect with her mother- 

tongue through an unknown grandfather-tongue, rather than experiencing a rebirth into her 

first linguistic construction of selfhood she perpetuates her longing. Her extreme desire for 

reconnection with her roots is conflated and confused with a desire for Arabic, and as 

possessor of that linguistic competence Ibni Abdullah soon becomes the mistaken object of 

that desire. Ironically, in order to get closer to what the narrator considers her access to 

linguistic competence and the possibility of a revitalised selfhood, her sense of that self is 

in fact dissolved in love and submission to her teacher’s authority. Her body speaks in 

place of her reason and tells of her longing where she cannot express it in words. Ibni 

Abdullah, wishing to maintain control over sexual desire through the disciplined 

intelligence o f reason draws away from the relationship and the lovers must part.

5.3 The Use of Language in M utter Zunge

In the preceding analysis of Emine Sevgi Ozdamar’s Mutter Zunge we see how the 

threatened dissolution of discrete identities leads to a situation in which, to quote Adelson, 

‘no personal, cultural, or national identity can be fixed’. T h e  merging of discrete 

identities is reflected in the language which Ozdamar uses as will be demonstrated in the 

following close analysis.

The defamiliarising effect of Ozdamar’s language has been highlighted by Annette 

Wierschke:

Ozdamar spielt mit der deutschen Sprache, durchsetzt sie mit fremden Metaphem, 

fremdklingenden Wortem und exotischen sprachlichen Konstruktionen und 

verstoBt gegen grammatikalische Regeln [...] Dadurch wird in der Sprache eine

“̂ Adelson, 2005, p. 155.
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Fremdheit hergestellt, die fur deutsche Leserlnnen einen ganz eigenen Reiz hat und 

einen poetischen Klang und Rhythmus tragt.^”’

Indeed, much of the literature on the language of Ozdamar’s prose cites the defamiliarising 

effect o f the textual interplay of several languages and notes the poetic effects that this 

gives rise to. However, while this fact is noted, there are few, if any studies o f the precise 

linguistic ways in which these effects are created and in particular which show how the 

text may have been influenced by Ozdamar’s own native literary traditions. The following 

discussion aims to remedy this by providing a close linguistic reading of the text. It will 

furthermore show how the thematic content o f the narrative is reflected in Ozdamar’s use 

of language. There are many recurrent features in this text which contribute to the 

defamiliarisation o f the German language. The following analysis examines features on 

several levels and suggests the effects of this use o f language.

The most obvious ways in which the language differs from German are in grammatical 

errors which act as a marker that the narrator does not have full command of the German 

language or has a command of a colloquial register which reflects having leamt a non

standard form of German ‘on the streets’ rather than in the classroom. Some of the more 

obvious errors include:

1. Non-standard use of conjunctions or prepositions

(10) Einmal wie sie ihren Sohn im Gefangnis zum ersten Mai sah 

(13) Meine Stiefel knirschen wie von Werbefllmcowbov

(16) Wir schauten beide auf den Teppich [als] ob dort ein Tier riickwarts gefallen war und 

sich nicht retten konnte.

2. Non-standard word order in subordinate clauses 

(10) als ich fragte, was ist mit meinem Sohn

(12) Wenn der Zug in Koln ankam, ich machte immer Augen zu

3. Lack of articles

(9) Zunge hat keine Knochen

Wierschke, 1995, cited in Rankin, 2006.
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(12) Kommunist-Freund sagte

4. Misuse of case endings

(11) Dieser Satze (for accusative)

(19) Als ich [...] mein Hemdarmel hochzog [...]

5. Lack of Agreement in Use of Tense

(9) ich erinnere mich jetzt an Muttersatze, die sie in ihrer Mutterzunge gesagt hat, nur 

dann, wenn ich ihre Stimme mir vorstelle, die Satze selbst kamen in meine Ohren...

Besides non-standard use of German, another noticeable feature o f the text is the repetition 

of particular nouns and noun phrases, the repetition o f particular verbs and verbal forms as 

well as the significant repetition of certain syntactic structures. These repetitions are 

presented below along with a consideration of the significance o f such repetitions as well 

as the textual effects to which these repetitions give rise.

5.3.1 Nouns and Noun Phrases

In the first lines o f the text the word Zunge is repeated three times in three subsequent 

sentences, four if one includes the title.

MUTTERZUNGE

In meiner Sprache heifit Zunge: Sprache.

Zunge hat keine Knochen [...] Ich sali mit meiner gedrehten Zunge in dieser Stadt 

Berlin.

The noun Zunge is picked up again only a few lines on and is connected with the word 

Mutter which itself is repeated four times within the space o f three sentences:

Wenn ich nur wuBte, wann ich meine Mutterzunge verloren habe. Ich und meine 

Mutter sprachen mal in unserer Mutterzunge. Meine Mutter sagte mir [...]

Before the end of the first page the word Mutter is repeated three more times in the 

neologism Muttersatze and again in Mutterzunge and Mutter. On the next page, the word 

Mutter appears in different combinations a further four times. Besides the repetition o f 

Zunge and Mutter there are several other key lexical items which frequently recur. For
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example, on her meeting with Ibni Abdullah, there are highly repetitive references to Tod 

and die Seele. There are eight references to death, being dead or the dead on one page and 

seven references to die Seele within one paragraph on the subsequent page. These would 

seem a premonition (perhaps the most appropriate word here) for the profundity o f the 

relationship which is to develop between them.

There are several other lexical items which occur again and again, these include das Herz, 

die Seele, der Tod, die Rose, der Garten, die Liebe, der Traum, der Fufi, die Augen, die 

Hand, der Mund, der Fliigel and der Vogel among others. An examination of these as 

tropes is pursued in a later section on imagery and the relationship o f this imagery to the 

social context of production which gives particular reference to Ottoman Divan poetry. For 

the moment, however, if  we consider the above as lexical items, rather than as tropes with 

wider symbolic significance, the repetition of these words gives rise to several effects. 

Firstly, their repetition creates the appearance of a highly cohesive text in which there are 

strong semantic links between sentences. Secondly, they may suggest that the writer has a 

limited range of vocabulary due to being a newcoming speaker, so that the repetition is not 

so much a deliberate feature of text as one resulting from the linguistic limitations of the 

writer. However, we carmot determine whether the writer really is limited in that way, or 

has chosen to perform the identity o f newcoming speaker, or is using these repetitions to 

create some other effect. One of the effects created by these repetitions is arguably a kind 

of semantic satiation, in which the sense o f the words becomes lost to the reader and 

focus is turned instead to the formal appearance of the words. As a literary device, this 

would be effective in conveying the sense o f being unfamiliar with German, in effect 

defamiliarising the language for the ‘native’ speaker.

In order to further examine the extent to which the language is characteristic o f newcoming 

speakers, a basic corpus analysis o f the short story ‘Mutter Zunge’ has been undertaken.^®^ 

For the purposes of this brief analysis it is assumed that features o f this extract are also 

reasonably characteristic of the story ‘GroBvaterzunge’, though the limitations of this 

thesis mean that a comprehensive verbal analysis including this short story will not be

Evidence for this from neuroscience research, at least for the verbal repetition o f a word, can be found in 
Smith and Klein, 1990.

This was done manually using an Excel spreadsheet working from a hard copy o f the text. This is partly 
since specialist corpus analysis software such as WordSmith Tools was not available for use, but partly also 
because a manual analysis provides a sufficient amount o f data for the arguments proposed here and is also in 
some respects less time-consuming. Use o f software, if  available, would require, for instance, digitizing the 
original text either by scanning or typing it up, and then tagging the text for parts o f speech.
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undertaken. The key results of the analysis of verb forms used in ‘Mutter Zunge’ are 

summarised in the table below. The analysis is intended to be suggestive rather than 

definitive since it is based on several assumptions for which it is not possible to provide 

evidence without considerable further research going beyond the intended focus of this 

chapter. The first assumption is that the way in which verbs are used by a writer may be 

indicative either of that writer’s level o f competence in the language, or of his/her ability to 

perform a particular level o f competence for an intended effect i.e. creating a particular 

narrative voice, such as the narrative voice of a language learner. It is hypothesised, for 

example, that use of a limited range of verbs or a restriction of verb use to particular tenses 

may indicate newcoming competence. Furthermore, the analysis is partly conducted on the 

basis of a comparison with frequency results obtained from the Leipzig/BYU corpus in A 

Frequency Dictionary o f  German: Core Vocabulary fo r  Learners (2006) by Randall Jones 

and Erwin Tschimer. This comparison is partly made on the assumption that language 

learners are more likely to use verbs which occur frequently in the language and that 

knowledge of less frequent verbs indicates a higher level of linguistic competence. 

Language learning does not of course proceed in such a structured manner -  lexical items 

are developed on the basis of experience rather than frequency. Words for issues of 

immediate concern to a particular language learner will be learnt no matter what their 

frequency or their complexity. In ‘Mutter Zunge’, for example, the words bellen, 

Gassenmoschee and Hodscha all appear, even though they are not among the 4034 most 

frequent words in German contained in the dictionary. The reason for producing a 

frequency dictionary in the first place was to aid language learners in acquiring vocabulary 

that will usefully structure their linguistic input and rapidly expand their competence since 

it is estimated that the 4034 words o f the dictionary constitute between 80% and 90% of all 

the words in the corpus, depending on the register.^''’ However, this argument also partly 

works in favour o f the original assumption, since more frequent verbs are more likely to be 

experienced than infrequent ones!

An additional factor in the analysis is that the short story is being compared to a corpus of 

German which derives from a variety o f genres (including spoken language, literature, 

newspapers, academic texts and instructional texts) so the comparison could be considered 

inequitable; however, the authors o f the frequency dictionary have taken care to indicate 

where a particular lexical item is over-or underrepresented in one of the subcorpuses with

Jones, Tschimer, Goldhahn, Buchwald and Ittner, 2006, p.2.
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which they were working. For this reason, it is assumed that the data contained in the 

frequency dictionary provides a reasonable representative sample of common German 

language use with which ‘Mutter Zunge’ may be compared, as long as it is taken into 

account that language use in the narrative may be skewed in a particular direction by text- 

specific factors such as text topic, the fictional nature of the text and its status as a short 

story, as well as the author’s linguistic competence.

The analysis proceeded using the following methodology. Firstly, every occurrence o f a 

verb form found in the text (totalling 1348 words) was listed. The list was then sifted for 

lexical verbs i.e. auxiliary verbs associated with the different tenses were removed. In total, 

there were 243 instances o f lexical verbs belonging to 84 different lemmas (e.g. the lexical 

verb forms gehen, ging, gegangen all counted as belonging to the lemma or headword
■j 1 1

‘gehen’). The frequency of these verbs was compared to the 100 most frequent verbs 

contained in the frequency dictionary as well as to the overall Leipzig/BYU corpus of 

4,200,000 words (please see appendix four). A total of 39 lemmas in ‘Mutter Zunge’ were 

also found in the table of 100 most frequent verb lemmas in German i.e. 39/84 lemmas 

were ‘most frequent verbs’ (46.4%). 33 additional lemmas in ‘Mutter Zunge’ were part of 

the Leipzig/BYU corpus, but not in the 100 most frequent verbs. This means that a total of 

72/84 lemmas, or approximately 85.7% were in the 4034 most frequent words contained in 

the frequency dictionary. 12 lemmas (~14.2%) did not occur in the frequency dictionary of 

4034 entries, in other words, these were not commonly found verbs within the 4,200,000 

words present in the corpus selected by Erwin and Tschimer. These were: (he)rausholen, 

(he)rausspucken, aufhdngen, bellen, knirschen, pfliXcken, schnappen, verfluchen, vergiefien, 

wackeln, wickeln and wiedererkennen. Without access to the data for the rest of the verbs 

from their corpus we cannot determine precisely how infrequent these verbs might be. 

These findings are summarised in the table overleaf:

Cf. Selinker, 1972.
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Table 1

Number /84 Percentage

Percentage o f ‘Mutter Zunge’ verb lemmas also found in 

table of 100 most common German verbs

39 46.4%

Percentage of ‘Mutter Zunge’ verb lemmas also found 

among 4034 most frequent words o f German.

72 85.7%

Percentage of ‘Mutter Zunge’ verb lemmas not found 

among 4034 most frequent words o f German

12 14.2%

It is also useful to consider what percentage of the text is constituted by the most frequent 

lemmas. Choosing those ‘Mutter Zunge’ lemmas which are also contained in the most 

frequent verb list of the frequency dictionary we find that 13.79% of the ‘Mutter Zunge’ 

text is made up of verbs which occur in the list of 100 most frequent verbs. These same 

verbs constituted 8.24% of the Leipzig/BYU corpus. This appears to represent a quite 

significant difference of nearly 6% which might indicate that frequent verbs are 

proportionally more predominant in ‘Mutter Zunge’ than in the German language as a 

whole, particularly since the 100 most frequent verbs of German i.e. not just those used in 

‘Mutter Zunge’, constitute just 10% of the total Leipzig/BYU corpus. This may suggest 

limited linguistic competence on the part of the author or alternatively the repetition of 

high frequency verbs may be used by the author to suggest limited linguistic competence, 

or be used as a stylistic device for some other purpose such as to create a repetitive 

rhythmic effect.

Besides the relative frequency of the verbs used in the text, another factor which might 

indicate competence which diverges from common usage, caused by lack of early 

experience of the language, is the use of tenses and particular verb forms.

The 243 verbs were distributed among the tenses as shown in the tables in appendices five 

and six. The preterite tense and present simple tense forms were by far the most frequent 

tenses used. The narrative regularly switches between these two tenses. For the most part, 

the text relates past events and so the narration of the past is occasionally being related in 

the present tense. The function of the present within narration about the past in this text
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seems to be more about giving immediacy to past events than due to any lack of 

competence with preterite forms for certain verbs, since, as can be seen in the table, there 

are 10 verbs used in both past and present forms: e.g. arbeiten, denken, haben, kommen, 

sagen, sein, sitzen, sprechen, stehen and warten.

The more unusual aspects of the use o f verbs which emerge from this analysis include five 

instances in which it is unclear whether the written verb form is to be interpreted as a first 

person singular present tense form with both the pronoun and final schwa omitted as in 

colloquial speech, or if  it is in fact the second person singular imperative form with which 

the former would be isomorphous. The context for these forms is shown below:

a. (13) Stehe auf, geh zum anderen Berlin, Brecht war der erste Mensch, warum ich 

hierher gekommen bin, vielleicht dort karm ich mich daran erinnem, wann ich meine 

Mutterzunge verloren habe.

b. (13) Steh auf. Geh auf Fingerspitzen in die Turkei, in einem Diwan sitzen, GroBmutter 

neben mir.

c. (13) Warum steh ich im halben Berlin? Geh diesen Jungen suchen?

From these examples it seems clear that the intended interpretation is the first person 

singular present simple, however, the effect o f these forms, particularly in contexts (a) and 

(b) is quite ambiguous. At first sight, the form appears to be the second person imperative 

form. Arguably, this has the effect of suggesting an intimacy between the narrator and the 

reader in which the reader is commanded to get involved somehow with the action 

presented. The effect is that o f a subtle invitation to the reader to migrate with the narrator 

across time and space from one side of Berlin to the other, to Turkey, from present to past 

i.e. to move both into and with the narration.

The point in the narration at which we see these ambiguous forms is also the point at which 

we find the repetition of sitzen in the infinitive where it appears to function as an 

unconjugated verb. The first example can be seen in (b) above ‘in einem Diwan sitzen’. 

The second occurs in the sentence immediately following this as: ‘In Istanbul im 

Turkischen Bad sitzen’. The reader is left with the idea of action but no knowledge of 

who/when or how it was carried out -  the only clue is in the preceding clause which has 

already been identified as ambiguous; and so the sentence ‘Geh auf Fingerspitzen in die 

Tiirkei, in einem Diwan sitzen, GroBmutter neben mir’, almost appears to be an invitation
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to the reader to finger-tip their way to Turkey (turning pages?) and sit on a divan (reading?) 

and perhaps, finally, with the introduction of ‘neben mir’, to imagine themselves in place 

of the narrator, sitting next to the narrator’s grandmother.

Having examined the general tense forms which are used, it is interesting to consider 

precisely which conjugations o f each tense are used, since this will also potentially tell us 

something about the point of view from which the narrative is related as well as the variety 

of verb forms in which the narrator is competent.

Along with repetition of certain nouns and verbs we see a striking amount o f repetition of 

entire phrases and variations on the same sentence construction with the use of the same 

verb. Listed together as they are below, these structures are somewhat reminiscent of 

substitution exercises for language learners.

(9) die Satze selbst kamen in meine Ohren wie eine von mir gut gelemte Fremdsprache 

[

(11) Die Schriften kamen auch in meine Augen wie eine von mir gut gelemte Fremdschrift. 

(9) Wenn ich nur wuBte, warm ich meine Mutterzunge verloren habe.

(11) Werm ich nur wiiBte, in welchem Moment ich meine Mutterzunge verloren habe.

(12) Vielleicht habe ich meine Mutterzunge im IC-Restaurant verloren.

(13) Vielleicht habe ich dort meine Mutterzunge verloren.

(13) vielleicht dort kann ich mich daran erinnem, warm ich meine Mutterzunge verloren 

habe.

(12) Ich erirmere mich an ein anderes Wort in meiner Mutterzunge, es war im Traum.

(12) Noch ein Wort in meiner Mutterzunge kam mal im Traum vorbei.

(17) Ich ging aus dem Schriftzimmer mit fiinf ersten arabischen Buchstaben raus zum 

anderen Berlin.

(17) Ich trat ins Schriftzimmer ein.

(18) Ich trat ins Schriftzimmer ein.

Page numbers are given here in brackets preceding each quotation.
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(23) Ich trat in das Schriftzimmer in Wilmersdorf ein.

(26) Ich konnte aus diesem Schriftzimmer nicht mehr raus.

(41) “Ich geh raus aus dem Zimmer”

(44) Ich ging zum ersten Mai aus diesem Zimmer raus.

(20) ich wuBte, daB in diesem Moment Ibni Abdullah in meinen Korper reingekommen 

war [...]

(21) Ich lief einen Monat lang mit Ibni Abdullah in meinem Korper in beiden Berlin.

(21) Einmal lief ich mit Ibni Abdullah in meinem Korper auf der StraBe [...]

(21) Ich stand mit Ibni Abdullah in meinem Korper vor der Grenze.

(22) Ich ging mit Ibni Abdullah in meinem Korper in Hauser rein [...]

(30) Ich sprach zu dem Ibni Abdullah, der in meinem Korper ist [...]

(31) Ich lemte die Schrift schlecht, weil ich immer mit dem Ibni Abdullah, der in meinem 

Korper war, mit anderen Wortem sprach [...]

(32) Ich sprach zu dem Ibni Abdullah, der in meinem Korper war [...]

(44) Ich ging mit Ibni Abdullah, der in meinem Korper ist, Zeitung in der Hand, in die 

Nahe der Autobahn.

(45) Ich wollte Ibni Abdullah, der in mir ist, in Ohnmacht bringen.

Again, the repetition may be viewed as deriving fi-om learning the German language later 

in life and consequently having a more limited range of vocabulary and knowledge of 

syntactic structures at one’s disposal, but it must nevertheless primarily be analysed for the 

textual effects this use o f language creates.

We have seen how the text reveals a high degree of lexical and syntactic cohesion. This 

cohesion may suggest a familiarity and continuity, a sense of repetitive ease which, 

perhaps, by contrast, only heightens the sense of disrupted meaning created by the 

instances of elliptical syntax of which there are many instances in the narrative. A further 

effect of this repetition could be that the repeated words appear to lose their meaning
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entirely as in a religious chant. Certainly, in his work on Ottoman Divan poetry Walter 

G. Andrews notes a similar repetition o f particular tropes and co-occurring ambiguous 

syntactic constructions which he also considers to operate in tandem to create particular 

stylistic effects:

On the one hand, limitations on vocabulary, and concomitantly on theme and 

context, create a predictability in the concatenation o f  words that frees the 

discourse to a certain extent from the shackles o f  syntax. [...RJegularly repeated 

relationships between words -  relationships with a definite history -  create 

associations on a level other than that o f  grammar/syntax.

On the other hand, where a limited vocabulary might be a disambiguating factor in 

the area o f  syntax, it also engenders a high degree o f  polysemy in its own right.

Poetic usage has the effect o f  stretching and expanding the sense o f words, and 

where words undergo this type o f  expansion over a long period in many contexts, 

they take on a broad range o f meanings and an allusiveness that heighten the 

potential for ambiguity.^’"'

On the basis of these comparable linguistic features and the use o f common tropes detailed 

below it seems highly likely that it is this Ottoman literary tradition which is reflected in 

Mutter Zunge and which forms the substrate or superstrate linguistic and cultural 

framework which suffuses the German to create a defamiliarising effect. However, 

considering the text within the German context alone, a syntax which frequently confuses 

and/or omits the grammatical markers of standard German has several possible effects and 

fimctions within the text. Primarily, it can be seen as marking the narrator’s social position 

as a migrant and speaker o f German as a later language. In some cases, the non-standard 

usages shown can be related back to the linguistic structures o f Turkish, and thus form part 

o f the ‘interlanguage’ which emerges when German is spoken as a second language by a 

first language speaker of Turkish. The overlaying of Turkish syntax on German lexis 

creates an overall effect of ‘defamiliarisation’. However, from the standpoint of the 

German reader each particular type of linguistic deviation from standard German creates 

its own particular literary effect. In what follows, it is sought to examine precisely which 

expectations are being challenged and in what ways.

See footnote on semantic satiation above. 
Andrews, 1985, p.58.
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The term ‘interlingual’ is used here for the language contact evident in texts because terms 

like ‘creolisation’ and ‘pidginisation’ are over-political and suggest relations o f dominance 

and subordination between the languages in question. The term ‘multilingual’ is also 

inappropriate because it is not the case that two languages are being used in a form of 

textual code-switching, as, for example, in Gloria Anzaldua’s Borderlands: La Frontera
• 3 1 c

(1999). What presents itself in Mutter Zunge gives the sense that one language has been 

infused or suffused with another language in order to create something new. The term 

‘interlingual’ also bears out parallels with the term ‘interlanguage’ which suggests both a 

developmental stage en route to competence resembling those with greater experience of 

the language, one in which structures from the early experienced language may be found in 

the later experienced language, but also suggests the creation of new structures which arise 

out o f the movement between two languages. By speaking of interlingual German it is 

aimed to describe a usage o f German which bears up the features o f another language as 

well as other unique linguistic features which may arise out of language contact and 

language competence bom of later exposure.

The syntactic features which distinguish the language used in Mutter Zunge from standard 

German may be grouped broadly into substitutions, ellipses, repetitions, word order 

deviations, insertions and parataxes. These devices serve in many cases to give a sense of 

words being thrown together creating unexpected juxtapositions or emphasising the effect 

of the textual meaning being elusive, not quite present. Haines and Littler similarly 

describe the effect of Ozdamar’s writing in terms of a sense of incomplete meaning:

Many passages in Ozdamar’s prose leave the non-Turkish-speaking reader with a 

sense of ‘loss’, not having access to all the potential meanings of the words.^’̂

Nora Larkin, following Littler, similarly argues that you need an understanding o f both 

Turkish and German traditions in order to understand Ozdamar’s prose:

In order to fully comprehend her work written in her new language, the reader 

would need to be knowledgeable of both German and Turkish. Therefore, the 

reader would most likely be in a very similar situation as Ozdamar and her 

characters, a situation of people of in-between cultures, languages and traditions.^

Anzaldua, 1999.
Haines and Littler, 2004, p. 123. 
Larkin, 2006, p.37.
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There are several problems with this suggestion. Firstly, we must interrogate the 

suggestion that one might be able to ‘fully comprehend’ a piece of writing. What form 

does ‘full comprehension’ take? Larkin seems to imply that it requires very similar 

semiotic competence to Ozdamar’s own -  an understanding of the signs in the social 

context the author constructs for their usage. Perhaps it is intended to imply that a reader 

who fully comprehends a text will gain more value from the writing, (measured, perhaps, 

in terms o f enlightenment or pleasure or emotional satisfaction or any other form of 

positive reaction). It is, however, with any text, somewhat suspect to suggest which 

readership might gain most value from what is written. In the case of Ozdamar’s writing, it 

has been the German public as a whole and not only those who have knowledge of both 

Turkish and German who have given a positive reception to her writing. This is reflected in 

the many literary prizes Ozdamar has received. Secondly, since the literariness of a text 

arguably resides in the degree to which the reader must strain to discover meaning within it 

and in an engagement with the text which occurs through the reader inserting his/her own 

interpretation into the interstices o f signification, if  the reader has ‘full’ comprehension 

with all possible meanings disambiguated then the text loses something of its literariness 

and arguably its interest. This may be compared with a point made by de Beaugrande and 

Dressier that one paradoxical feature of textuality is that, quite frequently, the less 

informative a text is, i.e. the less all the meanings o f a text are disambiguated, the more 

effective the text is likely to be.^'* Arguably, it is this feature of textuality which prevents 

the act of reading from becoming an event in which the reader is a passive recipient of the 

monologue provided by the text and allows the process to become a dialogue between 

author and reader in which meanings are negotiated in the process of reading. Perhaps the 

real thrill o f literature for the reader lies in the fact that s/he has greater opportunity to 

‘speak’. In support of this argument, it is worth mentioning that the translation of Das 

Leben ist eine Karawanserei (2005) into Turkish did not receive the same positive 

reception as the German edition -  the literary effect o f the interlingual German having 

been lost.^*^ It is another sense o f ‘loss’ in the German context, which Haines and Littler

They note that where information is missing, or merely implied by a statement so that the receiver is 
forced to supply the information him/herself, ‘it is as if  they were making the assertion themselves.’ They 
give the example o f  a telephone company which warns: ‘Call us before you dig. You may not be able to 
afterwards.’ Beaugrande and Dressier, 1981. This is comparable to Wolfgang Iser’s ideas on the interaction 
between text and reader presented in ‘The Act o f  Reading’ (1980). See especially, pp. 165-169.

See §eyda Ozil quoted in Kuruyazici, 1997 ‘Die turkische Ubersetzung vermag dem tilrkischen Leser 
nicht das zu bieten, was der deutsche Rezipient in dem Buch findet. Denn die aus dem Tilrkischen 
ubemommenen Redewendungen, die im Deutschen okkasionelle Wortbildungen sind, werden nun in ihrer 
usuellen Gebrauchsweise benutzt. Von dem AuBergewohnlichen bleibt da keine Spur. [...] Wahrend der
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describe, which in fact enhances the text’s literary character. In other words, the text gains

from the lost understanding of the Turkish cultural resonances. For the German reader, the

sense of loss occurs not just at the lexical level as indicated by the quotation above but 

perhaps more especially at the syntactic level in which, from the standpoint of a German 

reader, the ellipsis o f particular grammatical elements vastly heightens the ambiguous 

nature o f textual meaning.

One of the most noticeable features of the syntax is the omission of conjunctions, both co

ordinating and subordinating and also the omission of personal pronouns in subordinate 

clauses where the referent is the same as in the main clause:

(10) Sein Vater ist hingegangen, 0  kam zuriick

(12) an einem anderen saB ein Marm, 0  liest sehr geme in einem Buch 

(19) sagte Ibni Abdullah, 0  schickte mich weg

(13) 0  Steh auf, 0  geh zum anderen Berlin

(13) Ja, sie laufen iiber mich, aber 0  laufen vorsichtig

This structure is usual in the Turkic languages; however, its effect as a syntactic 

structure in German is quite the opposite. For a reader used to a West Germanic language 

this arguably gives a sense o f the action occurring almost magically, as if  from nowhere. It 

is not explicitly stated who is coming back, it is hinted that it is the father, but he is not 

specified. What we see is a ‘coming back’ -  the image created is of an action liberated 

from the agent, almost as if  it were beyond the will of the agent. This sense most probably 

arises from the fact that the closest grammatical parallel in standard German to a structure 

which may forgo its agent is the passive. A similar effect of agentless action is created in 

instances where positions in the grammatical structure are filled twice i.e. there is a 

repeated ‘past participle’. In fact this again appears to be a transference of Turkish syntax 

in which a clause may consist of a verb group only. To the eye o f someone used to a

Deutsche zu kreativem Spiel mit seinen Vorstellungen und Erfahrungen angeregt wird, findet der tUrkische 
Leser eine konkret umrissene Welt vor sich.’ (§eyda Ozil: Einige Bemerkungen iiber den Roman, ‘Das Leben 
ist eine Karawanseref von Emine Sevgi Ozdamar. In Diyalog 1/1994, S .125-131).

Turkish is a PRO-Drop language in which the pronoun as subject o f a clause may be omitted. See Go9men, 
E., 1995,
[http://citeseer.ist.psu.edU/cache/papers/cs/1673/ftp:zSzzSzftp.lcsl.metu.edu.trzSzpubzSzpaperszSzsynspecs. 
pdf/go95outline.pdf], p.3.

Turkish is also a complement drop language. See above link.
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West Germanic language the repeated verb creates a distance between the action and its 

agent with the second verb appearing liberated or distanced from an agent. Alternatively, it 

could be viewed as creating the effect of indecision or a lack of fluency. Such verbal 

repetitions in spoken English or German are known in linguistics as ‘disfluency 

phenomena’.

In the examples cited from Mutter Zunge the second verb, from the standpoint of German 

syntax, introduces a new predicate within the same clause. In other words it creates an 

ambiguity as to what is actually being said in that clause.

In many cases, in spite of their apparent optionality, the main verbs or participles are not 

being used as alternatives but are to be understood as a sequence in which the majority of 

the second clause (whether main or subordinate) has been omitted, leaving only the verb 

describing the action. In this case there is a further sense of the action moving forward at a 

rapid pace, almost as if the events do not occur in a linear sequence but simultaneously, 

leaving an aura of uncertainty and raising questions about what is actually happening and 

what is being said. Is it more important that the train is going or stopping? Is it going and 

stopping all at once? Is it more important that the Hodscha is standing or crying? Does he 

cry as he stands or after he stands?

(10) unser Hodscha [...] ist [...] gestanden, geweint

(12) Ein Zug fahrt, halt̂ '̂*

(13) Die Kantinenarbeiter rauchen, reden iiber Topfe und Teller

The same technique is use with adjectival modifiers, here creating above all the sense that 

meanings are collapsing in on one another and that separate concepts indicated by separate 

signifiers are coupling together into unified wholes, soon to be overlaid the one on top of 

the other. Where the comma appears one can readily imagine a hyphen joining the two 

modifiers so that they be read as: artig-schldfrig; unheilig-unbarmherzig. The immediacy

Henry, S., 2005, [http;//www.up.univ-mrs.fT/delic/papiers/Henry-2005DISS.pdf]
In H.P. Grice’s rules for rational communication (based on the co-operative principle) such ambiguity 

flouts the maxim o f  manner. Levinson, 1983, p. 103.
Though in this instance we can more readily see the two verb forms as indicating sequential actions rather 

than an ambiguity as to what is happening.
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of their sequence brings us close to imagining concepts such as schlafrartig or 

unbarmherzheilig.

(15) Die Kissen sitzen auf der Erde artig, schlafrig

(15) nur das Fenster zum Hof war unheilig, unbarmherzig wach

These brief examples serve to show how the more explicit textual themes seem to be 

reflected in the language of the text itself. Just as the narrator’s personal identity threatens 

to merge with that of Ibni Abdullah, so do linguistic concepts threaten to merge. Separate 

concepts and identities are coupling, taking steps towards intermingling and losing their 

own individual fiinction and position within the symbolic order as meaning shifts between 

the two signiflers to create a new and unfamiliar range of significance.

5.3.2 Imagery in M utter Zunge

‘Mutter Zunge’ and more especially, ‘GroBvaterzunge’ are both extremely rich in 

metaphorical devices. In the short narrative ‘GroBvaterzunge’ there are several recurrent 

tropes which are key to the narrative. These include das Herz, die Seele, der Tod, die Rose, 

der Garten, die Liebe, der Traum, der Fuji, die Augen, die Hand, der Mund, der Fliigel and 

der Vogel among others. These motifs recur in a variety of contexts. The number of 

references to the same motifs almost turns the detailing of their occurrence into a 

reassembling of the text in a different order. This frequent recurrence o f the same motifs 

makes for a densely woven, highly cohesive narrative which nevertheless remains 

somewhat obscure to the reader because of the metaphoric nature of the textual references. 

Recognition of the various ways in which the motifs are employed is key to a deeper 

understanding of the narrative. A full listing of these motifs in context is provided in 

appendix seven.

The recurrent motifs of the text are all common poetic tropes both within a European 

and/or Anglophone context and more especially within the context of the literary tradition 

of Ottoman Divan poetry. Andrews provides a detailed list of the words most frequently 

repeated in the gazel, a particular form of Ottoman divan poetry consisting of a short lyric 

poem in couplets, or lines made up of two half-lines. Gazels may be anything from four to

The Turkish-German poet Zehra Qirak frequently makes use o f  a similar device o f  compounding. In her 
collection, Leibesiibungen (2000) She blends separate concepts into configurations such as 
‘Erinnerungsallergie’ (p. 10), ‘Sattsichschlafen’ (p. 17), ‘quietschgefrohlicht’ (p.20), and ‘besorgnisbewegt’ 
(p.20). Thanks to Moray McGowan for suggesting possible parallels.
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fourteen lines in length, though are usually between five and seven. The recurrent tropes 

of these poems cited by Andrews include many o f those which are also found in Mutter 

Zunge. The table below indicates which of the Mutter Zunge tropes either exactly match 

the most frequently repeated lexical items identified by Andrews or fit into one o f the 

broader recurrent categories of trope he has suggested.

Table 2

Mutter Zunge Ottoman Divan Poetry

Most Frequently 

Repeated Words 

(Turkish)

Common General 

Category Represented by 

Most Frequent Words

der Tod N/A 7. World

die Seele can (soul, life) 1. Person

das Herz diUgoniil (heart) 1. Person

der FuB N/A 1. Person

das Auge goz (eye) 1. Person

die Hand e l (hand) 1. Person

der Mund N/A 1. Person

der Fliigel N/A 5. Garden/Nature

der Vogel N/A 5. Garden/Nature

der Garten N/A 5. Garden/Nature

die Rose gill (rose) 5. Garden/Nature

die Liebe (love) 2. Love

der Traum N/A N/A

Andrews, 1985, p.3.
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In order o f frequency the most commonly repeated lexical items Andrews found in 

Ottoman Divan poetry were the following:

Table 3

1. Soul, life 10. Eye 19. Lover

2. Ruler 11. Grief 20. World (‘alem)

3. Heart (dil) 12. Moon 21. Time, breath

4. Love 13. Day, sun 22. Curl, lock

5. Heart (goniil) 14. Head 23. Love, sun

6. Face 15. Blood 24. Wheel

7. World (cihan) 16. Rose 25. Hand

8. Beloved 17. Cypress 26. Tear, wet

9. Sigh 18. Place, ground

It is from this list that Andrews identifies the common categories and subcategories of:

a. Person (face, eye, head, body, facial features, hand, heart, hair, foot, spirit)

b. Love (love, lover, beloved, rival, beauty, beloved’s behaviour, lover’s state)

c. Cosmos/Fate (heavens, heavenly bodies, fate/turning of heavens, light)

d. Suffering (grief, sigh/plaint, weeping, trouble/torment, lover’s state, wounding, 

burning)

e. Garden/Nature (plants/flowers/trees, garden, birds, water, weather/season, wind) 

f  Authority (ruler, subject, state/rule/power, other authority, authority symbols,

royal behaviour)

g. World (world, people, earth, geography, life/death, work, commerce, wealth, 

ornament, clothing, road/house, weapons, color)

h. Time (general time)

and upon further investigation o f the poetry in order to find further lexical representatives 

of these categories, he discovers the additional three:

i. Wine gathering/entertainment (party, intoxication/drinker/drinking, poetry, tales, 

music, lights)

j. Mysticism (mystic/mystical state, symbols, separation, annihilation/union 

annihilation, inner/outer self, awareness, path, way)
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k. Islam (God, holy places, persons e.g. Muhammad)

The parallels between the recurrent categories found in Ottoman divan poetry and Mutter 

Zunge are striking. Within the context of Ottoman divan poetry these tropes are highly 

symbolic and are based around a ‘this-world/that-world’ polarity with each referent to this- 

world also symbolizing an aspect of that-world or the world o f the divine. For example, in 

this-world the lover symbolises physical love and in that-world symbolic love. In this- 

world the beloved is a ‘tormentor’ whereas in that-world s/he is a ‘healer’. Thus each 

symbol can be interpreted on two levels.^^’

The richness o f meaning which this engenders for the tropes when interpreted within the 

Ottoman tradition is further heightened when the Western connotations o f these tropes are 

included in the interpretation. Thus the rose, in its ‘that-worldly’ context symbolises God, 

in its ‘this-worldly’ context the beloved and in Western European tradition evokes ‘love’ 

and more particularly ‘romance’. This example also highlights the possibility of a core of 

conceptual overlap in the range of connotation of each of these symbols across Western 

European and Ottoman contexts, despite some of the ostensible differences. Further more 

precise contextualisation for the interpretation of these symbols within an Ottoman context 

is provided in Andrews, however, in what follows we will concentrate on a consideration 

of how these symbols translate themselves to the secular Western European context of 

interpretation in which Mutter Zunge is generally received.

In the West several of these poetic tropes cormote transcendence, in particular, death, the 

soul, prayer and perhaps even the image of the bird. Several others are romantic in 

connotation, especially the heart, fire and the rose. The associative links between the heart 

and fire are made quite strongly in the narrative. At one point, Ibni Abdullah stares at a 

candle until it finally fades, before switching on a cassette upon which a man sings a song 

from the Koran in which a heart is consumed by fire and melts like lead in the fire until the 

fire goes out. Other common tropes connote issues of freedom and imprisonment; in 

particular, the images of the bird and the slave are frequently employed. In a scene early on 

in the narrative a flying bird is juxtaposed with the image of two prisoners at the prison 

window. One of the prisoners asks the other if  he had seen ‘it.’ It is uncertain if ‘it’ refers 

to the bird or the narrator who is jogging past. In relation to the prisoners, the bird and the 

narrator have, in any case, very similar positions. They are both beings who live outside

Ibid., pp.72-3.
Ozdamar, 1998, p.24.
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the confines of the prison and who ostensibly have freedom. A later passage in the 

narrative directly construes the narrator as a bird: ‘Ich bin ein Vogel. Geflogen aus meinem 

Land’.̂ °̂

Interpreting a poem by Ta§licah Yahya Bey (d. 1582 C.E.) Andrews provides the 

following interpretation for the symbol of the bird in Ottoman poetry:

The bird has a number o f possible significations, primarily vulnerability and 

powerlessness, but it also has the quality o f  being able to fly to great heights both 

spiritually [...] and in terms o f  m undane success and power, the high-flying bird 

being a common trope for the successful person.^^'

Ibni Abdullah refers to the narrator in different ways as a bird. Citing a song he says:

Du lustige Nachtigall meines Herzens.^^^

and later:

W enn du mich anguckst, setzt sich 

ein Vogel au f meine linke Schuiter und 

fliegt und setzt sich au f die andere Schulter.^^^

By the narrator the image of the bird is also to be used to express a desire for love and 

transcendence:

Mein Herz wollte fliegen, hat keine Fliigel gefiinden

Mein Allah, gib m ir zwei Fliigel, oder mach mich zum Vogel, entweder mach 

mein Herz zu Stein, oder gib m ir einen Geduldstein.^^^

In the middle o f the narrative, in defence of her inability to learn the Arabic script, there is 

what appears to be a page long poetic statement o f the narrator’s love for Ibni Abdullah in 

which the many images that have been employed up until that point coalesce to form a 

vivid portrait o f the narrator’s emotions:

Ibid., p.27.
Andrews, 1985,p.l31. 
Ozdamar, 1998, p.27. 
Ibid., p.30.
Ibid., p.32.
Ibid., p.36.
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Du Seele in meiner Seele, keine ist dir ahnlich, ich opfere mich ftir deine Schritte.

Mit deinen Blicken schautest du mich an, ich gebe mich zum Opfer deinem Blicke. 

Verwahrlost, Haar gelost, fortwimmem will ich, mit einem Blick hast du meine 

Zunge an deine Haare gebunden. Ich bin die Sklavin deinen Antlitzes. Zerbrich 

nicht diese Kette, lehne mich nicht ab, Geliebter, ich bin die Sklavin deines 

Gesichts geworden, sag mir nur, was tue ich jetzt, was tue ich jetzt. [...] Mein Herz 

wollte fliegen, hat keine Fliigel gefunden, meine Liebe ist ein Hochwasser, es 

schreit, wirft mein Herz vor sich her, es weint, keine Hand habe ich gefunden, die 

sie ihm abwischt, ich habe mich in Liebeshochwasser gehen lassen, ich habe kein 

Worterbuch gefunden ftir die Sprache meiner Liebe. Ich sprach wie die Nachtigall, 

blaB geworden wie die Rosen. Das ist ein Weh, ein Geschrei, so frei, so frei. Dann 

kam noch ein Lied;

Hab Angst, daB ich sterbe. Bevor ich sterbe, will ich ihn noch mal sehen, sein 

Gesicht, mein Gesicht, zwischen uns der Mond, als ich im Garten war, weinten die 

Aste, habt ihr meinen Geliebten gesehen, Sterne, Monde, jetzt weint er vielleicht, 

sagt zu oft “Ach”, gebt mir einen Weg rauchender Berge, ich will zu ihm -  man 

sagt, der Tod ist billig.^^^

The poetic images and the romantic content o f the text, here as elsewhere, mutually reflect 

one another. A poetic style is predominantly conjured up through repetitions on phonetic, 

prosodic and syntactic levels as detailed here. These features are particularly evident in the 

following passage:

“Ich laufe, die Liebe hat mich gefarbt ins Blut, mein Kopf ist weder bei mir, weder 

weg von mir, komm und sieh, was die Liebe aus mir gemacht hat, deine Liebe hat 

mich gesehen, hat mein Herz rausgenommen, es krank gemacht, hat Absicht, es zu 

toten, manchmal bin ich wie ein Wind, manchmal wie staubige Wege, manchmal 

schlage ich wie Wasser auf Wasser, komm und sieh mich, was die Liebe aus mir 

gemacht hat.”337

Here we see alliterative word groups such as: laufe, Liebe; Wind, Wege, Wasser. In the 

last line both phonetic and prosodic elements combine to create an onomatopoeic effect: 

manchmal schlage ich wie Wasser a u f Wasser in which the alternating stressed and 

unstressed syllables and the repeated fricative sounds create the effect both o f the upward 

and downward movement o f waves as well as the rushing sound o f them breaking.

Ibid., pp.31-2. 
Ibid., p.28.
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Repetitions are found on other linguistic levels as well. In the following passage we see the 

repetition of the auxiliary verb hat in relation to ‘love’: ‘was die Liebe aus mir gemacht hat, 

deine Liebe hat mich gesehen, hat mein Herz rausgenommen, es krank gemacht, hat 

Absicht, es zu toten.’ In each clause the narrator is presented as being in some way the 

object o f love. It might also be suggested that the repetition of hat in this grammatical 

function serves to push the word out o f its context, in which case the lexical meaning o f the 

word in which something is possessed by something else would be highlighted. In this case 

it is the narrator who is possessed by love.

Other repeated phrases serve to repeat particular prosodic patterns and give more weight to 

the meaning of stressed syllables: weder mir, weder wee von mir. In this example the 

stress emphasises a contradictory perception; she cannot literally be both with and without 

her head, but the paradoxical logic o f her emotions allows her to perceive this to be the 

case.

5.4 Conclusions

In analysing the linguistic patterns and effects o f Ozdamar’s writing in this text, we see 

how the events o f the narrative are reflected in their linguistic representation. In the 

encounter between German and Turkish and Turkish and Arabic which we see in Mutter 

Zunge, identities and languages blend in a way which arguably creates a kind of 

hyperliterary text which has a heightened ability to challenge readers’ usual categories of 

perception, through increased possibilities o f defamiliarisation resulting from the 

intermingling of different cultural and textual frameworks. This hyperliterary text promises 

as much signification as it withholds thereby providing the reader with both the motivation 

to read the text as well as the opportunity to read ‘into’ it and insert their own 

significations into its framework thereby engaging in a satisfying intercultural dialogue.

The linguistic examples given here reveal how the more explicit themes o f the text are 

reflected in the form of the text as it was written. Just as the narrator’s personal identity 

threatens to merge with that o f Ibni Abdullah, so do linguistic concepts threaten to merge. 

Separate concepts and identities are coupling, taking steps towards intermingling and 

losing their own individual function and position within the symbolic order as meaning

Ibid.
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shifts between the two signifiers to create a new and unfamiHar range o f significance. In 

the encounter between German and Turkish and Turkish and Arabic which we see in this 

text, identities and languages blend together and defamiliarise the language. However, 

even with this production of defamiliarisation, the text can be seen as an attempt at 

resolution of the dissimilarities which force alienation. Not only can this text be seen to 

reflect a struggle for the dissolution o f self and other in a mystical sense, as shown in its 

suggested links to Ottoman divan poetry, but it can also be interpreted as a striving towards 

a transcendent unity, which will eradicate the alienation inherent in immigrant experience, 

through its textual integration of diverse cultural traditions and conceptual frameworks.
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6 Autonomy Abroad: Metaphors of Miindigkeit 
in Language Learner Narrative

Ces histoires se font echo, d’une maniere emouvante, sans fard, parce qu’elles  

touchent a ce qu’il y  a de plus profond en chacun de nous dans le savoir et dans le 

dire, aux origines de I’un et de I’autre.^^^

Having examined how the troubling of Miindigkeit is represented both linguistically and 

thematically in Ozdamar’s text Mutter Zunge, this chapter examines how this crisis is 

represented in a broader spectrum of language learner narratives by focussing on three 

prerequisites for Miindigkeit and examining the key tropes which represent the unsettling 

of these, within the larger corpus. The analysis of these tropes of the crisis of Miindigkeit is 

undertaken with reference to George Lakoff and Mark Johnson’s theory of conceptual 

metaphor. In suggesting underlying conceptual metaphors within language learner 

narratives which are also proposed to be reflective of a crisis of Miindigkeit, it is also 

hoped to support the possibility of universal conceptualisations of the language learning 

situation which transcend the diverse sociohistorical backgrounds of the writers. At the 

very least, if not ultimately universal, the striking resonances of these metaphors may be 

attributed to a discourse of the self and of language which is common to the predominantly 

European cultures with which the authors of these narratives have some relationship. In 

this more relativistic view, the metaphors of Miindigkeit can be seen as a use of metaphor 

which may derive from a common European discursive heritage.

Cellier-Gelly, Torreilles and Vemy, 2004, p.5. ‘These stories echo each other in a moving way, without 
pretension, because they touch what is most profound in each o f us in what we know and in what we say, at 
the origins of all o f us.’

Lakoff and Johnson’s theory o f metaphor considers metaphor from a cognitive perspective and is one of 
many theories o f metaphor which have been developed over the centuries. See Hawkes, 1972 or Knowles & 
Moon, 2006. For a recent overview o f metaphorology from a post-structuralist standpoint see Haverkamp, 
2007. Haverkamp explores in particular the palaeonymic qualities o f  the term ‘metaphor’ as the signifier has 
designated multifarious concepts throughout its history.
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It must also be noted, however, that in the preliminary examination of the texts, a certain 

level of perceptual bias must necessarily be accepted. Firstly, the assignment of metaphors 

from these texts to underlying conceptual metaphors itself involves a metaphorising 

process o f subjective comparison and interpretation which could be contested. Secondly, 

the linkage of these conceptual metaphors to the prerequisites for Mundigkeit, which have 

been argued for in chapter four, also involves a process of judicious interpretation. It is 

hoped, however, that the quantity o f evidence presented from a quite diverse range of texts, 

lends these interpretations more weight. As suggested in the above quotation, the texts 

from authors unknown to each other, certainly seem to resonate in their metaphorical 

descriptions of language learning in a way which suggests universal experiences of 

language learning which are articulated in different, culturally and personally appropriate 

ways.

Once the more straightforward evidence for the interpretation of these metaphors within 

the framework of Mundigkeit has been explored, some of the more complex uses of 

metaphor in language learner narrative, which might either expand or explode this line of 

reasoning, will be discussed.

The first prerequisite for Mundigkeit is that o f a sense of independent selfhood and/or 

identity. A crisis of this may be seen to be represented by descriptions of the language as a 

body or as clothing. Some o f the tropes emerging from the texts which are relevant to this 

theme include images of being an actor, a traitor or a spy. The second prerequisite is the 

possession of language and more especially rational language. This second theme links 

with the first since the destabilisation of meaning is often portrayed in the texts as giving 

rise to a destabilisation of identity for the speaking subject at both verbal and non-verbal 

levels. The third and final prerequisite for Mundigkeit is the possession of social and 

symbolic capital. This theme is important for an understanding of how the unfamiliar 

social world is experienced by the narrators of language learner narratives, particularly in 

respect of social status in the unfamiliar culture. A crisis of this is shown to be reflected in 

the texts through metaphorical descriptions o f entrapment and infantilisation.

6.1 Metaphors We Live By

The purpose in looking at metaphors in language memoirs is to examine how individual 

authors conceptualise the linguistic and cultural differences they have encountered. There
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has been much debate over the latter half o f the twentieth century and beyond about the 

connections between language and identity and/or the self, some of which have been 

discussed in chapter three. Within relativist theories which have been popular over the last 

few decades, it is widely acknowledged that the language a person speaks plays a large role 

in his/her conceptualisation of the world and the way s/he conceives of his/her role within 

it. Following Bakhtin, the point is also commonly made that every language encodes 

within it a variety of world views and belief systems, such that a person’s thinking is never 

made up of only one way of looking at the world -  whether or not that person speaks any 

foreign languages.^"^* What is interesting in encountering a foreign culture is how contrasts 

in world view are brought suddenly and sharply into focus. In speaking a later experienced 

language and living in a foreign culture an alternative world view is no longer an option 

from a personal stylistic repertoire to be adopted at will, it is forced upon the speaker 

through their use o f the later experienced language. In speaking this language a person may 

also experience a forced reconceptualisation of their own self, one which destabilises 

personal meanings and behaviours constructed over many years in the early experienced 

language.

In Metaphors We Live By (1980) Lakoff and Johnson articulate a view of metaphor which 

suggests it to be a pervasive conceptual process in language, structuring our perception of 

reality, rather than simply being a stylistic embellishment which states something in a 

figurative way which could have been stated literally. This view is one that is also found 

in the work of earlier thinkers such as Giambattista Vico in the eighteenth century; 

however, in their own work, Lakoff and Johnson specifically emphasise metaphor as a 

means of linking and extending existing concepts. Thus, they propose, for example, that 

the concept ARGUE is mapped onto aspects of the concept WAR in a variety of 

expressions in English; ‘He shot down all o f my arguments’ or ‘Your claims are 

indefensible’’ etc. Along with many other examples of this kind, metaphor is clearly shown 

to be a conceptual process used to describe the more abstract in terms o f the concrete so 

that abstract experiences, ideas or feelings with no direct referent, which may be 

particularly difficult to conceptualise, are commonly articulated in terms of more concrete 

experiences deriving primarily from human beings’ physical experience of their 

environment. This theory o f metaphor again highlights the extent to which our conceptions

Bakhtin, 1981,p.288. 
Cf. Schaeffher, 2004. 
Hawkes, 1972, pp.38-9.
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of reality as expressed in language, are inherently relative and culturally determined. 

Unless ultimately conventionalised, the comparisons which occur in metaphor are 

necessarily subjective -  deriving from different viewpoints on the same experience, 

whether or not the experiences are common to more than one person. Lakoff and 

Johnson make the point that our perception of argument in terms of war is in fact quite 

arbitrary. Arguments might equally be perceived as a ‘dance’ and one could imagine 

describing how people take steps forward and steps back in their arguments, at times 

moving in the same direction as others or even spinning round in circles.^"*  ̂Lakoff and 

Johnson emphasise that;

Our values are not independent but must form a coherent system with the 

metaphorical concepts w e live by. W e are not claim ing that all cultural values 

coherent with a metaphorical system actually exist, only that those that do exist 

and are deeply entrenched are consistent with the metaphorical system.^'*^

In moving to a new culture and adopting a foreign language, a person is obliged to adopt a 

discourse and with it the metaphors which characterise that discourse and shape the 

conceptualisation o f their environment. The foreign language discourse one encounters is 

likely to be founded on different conceptual mappings expressed in different linguistic 

metaphors. For example, in French, many linguistic metaphors are the same as in English, 

though concepts may be expressed in slightly different ways. The literal meaning of the 

English word ‘hollow’ translates into French as creta  but the metaphorical meaning of 

‘hollow’ is more likely to be translated as faux  or vain.

A real and personal awareness o f linguistic arbitrariness is articulated by Eva Hoffmann in 

her own language memoir, where she describes herself as ‘a living avatar of structuralist 

wisdom’. For Hoffman living in English has meant that her world and the words she 

uses to describe it have become disconnected; the world has become literally drained of its 

meaning, the life gone out o f it. However, in writing language learner narrative, the 

authors investigated here must find a way to resignify their experience and put words back 

onto the world. Part of this process involves developing their own metaphorical

It is still debatable to what extent certain concepts and corresponding conceptual metaphors may or may 
not be universal. See Schaefftier, 2004, p. 1264.

Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, pp.4-5.
Cf. Knowles and Moon, 2006, p.88.
Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p.23.
Knowles and Moon, 2006, p.81.
C f Saussure, 2005 [1916],
Hoffman, 1989, p. 107.
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constructions of reality which may be done in a way which mediates between the 

conceptual and linguistic frameworks provided by the one or more languages within which 

they are operating. In section 6.3, the use o f metaphor as mediator between languages will 

be explored in an analysis of one o f the metaphors used in Nancy Huston’s Nordperdu  

(1999). Firstly, however, the conceptual metaphors which are suggested to articulate the 

crisis o f Miindigkeit engendered by the initial encounter with linguistic arbitrariness will be 

explored.

6.2 Metaphors of Miindigkeit as Conventional Metaphors

As discussed in the methodology section, for the purposes of this thesis it is accepted that 

language has a large role to play in certain types of human thought. It is furthermore 

accepted that human beings are not limited in any absolute way by the conceptual structure 

developed through use of their early experienced language and that the possibility exists to 

extend the concepts developed in their early experienced language through the use of a 

later experienced language.

However, the initial discussion which follows, rather than looking at metaphor as a 

mediator between one or more conceptual frameworks, examines how metaphors are used 

within one language to describe the experience of learning a foreign language i.e. the aim 

is to see how language learning, as a specific world experience, is conceptualised by means 

o f metaphor. This metaphorical conceptualisation of the experience is not necessarily 

innovative (i.e. involving a comparison between two items that are not usually cormected 

in the language and culture in question) but may be conventional (i.e. the metaphor may be 

idiomatic in the later-experienced language or may involve a comparison which is 

frequently made in the language). Following this initial discussion, consideration is taken 

of the possibility to extend the range of significance of metaphors through invoking 

concepts pertaining to more than one culture.

This chapter provides a comparison o f the metaphors which are used across language 

learner narratives to discuss the themes o f identity, language and social capital relating to 

the crisis o f Miindigkeit as outlined in the introductory paragraphs o f this chapter. It is also 

worth noting, before proceeding with this discussion, the possibility that the language 

learner narrative as a text type, reveals its own culture which overarches the cultures being 

discussed by the narrators and that it is this culture which informs the metaphorical
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description of the language learning situation. To give a brief example, one fiindamental 

conceptual assumption which underpins the production of these narratives in the first place 

is one highlighted by Lakoff as being rooted deep in, at the very least. Western 

Anglophone culture:

Let us start with ‘Tell me the story of your life,’ which contains the conventional 

metaphor LIFE IS A STORY. [...] It is assumed that everyone’s life is structured 

like a story, and the entire biographical and autobiographical tradition is based on 

this assumption. Suppose someone asks you to tell your life story. What do you do?

You construct a coherent narrative that starts early in your life and continues up to 

the present.^^’

The metaphor of LIFE IS A STORY represents a crucial conceptual assumption which 

underpins the very act of writing a language learner narrative and furthermore supports 

arguments for a cross-cultural autobiography being written as a means to create a ‘new 

life’ for oneself in the foreign culture. One of the language learner narratives seems to play 

directly with this conceptual assumption. In Luc Sante’s The Factory o f  Facts (1998) the 

beginning of the narrative is repeated nine times each with slight variations on the facts, 

thereby highlighting the constructed nature of autobiographical narrative and its status as 

‘story’ rather than reality. The reader is left wondering which of the more outrageous facts 

might actually be true.

The first metaphor to be explored here in detail across a range of texts may be articulated 

as THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE IS A HUMAN BEING. As indicated above, two fiirther 

‘conceptual metaphors’, which may be more directly related to the suggested loss of 

Mundigkeit or ‘maturity’ in the unfamiliar/foreign context, will also be considered. The 

first of these, which will be explored, relates to the perception of infantilisation in the 

foreign language and may be articulated as: THE NON-FLUENT SPEAKER IS A CHILD. 

The other o f these sees the foreign culture as a threatening place of incarceration rather 

than as a welcoming guest-house. This metaphor may be articulated as THE FOREIGN 

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE ARE A TRAP. Following this, two metaphors which 

relate to the destabilised sense of self and identity in the foreign culture are explored, these 

are THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE IS A COSTUME and THE FOREIGN CULTURE IS A 

PLAY.

Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p .172. 
Same, 1998, pp. 1-8.
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6.2.1 THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE IS A HUMAN BEING

Many language learners in language learner narratives describe the foreign language in 

some way as if it were a human being. This may occur through making the foreign 

language the agentive subject o f a clause or through specific metaphorical descriptions of 

the foreign language which refer to the language as if  it were a person. This conceptual 

metaphor widely underpins many o f the statements in Ariel Dorfinan’s language learner 

narrative. In this autobiography, the author describes his changing allegiances to both 

languages and nations. Having moved from Argentina to the U.S. with his parents as a 

child, he falls in love with the English language. When his parents move with him to Chile 

at the age of twelve, Dorfman bides his time until he can return to the U.S. fourteen years 

later. Here, he finally comes to renounce English and to return to South America where he 

works in support of Salvador Allende’s socialist movement in Chile. Reflective o f these 

changing allegiances, for Dorfman it appears as if  Spanish and English were two different 

characters inside his head, engaged in a military struggle:

Please understand: it is not the quick and complete surrender to English that 

surprises me today

Without their language as an ally inside me, my parents didn’t stand a chance 

against the country that, during their six-month absence, had welcomed me from 

sea to shining sea.̂ '̂*

And my Spanish knew this, and cooperated, was glad to be once again inside my 

head, did not call attention to its gains, was not stupidly going to let itself crow 

victory when suddenly, in the middle o f  a sentence in English, a word in Spanish 

would make its upstart appearance as if  nothing was more natural in the world, 

given that there was no English equivalent for that untranslatable turn o f phrase.

My Spanish did not demand that I examine why I needed that precise word when I 

had an infinitude o f  English at my tongue’s end, why it was irreplaceable. Having 

smuggled itself in, my Spanish was wise enough not to comer me. Instead, quite 

simply, it grew. And grew. And grew.^^^

The cultural battle between his childhood enamoration with the US and his adult 

commitment to the Chilean nation, which forms an explicit theme of Dorfman’s text, is

Dorfman, 1998, p.41. 
Ibid., p.48.
Ibid., p. 116.
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reflected in the way in which the languages relating to these two nations are metaphorically 

described. The narrator appears as a geographical territory which two warring nations are 

attempting to conquer. As a child he has imprisoned the invading Spanish, only for it to be 

released at a later stage in his life:

It was not true, o f  course, that my Spanish had died in New York. My Spanish had 

resisted. When I had tried to smother it, my Spanish had hidden and then endured 

inside me, waiting for its chance to come out and find a way bacic into my Hfe. [...]

How did I manage to stop Spanish from surfacing, how did I keep it at bay during 

ten years?

By shutting m yself off, by closing the door, by throwing away the key. That is, if  

my first memory, the first one in my life, means anything at all.̂ ^®

In anthropomorphising the languages, authors have projected the various power struggles 

and human relationships o f  daily life onto them. For Ozdamar, the script appears as a 

threatening teacher -  the letters ‘wait’ for her in the Schriftzimmer and Ibni Abdullah
O C ' T

declares that the script will not ‘forgive’ her for her lack o f concentration. Other writers 

interpret their bilingual situation in a similar way to Dorfman. Alexakis, for example, 

suggests that instead o f French conquering him, perhaps he can conquer French:

J ’ai constate depuis que le point de vue de ce linguiste est plus repandu que je  ne le 

croyais. On se rejouit que le fran9ais conquiere des etrangers, mais on n ’est 

nullement convaincu que ceux-ci puissent a leur tour conquerir la langue. On les 

considere davantage comme des representants d ’une autre culture, des 

ambassadeurs d ’un au-dela, que comme des createurs originaux, des auteurs a part 

entiere.

As ‘ambassador from elsewhere’ Alexakis’ perceives his expected contribution to French 

society to be one o f friendly exoticism, rather than one in which he takes active control o f  

French cultural heritage through ‘conquering’ its language.

Ibid., p.60.
Ozdamar, 1998.
Alexakis, 1989, p .16. ‘I have since noticed that this linguist’s point of view is more widespread than I 

thought. People rejoice that French is conquering foreigners, but are not at all convinced that the foreigners 
can in turn conquer the language. People consider them more as representatives of another culture, 
ambassadors from beyond, than as original creators, authors in their own right.’
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Where the relationship to the language is more harmonious, this is expressed in metaphors 

which suggest the language to be a lover or a close friend, rather than an invader from 

another country:

But Spanish was there at the beginning of my body or perhaps where my body 

ended and the world began, coaxing that body into life as only a lover can, 

convincing me slowly, sound by sound, that life was worth living, that together we 

could tame the fiends of the outer bounds and bend them to our will.^^’

The embodiment o f the foreign language as a lover is also found in Alexakis’s Paris- 

Athenes (1989) where he expresses a desire to ‘converser sereinement avec elle’ meaning 

the French language.^^® In this case, the grammatical necessity in French of signalling the 

abstract concept ‘French language’ with a gendered pronoun contributes significantly to 

the anthropomorphosis. The resolution of the self-betrayal which occurs on using the 

French language and engaging with this other comes through the marriage of the languages 

in an act of self-translation of his writing from Greek to French. With his languages closely 

married in this way, Alexakis feels that there is no risk o f betraying either his languages or 

himself.

On m’a parle d’un ecrivain etranger qui a fini par epouser sa traductrice franfaise:

“Eh bien, ai-je pense, moi, je suis ma propre femme!” J’ai ete assez heureux 

pendant un moment. Je n’avais le sentiment ni de me trahir, en utilisant deux 

langues, ni de les trahir.^®'

A sense of interpersonal familiarity and closeness to a language in abstraction from any 

person speaking it is also expressed by Richard Rodriguez writing in the following passage 

from his collection o f autobiographical essays in Hunger o f  Memory (1982):

Another day, a dark-faced old woman -  her hand light on my shoulder -  steadied 

herself against me as she boarded a bus. She murmured something I couldn’t quite 

comprehend. Her Spanish voice came near, like the face of a never-before-seen 

relative in the instant before I was kissed.^*^

Dorfinan, 1998, p. 12.
Alexakis, 1989, p.45. ‘Someone told me o f  a foreign writer who ended up m anying his French translator. 

‘S o’, I thought, ‘I am my own w ife!’ For a little while, I was quite happy. I didn’t feel like I was betraying 
m yself or my languages by using two o f  them.’

Ibid., p. 15.
Rodriguez, 1982, p.25.
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Similarly, Elizabeth Dykman, in her essay ‘The Vagabond Years’ (2000) describes moving 

away from Poland and speaking English as being like losing someone close to her:

At the time I could not have foreseen that by departing Poland I would also forsake 

my closeness to the Polish language. It is a loss that I continue to mourn. Though I 

still speak Polish, time has irrevocably erased a particular sense o f intimacy I 

shared with my native tongue, and the new languages I have since acquired, 

regardless o f  my efforts to “adopt” them, will never supplant the void created.^“

The closeness to the Polish language which she feels, appears to be implicitly connected to 

its common origin with her as an individual, as if  it were a blood relative rather than an 

unrelated stranger. She has attempted to ‘adopt’ other languages, but she cannot relate to 

them in the way that she used to relate to Polish. This compares with Rodriguez’ 

description o f the Spanish voice, which appeared to him as ‘the face of a never-before-seen 

relative’. The earlier experienced language represents intimate connection even when the 

individual using the language is a complete stranger. A further example is found in Chang- 

Rae Lee’s Native Speaker (1995) where the protagonist experiences familiarity with a 

person he has barely met which is evoked solely by language. On visiting his college friend 

Albert’s house after his mother’s death, he recounts the following experience:

Then Albert’s mother called happily to him in Korean, “Now you've come home!” 

and although her accent was different, too breathy, nearly Japanese, the inflection 

o f the words was just that o f  my mother’s, so much so that I nearly dropped my 

duffel and went to the strange-faced woman standing there in the busy kitchen [...].

And while sitting at dinner listening to her [...], a familiarity arose that should have 

been impossible but wasn’t and made me feel a little sick inside. It wasn’t that 

Albert and I were similar; we weren’t, our parents weren’t. It was something 

else.̂ ®̂

From these examples, it can be seen that emotionally, the ‘familiarity’ o f the earlier 

experienced language appears frequently to be conceptualised in terms of a literal ‘family’. 

The close relationship between these two concepts is also evident in their etymological 

connection through the Latin root familia  meaning ‘household’ or ‘family’. In the 

cormection between family and familiarity present in these language learner narratives, the 

metaphorical use of familia in the word ‘familiarity’ appears unconsciously reliteralised

Dykman, 2000, p.31. 
Lee, 1995, p.89.
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and then in turn remetaphorised as a trope for evoking the familiarity o f the early 

experienced language. In other words the term ‘familiarity’ is reliteralised through its 

representation in the image of a ‘close relative’, while this image concurrently works 

against this literalisation through its evocation o f the term ‘familiarity’. A close reciprocal 

relationship between ‘familiar’ and ‘family’ is presented. The question of whether these, 

perhaps unconscious, conceptual associations are determined by the etymological 

connections present in the languages known by the writers, in, for example, the English 

‘family’/‘familiarity’, the French famille/familier, the Spanish familial familiar, or more 

universally embedded in the human psyche through the emotional experience o f familiarity, 

no matter whether or not these etymological connections exist in the writer’s languages, is 

one that must for the time being remain unanswered. Each of these writers is familiar with 

a language in which this etymological connection exists, even if their mother-tongue does 

not reveal the same association.

6 .2 .2  THE NON-FLUENT SPEAKER IS A CHILD___________________________________

This second metaphor is articulated most directly by the Anglophone Canadian, Nancy 

Huston who describes her experience of living in France as follows:

A  I’etranger, on est enfant a nouveau, et dans le pire sens du terme: infantilise.

Reduit a Vinfam , c ’est-a-dire au silence; prive de parole. Totalement idiot et

impuissant!^^^

Verena Stefan, who grew up in the German-speaking region of Switzerland describes her 

experience of North America as ‘[IJeaming the world new, like a child.’^̂  ̂In Something to 

Declare (1998), Julia Alvarez, who moved from the Dominican Republic to the U.S., 

expresses frustration at being treated like a child on a return visit to her Aunt and Uncle in 

her homeland because of her poor command o f the Spanish language which she has not 

spoken for many years: ‘But I can’t help thinking that in part, Utcho and Betty treated me 

like a ten-year-old because I talked like a ten-year-old in my halting, childhood 

Spanish.

Huston, 1999, p.78. ‘Living abroad, you are a child again, and in the worst sense of the term: infantilised. 
Reduced to infans, that is, to silence; deprived o f speech. Completely stupid and powerless!’

Stefan, 2000, p.25.
Alvarez, 1998, p.66.
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The American, Karen Ogulnick writing in Onna Rashiku or Like a Woman (1998) about
-3

her experiences in Japan complains of being talked down to in ‘baby Japanese’ and 

wonders ‘if [she] was the same person who had left home at 17, financed her own college 

education, and traveled around the world alone at 19, or, an infantilised 24-year-old 

woman who needed to be helped and taken care of.’

Eva Hoffman moved from Poland to Canada as a young adolescent and in her later 

autobiography, Lost in Translation (1989) she plays on the old English proverb ‘children 

should be seen and not heard’ as a way to describe her sense o f invisibility in the foreign 

culture:

Because I’m not heard, I feel I’m not seen. My words often seem to baffle others.

They are inappropriate, or forced, or just plain incomprehensible. [...] People look 

past me as we speak. What do I look like here? Imperceptible, I think; impalpable, 

neutral, faceless.^’®

Writing in The Philosopher’s Demise: Learning French (1995) Richard Watson reverses 

the power relations suggested by the infantilisation of the language learners in the 

narratives above and perhaps in return for his fellow students’ perception o f him ‘as a 

funny little old man with a white beard who was earnest and wanted to learn but who just
'in \  ‘X'TJ

wasn’t very good or very bright’ and his teacher calling him an ‘imbecile’ he makes 

French out to be an effeminate childish language.

Notice the gutturals in the English and German. You can really curse with g  and d.

And you might think “Mon Dieu!” could be half saved with the d, but no chance, 

for you must emasculate it by sliding up into the French u sound, which requires 

you to purse your lips and point them up at a forty-five degree angle to make that 

high ew sound that exists in practically no other language but French. It is the ew 

of “ew, la, la” made by a little English girl with a twist in her body, the edge of her 

skirt held up between thumb and index finger, her head tilted, her eyes half closed 

and glazed, to represent someone (that’s right, a French someone) who thinks 

herself most hoity-toity -  which itself comes surely from the French for high roof..

In plain English, it is embarrassing for an American to pronounce the French u

Ogulnick, 1998, p.8. 
Ibid., p.6.
Hoffman, 1989, p. 147. 
Watson, 1995, p.61. 

’̂^bid.,pp.61,40.
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because the mere sound o f  it suggests that the speaker thinks very highly o f 

him self or herself, “ew...dew tell...”

All right. All right. But remember, I ’m not trying to be reasonable about it. I ’m just 

giving you my unadulterated, stupid, automatic response. Real Men D on’t Speak 

French.” ^

In an unrelated context, Stefan appears to perceive for herself the emasculation expressed 

here by Watson in another male writer at a, coincidentally, Francophone meeting;

At a francophone writers [sic] meeting I saw somebody without a voice, with a 

painful expression on his face for hours. It told o f a far too stretched attention span, 

o f  emotional insecurity, o f  feeling awkward in his skin. He was one o f  the guest 

writers and he didn’t speak French. I saw him shrinking into nobody by the hour, 

since he couldn’t make proof o f  his existence, his thinking, by naming it. Therefore 

he found him self in a low feminine status. His posture and gestures spoke o f  

confinement, o f  not-reaching-far-out, o f  not-taking-a-stand, o f  the stress o f  being 

excluded and wanting to belong. The tension between his very virile appearance 

and his weak social position was striking. Apart from that, I saw a human being 

stripped o f language and suffering torments.^’'’

The concealed rage at the powerlessness engendered by having to speak French expressed 

in these two passages and the despair at the infantilised social position the language learner 

is forced to adopt is reflected in textual passages where metaphors suggest a feeling of 

being trapped, imprisoned or encased. These are discussed in the next section.

6.2.3 THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE ARE A TRAP_________________

As in the case of infantilisation, this conceptual metaphor can be understood as being 

employed to describe the experience of loss of agency in the unfamiliar/foreign context 

and particularly that of lost linguistic agency. As shown below, it is bound up both with the 

loss of this linguistic capital as well as with a consequent loss of the sense o f self.

The conceptual metaphor THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE ARE A TRAP 

appears to transcend a wide variety of cultural contexts of text production, even when the

Ibid., p.54 In another passage (p.53) Watson objects to the French word ‘I’oiseau’ (bird) on the basis that 
‘[i]t is a word that cannot be pronounced without simpering, a word whose use should be restricted to 
children under five.’

Stefan, 2000, p.28.
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explicit terms in which it is conveyed might appear to be quite different. It is intimately 

bound up with a perceived loss o f agency, including all kinds o f physical and emotional 

restrictions on the language learner, such as varying forms of imprisonment or encasement. 

US-bom Karen Ogulnick, who spent considerable time in Japan, expresses the conceptual 

sense of confinement, alteration o f outward appearance and inauthenticity through 

referring to the Japanese art o f tsutsumu, a special form of gift-wrapping:

My desire to ‘fit into’ and be accepted by the society in which I lived and worked 

[...] made me a willing participant in my own process o f  compartmentalisation: a 

new public, outer self encased the inner. I became wrapped up in pretty 

packaging.^’^

This metaphor proves particularly satisfying since its expression o f the sense o f being 

confined makes use of a specific cultural practice from the later experienced context which 

is precisely concerned with reshaping authentic appearance and boxing things up. This 

contrasts with the, arguably, weaker metaphor used by Hoffman when she describes this 

inability to ‘fit in’ in terms of a ‘clumsy and overblown’ astronaut suit -  a metaphor 

seemingly plucked out of the blue! However, what we see in both cases, is the fact that the 

different perception of the self in the later experienced context is being conceptualised as a 

physical incongruity between the authentic body and the physical shape it must assume in 

the later experienced culture. To employ a few further metaphors, there is a Kafkaesque 

sense of having been uncomfortably metamorphosed while for everyone else the world is
376going on, for the most part, as normal. There is a pervading sense of being trapped 

inside the wrong language and culture. It is as if  life in the foreign language were a kind of 

‘locked-in syndrome’ where no one hears the speaker’s real thoughts and all 

communication is a long arduous process, requiring patient concentration on blinks o f the
'Xnneye which slip the subject in and out of the surrounding world.

In Ozdamar’s Mutter Zunge (1998) this entrapment takes the more allegorical form of the 

protagonist being kept for a month in a Schriftzimmer or scriptorium by her Arabic teacher. 

This voluntary imprisonment can be interpreted as a symbol for the narrator’s sense o f loss 

of agency, which is also represented in passages conveying the narrator’s internal 

monologue with her lover where she describes her tongue being bound to his hair and

Ogulnick, 1998, p.35. 
Cf. Kafka, 1999. 
Bauby, 2008.
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where she describes herself as being ‘the slave o f [his] countenance’, as in the following 

quotation:

Ich lemte die Schrift schlecht, weil ich immer mit dem Ibni Abdullah, der in 

meinem Korper war, mit anderen Wortem sprach: “Du Seele in meiner Seele,

keine ist dir ahnlich, ich opfere mich fiir deine Schritte. Mit deinen Blicken

schautest du mich an, ich gebe mich zum Opfer deinem Blicke. Verwahrlost, Haar 

gelost, fortwimmem will ich, mit einem Blick hast du meine Zunge an deine Haare 

gebunden. Ich bin die Sklavin deinen [sic] Antlitzes.” ’̂*

Other writers experience the loss o f agency, not in strict terms o f being boxed-in,

imprisoned or tied-up in a way which inhibits the self and the s e lf  s contact wdth the

foreign culture but in terms o f a kind o f numbness and emotional disconnection between 

the self, the physical body and the foreign culture. It is as if  the foreign language were a 

barrier to the electrification o f a sense o f self through the external world. This sense o f 

being disconnected or literally ‘out o f  touch’ is evoked in a passage by Verena Stefan 

through describing French as not being at her own body temperature.

My being-in-progress doesn’t have a body yet in the new language, maybe a bit of 

an English body, but almost no French textual body. No feet, no bones, no muscles.

The words haven’t reached body temperature yet as in writing, when every word of 

the text to come has to assume one’s body temperature to become fully alive.^™

Nancy Huston describes meeting a Scottish woman who has married a Corsican and relates 

the quite tragic despair that the woman feels at having no emotional connection to French:

“J’ai epouse un Corse” me dit-elle, “et voici plus de vingt ans que j ’habite ici. [...].

Je parle le fran9ais constamment et couramment, sans problemes...Mais, comment 

dire...elle ne me touche pas, cette langue, et 9a me desespere.” Elle en avait 

presque les larmes aus yeux. “Quand j ’entends bracken, leaves, fog, vois et je 

sens ce dont il s’agit, les couleurs de I’automne, l’humidite...alors que si on me dit 

fougere,feuilles, brouillard, 9a me laisse de glace.” *̂°

Ozdamar, 1998, p.31.
Stefan, 2000, p.24.
Huston, 1999, p.62. ‘I married a man from Corsica’, she told me, ‘and I’ve been living here for more than 

twenty years now. [...] I speak French constantly and fluently, without any problem...but, how should I say it, 
the language doesn’t move me, and that makes me sad.’ She nearly had tears in her eyes. ‘When I hear 
bracken, leaves, fog,' I can see and feel what they mean, the colours of autumn, the humidity...but when 
someone says to me fougere,feuilles, brouillard, it just leaves me cold.’
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Nancy Huston identifies with this despair and attributes it to the woman not having 

integrated all the lullabies, jokes, whispers, rhymes, multiplication tables, names o f  

departments, and books into her chair or flesh since she was a little girl.

The loss o f a physical and emotional connection to language can create an acute sense o f  

loss o f se lf In John David Morley’s Pictures from the Water Trade (1985) the protagonist 

is disturbed by his now automatic use o f Japanese body language:

In the new year he received a telephone call from one of the agencies for which he 

worked. At the end o f the conversation he wished his invisible caller a propitious 

opening to the coming year and involuntarily bowed to him before replacing the 

receiver. Many Japanese bowed not just when visibly, but also when only audibly 

in the presence of another person, but this was the first time that he was conscious 

of having done so himself Why had he bowed? Mechanically, for no other reason 

than that he had learned to bow. And Boon realised that imperceptibly he was 

beginning to lose touch with himself.^*'

The significant differences in body language in Anglophone and Japanese culture result in 

a similar experience for Karen Ogulnick:

There is a woman who looks familiar, yet very different. I am watching her on a 

videotape. She has my face, hair, and body, but her actions and speech are 

someone else’s. She is sitting seiza [on her knees]. Her movements are confined 

and controlled. She is speaking a foreign language. When she laughs, she raises her 

hand and delicately covers her mouth. Although she looks different from the 

Japanese women in the video, she seems to fit into the environment. [...] [M]y 

desire to fit into the culture as much as possible not only produced in me softer, 

more polite ways of speaking, but also created changes in my movements, actions, 

feelings, and my perception o f myself as a woman. It also made me straighten my 

hair.̂ *̂

These tropes o f entrapment and discormection, seem to suggest that the self experienced in 

the foreign context is conceived o f as a surface phenomenon which covers and perhaps 

threatens to suffocate the authentic identity beneath it, restricting an authentic engagement 

with the foreign culture. This conception o f identity in the later experienced culture as

Morley, 1985,p.247. 
Ogulnick, 1998, p.l.
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external to the speaker is something which can be seen in other textual passages which 

conceptualise the new identity as a kind of disguise, mask or other kind o f clothing.

6 .2 .4  THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE IS A COSTUME a n d  THE FOREIGN CULTURE 

IS A PLAY_________________________________________________________________________

Reference has already been made to Eva Hoffman’s perception that she has been stuffed 

into ‘some clumsy and overblown astronaut suit’ which enrages the ‘light-footed dancer’ 

she really feels herself to be.^^  ̂ Ilan Stavans, writing in On Borrowed Words: A Memoir o f  

Language (2001) uses the metaphor more to convey the lack of ownership of the foreign 

language, as if  he were ‘inhabiting a rented house’ or ‘borrowing another person’s suit’. 

Greta Hofmarm Nemiroff, writing in Karen Ogulnick’s anthology of essays about language 

learning creates an extended metaphor on the basis of this conceptual representation:

If German inhabits my body, English clothes me in a well-tailored and somewhat 

elegant costume. [...] If German resides within the marrow o f my bones and 

English is a well-designed costume, French is the light outergarment that enhances 

my appearance and provides protection in inclement weather.^*^

In addition to the sense that the foreign language is a costume, many authors convey their 

experience of living in the foreign culture as a kind of acting. In the later experienced 

cultural context, they do not see themselves or indeed the foreign culture as authentic, but 

rather as a play in which they enter onto the stage under a mask.

In Nancy Huston’s text there is a widespread underlying conceptual metaphor which might 

be read as either THE FOREIGN CULTURE IS A PLAY or LIVING IN EXILE IS 

THEATRE:

Eh oui. C’est comme 9a. Personne n’est impressione par ce que vous faites. Depuis 

toutes ces annees, persuade d’epater une galerie lointaine, vous vous livrez a vos 

acrobatics devant une salle deserte.^*^

Hoffinan, 1989, p. 119.
Stavans, 2001, p.224.
Nemiroff, 2000, p. 17.
Huston, 1999, p.28. ‘Ah, yes. That’s how it is. No one is impressed by what you are doing. For all these 

years, persuaded that you were amazing a distant crowd, you have been pursuing your acrobatics in front of 
an empty theatre.’
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Choisir a I’age adulte, de son propre chef, de fa9 on individuelle pour ne pas dire 

capricieuse, de quitter son pays et de conduire le reste de son existence dans une 

culture et une langue jusque-la etrangeres, c’est accepter de s’installer a tout jamais 

dans I ’imitation, le faire-semblant, le thedtre}^^

On entraper9 oit le vrai vous que recouvrait le masque et Ton saute dessus.^**

Si Ton arrache carrement le masque, a quoi ressemble le visage qu’il revele?^*^

Huston describes her situation as the theatre o f exile, where a person is constantly 

pretending. She feels as if  she is playing at being a French-speaker. Every role she plays in 

life seems somehow distanced from her real se lf  Even as a mother the foreign language 

stops her from taking herself seriously:

Des que je  me mets en colere contre un de mes enfants, par exemple, mon accent 

empire et j ’ai du mal a trouver mes mots: cela declenche I’hilarite en face et, au 

bout d’un moment, je suis obligee de rire moi aussi.^’°

The longer she wears the mask, the more distanced she becomes from the Anglophone 

child she once was. There is a geographical and psychological distance there which it is 

hard to overcome. She sees her geographic exile as instituting a break with childhood. 

There is no seamless continuity between her childhood and her adult exiled self:

L’exil geographique veut dire que I’enfance est loin: qu’entre I’avant et le
•1 391mamtenant, il y a rupture.

The changes in herself which develop as she lives out her life in exile, including the 

development o f a social distance which separates her from the original milieu o f her family, 

these might all have been perceived as the natural course o f things as she becomes an adult, 

had she stayed at home. But in exile, the social distance appears to be an issue o f  

geographical distance. She returns home and revisits places and activities o f her childhood. 

She speaks to her family as she always used to and, realising that they have little

Ibid., p.30. ‘To choose, as an adult, on your own initiative, in an individual if not fickle way, to leave your 
own country and spend the rest of your life in a culture and a language which had been foreign up to that 
point, is to accept to live the rest of your life in imitation, make-believe and theatre.’

Ibid., p.33. ‘People see the real you that the mask was hiding and they jump on it.’
Ibid., p.39. ‘If you tear off the mask completely, what does the face underneath look like?’
Ibid., pp.38-9, ‘As soon as I get angry with one of my children, for example, my accent gets worse and I 

struggle to find words. That causes the other person to laugh and after a while I can’t help but laugh myself’ 
Ibid., p.20, ‘Geographic exile means that childhood is far away, that between the past and the present there 

is a break.’
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understanding o f her life abroad, it is as if  suddenly her life in France is of no importance 

at all. In her exile she has been performing in front of an empty theatre, alone.

In Ozdamar’s Mutter Zunge (1998) the narrator also expresses a sense of dislocation from 

childhood. At the start o f the narrative, the narrator, who has moved to Berlin from Turkey, 

goes on a search for her lost origins, noting that ‘In der Fremde haben die Worter keine 

Kindheit’. Eva Hoffman echoes this sentiment. For her, English words do not have the 

same emotional force o f the Polish ones she grew up with. ‘English words don’t hook on to 

anything. [...] The words float in an uncertain space. They come up from a part of my brain 

in which labels may be manufactured but which has no connection to my instincts, quick 

reactions, knowledge.’

For Hoffman, formulating her words in a foreign language forces her speech to present 

itself as an unsatisfying ‘aural mask’:

M y speech, I sense, sounds monotonous, deliberate, heavy -  an aural mask that 

doesn’t becom e me or express me at

Living in Lille, Alexakis expresses his sense of being an outsider as if  he were a member 

o f the audience at a play. Rather than getting involved with the foreign ‘play’ as Huston 

does, Alexakis places himself as a passive spectator:

D ’une certaine maniere, je  n ’ai jam ais vecu a Lille. Je cultivais mon absence.

J’etais surpris quand on m ’adressait la parole, com m e le serait un spectateur 

interpelle en pleine representation par un com edien. Je ne faisais pas partie de la 

troupe.

This passivity and lack of agency in the foreign culture is one which Alexakis appears to 

welcome and even ‘cultivate’, but that is not the case for all the language learners.

Throughout Chang-Rae Lee’s Native Speaker (1995) the ‘spy’ is used as an extended, 

perhaps exaggerated, metaphor for the sense of inauthentic identity and not quite belonging 

to one’s society, which being a second-generation immigrant can provoke. Fitting into US 

culture would require, as it were, a defamiliarisation of the family, and an imcomfortable

This will be discussed in more detail below.
Hoffman, 1989, p. 108.
Ibid., p. 118.
Alexakis, 1989, p. 161. ‘In some ways, I never lived in Lille. I cultivated my absence. I was surprised 

when someone spoke to me, just as a member o f the audience would be if an actor called out to him in the 
middle of a play. I wasn’t part o f the troupe.’
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alienation from the familial identity. Once, when his father is shouting at his mother with 

what is described as an ‘awful stream of nonsensical street talk’, the young protagonist 

berates him with long English words, like ‘socioeconomic’ and ‘intangible’, he has learnt 

at school -  the alternative authority for his identity. Eventually his mother hits him across 

the back of the head and shouts in Korean ‘'Who do you think you are?’. This question 

reverberates throughout his adult identity as a spy. In this text, differences between 

languages are again metaphorised in terms o f clothing and entrapment:

I thought English would be simply a version of our Korean. Like another kind of 

coat you could wear. I didn't know what a difference in language meant then. Or 

how my tongue would tie in the initial attempts, stiffen so, struggle like an animal 

booby-trapped and dying inside my head.̂ ®’

Within Western discourses of identity as a whole, the concept of identities as performance 

is perhaps not particularly unusual -  the metaphor can be found in the well-known extract 

from Shakespeare’s As You Like It (1623): ‘All the world’s a stage’, though it almost 

certainly dates back even before then. In 1963, William E. Miller discusses the origin of 

this extended metaphor, suggesting several sources. These include Withal’s 1584 

Dictionarie which quotes a similar metaphor in Latin from Marcellus Palingenius 

Stellatus’ Zodiacus Vitae (c.l530), Alexander Fleming’s The Diamond ofDeuotion  (1581) 

and a free translation of a letter from Cicero to Lucceius made by Alexander Fleming 

entitled A Panoplie o f  Epistles (1576). The age of the sources cited by Miller suggest that 

the comparison between the world and the stage is relatively deeply rooted in Western 

culture. It might indeed be more appropriate to view the metaphors THE FOREIGN 

LANGUAGE IS A COSTUME and THE FOREIGN CULTURE IS A PLAY as instances 

o f a more general conceptual metaphor, which infuses Western discourse, stated as THE 

WORLD IS A STAGE.

It is certainly clear that the descriptions which conceive of the experience of being a 

language learner in terms of wearing a mask or being a spy rely on an underlying 

conception o f identities as performances or sets of particular conventional acts and 

behaviours which in some way may be considered more authentic than the acts and 

behaviours carried out while ‘wearing a mask’ or ‘being a spy’. In order for these

Lee, 1995, p.58.
Ibid., p. 217.
M iller, 1963, pp.99-101.
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metaphors to be appropriate, there is an assumption that there is an original self which is 

disguised.^^^ In Shakespeare’s text, the metaphor of the world as a stage is used in order to 

describe the changed appearance and behaviour of man over the course o f his life-time. 

The fact that Shakespeare’s text is so appealing in its highlighting o f the changing roles, 

expressiveness aside, suggests that the default conception o f ‘individuals’ is one in which 

there is some form of socio-temporal homogeneity.

In a similar vein, but different style to Shakespeare, Jay Lemke also suggests in his 

discussion of the construction o f the social semiotic subject, that the concept of the 

individual is in fact a complex abstraction from a range of participant roles and an ever- 

changing physicality which looks very different at eight months to how it looks at eighty 

years.'*'̂ ® The tropes o f ‘wearing a mask’ or ‘being a spy’ which arise so frequently in 

language learner narratives are only valid within a discourse o f the individual which 

assumes and expects a degree of continuity in participant roles and physical appearance 

over a span of time. Again, this raises questions as to whether this conception of 

consistency, and the consequent idea that THE WORLD IS A STAGE upon which a 

homogeneous self plays different parts, are ones which belong to a particular Western 

discourse, or potentially derive from innate modes of conceptualisation of the self and 

others which have more universal validity. This is a complex question which must be left 

for future consideration.

For the time being, the preliminary analysis shows a striking degree of resonance across 

texts, which could be attributed to the common European culture against which each text 

has been produced, or alternatively could be suggested to imply universal vmderlying 

conceptions of how an individual experiences their social position in an imfamiliar culture. 

Metaphors of entrapment, infantilisation and disguise are linked through notions of loss of 

agency and inauthentic identity, which both link to the destabilisation of a sense o f self in 

the unfamiliar language and culture.

Lemke, 1995,p.86f.
Ibid., p.88 ‘It is o f  course possible to specify sufficiently the detailed behaviour o f  a social-biographical 

individual so as to define a class with a unique member. This is close to the common sense practice; if  it 
looks like (same semiotic body, with movement pattern, voice quality, etc.) the person, and behaves in 
context like the person (participant roles), it is taken to be the person. The classic problem o f  how to detect an 
impostor or ‘double’ demonstrates the relevant considerations in the construction o f  the social-biographical 
individual. The ‘perfect impostor’ is in principle the person she or he impersonates, except for a different 
long term  biographical history that may in fact be entirely irrelevant to the person-of-the-moment in all their 
social interactions.’
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It is certainly striking that, at an underlying level, so many of the textual metaphors appear 

to transcend the cultural and linguistic backgrounds of a range of authors from diverse 

contexts. Despite their apparently lonely and individual struggles, these language learners 

seem all to be united in their common human experiences o f coming to terms with life 

abroad. What might be described as if it were a novel event or episode is in many cases 

simply a novel metaphor. Perhaps it is simply that we feel compelled to resignify in 

metaphors of our own, which mediate between the universal core of human experience and 

its particular sociohistorical manifestation in our own life worlds. What this exploration of 

language learner narratives seems to suggest is that metaphor might itself be metaphorised 

as a range of disguises which bedazzles us with rhinestones of style and detracts attention 

from the universality o f our human experiences and the concepts which underlie their 

articulation.

Certainly, this exploration of metaphor shows that in a wide variety o f language learner 

narratives hailing from diverse sociohistorical contexts the relationship between the later 

experienced culture and the language learner is conceptualised in highly similar ways, 

many of which centre around the unequal power relations between the speaker and the host 

culture. Many of these metaphors have been shown to lend themselves to interpretation 

within the framework of a struggle for Mundigkeit, which is engendered by a loss of 

linguistic competence, a loss of linguistic capital and a loss of stable sense of self which 

would furnish a clear position from which to speak. The latter is continually challenged by 

the new orientations towards others and new conceptualisations of the self presented by the 

host culture.

As shown in the above analysis, the relations between the ‘non-native’ speaker and the 

host culture are frequently interpreted in terms of relations between two people, where the 

later experienced culture represents the dominant Other, silencing the ‘non-native’ speaker. 

In Dorfman’s text, the relations involve a clear power struggle where one language seeks 

repeatedly to gain supremacy over him.

Carrying with them alternative conceptions o f themselves and of others to those current in 

their new society, and lacking the linguistic and social competence appropriate to the new 

context, the narrators frequently find or feel themselves to be in a position of low social 

status, devoid of the linguistic capital which could enable articulation o f Mundigkeit. This 

experience is articulated in the texts as a metaphorical entrapment or infantilisation.
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For the language learners attempting to regain Mundigkeit and recreate a new identity 

appropriate to the foreign context, a sense o f inauthenticity develops where this new 

identity does not match the experiences of primary socialisation. In these texts the 

newcoming speaker frequently feels him/herself to be only an actor in a play; wearing a 

disguise/costume; or working as a spy. These metaphors reiterate the perception that each 

language represents a different identity or ‘persona’. In contrast to the inauthentic nature of 

the foreign self, the early experienced language is frequently described as a close friend or 

lover. Thus, it would seem that one means to overcome the sense o f loss and betrayal 

which living in the foreign culture provokes, and to unite the dual or perhaps even duelling 

identities, is to create a metaphorical love relationship between the foreign language and 

the early experienced language. In Ozdamar this takes the form of the protagonist falling in 

love with her Arabic teacher, in Alexakis it is articulated as marrying together his French 

and Greek so that he becomes his own wife and no longer feels that he is constantly 

betraying himself or his languages.

As suggested above, if  these recurrent conceptual metaphors are not attributed to universal 

experiences of language learning then, at the very least, the significant parallels across 

texts must be attributed to a common over-arching Western discourse which informs how 

these writers have conceptualised their experience, even allowing for, as one reasonably 

can in most cases, their ignorance of each other’s precise texts. In examining this suggested 

cultural or perhaps intercultural discourse of language learner narrative, the framework of 

struggles with Mundigkeit appears to fianction to a high degree as a means to understand 

many of the qualitative experiences o f language learning, as they have been represented in 

these cross-cultural autobiographies. If we accept the framework of Mundigkeit as one 

which underpins language learner narrative, then the conceptual metaphors described 

above can be viewed as the conventional metaphors of this discourse which frame how 

language learning in a ‘non-native’ culture is experienced. In other words, language learner 

narrative can be suggested, implicitly, to construct the language learning situation in terms 

o f a struggle for Mundigkeit.

In contrast to this, the following section considers some of the metaphors used in these 

texts which do not fall into the conventional articulation of struggles with Mundigkeit 

described above. These are the more novel and enigmatic uses o f metaphor which 

conceptualise the language learning situation and the speaker’s place within that situation 

in more ambiguous ways. The following discussion acts as a prelude to chapter seven
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which discusses the function of a wider spectrum of types of language play (metaphor 

included) in the encounter with a foreign language and what this suggests about 

Mundigkeit.

6.3 Creative Metaphors in Language Learner Narrative

As mentioned at the very begirming of this chapter, the assignment o f the metaphors in 

language learner narratives to underlying conceptual metaphors and the interpretation of 

these conceptual metaphors in terms o f a framework of Mundigkeit has itself involved a 

creative metaphorical process of subjective conceptual comparison, which relies on the 

subjective discovery of a wealth o f relevant metaphors for support. The following brief 

discussion touches on the ambiguity of reference which literary texts can rely on in their 

attempt to discover new meaning and to create new metaphors for describing human 

experience. This limited discussion, which would certainly be worth pursuing in further 

research, aims to suggest ways in which apparent complexity of reference and uniqueness 

of conceptualisation nonetheless seem to make use of more universal underlying 

conceptualisations.

This discussion centres on two particularly interesting phrases taken from language learner 

narratives. The first of these is ‘in der Fremdsprache haben Worter keine Kindheit’ taken 

from Ozdamar’s Mutter Zunge (1998) where it appears with very little immediate context. 

The second of these is Nancy Huston’s use of the phrase ‘nord perdu’.

Emine Sevgi Ozdamar’s phrase ‘in der Fremdsprache haben Worter keine Kindheit’ can be 

interpreted in one of several ways. Firstly, it can be seen as another example o f the 

anthropomorphosis o f the foreign language, suggesting that the foreign language is an 

adult figure in which there is no room for childish- or childlikeness. In this case the phrase 

would be used in a matter of fact way, almost as a command which informs the reader that 

there is no messing when it comes to using the foreign language. This might imply that 

using a foreign language, no matter how much the speaker might be infantilised by others, 

in fact involves the immediate adoption o f fully mature ‘non-native’ identity, since the 

childish stages of language acquisition which occur in the first language are socially 

circumscribed and unavailable to the adult newcoming speaker. However, interpreted in 

this way, the statement would seem to contradict the poetic playfulness of the text in which 

it is embedded, as well as the playfulness exhibited in other language learner narratives.
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Secondly, the statement might be interpreted as a nostalgic statement of regret for the loss 

or devaluation o f early childhood experience which occurs when using the foreign 

language, since the foreign words do not evoke memories of childhood experiences in 

which the words were first learnt, for the newcoming speaker. It is this loss which is 

described by the despair o f the Scottish woman described by Nancy Huston at how little 

French words ‘touch’ her. Childhood is not present in the foreign language.

Finally, to return to Ozdamar, within the context of her whole text the phrase, ‘in der 

Fremdsprache haben Worter keine Kindheit’ could be seen as an expression o f frustrated 

realisation that it is impossible to be reborn into a foreign language. This is also 

symbolised by the protagonist throwing her writing in Arabic onto the motorway. As an 

extension of this, the phrase can perhaps also be interpreted as a refusal of the self-incurred 

infantilisation which the protagonist has undergone in trying to be reborn into her earlier 

culture via the alien Arabic script. This latter interpretation imbues the statement with 

wishful thinking -  if  only it were possible to have a mature identity in the foreign language, 

if  only it were possible to learn a foreign language without being forced into an infantilised 

position which attempts to reclaim the childhood connections that the foreign language 

does not possess. If only the foreign language had no childhood.

The ambiguities in this metaphor serve to demonstrate an instability as well as a richness 

of meaning. It leaves a gap in signification which entails a proliferation of meaning and 

possible experiences, leaving a trail o f possible interpretations in its wake. It disperses and 

scatters meaning through oblique connotation of a range of cultural and personal 

experience which overlay the underlying more universal conceptualisation o f the foreign 

language or the words o f the foreign language as human beings. This example suggests a 

possible layering o f metaphor on three levels from the universal to the cultural collective in 

diverse forms and ultimately to the personal. It is at the level of the cultural and personal 

that the issues o f interpretation and multiplicity o f meaning seem to arise.

An alternative to this dispersal o f meaning is the use o f metaphor as a means to fuse 

significations deriving from different linguistic and cultural contexts in a way which 

harmonises diverse modes o f meaning into one clear articulable whole. One metaphor used 

by Nancy Huston seems to adequately express this harmonisation. It forms the title of 

Huston’s essay and it is that of ‘losing one’s north’ Huston appropriates this French

The lost north o f  the title is part o f  a French idiom meaning to get confused or lose one’s reason.
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idiom and imbues it with a range of meaning which allows her to articulate her experience 

of moving from Canada to France. When she speaks of ‘nord perdu’ it appears to mean 

several things. Firstly, in a figurative sense it contains within it its idiomatic French 

meaning of confusion, which describes how the author feels in exile. Secondly, in a more 

concrete way the lost north represents the loss of her geographic homeland in Canada, 

which is literally located in the north.'^°  ̂Aspects of her identity are tightly bound up with 

this lost north, so much so that she feels as if there must be a version of herself still living 

there.'̂ ®̂  Finally, the idiom resonates in English with the cries of a sailor all at sea who has 

lost his bearings and carmot find his course. This interpretation tallies with Huston’s 

implications in other metaphors that she conceives of life as a linear journey in which you 

travel from childhood to adulthood. Her current situation abroad has broken this journey, 

leaving the author feeling both disoriented and confused.

Given the range of meaning possible in the short phrase ‘nord perdu’ it is unsurprising that 

Huston uses it for the title of her essay. The phrase resonates with a sense of France, a 

sense of Canada and a sense of the oceans between them. The metaphor bobs in the 

Atlantic between Canada and France, searching for its place.

Even given the complexity of Huston and Ozdamar’s metaphors, however, both articulate 

at a fundamental level, a sense of loss or lack. In particular, a sense of lost homeland and 

childhood which is bound up with a rootlessness of identity experienced in the foreign 

culture. In the first case, the lost north partly represents the lost homeland in the north as 

well as lost orientation, and in the second a loss of childhood is articulated. The 

significance of this loss must then be interpreted culturally and personally. The difference 

between these and the other metaphors discussed in the main body of this discussion is the 

greater range of reference entailed by the metaphor of the lost north and by that of the 

foreign language having no childhood, which appear to bind up several abstract ideas so as 

to evade direct description of the concrete physical experiences which underpins the 

metaphor. It is, perhaps, this skilled cloaking of information about the concrete 

conceptualisation of life abroad that allows the reader to insert his or her own significations 

into the text and so to engage in dialogue with the narrator and perceive the text as a more 

satisfying literary product.

Huston, 1999, p .15, ‘Mon pays c ’etait le Nord, le Grand Nord, le nord vrai, fort et libre. Je I’ai trahi, et je 
I’ai perdu’. ‘My country was the North, the Great North, the true, strong and free north. I betrayed it, and I 
lost it.’
““ ibid., pp.109-11.
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7 Language Play and Metamundigkeit in 
Language Learner Narrative

Like fiction , p lay is a kind o f  carnival reality [...], parallel to the real w orld  but
. . .  . 404
having its ow n  m eanings.

Having to speak and use a foreign language is often thought of as a constraint on 

expression, but for some authors of language learner narratives writing in the foreign 

language presents an increased freedom and an opportunity to play with and reflect on 

style and language. This chapter examines the use of language play in two multilingual 

texts and argues that this language play is representative of a process o f Metamundigkeit in 

which a movement towards an alternative kind of Enlightenment, subsuming both the 

rational and the irrational, the conscious and the unconscious, in which the linguistic is 

suffused with the non-linguistic, is exhibited in the integration and interplay of languages 

deriving from different cultures and linguistic communities. The distinction between 

Mundigkeit and Metamundigkeit will be developed in relation to Kristeva’s ideas about the 

‘semiotic’ and ‘symbolic’ which are expressed in La Revolution du Langage Poetique 

(1974). Metamundigkeit is interpreted as a poetic counterpart to the project of rational 

Enlightenment. It is a form o f Enlightenment which lies not in discovering one absolute 

truth, but is the end result o f a process in which rather than seeking truth through the 

application of reason within the bias of language, the symbolic function of language is 

highlighted as the symbolic order is infused with the rhythmic articulations which precede 

meaning, what Kristeva terms the ‘semiotic’.'*'*̂

‘'“‘’ Cook, 1997, p.227.
It must be noted, however, that no signifying system, such as language, can be exclusively symbolic. In 

Kristeva’s words, ‘Le sujet etant toujours semiotique et symbolique, tout systeme signifiant qu’il produit ne 
peut etre “exclusivement” symbolique, mais il est obligatoirement marque par une dette vis-a-vis de I’autre.’ 
‘Given that the subject is always both semiotic and symbolic, any signifying system it produces cannot be
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The chapter begins by considering how Yoko Tawada and Ze Do Rock make use o f 

German and suggests some effects of their, at times, radical defamiliarisation of the 

language, before considering how this may be attributed to a process o f Metamundigkeit. 

Some o f the examples taken from these texts will appear ‘silly’, but the nature and function 

of this linguistic ‘silliness’ is precisely one o f the main points o f interest o f the following 

discussion.

7.1 Language Play in Multilingual Texts

One of the authors who engages most keenly with the substance o f language is the 

Japanese author Yoko Tawada who now lives and works in Germany. In much of her 

writing she presents a critical awareness o f the German language which highlights the 

structure of the language both on semantic and formal levels. Some of the ways in which 

she engages with the German language are presented below. These features predominantly 

include:

• Play on concrete and metaphoric word meanings.

• Anthropomorphosis o f language.

• Word association.

• Play with word forms e.g. letters, suffixes, prefixes, alliteration, assonance.

In her essay ‘Sprachpolizei und Spielpolyglotte’ (2007) Tawada honours the poet Emst 

Jandl (1925-2000) with prose passages alluding to particular poems he has created. As a 

concrete poet, Jandl emphasised linguistic form in his writing and poetry performance, 

playing with sounds, orthography and the shape of words on the page. In her essay Tawada 

herself engages with the form of language and the relationship between the sign and the 

signified. This language play is not, however, restricted to the essay honouring Jandl but is 

a feature of Tawada’s writing which occurs in many of her other texts.

The first example of language play which will be investigated here and which is commonly 

found in Tawada is a play on the metaphoricity o f words. Frequently, this play is 

represented by a shift from the expected abstract use o f a term so that the concrete concept 

underlying a particular metaphor is brought to the fore. This foregrounding o f the

“exclusively” symbolic, but is necessarily marked by a debt towards the other.’ Kristeva, 1974, p.22. While 
the multilingual play discussed here reflects aspects o f  the semiotic more than the symbolic, the semiotic 
chora which Kristeva is concerned with is in fact pre-linguistic.
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metaphoric process through reUteraUsation has the effect of both highUghting and 

undermining the German conceptual framework in a humorous way as expectations of 

conventional linguistic usage in German are subverted."^®^

Du sagst, du mochtest eine Tafel Schokolade haben. Mochtest du eigentlich cine 

Tafel haben oder eine Schokolade? Gab es zuerst die Schokolade oder die Tafel, 

die noch nicht Schokolade geworden ist?''®’

In other instances, it is the abstract concept of ‘language’ as a whole which is treated as if 

it were a concrete object. Tawada’s style mimics that of a scientific investigation into the 

object, language. This scientific style is marked by generalised statements in the present 

simple and present perfect tense. The statements are, however, undermined by subjective 

associations which enter into the ‘objective’ description and bring the discussion away 

from a supposed concrete reality o f language into a bizarre fictional world where, for 

example, the opponents of noodle/pasta dishes have invented the separation of words:

Worter werden zahlbar, wenn sie getrennt geschrieben werden. Wenn sie ohne 

Lucken dastehen wurden, wiirde ein Text wie eine lange Nudel aussehen. Die 

Gegner der Nudelgerichte haben die Worttrennung erfunden.'*®*

As a present perfect statement, this assertion is provided with the air of scientific validity 

and yet the preceding statement on which it relies is based on a subjective comparison 

between wordsrunningoneintotheotherandapieceofspaghetti. The tenuousness o f this 

comparison only serves to reemphasise the relative arbitrariness of the comparison which 

is implicit in the conventional metaphor ‘eine Tafel Schokolade’. Instead o f a ‘board of 

chocolate’ why not speak of a ‘plank of chocolate’ {*ein Brett Schokolade) or a ‘bar of 

chocolate’ as is done in English? As Lakoff and Johnson’s Metaphors We Live By (1980) 

also highlights, there is much in language which is a form of conventionalised subjective 

comparison. Tawada’s linguistic play toys with the German language and creates humour 

through this child-like irreverence for the conventions of meaning and language use in 

German culture.

This play with concrete word form and the simultaneous shifting between concrete and 

metaphorical meanings is revealed again in the following passage:

This represents a theory o f  humour as the gap between expectation and actuality. An overview o f  research 
into humour is presented in Critchley, 2002.

Tawada, 2007, p.25.
Ibid., p.26.
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Ein Mus ist kein Muss. Das M us ist eine sUBe M asse, grammatikalisch gesehen, 

unzahlbar. Buchstdblich  gesehen ist es aber zahlbar: M und U und S: das sind drei 

Buchstaben. Was du zahlen kannst, kannst du auch umstellen. Urns Sum, Usm ,

Smu, Msu. D ie Buchstaben sind bereit, durcheinandergewiirfelt zu werden. Sie 

sind Wiirfel au f einem Spieltisch.'*'’’

This passage conveys to the reader a more expUcit childlike delight in the form of 

language/’*̂ Firstly, the lack of semantic connection between the formally connected 

words Mus, Muss and Masse is highlighted. Following this, the word buchstdblich is 

employed in a way which compounds and confounds its literal and metaphoric meanings. 

This word is most commonly employed with the abstract meaning of ‘literal’ thereby taken 

to mean ‘in a concrete/formal or non-abstract way’. However, Tawada uses the word 

buchstdblich itself ‘in a concrete/formal or non-abstract way’, thus applying the abstract 

and concrete meanings of this word both at once, since to use the word buchstdblich in a 

concrete way means to invoke its derivation from the word Buchstabe meaning letter. The 

concrete meaning of this word could therefore be translated as ‘in terms of the letters 

themselves’. In this instance the word is punning on itself By using buchstdblich in this 

way, Tawada draws attention to the concrete letter form of the word Mus rather than the 

concept of ‘puree’ which the letter form signifies. As the reader’s mind is forced to flip 

dizzyingly between the concrete and abstract meanings o f the word buchstdblich it 

becomes clear that they both refer to the same thing i.e. in a metaphoric sense to the 

concrete visual form of the word Mus (as opposed to its grammatical or semantic 

properties which cannot be seen), or in a literal sense to ‘the letters themselves’. The letters 

o f the word Mus are at issue both literally and ‘letterally

Following this, the letters of the word Mus are then compared to dice on a gambling table. 

This metaphor again suggests that language is perceived as an arbitrary agglomeration of 

sounds and letters and also perhaps that there is something fateful and random about its 

arrangement, rather than ordered and pre-determined.

Tawada not only reliteralises or reconcretises language through shifting between 

metaphoric and literal word meanings, but contrary to the usual rules of language in which 

it is understood that a word is a sign for a particular referent as Tawada indicates herself in

‘''® This is perhaps heightened by the passage’s focus on Mus, a common baby-food.
'"'The English translation ‘literally’ is also an abstraction from the Late Latin word litteralis meaning ‘of or 
belonging to letters or writing’.
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‘Sprachpolizei und Spielpolyglotte’,''*  ̂ she employs a word as if  it were the referent it 

describes, thus disrupting the basis of signification at a fundamental level. More than 

representation, this tactic posits identity between signifier and signified. The word ‘bed’ is 

a bed:

AuBerdem diirfe ein ‘b ’ nicht w ie ein kriechender Friihlingswind schleichend  

horbar werden, sondem  m iisse explosiv auftreten. Das ‘Bett’ zum B eispiel, da 

miisse man mit einem Schwung hineinspringen und nicht Heimlich 

hineinkriechen.'*’^

Besides this example from Uberseezungen (2006) we find the following more extreme 

example in ‘Sprachpolizei und Spielpolyglotte’ in which Tawada plays with form and 

meaning as if the written form could directly change the meaning of a word:

Wenn du ‘Rad fahren’ getrennt schreiben w illst, fahren wir mit zw ei Fahrradem 

durch die Gegend. Wenn du das Wort lieber zusammenschreiben willst, fahren wir 

mit einem Tandem.'"'*

The way in which Tawada metaphorises language as a concrete object is also reflected in 

her anthropomorphosis of language and positioning of elements of grammar as if they 

could be the agents within particular propositions. It is as if there is a desire to bind 

language more closely to the objects it represents so that it becomes itself an object and/or 

an agent, something tangible and corporeal and less an arbitrary representation of the 

environment. Ernst Jandl’s poetry also insists on linguistic corporeality but in a slightly 

different way -  many of his poems were written to be read aloud. The written versions of 

his poems do not exist as self-sufficient works of literature in the same way as other non

concrete p o e m s . J a n d l  used readings of his poetry as a means to gain interest in his 

publications, rather than using his publications as a means to gain interest in his readings. 

They are transcriptions of a spoken event. Tawada’s imagination takes the importance of 

live language a step fiirther. For Tawada, language does not require a speaking agent, 

instead, she bypasses the subject producing it and animistically invests words with 

independent life o f their own:

Tawada, 2007, p.33, ‘“Die Worter sollten nicht das sein, was sie meinen”, sagt der Zollbeamte der 
Grammatik. “Man darf aus dem Wort ‘Drogen’ keine Drogen machen. Man darf nicht die Drogen aus dem 
Land der Wortlichkeit einschmuggeln.’”
'"^Tawada, 2006, p.l2.

Tawada, 2007, p.26.
C f [http://www.emstjandl.com/bio_lesungen.html]
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Auf meinem Schreibtisch gibt es eine LandstraBe, auf der jedes Wort frei fahren 

kann. Dort fahrt ein Kaffee ohne Tasse oder ein Nebensatz ohne Komma.'"®

Im Vergleich zu den onomatopoetischen Obdachlosen haben die mittellosen 

Adjektive ein leichteres Leben. Dennoch leiden sie unter der Diskriminierung. Sie 

werden unterschatzt, weil viele glauben, die Adjektive seien nur Dekoration.'’'^

Die Schriftzeichen interessiert es vielleicht gar nicht, was sie in einem Land 

bedeuten. In Deutschland bedeuten sie das, in Frankreich jenes. Sie sind Reisende, 

sie werden unterwegs immer wieder anders verstanden, je  nachdem, in welcher 

Sprache sie ubemachten. Ihre Korper bleiben aber dieselben, namlich ein ‘d’, ein 

Haibkreis mit einer erhobenen Hand, und ein ‘u ’, ein leeres GefaB/'*

AuBerdem glaubte ich nicht, daB das Wort ‘es’ keine Bedeutung hatte. In dem 

Moment, in dem man sagt, daB es regnet, entsteht ein Es, das das Wasser vom 

Himmel gieBt. Wenn es einem gut geht, gibt es ein Es, das dazu beigetragen hat. 

Dennoch schenkte ihm keiner besondere Aufmerksamkeit. Es besaB nicht einmal 

einen Eigennamen. Aber es arbeitete immer fleiBig und wirksam in vielen 

Bereichen und lebte bescheiden in einer grammatischen Liicke.'"’

In a sim ilar anthropom orphising vein, Taw ada talks o f  separable and inseparable verbs, 

playing on the gram m atical and the everyday m eanings o f  the w ord ‘P aar’: ‘Das getrennte 

Paar w ieder zusam m enzubringen und das untrennbare Paar zu trennen, sind w eder 

A ufgaben eines L inguisten noch eines T herapeuten.’ A llusions to  psychoanalytic 

treatm ent for language and also for hum an relationships to language are found again in the 

follow ing passage:

“Laut und Luise” ruft der Sohn, wenn er an seine Mutter denkt. “Das ist nicht 

normal, du bist krank”, sagen ihm seine Freunde. Der Sohn geht zu einem 

Analytiker. “Herr Patient, an der Stelle Ihres Vaters steht ein Adverb. Sie wollen 

ein Adverb toten, um mit Ihrer Mutter zu schlafen.”^̂ '

Tawada, 2007, p.27.
Ibid., p.31.
Tawada, 2006, p.33. N/B In commenting on Tawada’s metalinguistic games, the validity o f her claims is 

not at issue, only her formal play.
'"’ Tawada, 1996, p.l4.

Tawada, 2007, p.27.
Ibid., p.32. NB/ ‘Laut und Luise’ is also an explicit reference to Ernst Jandl’s poetry collection o f the 

same name (1971).
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The attribution of spirit to these signifiers, which Tawada’s anthropomorphoses represent, 

is a move which dissociates the signifier from the signified in order to create a new object, 

a new hfe-form itself worthy of being subject to signification, but which also constitutes a 

potential intentional subject in a process o f signification. The relations between subject, 

signifier, signified and object are all four simultaneously disrupted in a camivalesque 

inversion. The foolish signifiers are elevated to the position o f royal subjects of language 

for the day. Thus es is no longer an empty grammatical signifier representing an 

indeterminate object, but is honoured with recognition as an active agent producing 

meaning in a variety of contexts. This is a position which es cannot, however, authentically 

perform, just as to put on a doctor’s white coat does not make one a doctor. In a carnival, 

where es moves from vehicle o f signification to subject, the signifiers have been lost and 

an incapable subject has been gained. In such a carnival it is not a particular social

hierarchy which is at stake, but a wider concept of symbolic order. To blur subject with

signifier and signified is to challenge the very basis upon which meaning is possible and, in 

Kristevan terms, to enter the condition of the semiotic:

Le semiotique serait [...] pre-thetique et anterieur a la signification, parce qu’il est 

anterieur a la position du sujet. II n’y  a pas de Sens prealable a I’ego cogitant dans

une proposition, mais il y  a des articulations heterogenes a la signification et au

signe: c ’est la chora sem iotique [...]

The threat of the dissolution of meaning through the transgression of boundaries which 

maintain the symbolic order finds its release in the humour which Tawada’s passage 

provokes.'*^^ We recognise Tawada’s language play and gain reassurance from the writer’s 

position as producer of meaning.

In other passages in ‘Sprachpolizei und Spielpolyglotte’ the accepted relationship between 

signifier and signified is disrupted through the development of tenuous links between the 

meanings and forms of different words. The passage from one sentence to the next is not 

guided so much by logic as by conceptual and formal associations provoked by different 

words and phrases, as in the following passage:

Eine Tafel Schokolade ist erlaubt, zw ei Tafeln Schokolade konnten Karies 

verursachen, drei Tafeln Schokolade warden von manchen schon als Siinde

Kristeva, 1974, p.36.
See for example, Freud, 2006, pp. 160-6.
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angesehen. Dennoch kennt der Appetit kein Ende. Die meisten essbaren Dinge 

sind unzahlbar: Honig, Nudeln, Gemuse/^''

The counting of bars of chocolate leads into the concept of an insatiable appetite -  one 

with ‘no end’ which leads to the thought that many foodstuffs in German, as in many other 

languages, are uncountable. There is an implied spurious logic between the two facts -  (a) 

that appetite has no end (whose appetite? an appetite for what?) and (b) that many 

foodstuffs are uncountable and thus in some sense also have no end.

Tawada also frequently plays with the form of words irrespective o f their meanings. In 

‘Sprachpolizei und Spielpolyglotte’ she plays with alliterative monosyllables such as Mehl, 

Milch, Mus; and word series in which the phonetic form gradually lengthens Miihe, Mut 

and Mudigkeit. The passage of prose is then written not on a basis o f logical discussion but 

on the basis o f the mental associations to which these word groups give rise. It is a kind of 

‘logic’ by association which produces the following ‘etymology’ for the word Maultasche:

Eine Maultasche war eine Mischung aus einem Grolimaul und einem Taschendieb.

Eine Tasche, eine Flasche, eine Kappe. Diese Worter kamen mir fast wie 

personliche Beleidigungen vor.''̂ ^

In ‘Eine Tasche, eine Flasche, eine Kappe’ the concern is with sound irrespective of 

meaning. It is the sound which implies verbal attack, not the word itself In her much 

earlier writing in Ein Gast (1993) Tawada directly expresses this sense that the sounds of 

the foreign language appear disconnected from their meanings:

Ein seltsames Gefuhl: Ich spreche einen vollstandigen Satz aus, wie zum Beispiel 

“Ich fahre morgen nach Zurich”, und denke dabei, vielleicht bedeutet der Satz gar 

nichts. Vielleicht waren die Worter nur eine zufallige Kombination der Abfalle von 

Tonen, die einfach durch Schwingungen zustande kamen.

Tawada consistently problematises how meaning is created in language and the rules by 

which language operates. This stance towards language is explicitly articulated in 

‘Sprachpolizei und Spielpolyglotte’:

Tawada, 2007, p.26. 
Tawada, 2006, p.27. 
Tawada, 1993, pp. 114-5.
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Was getrennt wird und was zusammenbleiben muss, wird durch bestimmte Regeln 

bestimmt. “Die Regeln miissen sein”, sagen dir nicht die Polizisten, sondem deine 

Freunde. “Das ist eine Spielregel, daran musst du dich halten, sonst spielen wir 

nicht mi[t] dir.” Demokratische Freunde verkaufen dir den Zwang als 

Spielregeln.''^’

Tawada tests this Spielregel metaphor by seeing how much language really can be played 

with and how much language exerts a prescriptive force on those using it. Again, language 

is anthropomorphised as Tawada evokes the effects of linguistic tyrarmy: ‘Die 

Grenzpolizei teilt die Partikel in drei Gruppen auf: Illegale Einwanderer, Minderjahrige 

und die Lautpoesie.’ Tawada’s language play exerts pressure on linguistic tyranny, 

dissolving relationships between signifier and signified which are necessary for the 

stability of the symbolic order.

7.2 Language Play in Ze Do Rock's fom  winde ferfeelt  (1995)

In fom  winde ferfeelt (1995) Ze Do Rock, bom in 1956 in Porto Alegre in Brazil, also 

exhibits quite dramatic language play which subverts the Spielregel of German. The 

narrative in fom  winde ferfeelt (1995) is perhaps best described as a mixed genre text 

which incorporates features and themes from travel writing and autobiography as well as 

forming a critique or treatise on the German language and in particular German spelling. 

Spelling is one aspect of language in which the prescriptions of the Spielregel are most 

present to the consciousness of a reader or writer in any particular language, given not only 

their codification in dictionaries, but also the fact that spelling is one of the aspects of 

language which is bound up with the highest level of social conformity.

In fom  winde ferfeelt (1995) one of the aims of the text is a critique of the German spelling 

system and the development o f a reformed orthography which Ze Do Rock calls 

Ultradeutsch. Rock carries out this reform as a writer at play, rather than with the authority 

of a language academician. As the chapters progress, more and more rules are added to the 

spelling system:

• Die Abschaffung des GroBschreibzwangs (11).

• ist, nicht, nichts werden is, nich, nix (\3)

Tawada, 2007, p.28. 
Ibid.,p.31.
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• die akkusativendung nach artikeln und pronomen, die mit n enden, wird 

weggelassen: ich hab dein hund gesehn (13).

• es gibt keine kommaregel mehr. sie werden gesetzt, wo man eine pause fur notig 

halt (15).

• der gebrauch von apostrophen is nich mehr zwingend: ich hab s oder ich hab (15)

• der flotte dreier is im schwerdeutschen nich erlaubt. der papppolizist, das betttuch, 

das ballleder sind verbotene formen. (16)

• keine silbentrennungsregeln mehr. ma trennt dort, wo s nich mehr weitergeht. (18)

• die regeln zum getrermt- oder zusammenschreiben werden abgeschafft. ma schreibt 

wie ma will.

wenneinerwillkaimeralleszusammenschreibenabemiemandwirdihnverstehnodersich 

kaumdiemiihegeben. (22)

• das B wird durch ss oder sz ersetzt. (27)

• lange e’s in der letzten silbe bei mehrsilbigen wortem werden -  wenn dem e kein h 

folgt -  verdoppelt: trotzdeem, phanomeen. (41)

• h ’s, di nich ausgesprochen werden und kein einfluss auf die aussprache ham, 

verschwinden: tema, teori, rytmus. das wort katarrh verliert genauso das h, auch 

werm s ganz dick kommt. (47)

• die denung eines vokals wird nich mer angezeigt. fulen  wi spulen, tir wi dir (47)

• das ph  wird/ geschriben. filosof, fase, falanx. (55)

• fremd- und lenworter werden verdeutscht. (56)

• doppelkonsonanten di nach eim unbetontem vokal sten, werden vereinfacht. alee, 

alein, milion (60)

• fremd-, lenworter und abkurzungen krigen ein doppelkonsonanten, wenn der vokal 

davor kurz is und keine 2 konsonanten danach vorhanden sind. fitt, ass, popp-hitt. 

und: buss, katt, tittel. (107)

• chs wird in den fallen wenn x  gesprochen x geschriben. axe, dax, fux. (137)

The rules continue on and on at frequent intervals throughout the text so that even as the 

reader grows closer to the text through increasing familiarity with Ze Do Rock’s spelling 

system, the text moves away from the reader with its new rules and complications. Each 

chapter poses a new potential difficulty of decipherment. An example from a later chapter 

reads:
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mit ultradoitsh wer was fyr di umwelt getan. wenn ma ultradoitsh sraibt, spart ma 

10 prozent papir, da es 10 prozent kyrza is (di worta an sic sind noc kyrza, aba di 

lerroime zwishen den wortan blaiben glaic) [...]

es wird auc stendig argumentirt, das di sprace als kulturgut nic dauand geendat 

werden daif. aba si endat sic dauand. im doitshen gibt es fil, fil mer regeln als for 

100 iaren. nur: solange sic di regeln fermeren, srait kaina auf nur wenn ma 

ferainfacen will.'*̂ ^

The complexity involved in penetrating the text to uncover meaning is heightened in places 

through the spelling being changed to reflect the appearance o f the spelling system o f the 

country which is being described in the text. The paragraph about Finland is full o f umlauts 

and double vowels:

ich untahalt mi standi mit finan, di kaina andra spraache konan. mit handan und 

fuiissan, mund, naasa und augan. ich sprach schoon fliissand gestisch. is ja kain 

wunda. en dutsand spraaken in so kuaza zait.'*̂ °

The paragraph about Norway parodies the written character(s) o f Norwegian by converting 

the Ultradeutsch as follows:

sch > sk

ck > kk

w > V

o > oa

ch > g

6 > 0

vir faren de norske kyste runter, entlang de herrlige Qords und besuken mein 

froind Bjarte in Oslo, de ig fin  Cheyenne, USA, kenn. da bleib ig einige m&nate 

und arbeit in en umzugsfirma als mabelpakker. de normenn sind etvas 

nasjonalistiker eingestellt als mitteleuropeer. si villen immer vissen, vas ma fan ir 

land belt und ham en bissken lille-brors-kompleks, en kleiner-bruder-kompleks 

gegeniiber de svenske.

'‘̂ ’ Rock, 1995, p p .218-9. 
Ibid., p.131.

431
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And so it continues with mimicry o f Berlinisch:^^^

wenn ma disem stadtplan jiauben soil, fahrt unsre s-ban durch Ostberlin. kann ja 

nich sein. wa konnen doch heute nich schon in eim andren land jewesen sein. ne s- 

ban kann doch nich durch 2 lander faren. und wenn, dann miissten wa et jemerkt 

ham.̂ ^̂

Dutch:

hollands is een spraach twischen duits en englis, ma kan vele woorde uismaken. 

op de autobaan bit ik de een oder andre farer, ons in de naxte ausfaart 

ruistulassen.'* '̂*

Here Ze Do Rock plays on the fact that many German words beginning with ‘z’ are found 

with an initial ‘t ’ in D u t c h , s o  that zwischen {‘'tussen’ in Dutch) becomes twischen. Long 

vowels in Dutch are also generally marked with a double vowel in closed syllables and 

where Gennan has the diphthong ‘au’ [au] the diphthong [oey] spelt ‘ui’ is frequently 

found in Dutch.

French:

isch erraischte die tancstelle und stieg in ain aouto mit offener tur, ound vollte 

leausfaren, als ein mir ounbecannter mensch doursch die bayfarertur ainstieg. isch 

beraitete misch vor, saine fresse zou zertriimmem ound ihn anschliessend 

raouszouschmaissen

Here Ze Do Rock not only plays on the spellings o f monophthongs in French many of 

which contain multiple vowels and the use o f ‘e’ but also on the common French 

mispronunciations of German such as use o f ‘sh’ [f] for ‘ch’ [9].

There are many other examples as the narrator moves about the globe. The following are 

some brief samples:

Features marking Berlinisch are marked in bold.
Rock, 1995, p. 132. See also Barbour and Stevenson, 1998, pp. 124-7.
Rock, 1995, p. 133.
This is a more or less systematic phenomenon. The northern lowlands o f  the Germanic speaking area did 

not undergo the Second or High German Sound Shift in c.500 AD. As a consequence o f  this shift initial 
voiceless plosives developed into initial voiceless affricates in most o f  the dialects o f  German excepting 
some in the far north including those which became Dutch. The shift [k] to [kx] occurred only in the far 
South in what are now mostly Southern German, Southern Austrian and Swiss dialects o f  German.
“̂ ^Rock, 1995, p .l35 .
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Italian:

Sicilia va bene, sole m io porco  dio. vile vile gricisce tempele. in der gescicte von 

Sicilia vird ainem claro, vi dise continente aufghem ischt vorden is. ciclopi, dann 

sicani, siculi, grichi, ca rtag h i, rom ani, b izantin i, a rab i, normani, iberi, gali, 

burgundi ham di insu la besidelt, bis es zu guta letzt ain tail von Ita lia  vurde.''^^

Turkish;

tiirken sind ser gastfroyndlich, ma konnte fast sagen tsii gastfroyndlich. di alte und 

verwurzelte tradizion schreibt es vor, und si ham spass daran. das trempen is 

schwirig, da alle wagen anhalten, auch di, in denen eine flige schwirigkeiten hatte 

platz tsii fmden.''^®

Portuguese:

einmal will isch eim prtgueisch  ein w itz erzaln. ‘nein’, sagt er, ‘nein, nein und 

nein. isch hab dis prtgisnw itze dik. isch vill kein einzgn prtg isnw itz in meim lebn 

mer horn!’ ‘na gut’, sag isch, ‘ich werd dir kein prtg isnw itz mer erzaln.’''^’

Through altering the spelling in this way, in the absence o f being able to hear the different 

languages the narrator is encountering, the written text is given a foreign ‘accent’. Reading 

comprehension is slowed, just as listening comprehension would be slowed in a foreign 

language or in orally accented speech. ' '̂*°More generally, Ze Do Rock’s changes to 

German spelling effectively defamiliarise the orthographic system at the same time as 

producing a new idiosyncratic system which at times risks degenerating into linguistic 

babble which no one, save the author, can understand. We now turn to consider in more 

depth the potential significance o f the language play in Ze Do Rock’s and Tawada’s 

writing.

”̂ lbid., p. 117.
Ibid., p. 123.
Ibid., p. 144.
In addition to Tawada’s direct allusion to Ernst Jandl’s ‘Laut und Luise’, a poet who maintained links with 

the Wiener Gruppe, this is a further way in which both the work of Tawada and Ze Do Rock lend themselves 
to comparison with this group of poets working in post-1945 Austria. As Butler notes, in their experiments 
with dialect poetry Artmann, Riihm and Achleitner were interested in the visual ‘alienation effect’ of dialect 
literature when it was written phonetically. We can consider Ze Do Rock and Tawada either consciously or 
unconsciously to be following in the tradition of the Wiener Gruppe’s ‘anarchic individualism’ as a means to 
contest alienation by the German language, whereas the Wiener Gruppe saw themselves as contesting the 
suppression of artistic experimentation which had occurred under Nazism. Butler, 1980, p.236-251.
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7.3 W hat is Language Play?

Language play is by no means restricted to texts written by newcoming speakers o f the 

language used, or in which more than one language is used or represented, although the 

allusion to other languages vastly heightens the facility to pun. James Joyce’s Finnegan’s 

Wake (1939) is a prime example. This text has been described as ‘the most thoroughgoing 

example of multilingual word play ever devised by man’.'*'*' Terry Eagleton cites Joyce’s 

work as exemplary of Julia Kristeva’s theory of the semiotic.'*'^  ̂In Eagleton’s account, he 

describes the semiotic as follows:

The child in the pre-Oedipal phase does not yet have access to language ( ‘infant’ 

means ‘speechless’), but w e can imagine its body as criss-crossed by a flow  o f  

‘pulsions’ or drives which are at this point relatively unorganised. This rhythmic 

pattern can be seen as a form o f  language, though it is not yet meaningful. For 

language as such to happen, this heterogeneous flow  must be as it were chopped up, 

articulated into stable terms, so that in entering the sym bolic order this ‘sem iotic’ 

process is repressed. The repression, however, is not total: for the sem iotic can still 

be discerned as a kind o f  pulsional pressure within language itself, in tone, rhythm, 

the bodily and material qualities o f  language, but also in contradiction, 

m eaninglessness, disruption, silence and absence.'*'*^

Given the bodily, non-linguistic nature of the semiotic, we cannot expect true engagement 

with it through language, but there is much in language play, often in a much more highly 

conscious and cerebral way, which approximates to the meaningless, disorganised, non- 

linguistic rhythmic pattern described by Eagleton above. The language learner who does 

not yet have access to the symbolic order as it is presented by the later experienced 

language may experience a closer relationship to the semiotic, to the meaningless rhythm 

and flow of, as yet, unknown or barely known words. The learner is not aware of 

meaningful content, but of the rhythm of language itself For Kristeva music is a non

verbal signifying system constructed ‘exclusivement a partir du semiotique’'*'*̂ and for an 

individual listening to an unknown foreign language, the sounds they hear might as well be 

music. Explicit and metaphorical allusions to the musical qualities o f different languages 

certainly occur in more than one language learner narrative, the two below among others:

Mercier, V. The Irish Comic Tradition. London: Oxford University Press (1962) cited in Redfem, 1984,
p. 166.

Eagleton, 1996, p. 164.
'^Mbid., p. 163.

Kristeva, 1974, p.22.
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It’s as important to me to speak well as to play a piece of music without mistakes.

Hearing English distorted grates on me like chalk screeching on a blackboard, like 

all things botched and badly done, like all forms o f gracelessness. The odd thing is 

that I know what is correct, fluent, good, long before I can execute it."*̂  ̂ (Eva 

Hoffman)

De maniere fortuite, il se trouve que I’apprentissage de la langue fran9aise a 

coincide dans ma vie avec la decouverte du clavecin (1971). Et que, deux ans plus 

tard (1973), I’abandon de ma language matemelle a ete accompagne d’un abandon 

analogique du piano. Ce paradigme secret, aberrant peut-etre, me forme et me 

deforme depuis un quart de siecle. L ’anglais et le piano: instruments matemels, 

emotifs, romantiques, manipulatifs, sentimentaux, grossiers oii les nuances sont 

soulignes, exagerees, imposees, exprimees de fa9on flagrante et incontoumable. Le 

frangais et le clavecin: instruments neutres, intellectuels, lies au controle, a la 

retenue, a la maitrise delicate, une forme d’expression plus subtile, plus monocorde, 

discrete et raffmee. Jamais d’explosion, jamais de surprise violente en fran9ais, ni 

au clavecin. Ce que je fuyais en fuyant I’anglais et le piano me semble clair.'*''̂

(Nancy Huston)

In moving away from the semiotic chora towards the symbolic order, the child learning its 

first language begins by playing with language, babbling with the sounds which surround 

him/her, then trying out combinations o f sounds and phrases as a means to express 

different discoveries, needs and feelings, but also, as it were, to flex their linguistic 

muscles and get a feel for the language on their tongue."̂ "*̂  This semiotic play represents 

part o f a linguistic evolution towards what is meaningful, acceptable and demanded by the 

symbolic order, begirming with the narrowing o f  babbled phonemes down to those 

which are used within the language spoken by the parents -  one o f the first elements o f  

transmitted culture. This babbling is a means to appropriate and understand the vehicles o f

Hoffman, 1989, p. 122.
Huston, 1999, p.65, ‘By coincidence, it turns out that learning the French language occurred at the same 

time in my life as discovering the harpsichord (1971). And that, two years later (1973), abandoning my 
mother tongue similarly accompanied giving up the piano. This secret, perhaps absurd, pattem, has been 
shaping and misshaping me for a quarter of a century. English and the piano: maternal instruments, emotive, 
romantic, manipulative, sentimental, crude, in which the subtleties are underlined, exaggerated, obvious, 
expressed in a blatant and incontrovertible way. French and the harpisichord: neutral, intellectual, linked to 
control, restraint, delicate mastery, a form of expression which is more subtle, more monotonous, discreet 
and refined. There is never any explosion or violent surprise in French, nor on the harpsichord. It seems clear 
to me what I was trying to escape in fleeing from English and the piano.’

David Crystal describes aspects of early language play in Crystal, 1998, pp. 164-73.
It can be seen as representing a developmental stage in communication. En route to developing their own 

communication systems dolphins and songbirds also go through a stage of ‘babbling’. Kenneally, 2008, p.30.
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symbolic meaning and how they are to be used within a particular social context. It is 

constrained by the elements o f language which are available to the child in its environment 

but otherwise appears only to be limited by the whim of the child’s pleasure in 

experimentation. In Numbers (1973) Jakov Lind describes a reversal of this process in his 

relationship to German after the holocaust and his migration to London and to the English 

language:

Madder than anything was to think I could ever unleam sounds I knew by heart 

and kidneys and replace them with other and better sounds. To do that, I had to try 

to go back to a time before I knew any language, back into a near autistic state o f  

mind that com m unicates on a level o f  la-la. In order not to get too deep into these 

diapers (and I was conscious it w as regression), I had to switch my concern from  

basic needs for food and shelter -  the political-econom ic bag -  to a universal, 

essential state o f  existence that begins even before speech, before hearing.'*''^

Lind finds himself in a position in which he feels he must reject the symbolic order as it 

was mediated to him in his earlier experienced language, a language which had been used 

to ‘yell and scream at people with venom and hatred, with threats and murderous slogans, 

since it became a language o f decrees and curfews, inhuman laws and black-framed 

announcements, a language of lies and falsehood, of murder and death.’'*̂® This rejection of 

the social order leads to a regression to the pre-verbal semiotic of ‘la-la’.

Lind is aware of his regression, and unless situated within a social context where language 

play is explicitly permitted, the newcoming adult learner of a foreign language is ‘not 

allowed’ to babble. When this pre-verbal babble erupts as language play, though the babble 

may be available to all, language play itself may not be as egalitarian or democratic as 

various commentators on the pun might wish to suggest."* '̂ While it is true that anyone can 

engage in playing with language, the social situations and the social roles with which 

language play is associated are subject to specific pragmatic rules which restrict its 

performance. Anyone can play with language but how that language play is perceived by 

others is socially circumscribed."*^^ Crystal himself cites the professions within which

Lind, 1973,pp.75-6.
Ibid., p.75.
Cf. Crystal, 1998; Redfem, 1984, p.l75.
In a similar vein, Stuart Sim criticises Geoffrey Hartman’s suggestion in Saving the Text that punning is a 

value-free activity (both in terms o f production and reception), since the prerequisite for punning is 
‘knowledge o f language and its codes on the part o f both producer and receiver. [...] Where knowledge is 
concemed, value judgements o f some description always are applicable and innocence is chimera.’ The
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language play is more commonly found and accepted such as comedy, copywriting and 

writing in general. However, even in non-professional situations, language play in 

adulthood serves a specific social purpose and as Crystal also highlights, it is itself subject 

to specific social rules/^^ This includes what Crystal terms ‘ping-pong punning’, 

crosswords, imitating voices, jokes and children’s rhymes and games among other things. 

Language play finds itself restricted and frowned upon in many circumstances for the sake 

o f meaningful communication."*^^ In Der Witz und Seine Beziehung zum Unbewussten 

(1905) Sigmund Freud suggests that focusing on the sounds o f  words, as in language play, 

instead o f upon their meanings, as in meaningful communication, may in fact require less 

psychical effort:

Wir diirfen wirklich vermuten, daB damit eine groUe Erleichterung der psychischen 

Arbeit gegeben 1st und daB wir uns bei der em sthaften Verwendung der Worte 

durch eine gewisse Anstrengung von diesem bequemen Verfahren abhalten
456mussen.

If language play were not restricted for the sake o f meaningfiil communication, it could not 

take on its power to subvert and interrogate the symbolic order, since there would be no 

symbolic order to subject to question. It tugs at the hem o f society, and is frequently 

assigned to the domain o f childhood to keep it out o f  trouble.

The pun remains an embarrassment to be m arginalised or controlled by relegation 

to the realms o f the infantile, the jocular, the literary. It survives, tenaciously, as 

freak or accident, hindering what is taken to be the function o f  language: the clean 

transmission o f a pre-existing, self-sufficient, unequivocal meaning. It is a 

characteristic mode o f the dream, the witticism, the slip o f  the tongue: those 

irruptions o f  the disorderly world o f  childhood pleasures and unconscious desires 

into the clear and linear processes o f  practical and rational thought, those

punner is reliant, for example, on the receiver accepting their right to use and misuse particular linguistic 
codes. Sim, 1987, p.327.

Crystal, 1998, p.5. Crystal considers language play to be a significant part of the maintenance of healthy 
social relationships.

Ibid., p.2. To give the flavour of this, here Ciystal gives an example of a conversation kitty-littered with a 
cafalogue o f ‘cat’ puns.

C f Ibid., p. 183, ‘[School is where] language play has traditionally been frowned upon. For, if a child 
dared to play with language in the classroom -  adopt a ftinny voice or say some of the silly things illusfrated 
in earlier chapters -  what would most teachers do? Would they welcome it, reinforce it, praise it? Or would 
they perhaps say (and I am now quoting from classroom observations) that such language is “better off in the 
playground”, that this is “where we are sensible, not silly”, that we “don’t use words like that in here”?’

Freud, 2006, p. 133.
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challenges to what Johnson veiy precisely articulates as the domain of ‘reason, 

propriety and truth

At the further extreme, stepping, as it does, outside the bounds of conventional 

communication, in the wrong context language play risks taking on the appearance of 

‘madness’. Indeed, many of the ways in which Tawada uses language resemble aspects of 

schizophrenic discourse. The sequence ‘’Miihe, Mut and Mudigkeit ’ could be interpreted as 

an example o f ‘clanging’ or the chaining together of similar-sounding words which can be 

found in the language of people experiencing schizophrenia. The stringing together of 

sentences on the basis of word associations is another feature of such discourse. 

Referring to ‘krankhafte Zustande der Denktatigkeit’ Freud again attributes the prevalence 

of language play in these conditions to the decrease in psychical expenditure which such 

use of language requires."̂ ^*̂

Naturally, a distinction must be made between this relatively uncontrolled use o f language 

and the more controlled and at times what appear to be highly cerebral uses of language 

play, exemplified by, for example, Joyce’s Finnegan’s Wake (1939). However, the parallel 

between language play and schizophrenia highlights a common fate o f language play; 

namely that it is frequently associated with the marginalised groups o f society -  the young, 

the mad, the artists and in the case of the texts cited here, the immigrants.

It is evident that ‘language play’ as a phenomenon, when referred to in the literature, is 

extremely broad and full of contradictions. On the one hand, in terms of competence, it is a 

democratic phenomenon, since anyone who can use language can play with language, but 

on the other hand, in terms of performance, language play is not acceptable in all social 

situations. Furthermore, in terms of reception, language play can also act to exclude and 

ostracise addressees who are unable to make out the play on words, or understand the joke. 

The appreciation o f language play requires particular social and linguistic competence, 

particularly when it involves more than one language. As Nilsen points out in an article on 

bilingual language play:

Bilingual humor is quite sophisticated -  so sophisticated that it took a long time to 

figure out the score. So sophisticated that many people don’t realise that the

Attridge, 1988, p .l40 .
Covington et al., 2005, p.86.
Ibid., p.87.

■•“ Freud, 1991 [1905], p. 168.
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number zero which is som etim es referred to as a ‘goose eg g ’ is the monolingual 

equivalent o f  the bilingual (English-French) tennis metaphor ‘love’, which is 

‘I’o e u f , the French word for ‘the eg g ’.'*®'

In terms o f the ‘pun’, Sim furthermore makes the point that ‘Purming [...] is a highly 

complex mental activity requiring a considerable knowledge o f language and its codes on 

the part of both producer and receiver.

The linguistic manipulations which the term ‘language play’ is used to describe are also

extremely varied and embrace all kinds o f linguistic creativity and rhetorical devices

including the babbling of infants, jokes, puns, false etymologies, neologisms, litotes,

hyperbole, ritual insults, irony, parody, zeugma, oxymoron, metaphor, rhyme,

onomatopoeia, alliteration, consonance, assonance, funny voices, limericks, acrostics, 

lipograms, crosswords, poetry, nonsense, rhyming slang, anagrams, acrostics and baby talk 

(by adults to infants). There is furthermore, no consensus on which linguistic levels are 

involved in language play. Where for Freud ‘play upon words’ consists o f ‘focusing our 

psychical attitude upon the sound of the word instead of upon its meaning\'^^^ Walter 

Redfem is o f the opinion that ‘Onomatopoeia, alliteration, consonance or assonance -  all 

devices in which there is an echo-effect, a chiming or a clanging -  seem very close [my 

italics] to wordplay’'*^ From a linguist’s point of view, such as Crystal’s, language play 

would encompass all levels of linguistic structure i.e. sound, meaning, syntax, and even 

vocal quality as in ‘furmy voices’ and ‘baby talk’. The linguist Guy Cook defines language 

play as language which is focused on ‘form and fiction’ rather than on ‘meaning and 

reality’,"*̂  ̂which revives a now long-disputed dream of purely mimetic language. This 

dichotomy is therefore neat but unfortunately somewhat suspect. How are we truly to draw 

the line between language play and the ‘rest’ of language, presumed to be ‘serious’ and 

meaningful, particularly when much of language play is for the most part an act of 

linguistic creativity, features of which - such as metaphor, alliteration or neologism, among 

others - we inevitably find within even the most ‘serious’ of texts? And yet, despite its 

apparent ubiquity, we still feel that language play, particularly play on meaning, lies at the

Nilsen, 1981, p.l32. According to the Oxford dictionary’s website, the connection between the shape of 0 
and an egg also explains the cricketing expression ‘out for a duck’, which can be traced back to the 1860s. 
[http;//www.askoxford.com/asktheexperts/faq/aboutwordorigins/outforaduck]

Sim, 1987, p.327.
Freud, 1991 [1905], p. 167. In the original ‘unsere psychische Einstellung auf den Wortklang anstatt auf 

den Sinn des Wortes zu richten.’ Freud, 2006, p. 133.
Redfem, 1984, p.99. One could argue, however, that Redfem’s use o f the word ‘wordplay’ is distinct from 

‘language play’ in that it refers only to play with meaning.
““ Cook, 1997, p.224.
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margins o f  language, something to be repressed and expunged from the serious task o f 

uncovering true meanings:

Jokes, like puns, are philosophically puny. Or worse. The air of crime clings to 

puns. In some contexts the use of a pun is enough to convict one of the fallacy of 

equivocation, and even where ‘simply’ fun, we reftise to laugh. By groaning, we 

punish the punster. Apparently we take puns more seriously than we consistently 

insist.'*̂ ®

Not only then, does language play, according to Freud, require less ‘psychic effort’, 

occuring as it does in ‘pathological state[s] o f thought-activity’ such as schizophrenia, it 

also has, particularly in the case o f puns which play with meaning, the ‘air o f  crim e’, going 

as it does, against the usual law or logocentrism o f language. In Giles and Oxford’s 

‘Multidimensional theory o f laughter causation’, cited by Sim, ‘Puns are placed in the first 

category o f “humorous laughter”, which is regarded as ‘an overt expression o f  “rebellion” 

to social pressures, codes and institutions’.'*̂  ̂As Bates furthermore explains, the ambiguity 

o f meaning inherent in the pun undermines the communication upon which any society 

depends;

That is why the pun has traditionally been treated as an anarchist, as a traitor who 

breaks rank with meaning. Since the mind ‘naturally discards all associations likely 

to impede understanding’, as Saussure suggested in the Course in General 

Linguistics (1916), he had nothing but contempt for ‘feeble puns based upon 

ridiculous confusions which may result from homonymy pure and simple’. '***

Language play is mad, criminal or childish. It is uncontrolled and/or uncontrollable. It 

represents minority and marginalisation, not mastery. It appears as the antithesis o f  rational 

Enlightenment proclaimed by Kant, since by undoing language, it also undoes a solid 

foundation for reason. And yet, this would be to forget that it can also be highly deliberate 

and sophisticated. Furthermore, far from being marginal, in (Anglophone) postmodern 

society, language play such as punning, at the very least within the hands o f the 

copywriters, is increasingly visible: ‘Children should be seen and not hurt’; ‘I brake for 

coffee’. T o  paraphrase Brock Haussamen, the pun has gone public. It would seem that

““ Beam, 1995, p.329.
Sim, 1987, p.328.
Bates, 1999, p.424.
Haussamen, 1997. A quick flick through any yellow/golden pages will reveal a plethora o f  ‘punny’ names 

for hairdressing salons -  among some o f  the punnier from the Irish Golden Pages 2008: ‘Cut A bove’, ‘Hair
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decades of the deconstruction of truth and language, in part reflected in and arising out of 

stories of migration, as well as the development of increasingly sophisticated marketing 

and advertising techniques which utilise aesthetics to sell goods, have led to a widespread 

celebration of structural critique in the form of language play, irony and humour, all of 

which no longer find themselves at the margins of our culture’s consciousness. To groans 

of despair, one might say that there’s something punny going on.

How then, are the babblings of an infant, the incoherence o f schizophrenia and the 

linguistic play o f a writer or copywriter to be distinguished? All of these linguistic 

productions could be viewed as lying on a continuum ranging between sense and nonsense. 

The child’s highly asocial babbling has limited symbolic value, the schizophrenic’s 

involves confused symbolic values and the play of the writer highlights symbolic values by 

changing the shape of the vehicles of meaning. For the most part, there is a degree of 

‘intent’ behind what the writer does with language, whereas the baby represents a state in 

which control over language and meaning is still neophyte and the schizophrenic a state in 

which control over language and meaning has been lost. However, without entering into a 

debate about authorial intent and constructing a psychological profile of writers it is more 

difficult to uncover the extent to which the ‘irrational’ irrupting into a text is rationally 

manipulated and within the author’s control, or if, alternatively, s/he is giving free reign to 

formal association between different linguistic structures. It is certainly interesting that 

multilingual writers sometimes engage in multilingual play to the extent that they may 

alienate potential readers and create nonsense of their own writing. We have already seen 

Todorov’s comparison of his own situation as a migrant between cultures to a state of 

schizophrenia. The willful disruption o f linguistic norms again reveals parallels with the 

marginal and hyperreflexive state of the schizophrenic. In an interesting essay which 

compares cultural disembedding in the modem age to the situation of schizophrenia and 

suggests that the former may exacerbate the latter, Louis Sass provides the following 

picture of the schizophrenic situation which is worth quoting in full:

People with schizophrenia have a particularly fraught relationship to marginal play.

Their alienation and hyperreflexivity can som etim es give them a kind o f  special 

insight into the arbitrariness and consequent absurdity o f  social conventions, and 

they often have a natural affinity for the marginalized and self-marginalizing edges 

o f  society. Often they seem  to adopt what seem s, in any particular society, to be

Matters’, ‘Hairobics’ and ‘Curl Up and Dye’ (hopefully that isn’t what the customer wants to do after leaving 
the salon with the new haircut). A pun at any price.
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the ‘path o f  most resistance’ (Schooler and Caudill 1964: 177), and they may adopt 

a stance o f  hyperautonomy and contrarianism that may be experienced as the 

epitome o f  willful defiance (Sass 1992: 108-15). This contrarianism may involve, 

at least in part, an active identification with an outsider role that is also being 

imposed upon them by an ostracizing society. There is also a sense in which their 

cognitive eccentricities are more affliction than act -  less a matter o f  being 

motivated to hear the beat o f a different drummer than o f  a simple inability to stay 

in step. Further, the meta-moves and frame breaking in which they so readily 

engage may also be rather beyond their control -  not so much a game at which 

they play as a kind o f  uncontrolled slippage that plagues them.'*™

The hyperreflexivity o f schizophrenia finds parallels in the metalinguistic awareness 

required for language play and in the defamiliarising effect of being a newcoming writer in 

a foreign culture, though in the case o f schizophrenia the language play is involuntary. 

Postmodemity also frequently demands this kind of hyperreflexivity in the adoption and 

performance of identity whether or not one is in one’s own culture. Are these writers 

simply performing a kind o f schizophrenic discourse which suits an age questioning faith 

in language and reason, or are they literally being driven mad by their outsider position? 

Should we view this writing not as an end statement, but as a search within and around 

meaning which explores not the truth of the world, but the truth of language? The 

following section explores the possible significance and function o f language play in 

language learner narratives and multilingual texts in relation to Kristeva’s ideas in La 

Revolution du Langage Poetique (1974).

From the begirmings of the Sprachkrise in the nineteenth century the relationship between 

the speaking subject and language as well as between language and reality has been 

increasingly subject to question.'*^* In her study o f a variety o f multilingual authors Simone 

Hein-Khatib situates these authors as descendants o f the Sprachkritikerlnnen. Picking up 

on Eva Hoffman’s description o f her experience of writing in English, Hein-Khatib 

describes the relationship between writers and their texts in a foreign language as one of 

doppelte Distanz or double distance. As Hein-Khatib argues, this double distance provides 

the writers with a sense o f freedom in regard to the foreign language. Writers play with 

language as a means to appropriate as well as to subvert new linguistic norms:

'*™Sass, 2004, p.317.
Hein-Khatib, 1998, pp.42-3.
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Die Aneignung der fremden Sprache wird fiir die Literaturschaffenden moglich 

durch ihre Veranderung, ihre Verfremdung, durch ihre Anpassung an das 

individuell Gemeinte. Die Verfremdung einer Sprache bedeutet, dafi bestehende 

sprachliche Normen uberschritten und gebrochen werden. Gerade die Fremdheit 

einer Sprache ist es aber nun, das ‘Unvertrautsein’ mit ihr, die Distanz zwischen 

den innersten Empfindungen und den fremden Wortem, die durch eine 

Sprachgrenzuberschreitung so offensichtlich werdende Arbitraritat von signifie 

und signifiant, die den Bruch mit der Norm erleich[t]ert/’^

Hein-Khatib’s concept of appropriation through defamiliarisation is highly pertinent to the 

language learner narratives and multilingual texts discussed above; however, there is 

another aspect to this defamiliarisation which makes Hein-Khatib’s interpretation 

somewhat questionable. On one level, we all defamiliarise the language(s) we use since we 

use in them in our own unique way, producing sounds with a unique voice-box 

configuration and writing letters with unique handwriting, however, this language will be 

recognised as mostly conforming to the constraints of one particular language. The 

defamiliarisation which occurs in multilingual texts frequently involves more than one 

language and in the most extreme cases, raises the question as to which pre-existing 

language is being used. What certain multilingual authors seem to be involved in is not so 

much the diligent appropriation of an existing foreign language as the radical use and 

abuse of that language in the creation of highly individualised speech which manipulates 

and abuses the linguistic and cultural order upon which it is based. It can be highly 

political. A highly similar process is found, for example, in the antilanguages of criminal 

groups. As an example, Bryan Reynolds provides an analysis o f the use of cant in Early 

Modem England and how it was positioned in relation to the official culture of the times in 

a relationship of both dependence and difference as a means to distinguish criminal groups 

from the rest of society. It is interesting to note that one Early Modem English chronicler, 

William Harrison, described cant as being ‘without all order or reason’. As Reynolds 

comments:

To Harrison, this language was reasonless simply because it was spoken by people 

who led alternative lives, without conventional ‘reason’. Moreover, it was spoken 

by people who blatantly violated the official ‘order’ of things.'*’^

Ibid., p. 100. 
Ibid., p.380.
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In fact, the relationship between language play and reason is somewhat more complex than 

either Harrison or Reynolds suggest. To extend Stuart Sim’s interpretation of the pun as a 

‘manoeuvre’ rather than as a physiological reflex, language play, as shown above, may be 

understood as an attempt to undermine the authority o f an existing discourse in a manner 

which is far from irmocent. The conceptual metaphor o f military/revolutionary strategy 

which seems to underpin the description of the pun as a ‘manoeuvre’, adequately reflects 

the hidden power struggle in which this form of language is involved:

Hartman does not pun as he sneezes, he puns as he manoeuvres; with wit, guile, 

and all the rhetoric that the learned critic has at his command: ‘I must pun as I 

must manoeuvre’. The reflex o f  wit is consciously striven for, and only comes to 

the highly motivated rebel carrying out his operations inside the framework o f  

language, according to a pre-arranged plan o f action.'*’'*

This kind of language play can therefore be interpreted as the process of deconstructing 

existing linguistic and cultural structures in order to produce new linguistic capital. This 

deconstruction can only proceed via judicious manipulation o f language which requires a 

high level o f understanding and in Sim’s words ‘wit, guile, and all the rhetoric that the 

learned critic has at his command.’ It is through demonstrating this wit and guile that the 

language learner reveals that his linguistic competence is worthy of social recognition as 

linguistic capital. In employing this machinery i.e. the technology of language play, the 

writer renegotiates symbolic power and his/her position within the foreign society. The 

foreign language no longer represents a cultural order which threatens the newcoming 

speaker with silence, but is bent to the will of the writer and becomes a tool in the potential 

creation of a new cultural and linguistic order arising out o f the co-mingling of those which 

preceded it. This renegotiation may involve the eruption of the rhythmic pattern described 

by Kristeva as the chora into the existing symbolic order as represented by a particular 

culture, but it is frequently a controlled eruption conducted under scientific conditions.

For Kristeva, this process, which results in poetic language, involves the codification of 

primary processes, rhythms and alliterations closer to the unconscious, which she calls the 

semiotic, within ‘the language o f signs constructed in grammar and logic’

Sim, 1987, p.332.
Kristeva and Guberman, 1996, p.212.
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This is for me an instance of both a subjective crisis and an amplification of the 

register of expression, since repression is overcome and the individual is exposed 

to his passions, while, at the same time, he becomes able to formulate them and to 

communicate with others. This is what I call ‘text’. It resembles the ‘poetic’ in the 

Jakobsonian sense, but my formulation includes the psychoanalytic aspect of the 

phenomenon, that is, the unconscious and the drives.”*’^

In this exposition of her theory, the poetic appears to mediate between unconscious drives 

and a logical language o f signs as a semiotised symbolic. This is problematic for the 

argument developed here, since it is evident that we can make distinctions between playful 

and non-playful language only with difficulty, so that aspects of what Kristeva describes as 

the semiotic may be found in any text, not just the poetic. The symbolic order carmot be 

entirely symbolic, unless it forms some kind of ideal symbolic logic.

Similary, from the discussion above, we might imagine that different linguistic and cultural 

orders can be interpreted as a multiplicity of symbolic orders which represent diverse 

instances of the Kristevan concept of universal symbolic order; however, it quickly 

becomes clear that the symbolic order which a text is assumed to belong to can only ever 

be hypothetical -  an ideal of order which is never in fact realised in actual culture, but 

which is a useful hook on which to pin a generalised cultural image. In fact, each culture is 

better seen not as representing a symbolic order, but a particular pattern o f symbolic play. 

The symbolic can never be absolutely ordered; it can only exhibit certain recurrent 

recognisable tendencies and patterns. In view of this fluidity, it is perhaps better conceived 

of as a hypothesised group of clusters of symbols, rather than as an order. This would 

better suggest the inherent fluidity in the groupings of symbols and in the arrangement of 

groups over spans o f time. ‘Symbolic order’ suggests a fixed abstract totality which cannot 

exist. The rest of this discussion will therefore emphasise the process of ‘symbolic 

ordering’ in which the drive towards order is in continual tension with a process of 

semiosis which both serves to create as well as to destroy order and which may affect the
477idealised presence o f order to differing degrees at different times. The rhythms of the 

semiotic are always present in the play of the symbolic which is never completely ordered, 

but at times steadied through repetition of particular patterns of symbolic linkage and

This does not obviate the continued human tendency to perceive ‘symbolic order’ as an idealised 
abstraction o f  cultural and linguistic phenomena in a particular location, thus where necessary, reference will 
be made to ‘perceived symbolic order’.
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interaction. The migrant, the artist and the writer are all implicated in challenging those 

repetitions.

In questioning the patterns and tendencies o f a perceived cultural and linguistic order the 

intercultural writers discussed here have found a means to overcome the potential silence 

imposed upon them. The semiotic process of language play with which they are engaged 

echoes an evolution towards linguistic mastery through which all human beings progress, 

as well as processes of lingustic creativity which all recurrent patterns o f symbolic play 

require in order to maintain and renew themselves. The writers shift symbolic orderings 

towards the semiotic in a primarily conscious way.

The reader is witness to the gestation of meaning and a process of Metamiindigkeit in 

which the subject seeks to dissolve not just the idealised, metaphorical boundary between 

two different symbolic orderings but also the split between mind and body which language 

suggests and largely inaugurates. The increased suffusion of symbolic ordering through the 

semiotic by these authors can also be interpreted as an appeal to a grounding for meaning 

and sense of self in a pre-linguistic corporeality, such as that described by Todorov in his 

essay ‘Dialogisme et Schizophrenie’ (1984). For Todorov physical work is a means to 

overcome the split sense o f self which comes from different performances of identity in 

one culture and then in the other in which there appears no prospect o f integrating the two:

L’une des deux v ies devait evincer alors entierement I’autre. Pour eviter cette 

sensation, a Sofia, je  me refugiais chaque fois que c ’etait possible dans le travail 

physique, en dehors du contact social: je  fauchais I’herbe du jardin, taillais les 

arbres, enlevais la terre; un peu com m e, lorsqu’on se sent mal a I’aise dans une 

situation nouvelle, on propose volontiers ses services pour eplucher les pom m es de 

terre ou on accepte avec empressement de faire une partie de ping-pong, heureux 

de retrouver au m oins I’integrite de son corps.'’’*

The turn to the physical substance o f language, the play with its sounds and letters which is 

found in the work of Tawada and Ze Do Rock whose writing is described above, can be 

interpreted not just as intentional subversion of predominating perceived symbolic orders 

but perhaps also as an attempt to discover security and familiarity in the physical substance

Todorov, 1984, p.574. ‘One o f the two lives was then to oust the other completely. In Sofia, in order to 
avoid this feeling, I took refuge in physical work whenever I could, beyond human contact: I mowed the 
lawn, pruned the trees, removed soil; almost like when you feel uncomfortable in a new situation and you 
volunteer your services to peel potatoes, or you eagerly accept a game o f table tennis, happy to at least 
recover the integrity o f your body.’
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of language, in a similar way to that in which Todorov gains comfort from physical work. 

Just as Chinese characters are used in the West as works of art, the formal components of 

language are available for all to play with irrespective of first language and culture. The 

level of comprehension of the language and the culture it is associated with are in some 

respects irrelevant in terms of formal play. Emphasising the formal components of German 

allows Tawada to disregard usual structures o f meaning and make the language her ovwi. 

Ze Do Rock achieves this by disregarding the cultural values attached to standard 

orthography. Even if he may never be considered a ‘native’ speaker o f German, he has 

appropriated and remodelled the written language.

The suggestion here is not so much that the poetic and defamiliarising devices encountered 

in these multilingual texts represent a revolution which threatens a particular patterns of 

symbolic ordering in actuality, but rather that the authors exert pressure on that symbolic 

ordering through creative language play. Allowing the semiotic to hold sway in greater 

measure within a particular symbolic order is however not merely a paratelic activity 

engaged in for its own sake, rather it represents a specific relation to a perceived symbolic 

order and to symbolic ordering as a whole. It is an individualistic postmodern statement in 

which rather than conforming to the language, writers seek to make the language perform a 

new identity, one which they have invented for it. In Ze Do Rock’s use of German, 

German maintains its genetic core -  read out loud the words would still be German - but 

read on the page, German wears different national costumes, performing a variety of 

identities. These semiotic performances exert their own kind of symbolic power, one which 

paradoxically threatens to alienate the addressee and create a nonsense of the whole 

process, but in which, to a certain extent, the writers show greater symbolic might. 

Language dances to the tune of the semiotic and spins towards the universal drives and 

rhythmic articulations in the unconscious o f every language. Language play highlights the 

universal processes o f semiosis which underpin any perceived symbolic order and in doing 

so it simultaneously subjects that order to threat. Unlike child’s play, the language play of 

these writers is not wholly innocent, but a bid for power over the language which threatens 

to dominate them and condemn them to silence. Engaging universal processes of semiosis 

can be seen as part of a quest to claim validity for oneself as a human being within a 

perceived foreign symbolic order. The pre-Oedipal realm of Kristeva’s semiotic {le 

semiotique) which is invoked in these texts, echoes a non-verbal, corporeal homeland. Yet, 

its codification with the symbolic, can be interpreted as a deliberate manoeuvre which 

undermines a perceived symbolic order and exposes its fluidity.
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Mundigkeit as we have seen, is about the ability to reason for oneself without the aid of 

another, the conditions for which are precluded by the linguistic and thereby social nature 

o f reason. Engaging with the structure o f language as in language play, suggests the 

possibility o f laying bare the illusions o f language, as well as uncovering the universal 

corporeal and concrete foundations o f meaning which are posited in Lakoff and Johnson’s 

theory of metaphor. Metamiindigkeit, then, would not be ‘das Vermogen sich seines 

eigenen Verstandes zu bedienen’, expressed in logical argumentation, but instead would 

involve the expression of the cultural construction o f understanding and language. It 

highlights the fluidity of the boundaries between perceived symbolic orders as well as 

those between mind and body, rational and irrational. The inherent ambiguity in the Greek 

prefix ‘meta’ meaning variously ‘with’, ‘after’, ‘between’ and ‘among’ suggests this 

straddling, as well as the movement to a plane from which we implicitly critique 

Mundigkeit itself, just as ‘metalinguistics’ looks at language instead o f simply using it. 

However, Metamiindigkeit is not a field of study, but a subject position, and it does not 

take place from a position superior to Miindigkeit but is involved with and makes use o f it. 

Metamiindigkeit can only occur within, after, between and among a condition of 

Miindigkeit. It plays with Miindigkeit and in so doing questions it and threatens its 

dissolution.

The fortuitous alliteration in the word furthermore emphasises the word play which forms 

the expression of Metamiindigkeit. This word play reveals particular concern with the 

melding and interaction of one or more different linguistic and cultural frameworks. It can 

also be seen as a sophisticated linguistic manoeuvre and a bid for symbolic power which 

has been denied or limited in the foreign culture
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8 Summary and Conclusions

8.1 Summary

This thesis has set out to consider how a partially revised concept of Miindigkeit, as 

implicitly defined in Kant’s essay ‘Beantwortung der Frage: Was ist Aufklarung?’ (1784), 

proves productive in the analysis of texts which describe the process of second language 

acquisition. As a conceptual tool for the analysis of these texts, Miindigkeit is relevant for 

several reasons. In particular it picks up on the challenge to the Enlightenment discourse 

and resituates a key concept from that discourse at the centre o f the discourse o f this thesis. 

However, within this positioning o f a transcendental signified for the limited discourse of 

this thesis, which apparently reconfirms poststructuralist arguments, it is precisely the 

discovery of commonalities of human experience which cut across human interactions with 

language from diverse sociocultural and historical circumstances which has been at issue. 

In examining the representation of Miindigkeit this thesis has attempted to draw out how 

individuals engage in the process of ‘putting words on the world’ and what this means for 

the individual, the words and our conception of the world. In so doing, the thesis has been 

working on the boundary between language and reality, partially unpicking this 

relationship and showing how it can affect us, (in a physiological/emotional sense) and 

what it can mean for us (in a linguistic/mental sense).

As indicated above, the term Miindigkeit has acted as a centrifugal point around which spin 

many of the key issues engendered by our acquisition and use of language, such as: the 

power relations inscribed in language, the construction o f identity through language, the 

pursuit of reason within language and the communicative and expressive tension between 

the individual and society generated by language. In this concluding chapter, the arguments 

for using Miindigkeit in this centrifugal way will be reviewed and expanded, emphasising
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how the cross-cultural texts discussed here have been shown to engage with issues o f 

Mundigkeit, albeit using diverse means of expression which are shaped, among others, by 

linguistic, cultural, historic, social and individual creative factors.

In chapter four Mundigkeit was defined as the ability to reason without the aid o f another. 

In utilising the concept within this thesis, the focus has been on the possession of the 

linguistic competence which develops that reason. The actual performance or expression of 

Mundigkeit is facilitated by the possession o f linguistic capital. It is this facilitating effect 

o f linguistic capital which partially constrains the expression of reason voiced from a 

position o f relative autonomy. Both the reason and the autonomy which Kant describes as 

necessary to Mundigkeit rely on the socially determined factors o f linguistic competence 

and linguistic capital which constrain autonomy.

It must be noted that within this thesis Mundigkeit has not been conceived of as an end 

state. There is no such thing as absolute Mundigkeit, which in itself would entail absolute 

rationality, power, authority and autonomy etc. Instead, it is conceived of as a factor which 

is negotiated in all of our interactions with language and which both informs and is 

achieved through linguistic expression. As suggested by the many issues linked to it in the 

paragraph above and here also by its position as a transcendental signified, it is a complex 

somewhat elusive concept which represents many of the key concepts relevant to human 

interaction with each other and with our environment, namely linguistic competence, 

rationality, identity, autonomy, power and authority. To be mundig in any given situation is 

to possess these qualities and abilities and to express those qualities and abilities is an act 

of Mundigkeit.

All o f the authors of language learner narratives described in this thesis are to varying 

degrees in possession of Mundigkeit, which they have partially exhibited through the act of 

producing a unique text which demonstrates linguistic competence and through the 

linguistic capital demonstrated by the fact of having that text published, thereby giving the 

originator of that text additional socially sanctioned authority. However, this does not 

vouch for the autonomy or rationality o f the ideas presented in these texts. Chapters five to 

seven of this thesis have shown how a lack of Mundigkeit is perceived and/or performed in 

these texts in a variety of ways. The analysis of Mutter Zunge in chapter five shows how a 

lack o f Mundigkeit is enacted in the text both thematically and stylistically. The narrator of 

the text is shown to lose Mundigkeit through a perceived loss o f identity and lack of
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authority as a rootless lovelorn migrant in Germany subject to the authority of her teacher. 

The text also performs a loss or lack of Mundigkeit through its repetitive syntactic 

structures, juxtaposition o f verb phrases and more general ambiguity o f meaning.

Chapter six also demonstrates a perceived lack o f Mundigkeit as a textual theme which is 

expressed by the metaphors used in the texts. It is shown that many of the metaphors used 

for describing the experience of learning a foreign language in these texts may be grouped 

according to a more limited number of underlying conceptual metaphors which in turn can 

be associated with issues surrounding Mundigkeit. The key underlying conceptual 

metaphors which appear to reoccur in these texts are THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE IS A 

HUMAN BEING, THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE ARE A TRAP, THE 

NON-FLUENT SPEAKER IS A CHILD, THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE IS A COSTUME 

and THE FOREIGN CULTURE IS A PLAY. These metaphors which describe perceptions 

of loss of agency and inauthenticity in the foreign language suggest a destabilisation of 

identity and a loss of autonomy which has implications for Mundigkeit. The fact that 

underlying metaphors can be found which appear to accord with the perceptions articulated 

in a range of texts, concurrently supports a possible universality of the negotiation of 

Mundigkeit, though further research into other Western and non-Western texts would need 

to be conducted before this could be confirmed; however, in linking issues of Mundigkeit 

with conceptual metaphors grounded in human embodiment (i.e. the smallness of the child, 

the containment of the body, the change in appearance of an actor in a play) the concept of 

Mundigkeit is given a concrete basis relating to a reality external to language, which 

suggests the possibility that the concept does indeed contain more truth than simply acting 

as a discursive centrepiece around which the arguments of this thesis flow.

Chapter seven moves away from issues surrounding the lack o f Mundigkeit and considers 

the process of creatively constructing and restructuring Mundigkeit which occurs through 

making use of devices of language play. It is argued that this language play engages with 

the power structures which determine linguistic capital in the foreign culture, dismantling 

these and attempting to reproduce this in a novel form. This language play is a 

confrontation with the social power structures which surround the acceptance of linguistic 

competence in the foreign culture and which threaten the language learner with 

infantilisation, imprisonment and even ‘mutilation’ The production of the text can be

This vivid metaphor was spontaneously used in a recent conversation I had with an Italian Graduate 
Teaching Assistant describing his experiences o f  writing and teaching in English.
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viewed as an attempt to acquire the ‘authority’ denied to these authors in the foreign 

culture, the language play as an attempt to claim an identity within the foreign language 

through reconfiguring patterns of symbolic order in the foreign language by infusing the 

language with the rhythmic articulations o f a universal Kristevan semiotic. As Tawada 

makes a play-object o f the German language it is no longer the culture which infantilises 

her, but she who infantilises the German language, deflating its significance. This textual 

renegotiation o f the linguistic competence which constitutes linguistic capital within a 

particular culture is construed as Metamiindigkeit and it involves, either consciously or 

unconsciously, an awareness o f the many ways in which different cultural and historical 

contexts form and deform social and material truth in language.

8.2 Suggestions for Further Research

The issue of the relevance o f Mundigkeit to the analysis of language learner narratives has 

raised a huge number o f research questions and areas for consideration, not all o f which 

this brief treatment has been able to engage with. Just some of the key topics touched on in 

this thesis, such as language learning, Enlightenment and culture, are in themselves vast. 

The arguments presented here have naturally had to be selective in which aspects of these 

broader topics are engaged with, so as to find the key points of contact and relevance 

which drive the argument forward, by providing evidence for the relevance o f Mundigkeit 

to language learner narratives in a variety of ways. In addition to the use o f these rich 

concepts, the thesis has introduced several new concepts which could be further developed 

through application to the analysis of other texts. These include the redefinition of 

Mundigkeit, as well as the introduction of the terms Untermundigkeit, Metamiindigkeit, 

‘interscription’ and, of course, ‘language learner narrative’. Furthermore, the 

multidisciplinary appeal o f issues o f language, migration and Mundigkeit could lead to 

investigation of these topics from a diverse range of approaches, as will be indicated below. 

These suggestions are intended as a very small subsection of the possibilities for research 

into this area, some aspects of which researchers are already pursuing. As Steven Kellman 

notes in the introduction to The Translingual Imagination (2000), with reference to the 

study of literary texts of all kinds written in languages learnt later in life by their authors:

The ideal student of translingualism would be a polyglot polymath, a monster of

erudition who would know far more than I about Chinese who compose poetry in
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Korean, or Finns who render fiction in Swedish. If translingualism advances to its 

limits in the utopia of panlingualism, a scholar can merely long for omniscience 

and bite his tongue.'**®

To begin with ‘language learner narrative’, there are many ways in which research into this 

topic could be furthered. As outlined in chapter two of this thesis, the label of ‘language 

learner narrative’ is intended to be applied quite broadly -  in this thesis it has been used to 

refer predominantly to extracts from (semi-)autobiographical prose texts written by authors 

who have lived abroad for an extended period of time post-1950. There is plenty of room 

here for the discovery of texts in different eras of history, in different locations describing a 

more diverse range of language learning experiences, including the development of literacy.

Helga Ramsey-Kurz has already devoted considerable attention to representations of 

characters who cannot read in The Non-Literate Other: Portrayals o f  Illiteracy in 

Twentieth-Century Novels in English (2007), but this could be extended to other languages 

and contexts. From a sociolinguistic, rather than a literary point of view, another 

potentially enlightening area for research could involve gathering, transcribing and 

analysing narratives of language learning from recent non-literate migrants who are 

learning a foreign language at the same time as learning to read for the first time.

Texts from other eras of history might also be of interest for research in sociolinguistics. 

An example of language learner narrative which might be o f particular interest for an 

historic study of language attitudes and metalinguistic commentary or for purposes of 

comparison with more recent language learner narratives comes from the preface of Der 

Welsche Cast (1216) by Thomasin von Zerklaere. A copy of this text can be found on 

the following pages. Other possible examples can be found in Kellman, as for example, the 

following more ancient short text of language learner narrative which suggests a very 

different attitude to the language learning situation than the portrayal of crisis represented 

in many more recent texts;

Apuleius begins The Golden Ass by recounting how he studied Greek and then,

‘Mox in urbe Latia advena studiorum, Quiritium indigenam sermonem aerumnabili 

labore, nullo magistro praeeunte, aggressus excolui’ [...] [Soon after (as a stranger)

Kellman, 2000.
■**' Zerklaere, 2004, pp.23-4. See especially lines 33f. With thanks to Tim Jackson for bringing this text to my 
attention.
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I arrived at Rom e, where by great industiy, and without instruction o f  any

schoolmaster, I arrived at the full perfection o f  the Latin tongue]. 482

Similar texts for comparison and analysis might well be found.

Vorrcde 23

Swer gcrnc list guoriu maere, 
ob cr dan sclbe guot wacre, 
so waere gestatet sin lesen wol. 
ein ieglich man sich vlizen sol, 

s daz er erviill mit guoter tat, 
swaz er guots gelcsen hat. 
swer guotiu maer hocrt ode list, 
ob er danne unguot ist, 
wizzet, daz stn iibel und sin nit 

■o verkert daz guot zaller zit. 
swelich man gerne seit 
eins andern mannes vriimkeit, 
der sol sich vllzen des vil hart, 
daz er kome in sine vart, 
wan sich ein ieglicher vlizen sol, 
daz man von im ouch spreche wol. 
man sol von vrumen liuten lesen 
unde sol doch gerner selbe wesen 
ein biderbe man. daz ist ein rat, 
der alien liuten wol an stat.

Ich han gehoeret lange vrist, 
daz in der werlde gevrumt ist 
von vrumen liuten harte vil. 
nu ist zIt, daz ich sagen wil, 
waz vriimkeit und waz zuht si 
und waz tugende unde wl 
beidiu wip unde man, 
swerz von im selben niht enkan, 
ze guoten dingen komen sol.

JO swer zuhte lere merket wol, 
ez mag im vrumen an der tugent 
hcdiu an alter unde an jugent.

Hie wil ich iuch wizzen Ian: 
swie wol ich welhische kan,

M »6 wil ich doch in ml« getiht 
wclhischer w orte mischen niht. 
dcr ziihte lere gewant sol gar 
von sime gebote sin einvar. 
daz ensprich ich da von niht, 
daz mir missevaile iht,
»wer strlfelt sine riusche wol 
mit der welhsche, sam er sol; 
wan da Icmt ein riusche man, 
der niht wclhischc kan.

Wenn der, der selbst ein guter Mensch ist, 
etwas liest, das Gutes enthalt, dann 
konnte ihm sein Lesen zustatten kommen. 
Jeder soil sich bemiihen, in gutcs 
Handeln umzusetzen, was er Gutes 
gelesen hat. Ist aber einer ein schlechter 
Mensch und hort oder liest etwas, 
das Gutes enthalt, dann, merkt euch, 
verkehrt seine Bosheit und seine Mifigunst 
das Gute stets in sein Gegenteil.
Wer gern iiber die Tiichtigkeit 
eines anderen spricht, der soli 
sich eifrig darum  bemiihen, den 
gleichen Weg zu beschreiten, denn 
jeder soli sich darum bemiihen, da(S 
man auch iiber ihn gut spricht.
M an soil von tiichtigen Menschen lesen 
und doch noch iieber selbst ein 
trefflicher Mensch sein. Das ist ein 
Ratschlag, der fiir alle Menschen gut ist.

M ir ist seit langem bekannt, daS 
von tiichtigen Menschen sehr viel 
Gutes in der Welt bewirkt worden ist.
Nun also mochte ich darstellen, was 
Tiichtigkeit und was gute Erziehung 
und was Tugend ist und wie 
die Frau ebenso wie der M ann, 
der es nicht von selbst weifi, 
das Gute erreichen kann. Wer die 
Lehre einer guten Erziehung beachtet, 
den kann das im Alter wie in der Jugend 
an Tugendhaftigkeit fordem .

An dieser Stelle will ich euch 
erklaren: Obwohl ich welsch kann, 
werde ich dennoch in mein Gedicht 
keine welschen W orter einflechten.
Das Kleid der Sittenlehre soil, das 
gebietet die G attung, ganz einfarbig 
sein. Ich sage das nicht deshalb, 
weil ich etwas daran auszusetzen hatte, 
wenn einer sein Deutsch, wie sich 
fiir ihn schickt, mit Welschem tiipfelt; 
denn da lernt ein Deutscher, 
der kein Welsch kann.

Dcr welhiichc gait A. m chl m  D. Hie hcvet sich an der wclhischc gasi G; es folgl fol. 2r-7r die Zusammen- 
»nj( d tt  Wfrkf  in Prosa. i - l ) i  nicht m  D. j  gcttatet] gestatc A. gestalt G. lesen) Icbcn G. 6 gclcscn]

C . II. andcm  G] ander A. i6  ouch] iuc/>r rn G. i8  gcmcr] geme G. lange vnstj eiiicn tin  G.
I f  Mndr| vnd ovch C , )o  zuhte lire) xvht lere A. zvchte vnd Icrc G. )5  min (G)) meincm A. gehotc) boic G. 
44  n ik l  liht niht G.

Kellman, 2000, p.8.
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24 Vorrede

■•5 de r spachcn  w ortc  h a rte  vil, 
ob  crz gcrne tu o n  w il. 
ich v iirh t, o b  ich iuch  lercn w olde, 
w ie  m an  w elhische sprechen  solde, 
daz  m in a rb eit w aer verlorn . 

so ich b an  einn  anderw sin e rk o m : 
d az  ich m ich des gern  vllzen w il 
und wil d a r  iif gedenken vil, 
d az  m an  m ir vernem e w ol; 
d a r  nach ich im m er ringen sol.

55 d a  von suit ir m ir m erken  n ih t, 
ob  m ir lihte  geschiht, 
ctlichew rim  ze  wfeerheben, 
daz  e r  nien w erde re h t gegeben. 
m ir m uoz ouch w erren  vil d a r  an , 
daz  ich die sprache n ih t w ol kan.  
da  von so bite ich elliu k in t, 
des wTse liute gebeten  sin t 
s tu n t von ir gewizzen m uote 
und  von ir  sinne u n d  von ir guo te,

<•5 daz  siz lazen ane rache,
sw es m ir gebreste an  der sprache. 
ob  ich an  der tiusche m issespriche, 
ez ensol n ih t dunken  w underliche, 
w an  ich vil ga r ein w alich  bin;

7° m an  w irtes an  m iner tiusche inn. 
ich bin von Friule geborn  
u n d  laze ga r ane zo rn , 
sw er ane sp o t m in getih t 
und  m ine tiusche bezzert iht.

75 ich heiz T hom asin  von Z erclaere. 
boeser liute sp o t ist m ir unm aere. 
han  ich G aw eins hu lde  w ol, 
von reh t m in Key sp o tten  sol. 
sw er w ol gevellt de r v rum en  schat, 
der m issevellt den boesen gar. 
sw er v rum er liute lop  ha t, 
de r m ac w ol tu o n  de r boesen ra t. 
ist iem en vrum , de r reh te  tu o t, 
daz  d u n k e t n ih t den  boesen guot,

85 w an  sw az der v rum e guo ts h io n  m ac, 
daz m uoz sin der boesen slac.

T iusche lan t, enphahe  w ol, 
als ein guo t husvrouw e sol, 
disen dinen w elhschen gast.

schr vicie elegante W tirtcr, 
w enn er das gern m ttchte. Ich 
fiirchte, dai?, w enn  ich euch lehren 
w ollte , w ie m an  W elsch sp rich t, 
m eine M iihe um sonst w are .
Ich habe anderes im  Sinn: 
m ich m it Fleifi zu bem iihen 
u n d  eifrig d an ach  zu streben , 
daK m an m ich gu t versteht; das 
m ochte  ich unbed ing t erreichen.
D eshalb  so llt ih r es m ir n ich t ankreiden , 
w en n  es m ir vielleicht passiert, den  
einen oder anderen  R eim  zu verfehlen, 
so  daS  er n ich t ko rrek t erscheint. Es mufi 
m ir ja arg  zu schaffen m achen , da& ich 
die Sprache n ich t vollig beherrsche.
D eshalb  b itte  ich alle jungen  Leute, 
w o ru m  weise Leute, weil sie un terrich te t, 
verstand ig  und  w ohlm einend  sind, 
seit eh und  je gebeten w ord en  sind, 
dafi sie ungestraft lassen, 
w as ich an  sprach lichen  M angeln  habe.
W erm ich falsches D eutsch spreche, 
b ra u ch t das n ich t m erkw iird ig  zu erscheinen, 
denn  ich bin n u n  einm al d u tch  u n d  durch  Italiener; 
das m erk t m an  an  m einem  D eutsch.
Ich bin im  Friaul geboren  
u n d  lasse es u n g ek ran k t zu, 
w enn  einer oh n e  Sport m ein W erk 
u n d  m ein D eutsch verbessert.
Ich heiCe T h o m asin  von Z erk laere .
D er Sf>ott schlechter M enschen beriih rt 
m ich n ich t. Ist m ir G aw ein  w o h l gesonnen, 
d an n  trifft m ich Keics S po tt zu R echt.
W er de r Schar de r tiich tigen  Leute gu t 
gefallt, gefallt den  schlechten ganz  u n d  ga r 
n ich t. W er den Beifall de r T iich tigen  h a t, 
der kan n  die Schlechten ignorieren .
V erhalt ein T u ch tiger sich k o rrek t, 
findet der Schlechte das n ich t gu t, 
den n  w as der T iichtige G u tes tu n  kan n , 
ist ein Schlag fiir alle Schlechten.

D eutsches L and , em pfange freundlich , 
w ie es sich fiir eine g u te  H au sh errin  
sch ick t, diesen deinen w elschen G ast,

47 woldej solde G. 50 andern G | ander A. 55 mir) mich G. 57 etlichefl) Etleicher A. deluicincii G. le  iibcrhc- 
ben (G)] vber ze heben A. 60 die] der G. kan (G)) enchan A. 6 )  Munt (G}j Rivittei'. damirh katur van maximat
2 Buchstahen A. 66 gebreste) gebrisic G. 8 i tuon derj an tfn  d 'G. *J tu«m ( tj) | (jrtvn A.

As mentioned above, the focus in this thesis has predominantly been on autobiographical 

representations o f language learning, including both the more prosaic and the more literary, 

but attention might also be paid to the textual construction o f language learning in poetry
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and in further, more definitely, fictional literary texts, in which the protagonist and the 

author are not so closely identified. Subsets of language learner narratives might also be 

identified in which are described experiences of first language acquisition and bi- or 

multilingualism.

Besides the analysis of a wider range of language learner narratives, another aspect of this 

project which merits further consideration is the application of Lakoff and Johnson’s 

theory of conceptual metaphor to the analysis of language learner narratives. Constructions 

of the language learning situation by way of conceptual metaphors could be compared 

across a greater number of languages and texts. In this vein, it might also be very usefiil, 

firstly, to determine if any language learner narratives can be found which do not derive 

from Western culture and more especially to discover how experiences of language 

learning might (or might not) be articulated in non-Indo-European languages. It is not 

necessarily to be expected that language learner narratives are common to all cultural 

contexts, particularly since language learner narrative as a discourse appears to have its 

most certain exponents in texts deriving from contemporary Anglophone culture, 

particularly from Australia, the U.S. and Canada. Again, any linguistic analysis of such 

texts would need to be conducted on the basis that the texts may represent a (semi-) 

fictional construction of experience, though how the experience is constructed in metaphor 

is nonetheless interesting and might offer simultaneous insights to the fields of literature, 

sociology and psychology.

A particularly fruitful area for research could be an analysis of literary texts in terms of the 

relation between metaphor and migration. Migration can itself be viewed as a metaphor of 

metaphor, in which conceptual shifts and translations take place. Such a project might also 

build on the work of Mark Turner presented in The Literary Mind: The Origins o f Thought 

and Language (1996) to examine the metaphorical portrayals of migration in texts by 

translingual authors at an allegorical level. Such a project might also involve scope to re

deploy the proposed concepts of MetamUndigkeit, Untermundigkeit and Mundigkeit as they 

have been defined here.

The critical approach suggested in the definition of ‘interscription’ also warrants fiirther 

development in application to other texts. Ideally, this very large project would involve 

detailed single-studies of particular authors which take into account the sociohistorical

Turner, 1998.
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context of textual production, the author’s own relation to that context, the conditions of 

textual production and the historical, if  not the social, context of reception. This 

understanding would inform a close analysis of the language of the text. As a project, it 

would serve to inform our understanding o f the complex relations between the individual 

and society in both our construction and reception of meaning (including the interscription 

itself), as well as more modestly providing a thorough-going approach to the interpretation 

of texts by particular authors.

The suggestions for further research presented here provide just a minimal hint of the 

scope for research raised by the key concepts and themes presented in this thesis. Each of 

the above suggestions might also be approached from a variet>' of disciplinary angles 

including linguistics, corpus linguistics, cognitive linguistics, sociology, psychology, 

literary and cultural studies. Exploration of issues o f linguistic and cultural migration may 

itself require disciplinary migrations of concepts and assumptions which will serve all the 

better to make sense of the complex fields of interacting conceptual frameworks which 

arise in contexts of vast migration and cultural contact. Travelling this road of research is 

likely to be long, but varied, and who knows whence we might ultimately migrate in our 

understanding of what language means to us.

8.3 Conclusion

In spite of the vast potential for research into similar questions, the more limited discussion 

of narratives of language learning presented in this thesis has aimed to discover some of 

the universal aspects of this process which are embedded in this smaller corpus of texts, 

through considering the validity of applying the concept of Mundigkeit to the analysis of 

these texts of language acquisition. There has been an attempt to discover some of the 

fundamental thematic issues which re-occur in narrative engagement with the process of 

language learning, which, I would suggest, may equally well apply to a variety of contexts 

o f language acquisition, even despite the narrowed focus here on (semi-) autobiographical 

narratives of later language acquisition.

In applying Mundigkeit to the analysis o f these texts, the aim has not been to use the texts 

as sociological data which might refute or support the actual possibility of discovering 

universal truths, however, the issue o f the relationship between language and truth has 

been highlighted in the analysis. The act of autobiography, can be interpreted as an act of
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self-construction, whether or not the construction accords with the original thoughts, 

feelings and experiences of the author. In a sense, the narrative creates its own reality.

Rather than pursuing a debate which opposes realist and poststructuralist views of 

language, the aim has been to illuminate how language might be both universally grounded 

and yet culturally, socially and individually refined in order to represent that universe. To 

go back to Searle’s arguments, much of our reality is indeed social and linguistic, and yet 

underpinning the complexities o f this social reality, as this thesis has hinted at in chapter 

six, there may be universal components to those social realities which provide certain 

limits of conceptualisation and engagement. The negotiation of Miindigkeit might well 

indeed be one such universal component. At the very least, within the analysis o f literary 

constructions o f language learning and multilingualism presented in this thesis, Miindigkeit 

has proven to be a valuable tool in unpicking and unpacking the complex issues of 

language, identity and reality presented by these texts. It has also permitted the shedding o f 

light on both the affective and cognitive implications of living in a foreign culture and how 

these might be textually constructed and mediated. In this way, it is hoped that the 

arguments presented here also make a more concrete contribution to fiirther understanding 

of some of the more elusive qualitative aspects o f language acquisition. Through the 

dialogue and discourse of language learner narrative engendered by these texts, these 

culturally and individually shaped acts of Miindigkeit offer a significant contribution to 

understanding how we construe our own engagements with language in the everyday 

reality of our lives.



Appendix 1: Defining Language Memoir

Term Used By Application Stylistic Variants

Language memoir Kaplan, 1994 Twentieth-century autobiographical writing about learning a second 

language or another discourse of the mother tongue, French and 

English examples given.

Language memoir Pavlenko, 2001 Twentieth-century (American) cross-cultural autobiography about 

the acquisition of a second language.

Language learning memoirs 

autobiographies of second language 

learners; language learning 

autobiographies; language learning 

narratives; language learning stories.

Immigrant autobiographies Pavlenko, 2001 Memoirs written by first generation immigrants who arrived as 

teenagers or adults and who write about both cultures.

Immigrant memoirs; immigrant narratives; 

immigrant lifewriting.

Ethnic autobiographies Pavlenko, 2001 Immigrant autobiographies as well as narratives of those who came 

to the New World as children or who grew up in ethnic 

neighbourhoods.

Cross-cultural autobiography Pavlenko, 2001 Immigrant autobiographies, ethnic autobiographies and any other 

narrative which explores transition to a foreign culture whether 

permanent or temporary.

Cross-cultural lifewriting; Cross-cultural 

memoirs

Translingual texts Kellman, 2000 Literary and philosophical texts of any kind which have been written 

in a language which is not the author's mother tongue.

Language learner diaries Benson & Nunan, 

2004

A diary made by language learners which is used to facilitate their 

second language acquisition.

Narratives of language immersion Besemeres, 2005 A subgenre of travel writing which describes a temporary period of Memoirs of language immersion; memoirs



stay abroad. of cultural and linguistic immersion; 

narratives of language travel.

Memoirs of language migration Besemeres, 2005 A text describing a permanent move to the foreign culture such as 

Eva Hoffman's Lost in Translation.

Language memoir

Language memoir Kramsch, 2005 As per Kaplan 1994.

Reflective accounts of multiple 

language use

Kramsch, 2005 A type of language memoir which reflects on the use of multiple 

languages.



Appendix 2: Selected Sources of Language Learner Narrative

Author

Antin, Mary

Rudkowski, Fannia Goldberg

Kazin, Alfred 

Nabokov, Vladimir 

Nabokov, Vladimir 

Sartre, Jean-Paul

Handke, Peter 

Brooke-Rose 

Helias, Paul Jakez

Kingston, Maxine Hong 

Liverani, Mary Rose 

Canetti, Elias 

Ackermann, Irmgard (ed.) 

Ackermann, Irmgard (ed.) 

Charef, Medi 

Ernaux, Annie

Sarraute, Nathalie 

Zongren, Liu

Text Date Text Type

The Promised Land 1912 Migrant autobiography

‘Mastering the English Language’ in Pomegranates: A Century of Jewish 1941 Essay

Australian Writing 

A Wall<er in the City 

Speak, Memory 

Pnin

Les Mots

Kaspar

Between

Le Cheval D'Orgueil

The Woman Warrior: Memoirs of a Girlhood Among Ghosts

The Winter Sparrows: A Glasgow Childhood

Die Gerettete Zunge

Als Fremder in Deutschland

In Zwei Sprachen Leben

Le The au Harem d'Archi Ahmed

La Place

Enfance

Two Years in the Melting Pot

1951 Ethnic autobiography 

1951 Autobiography

1957 Novel

1964 Autobiography of literary discourse

acquisition

1967 Fictional Play

1968 Autobiographical novel of multilingualism

1975 Autobiography of second language

acquisition

1975 Semi-fictional autobiography

1976 Autobiography of monolingual migration

1977 Autobiography of multilingualism

1982 Anthology

1983 Anthology

1983 Novel

1983 Autobiography of literary discourse

acquisition

1983 Autobiography of multilingualism

1984 Personal essays



Djebar, Assia L'Amour, la Fantasia 1985 Autobiography

Morley, John David Pictures from the Water Trade 1985 Semi-autobiographical novel

Todorov, Tzvetan Bilinguisme, Dialogisme et Schizophrenie 1985 Personal essay

Ishiguro, Kazuo An Artist of the Floating World 1986 Novel

Green, Julien Le Langage et son Double 1987 Dual language autobiography

Shammas, Anton Arabesques 1988 Novel

Alexakis, Vassilis Paris-Athenes 1989 Autobiography of language migration

Hoffmann, Eva Lost in Translation 1989 Autobiography of language migration

Young, Cathy Growing up in l\/loscow: Memories of a Soviet Childhood 1989 Autobiography

Codrescu, Andrei The Disappearance of the Outside 1990 Essays

Cofer, Judith Ortiz Silent Dancing: A Partial Remembrance o f a Puerto Rican Childhood 1990 Autobiography of bilingualism

Mura, David Turning Japanese 1991 Autobiography

Davidson, Cathy 36 Views of Mount Fuji: On Finding Myself in Japan 1993 Personal essays on language travel

Gahse, Zsuzsanna Obersetzt. Eine Entzweiung 1993 Personal essay

Kaplan, Alice French Lessons 1993 Autobiography

Tavi^ada, Yoko Ein Cast 1993 Personal essays

Hirsch, Marianne ‘Pictures of a Displaced Girlhood’ in Displacements 1994 Personal essay

Novak, Jan ‘My Typewriter Made Me Do It' in Altogether Elsewhere 1994 Personal essay

Alexakis, Vladimir La Langue Maternelle 1995 Novel

Lee, Chang-Rae Native Speaker 1995 Semi-fictional autobiography

Rock, Ze Do fom winde ferfeelt 1995 Autobiographical travel writing

Rodriguez, Richard Hunger of Memory 1995 Autobiography

Watson, Richard The Philosopher's Demise: Learning French 1995 Language biography

Ayim, May Blues in Schwarz und H/e/ss 1996 Poems

Chamoiseau, Patrick Une Enfance Creole 1996 Novel

Derrida, Jacques Le Monolinguisme de lAutre ou la Prothese d'Origine 1996 Autobiographical reflections



Tawada, Yoko Talisman 1996 Essays

Ayim, May Nachtgesang 1997 Poems

Bond, Michael Worl<ing at the interface of Cultures: Eighteen Lives in Social Science 1997 Anthology of autobiographical essays

Hegi, Ursula Tearing the Silence: Being German in America 1997 Anthology of autobiographical essays

Lvovich, Natasha The Multilingual Self 1997 Language biography

Makine, Andre Le Testament Frangais 1997 Semi-autobiographical novel

Mori, Kyoko Polite Lies: On Being a Woman Caught between Cultures 1997 Autobiographical essays

Sebbar, Leila Une Enfance Aigerienne 1997 Anthology of Algerian writers

Steiner, George Errata: an Examined Life 1997 Autobiography

Wierzbicka, Anna The Double Life of a Bilingual’ in Working at the Interface of Cultures 1997 Autobiography

Alvarez, Julia Something to Declare 1998 Autobiography

Dorfman, Ariel Heading South, Looking North: A Bilingual Journey 1998 Autobiographical essays

Fitzherbert, Katrin True to Both my Selves 1998 Autobiography

Ogulnick, Karen Onna Rashiku (Like a Woman): The Diary of a Language Learner in Japan 1998 Language biography

Ozdamar, Emine Sevgi Mutterzunge 1998 Semi-fictional autobiography

Saalfeld, Lerke von Ich habe eine Fremde Sprache gewahit 1998 Anthology of autobiographical essays

Sante, Luc The Factory o f Facts 1998 Autobiography

Schami, Rafik Damals Dort und Heute Hier 1998 Interview

Taufiq, Suleman Das Schweigen der Sprache 1998 Poems

Anzaldua, Gloria Borderlands/La Frontera 1999 Autobiography

Djebar, Assia Ces Voix qui m'Assiegent 1999 Autobiography

Huston, Nancy Nord Perdu suivi de Douze France 1999 Autobiographical essays

Mar, Elaine Paper Daughter. A Memoir 1999 Ethnic autobiography

Said, Edward Out o f Place 1999 Autobiography

Agosin, Marjorie The Alphabet in my Hands: A Writing Life 2000 Autobiography

Aguilera, Luis Gabriel Gabriel's Fire 2000 Autobiography



Benyoetz, Elzar 

Brintrup, Lilianet 

Danquah, Meri Nana-Ama

Ha, Jin 

Kim, Helen 

Lee, Helie 

Mori, Kyoko 

Ogulnick, Karen (ed.)

Saine, Ute Margaret

Trojanow, llija 

Belcher, D. (et al.)

Lefevre, Kim 

Stavans, Man 

Alexakis, Vladimir 

Banciu, Carmen-Francesca 

Chiellino, Gino 

De Courtivron, Isabelle 

Hamilton, Hugo 

Kellman, Steven 

Sebbar, Leila

Cellier-Gelly, Micheline (etal.) 

Lesser, Wendy 

Abu-Jaber, Diana 

Turnbull, Sarah

Die ZulKunft sitzt uns im Nacken 

Turbulent Times’ in Becoming American

Becoming American: Personal Essays by First Generation Immigrant

Women

Waiting

'Beyond Boundaries’ in Becoming American

'Dissassembling Helie’ in Becoming American

'Becoming Midwestern’ in Becoming American

Language Crossings: Negotiating the Self in a Multicultural World

'Now Is the Time to Try Something - But Have I Got Nine Lives' in

Becoming American

Doner in Walhalla. Texte aus der anderen deutschen Literatur 

Reflections on Multiliterate Lives 

Metisse Blanche

On Borrowed Words: A Memoir of Language 

Les Mots Etrangers

Berlin ist mein Paris: Geschichte aus der Hauptstadt

In Sprachen Leben: Meine Ankunft in der Deutschen Sprache

Lives in Translation: Bilingual Writers on Identity and Creativity

The Speckled People: Memoir of a Half-Irish Childhood

Switching Languages: Translingual Writers Reflect on their Craft

Je ne Parle pas la Langue de mon Pere

Entre Deux Langues: Autobiographie et Bilinguisme

The Genius of Language: Fifteen Writers Reflect on their Mother Tongues

The Language of Baklava: A Memoir

Almost French

2000 Collection of aphorisms

2000 Personal essay

2000 Anthology of autobiographical essays

2000 Novel

2000 Personal essay

2000 Personal essay

2000 Personal essay

2000 Anthology of language biography

2000 Personal essay

2000 Anthology

2001 Anthology of essays by academics 

2001 Semi-autobiographical novel

2001 Autobiography

2002 Autobiography

2002 Autobiography

2003 Prose, poetry and essays

2003 Anthology of autobiographical essays 

2003 Autobiography of bilingualism 

2003 Anthology of autobiographical essays

2003 Autobiography

2004 Anthology of excerpts

2004 Anthology of Autobiographical Essays

2005 Ethnic autobiography 

2005 Autobiography



Tawada, Yoko 

Besemeres, Mary & 

Wierzbicka, Anna 

Guo, Xiaolu 

Tawada, Yoko

Oberseezungen

Translating Lives: Living with Two Languages and Cultures

A Concise Chinese-English Dictionary for Lovers 

Sprachpolizei und Spielpolyglotte

2006 Essays

2007 Anthology of Autobiographical Essays

2007 Semi-Fictional Autobiography 

2007 Essays
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Appendix 3: Summary of Key Texts Discussed

• Die Gerettete Zunge (1977) by Elias Canetti (1905-1994) relates the childhood and 

adolescence of the author in Rutschuk, Bulgaria (1905-1911) where he spoke 

Ladino as a mother tongue and also leamt Bulgarian; in Manchester, England 

(1911-1913) where he leamt some EngHsh and French; in Vienna (1913-1916) 

where his mother drilled him into speaking German; and in Zurich (1916-1921).

• Heading South, Looking North (1998) by Ariel Dorfman (b.l942) describes the 

author’s relationship to both Spanish and English as he grew up as well as his 

stmggle to promote democracy in Chile. Dorfman was bom in Argentina, his 

family moved to the United States soon after his birth and then onto Chile in 1954. 

Dorfman adopted Chilean citizenship in 1967.

• Hunger o f  Memory (1982) by Richard Rodriguez (b.l944) forms a collection of 

autobiographical essays partly about the bilingual childhood of the author, a son of 

Mexican immigrant parents living in San Francisco. He speaks Spanish at home 

and leams English as the official language of the school.

• Lost in Translation (1989) by Eva Hoffman (b.l945) is an autobiographical account 

of moving from Poland to Canada at the age of thirteen. Hoffman lyrically explores 

the experience of exile and learning about ‘the new world’.

• Mutter Zunge (1998) by Emine Sevgi Ozdamar (b.l946) is composed of two semi- 

autobiographical short stories, ‘Mutter Zunge’ and ‘GroBvaterzunge’ which relate 

the attempt of a young Turkish woman living in Berlin to leam Arabic script as a 

means to rediscover her lost Turkish roots.

• The Philosopher’s Demise (1995) by Richard Watson (b.l931), an American 

scholar of Descartes, is an account of his demoralizing attempts to leam to speak 

French at the age of 55, a language which he had read and translated for over thirty 

years.

• On Borrowed Words: A Memoir o f  Language (2001) by Ilan Stavans (b.l961) 

forms a reflection on the author’s relationship to Spanish, Hebrew, Yiddish and 

English each of which have been predominant in his life at one time. His family
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emigrated from Eastern Europe to the Jewish ghetto of Mexico city. From here 

Stavans moved to Israel and then to the United States.

• Language Crossings: Negotiating the S e lf in a Multicultural World (2000) edited 

by Karen Ogulnick is a collection of essays written by a variety of individuals, 

many well-known authors, who reflect on language use, language learning and 

cultural identity.

• Paris-Athenes (1989) by Vassilis Alexakis (b.l943) provides autobiographical 

reflections on the author’s life in Paris and his relationship to both French and 

Greek. Alexakis first went to Paris in 1968 and now shares his time between both 

Greece and France. He works as a journalist and novelist.

•  Polite Lies: On Being a Woman Caught Between Cultures (2000) by Kyoko Mori 

(b.l957). This text forms a series of autobiographical reflections on culture, family 

and language among other things. The author moved from Japan to Illinois at the 

age of twenty to go to college, knowing she would never return to live permanently 

in Japan. She now lives in Wisconsin.

• Nord Perdu (1999) by Nancy Huston (b.l953) forms a series o f autobiographical 

essays on life in France. Huston moved to France from Canada at the age of twenty 

to spend a year abroad in Paris where she eventually wrote a master’s thesis on 

swear words under the supervision of Roland Barthes at the Ecole des Hautes 

Etudes. She now lives with her husband, the philosopher Tzvetan Todorov and her 

two children, where she writes novels in French, some of which she has herself 

translated into English.

• River Town (2001) by Peter Hessler (b.l968) is an account of the two years (1996- 

1998) the author spent working as a Peace Corps volunteer teaching English in 

Fuling at the age of twenty-seven. Since 1999 he has been living in Beijing as a 

freelance writer, working, among other things, as The New Yorker's Beijing 

correspondent.

• Onna Rashiku (Like a Woman): The Diary o f  a Language Learner in Japan (1998) 

by Karen Ogulnick (b.l961). This text intersperses reflections on two years spent in 

Japan teaching and learning Japanese with extracts from a learning diary kept by 

the author during that time.



Pictures from the Water Trade: An Englishman in Japan (1985) by John David 

Morley is a fictionalised autobiographical account of an Englishman’s time in 

Japan which gives particular focus to the ‘water trade’, that is, the nightclubs, bars 

and brothels which the protagonist visits and the characters that he meets there.

Native Speaker (1995) by Change-Rae Lee tells of the life of Henry Park, a second- 

generation Korean-American who works as an industrial spy. Issues of identity and 

communication are recurrent themes of the novel, particularly within the 

protagonist’s family. His parents struggle to speak English and his wife teaches 

English speech and language.
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Appendix 4: Leipzig/BYU Corpus: 100 Most Frequent Verbs in German

Verbs marked in bold occur in ‘Mutter Zunge

Leipzig/BYU

Overall Corpus 

Frequency

Ranking

100 Most Common 

Verbs Ranking Lemma List

Occurrences per 

Million 

(Leipzig/BYU 

Corpus)

Percentage 

Occurrence out of 

total Leipzig/BYU 

Corpus

3 1 sein 24513 2.451%

7 2 haben 13423 1.342%

9 3 werden 11016 1.102%

23 4 konnen 5646 0.565%

45 5 mussen 2990 0.299%

46 6 sagen 2947 0.295%

49 7 machen 2324 0.232%

57 8 geben 2132 0.213%

61 9 kommen 1916 0.192%

63 10 sollen 1906 0.191%

65 11 wollen 1891 0.189%

69 12 gehen 1704 0.170%

79 13 wissen 1449 0.145%

81 14 sehen 1360 0.136%

82 15 lassen 1354 0.135%

87 16 stehen 1186 0.119%

110 17 finden 850 0.085%

112 18 bleiben 813 0.081%

118 19 liegen 776 0.078%

123 20 heiHen 740 0.074%

124 21 denken 739 0.074%
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139

140

142

143

144

145

151

154

155

157

162

168

169

170

175

181

185

192

197

200

201

202

203

210

222

228

22 nehmen 680

23 tun 677

24 durfen 648

25 glauben 620

26 halten 598

27 nennen 596

28 mogen 559

29 zeigen 545

30 fuhren 543

31 sprechen 542

32 bringen 531

33 leben 505

34 fahren 501

35 meinen 501

36 fragen 491

37 kennen 475

38 gelten 470

39 stellen 447

40 spielen 438

41 arbeiten 435

42 brauchen 435

43 folgen 435

44 lernen 435

45 bestehen 416

46 verstehen 396

47 setzen 389
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239

240

241

245

248

250

254

261

266

276

278

280

281

283

287

293

296

299

301

305

308

320

323

336

237

48 bekommen

49 beginner)

50 erzahlen

51 versuchen

52 schreiben

53 laufen

54 erklaren

55 entsprechen

56 sitzen

57 Ziehen

58 scheinen

59 fallen

60 gehoren

61 entstehen

62 erhalten

63 treffen

64 suchen

65 legen

66 vorstellen

67 handein

68 erreichen

69 tragen

70 schaffen

71 lesen

72 verlieren

73 darstelien

374 0.037%

364 0.036%

363 0.036%

363 0.036%

354 0.035%

351 0.035%

349 0.035%

340 0.034%

335 0.034%

330 0.033%

319 0.032%

316 0.032%

315 0.032%

302 0.030%

300 0.030%

297 0.030%

289 0.029%

286 0.029%

283 0.028%

280 0.028%

277 0.028%

275 0.028%

267 0.027%

262 0.026%

246 0.025%

236 0.024%
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352

353

356

358

359

368

373

376

380

386

388

398

406

410

412

419

421

422

424

430

434

436

442

444

446

450

74 erkennen 233

75 entwickein 231

76 reden 230

77 aussehen 229

78 erscheinen 229

79 bilden 220

80 anfangen 219

81 erwarten 217

82 wohnen 214

83 betreffen 209

84 warten 209

85 vergehen 205

86 helfen 200

87 gewinnen 198

88 schlieUen 197

89 fiihlen 192

90 bieten 191

91 interessieren 191

92 erinnern 190

93 ergeben 186

94 anbieten 184

95 studieren 184

96 verbinden 182

97 ansehen 181

98 fehlen 181

99 bedeuten 180
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452 100 vergleichen 180 0.018%
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Appendix 5: Verb, Person and Tense Frequency In 'M utter Zunge'

Table 1: Verb Form in Order o f Frequency

Person Number Tense/Aspect Mood Voice Total

Verbs

3 person singular preterite Indicative active 50

'^rd3 person singular present simple Indicative active 29

None none infinitive'**̂ '* None none 29

1 person singular present simple Indicative active 20

1̂* person singular preterite Indicative active 20

1 person singular present perfect Indicative active 16

ord3 person singular present perfect Indicative active 12

3'̂ '* person plural present simple Indicative active 12

2"‘* person singular present simple Indicative active 8

3 person plural preterite Indicative active 8

ord3 person plural present perfect Indicative active 6

1 ̂ V2"‘* person singular present simple? imperative? NA 5

1 person plural past subjunctive active 3

1 person singular future Indicative active 3

2"̂ ’ person singular NA Imperative NA 3

2"‘‘ person singular present perfect Indicative active 3

person singular past perfect Indicative active 3

Strictly speaking the infinitive does not constitute a tense but is the base form o f  the verb. For the sake o f  
space and convenience it is included here under ‘tense’.
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person singular past subjunctive active 2

1*' person plural preterite Indicative active 2

^rd3 person plural future Indicative active 2

ord3 person singular present perfect Indicative passive 2

1 ‘̂ person plural present perfect Indicative active 1

'^rd3 person singular present subjunctive active 1

>>rd3 person singular future Indicative active 1

ord3 person singular past perfect subjunctive active 1

None None participial adj. None none 1

Total: 243

Table 2: Percentage Occurrence of Different Persons

Person # Occurrences Percentages

3rd 127 52.26%

ist 67 27.57%

Infinitive 29 11.93%

2nd 14 5.76%

ist/2nd 5 2.06%

Participle 1 0.41%
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Table 3: Percentage Occurrence of Different Tenses

Tense # Occurrences Percentages

Preterite 80 32.92%

Present simple 69 28.40%

Present perfect 40 16.46%

Infinitive 29 11.93%

Future 6 2.47%

Imperative/Present simple 5 2.06%

Past subjunctive 5 2.06%

Past perfect 3 1.23%

Imperative 3 1.23%

Present Subjunctive 1 0.41%

Past perfect subjunctive 1 0.41%

Participial adjective 1 0.41%

Table 4a: Tenses Correlating with First Person

Person Number Tense/Aspect Mood Voice Total

Verbs

1*' person singular present simple Indicative active 20

1̂ ‘ person singular preterite Indicative active 20

1*‘ person singular present perfect Indicative active 16

1*‘ person plural past subjunctive active 3

1 person singular ftiture Indicative active 3
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1®' person singular past subjunctive active 2

person plural preterite Indicative active 2

1** person plural present perfect Indicative active 1

Total 67

Table 4b: Tenses Correlating w ith First/Second Person

1 ̂ 72"̂ * person singular present simple? imperative? NA 5

Table 4c: Tenses Correlating w ith Second Person

2"̂ * person singular present simple Indicative active 8

2"'* person singular NA Imperative NA 3

2"*̂  person singular present perfect Indicative active 3

Total 14

Table 4d: Tenses Correlating with Third Person
->rd3 person singular preterite Indicative active 50

ord3 person singular present simple Indicative active 2 9

ord3 person singular present perfect Indicative active 12

ord3 person plural present simple Indicative active 12

'̂ rd3 person plural preterite Indicative active 8

ord3 person plural present perfect Indicative active 6

ord3 person singular past perfect Indicative active 3

->rd3 person plural future Indicative active 2

>̂ rd3 person singular present perfect Indicative passive 2
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ord3 person singular present subjunctive active 1

ord3 person singular future Indicative active 1

^ rd3 person singular past perfect subjunctive active 1

Total 127

Table 4e: Unconjugated Verb Forms

None none infinitive None none 29

None None participial adj. None none 1

Appendix 6: All Verb Forms in 'M utter Zunge' Categorised by Tense

Tense # Verbs Verb Forms

Preterite 79 ankam, arbeitete, dachte, fiel, flog, fragte (x4), hatte (x5), 

hing, kam (x5), kamen (x3), konnte (x3), Idchelte, lief, 

legten, lag, machte (x3), meinten, reinkam, sagte (xlO), 

schaute, schickten, sah (x5), sah...an, sahen, war (xl3), 

waren, safi (x2), sprach, sprachen, stand, wartete, wusch, 

wurde, wickelten, wufite (x2)

Present simple 69 arbeitest, atme, bellen, denke, denkst, dreht (x2), druckt, 

erinnere (x5), erzdhle, erzdhlen, erzdhlst (x2), erzdhlt, 

fdhrt, fotografiert, gebe, gibt, hab, hast (x2), hat, hdlt, 

heifit (x2), knirschen, komme, kommen, kann, lacht, Idfit, 

laufen (x2), liest (x2), rauchen, reden, redet, sagte, 

schneiden, bin (x3), ist (x4), sind (x3), war, safi, sitzt, 

spreche, sprichst, springe, springst, steh(e), steht, 

iiberlege, verbietet, vorstelle, wackeln, warten

Present perfect 40 geblieben, gebracht, gefragt, gegangen (x3), gewdhnt.
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gehort, gekommen, gelassen, geholt, gekommen, gesagt 

(x8), geschnappt (x2), geseh(e)n (x3), gesessen, 

gesprungen (x2), gestanden (x2), getrunken, vergossen, 

verloren (x5), geweint (x2), geworden

Infinitive 27 angucken, aufhdngen, ausweisen, erinnern, erleben, 

erzdhlen (x3), fallen, fangen, fassen, finden, fuhlen, horen, 

mac hen, pflucken, rausspucken, sagen, schdmen, sehen 

(x4), suchen, verfluchen, verstecken, wiedererkennen

Future tense 6 zuriickgehen (x2), waschen, sprechen, lernen, abholen

Past subjunctive 6 wiifite (x2), wdren, konnten (x2)

person 

im perative/person 

singular present tense

5 geh (x3), steh(e) auf (x2)

Imperative 3 such, gehe, zieh...an

Pluperfect 3 hatte geweint, hatte getotet, hatte erzdhlt

Unconjugated verbs 

in infinitive form

2 sitzen (x2)

Present subjunctive 1 Gebe

Pluperfect

subjunctive

1 hatte gesagt

Preterite passive with 

‘sein’

1 war bekannt gemacht

Past participle as 

adjective

1 Verboten
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Appendix 7: Recurrent Motifs of 'M utter Zunge' in Context

Der Tod

(13) In den Tagen hatten sie Mahir mit Kugeln getotet.

(16) Ich sagte: “So viele tote Freunde habe ich hinter mir in meinem Land gelassen. 

Siebzehnjahrige haben sie aufgehangt.”

Eine Weile die toten sieben Brtider saBen zwischen uns in diesem halbschlafenden 

Moscheeschriftzimmer.

Ich sagte: “Die Welt ist Welt von Toten, wenn man die Zahl von Toten und Lebenden 

vergleicht.”

Ibni Abdullah sagte: “Der Tod ist ein schwarzes Kamel, es setzt sich vor jeder Tiir 

nieder.”

Ich sagte: “Ist der Tod an einem weiten Ort, der Tod ist zwischen Augen und 

Augenbrauen.”

Ibni Abdullah sagte: “In der Welt, wenn der Tod naherkommt, es kommen vier Engel 

[...]”

(22) In einem anderen Traum: GroBmutter lag nackt, tot da. [...] Darin sind Brotstiicke, fur 

GroBmutter, wenn sie unter der Erde liegt, falls sie nicht tot ist, damit sie nicht verhungert.

(25) [Von den Schriflen] “...hervor bringt er das Lebendige aus dem Toten und hervor...”

(26) Die anderen: “...rollenden Augen wie einer, der vom Tod...”

Ich: “...das Tote aus dem Lebendigen, das ist Allah und wie...”

(28) deine Liebe hat mich gesehen, hat mein Herz rausgenommen, es krank gemacht, hat 

Absicht, es zu toten [...] dein Mund , wenn er was sagt, das bringt die Toten ins Leben 

zuriick.

(29) Ich habe zu Atatiirks-Todestagen schreiend Gedichte gelesen und geweint, aber er 

hatte die arabische Schrift nicht verbieten mussen.

(30) [Ibni Abdullah] “Ich habe Krieg gesehen, fast totete mich ein sehr junger israelischer 

Soldat. Wenn einer micht nicht gerettet hatte, ich ware aus dieser Welt weggegangen. Er 

ist aber auf eine Seite gefallen und gestorben.

Die ganze Welt sind wir [...] keine Bruder werden geboren, die sich toten [...] es werden 

keine Arbeiter in die Welt kommen, deren Tod nicht mal ihre Miidigkeit ihnen 

wegnehmen kann, es wird keine zwischen den Landem den Tod suchenden Emigranten 

geben [...] jeder Tote ist ahnlich dem Lebenden und stellt dem Lebenden die Frage vom
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Tod. Palastina wird nicht gegriindet und nicht getotet [...] “Mein Allah, mit der totenden 

Liebe mach mich bekannt, trenn mich nie einen Moment von der totenden Kraft der Liebe.

(32) Hab Angst, dalJ ich sterbe. Bevor ich sterbe will ich ihn noch mal sehen [...] ich will 

zu ihm -  man sagt, der Tod ist billig.

(34) [Geschichte der GroBmutter] “Du wirst vierzig Tage bei einem Toten warten.” [...] da 

lag ein Toter [...] Das Madchen setzte sich hin und wartete bei diesem Toten [...] Die 

andere Frau setzte sich neben den Toten, der Tote machte seine Augen auf [...]

(35) “Ich lief in Berlin, Benno Ohnesorg war getotet [...]”

(38) [Die Geschichte von Frau Zeliha und dem Propheten Yusuf] der Mann von Zeliha war 

tot, erst so konnte Zeliha die Ehre, die Frau von Yusuf zu sein, haben.

(39) Ich sah, als er kam, daB er seine Hande iiber seinen Mund schlug, wie bei dem toten 

israelischen Soldaten, was er mir erzahlt hatte, daB er den Toten sah, und schlug seine 

Hande plotzlich iiber seinen Mund.

(41) “Was heiBt Musalla in Arabisch?”

“Das ist ein Ort fur Gebete. Zum Beispiel der Stein, auf dem man Tote hinlegt, ist der 

Stein der M usalla.’’'’

(44) DrauBen in der Trinkhalle las ich die erste Nachricht. “In Rio lagen Tote lange in der 

Gasse -  zu wenig Leichenwagen.”

(48) [Geschichte des Madchens auf der Parkbank] mein erster Gedanke war, er ist tot, den 

gibt es nicht mehr, ich muB sofort mit jemandem schlafen

Die Seele

(31) “Wenn jener Tag kommt, dann wird keine Seele sprechen, es sei derm, mit Seiner 

Erlaubnis, und die einen von ihnen sollen elend sein und die anderen gluckselig. [...] “

(31) “Du Seele in meiner Seele, keine ist dir ahnlich, ich opfere mich fur deine Schritte. [...]

(33) Koran: “Wenn jener Tag kommt, dann wird keine Seele sprechen.”

(39) “Die, die ich liebe, die Seele in meiner Seele, ohne mein Herz zu fragen, hast du 

meine Antwort gehort?”

(43) “Wenn die Korper sich vergessen, vergessen die Seelen sich nicht?”

“Ich vergesse nicht.”

(48) Ich sagte: “Ich bin Wortersammlerin.” Und Ibni Abdullah, die Seele in meiner Seele, 

dachte ich und erinnerte mich noch an ein Wort in meiner Mutterzunge:

Ruh - ‘‘‘'Ruh heiBt Seele”, sagte ich zu dem Madchen.

“Seele heiBt Ruh”, sagte sie.
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Die Rose

(15) In Wilmersdorf machte Ibni Abdullah die Tiir auf, seine Hand roch nach Rosen.

(15) [D]ie Hand der schlagenden Meister stammt aus dem Paradies, wo Sie schlagen, 

werden dort die Rosen bluhen.

(22) Ibni Abdullah setzt mich auf ein Blumenmotiv auf dem Teppich [...]

(27) die Rosenkranze auf den Wanden schauten mit ungeheurer Ruhe auf mich.

(27) Du feine Rose meiner Gedanken

(30) Du, mein Rosenbaum im Garten des Gebetes.

(32) Ich sprache wie die Nachtigall, blafi geworden wie die Rosen.

Das Feuer

(23) Dann legte er eine Kassette ein, ein Mann sang aus dem Koran. Es war so; Ein Herz 

wartet, dann kam ein Feuer, das Herz schmolz wie Blei in das Feuer, so ging das Feuer 

aus, das Herz steht wieder als Ganzes da, dann kam wieder das Feuer, das Herz schmolz 

sich ins Feuer.

(27) Das Feuer, das aus meinem “Ach” rauskam, karm nur Ibni Abdullahs Feuer 

ausloschen.

(29) Ich suchte arabische Worter, die es noch in tiirkischer Sprache gibt. Ich fragte Ibni 

Abdullah; “Kennst du sie?”

Leb -  Mund 

Ducar -  Befallen 

Mazi -  Vergangenheit 

Medyun — verbunden 

Meytap -  Feuerwerkskorper 

Yetim -  Waise

(31) Was die Elenden anlangt, so sollen sie ins Feuer kommen und drirmen seufzen und 

stohnen.

(33) Tiirkisches Lied: “Ich werde sie nie beschmutzen, wenn ich mich auch ins Feuer 

werfe.”

Koran; “Was die Elenden anlangt, so sollen sie ins Feuer kommen.”

(37) Zeliha brannte fiir Yusuf Einen Tag hat sie alle Tiiren zugeschlossen, plotzlich stand 

sie vor Yusuf [...]

“Feuer ist da, losche es.”

“Ich hab Angst vorm Feuer.”
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(40) Ich sprach zu dem Ibni Abdullah, der in meinem Korper ist. “Liebe ist ein Hemd aus 

Feuer. Driicke mir einen Stein auf das Herz. Mit welcher Sprache soli mein Mund 

sprechen, daB mein Geliebter es sieht, seine Augenbrauen haben mich verbrannt.

Der V ogel/Fliegen/die Fliigel

(11) Ich lief einmal in Stuttgart um dieses Gefangnis da, da war eine Wiese, nur ein Vogel 

flog vor den Zellen [...]

(11) ich wuBte nicht, was sie meinten mit Sehen, war ich das oder ein Vogel, von einem 

Gefangnis aus, kann man nur sehen, fassen, fuhlen, fangen.

(18) Es kamen aus meinem Mund die Buchstaben raus. Manche sahen aus wie ein Vogel 

[...]

(18-19) Manche sind diinne Waisen mit bleichen Gesichtem, manche Allahs Vogel, sie 

wandem Hand in Hand.

(19) Ibni Abdullah hat meine Hand aufgemacht und einen neugeborenen Paradiesvogel da 

reingetan.

(20) “Wir werden uns einen Monat nicht sehen, ich werde weit weg sein, sehr weit, ich 

fllege morgen nach Arabien, ich bringe sie zur Linie 1.”

(22) Ach, der mit schnellen Fliigeln. Sehr hoch Fliegender, setz dich nieder vor meiner 

Tiir auf meine Erde, wo du ruhen kannst [...]

(27) Ich war wie ein neugeborener nasser V ogel, der sehr groBe Geduld haben muBte. [...] 

Ich bin ein Vogel. Geflogen aus meinem Land, ich war auf den Autobahnen am Rande der 

XY-ungelost-Stadte.

(27) “[...] Du lustige Nachtigall meines Herzens. [...]

(28) [...] mein Verstand ist aus seinem Ort weggeflogen [...]

(30) “Wenn du mich anguckst, setzt sich ein Vogel auf meine linke Schulter und fliegt und 

setzt sich auf die andere Schulter.”

(32) Mein Herz wollte fliegen, hat keine Flugel gefunden [...]

(32) Ich sprache wie die Nachtigall, blaB geworden wie die Rosen.

(33) Er sagte: “Meine Schone mit der Ferse der Taube.”

(33-34) Es war einmal, es war keinmal, es gab in einem Land ein Madchen, es kam jede 

Nacht ein Vogel, klopfte an ihr Fenster [...]

(34) Das Madchen stand auf, ging mit diesem Vogel mit [...]

(36) Ich wachte auf, sagte; “Mein Allah, gib mir zwei Flugel, oder mach mich zum Vogel, 

entwede mach mein Herz zu Stein oder gib mir einen Geduldstein.”

(36) Die Liebe ist ein leichter Vogel, setzt sich leicht irgendwo hin, aber steht schwer auf.
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(40) [Die Schriften] nickte, als ich sagte, die Liebe ist ein leichter Vogel, er setzt sich leicht 

irgendwo hin, aber steht schwer auf.

(42-43) Du bist so leicht, wie das, was die Vogel verlieren, was ist das?

“Fedem.”

“Manchmal bist du eine Frau wie eine Feder, so leicht, manchmal bist du zehn Frauen 

zusammen, ich bin ein halber Mann. [...]”

(44) Jetzt hat sie ein Auge von einer Blinden, ein Vogel fliegt und verliert seine Federn 

uber dem Weg, wo der Pfeil gegangen ist.

(47-48) Ich dachte dann, ah, er hat fliegen gelemt, weil er so oft zu Hause war, dachte ich, 

er hat Fliegen gelemt. Wie schon er fliegt, dachte ich, dann sah ich den Strick hinter 

seinem Nacken [...]

Wasser

(16-17) Ibni Abdullah sagte: “In der Welt, werm der Tod naherkommt, es kommen vier 

Engel, vier Engel zusammen ziehen die Seele aus seine Fingerspitzen, der Atem der 

Stebenden flieBt wie ein Wasser aus dem Krug eines Wasserverkaufers zur Erde.”

(19) Im Namen Allahs

das Erbarmen des Barmherzigen,

wenn der Himmel sich spaltet

und wenn sich die Sterne zerstreuen

und wenn sich die Wasser vermischen

und werm die Graber umgekehrt werden,

dann weiB die Seele, was sie getan und unterlassen hat.

Oh Mensch, was hat dich von deinem hochsinnigen Herm abwendig gemacht.

(21) ich setzte mich in ein arabisches Restaurant, schickte den Kellner sechsmal Wasser 

holen, damit ich sechsmal Araber zahle.

(22) Sehr hoch Fliegender, setz dich nieder vor meiner Tur auf meine Erde, wo du ruhen 

kannst, sind meine Augenpupillen, meine Tranen sollen dein Trinkwasser sein.

(26-27) Ich schaue auf meinen offenen Korper, das Tier faBt meinen offenen Korper, leckt 

meine Wunden mit seiner Spucke, ich hatte Steine unter meinen FuBen, ein Meer soil sich 

mal zuriickgezogen haben, eine unendliche Landschaft blieb nur mit Steinen, ihr Glanz 

hatte sie verlassen, die Steine schrien: “Wasser, Wasser.” Ich sah, wie das Meer aus dem 

Mund dieses Tieres rauskam. Das Meer floB iiber die gestobemem Steine, die Steine 

bewegten sich, das Wasser hebt mich hoch, ich lag da, iiber dem Korper vom Wasser hebt
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mich hoch, ich lag da, iiber dem Korper vom Wasser schlief ich ein. Als ich wach war, 

war es dunkel, es war weder ein Tier zu sehen noch Steine, noch das Meer, wohin waren 

die gegangen.

(28) manchmal schlage ich wie Wasser auf Wasser, komm und sieh mich, was die Liebe 

aus mir gemacht hat.”

(32) Mein Herz wollte fliegen, hat keine Fliigel gefunden, meine Liebe ist ein Hochwasser, 

es schreit, wirft mein Herz vor sich her, es weint keine Hand habe ich gefunden, die sie 

ihm abwischt, ich habe mich in Liebeshochwasser gehen lassen, ich habe kein Worterbuch 

gefunden fiir die Sprache meiner Liebe.

(38) “Garten hat Durst. Gib Wasser.”

“Garten hat Besitzer.”

(40) Ich war aus Erde, du hast mich zum Menschen geschaffen, der Weg, der zu dir geht, 

ist der schonste Weg, alle Wasser wollen zu dir flieUen.

Beten

(30) Ibni Abdullah legte seine FiiBe iibereinander und die legte er iiber meine FiiBe, sagte: 

“Du, mein Rosenbaum im Garten des Gebetes.

Auf das Gesicht der Erde sich niederlassender Amberduft.

Werm du mich anguckst, setzt sich 

ein Vogel auf meine linke Schulter und 

fliegt und setzt sich auf die andere Schulter.”

(31) Er gab. Seine Spucke ist ein silbemes Getrank, ich trank es und betete [...]

(32) Ibni Abdullah nahm mein Heft, die Fehler mit seinen Augen zu sehen, setzte das Heft 

auf seine Knie, und wie ein betender Mensch schaute er auf die Schrift

(35) meine Nachbarin hat mich zum Beten eingeladen, ich krempelte meine Hemdsarmel 

runter zum Beten, die hat den Zimmerschliissel aus ihrem Fenster rausgeschmissen und 

mich entjungfert

(41) “Was heiBt Musalla in Arabisch?”

“Das ist ein Ort fur Gebete. Zum Beispiel der Stein, auf dem man Tote hinlegt, ist der 

Stein der Musalla.''
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Sklave/Sklavin

(32) Ich bin die Sklavin deinen Antlitzes. Zerbrich nicht diese Kette, lehne mich nicht ab, 

Geliebter, ich bin die Sklavin deines Gesichts geworden, sag mir nur, was tue ich jetzt, 

was tue ich jetzt.”

(37) ihr Mann kaufite Yusuf als Sklave auf dem Markt, brachte ihn nach Hause, sagte, Frau, 

du weiBt, wir haben kein Kind, schau auf das Kind wie auf deine eigenen Augen.

(38) Die Nachbarsfrauen klatschten, wie kann eine reiche Frau sich in ihren Sklaven 

verUeben.

Gefangnis/Kerker

(11) Sie war eine Mutter von einem im Gefangnis in der Nacht schlafenden Jungen, weil 

er wartete, daB man ihn zum Aufhangen abholen wird. [...] sie fiel zwei Mai auf ihre Knie, 

einmal wie sie ihren Sohn im Gefangnis zum ersten Mai sah [...] Ich lief einmal in 

Stuttgart um diese Gefangnis da [...] ich wuBte nicht, was sie meinten mit Sehen, war ich 

das Oder ein Vogel, von einem Gefangnis aus, kann man nur sehen, fassen fiihlen, fangen. 

Pfliicken, das gibt es nicht.

(38) “Habt ihr gesehen, mir Recht gegeben, wenn er mich nicht liebt, wird er in den 

Kerlcer gesteckt.” [...] Yusuf war jahrelang im Kerker, aber er hatte keinen Staub auf 

seine Ehre kommen lassen, er kam aus dem Kerker raus, sogar kriegte er im 

Finanzministerium eine Ministerstelle, der Mann von Zeliha war tot, erst so kormte die 

Zeliha die Ehre, die Frau von Yusuf zu sein, haben.

Hand

(15) seine Hand roch nach Rosen. [...] “ [...] die Hand der schlagenden Meister stammt aus 

dem Paradies, wo Sie schlagen, werden dort die Rosen bliihen”

(18-19) Manche sind diinne Waisen mit bleichen Gesichtem, manche Allahs Vogel, sie 

wandem Hand in Hand.

Ibni Abdullah hat meine Hand aufgemacht und einen neugeborenen Paradiesvogel da 

reingetan.

(19) Als ich zum Schreiben mein Hemdarmel hochzog, sah ich, daB Herr Ibni Abdullah auf 

meine Handgelenke schaute, als ich die Schrift zuende geschrieben hatte, sah ich ihn noch 

immer auf meine Handgelenke gucken

(20) Ibni Abdullah nahm die leere Kaffeetasse aus meiner Hand

(30) “[...] Ich soli meine Hand iiber meinen Mund gehauen haben in diesem Moment.”
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(32) keine Hand habe ich gefunden, die sie ihm abwischt 

(38) Zeliha gab alien Frauen Messer in die Hand.

(43) Ibni Abdullah nahm meine Hand

(43) “Deine traurige Hand iiber mein Herz haltend,

lege ich das Licht deines Gesichts in den Himmel.”

(45) Ich ging mit Ibni Abdullah, der in meinem Korper ist, Zeitung in der Hand, in die

Nahe der Autobahn.

(47) Das war ein Madchen, sie saB auf einer Parkbank, sie hatte in der Hand Mohrensalat 

mit Senf, sie weinte.

Mund

(12) er lacht nicht, ich erzahle ihm von jemandem, der die Geschichten mit seinem 

Mundwinkel erzahlt, oberflachlich.

(13-14) In den Tagen hatten sie Mahir mit Kugeln getotet. Mahirs Bruder saB da, als ob er 

in seinem Mund was Bitteres hatte und es nicht rausspucken konnte 

(18) Es kamen aus meinem Mund die Buchstaben raus.

(23) Ibni Abdullah kam, legte seinen Mund zwischen meine Wange und Mund, ich bin

ruhig.

(27) Ich sah, wie das Meer aus dem Mund dieses Tieres rauskam.

(27) “Du feine Rose meiner Gedanken,

Du lustige Nachtigall meines Herzens.

Ich habe dich gesehn.

Dein feuriger Mund,

deine Griibchen in deinen Wangen.

Du hast mich verbrarmt”

(28) dein Mund, wenn er was sagt, das bringt die Toten ins Leben zuriick.

(29) Ich suchte arabische Worter, die es noch in tiirkischer Sprache gibt. Ich fragte Ibni 

Abdullah: “Kennst du sie?”

Leb -  Mund 

Ducar -  Befallen 

Mazi -  Vergangenheit 

Medyun -  verbunden 

Meytap -  Feuerwerkskorper 

Yetim -  Waise

(30) Ich soil meine Hand iiber meinen Mund gehauen haben in diesem Moment.
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(31) “Gib mir deine Spucke in meinen Mund.”

(39) Ich sah, als er kam, daB er seine Hande iiber seinen Mund schlug, wie bei dem toten 

israelischen Soldaten, was er mir erzahlt hatte, dalJ er den Toten sah, und schlug seine 

Hande plotzlich iiber seinen Mund.

(39) “[...] Was fur eine Gewandtheit, dein Mund mein Mund, 

das macht die Sehnsucht groBer,

laB mich, lafi diese Liebende, 

ich will Triimmer werden.”

(40) Mit welcher Sprache soil mein Mund sprechen, dali mein Geliebter es sieht

(41) “Mund, das hast du schon mal gefragt”, sagte Ibni Abdullah

Fij^e

(26) das Tier faBt meinen offenen Korper, leckt meine Wunden mit seiner Spucke, ich 

hatte Steine unter meinen FiiBen

(30) Ibni Abdullah legte seine FiiCe iibereinander und die legte er uber meine FiilJe 

(36) Ibni Abdullah legte seine Fiifie iibereinander und die legte er iiber meine Fiifie, 

schlief ein

(39) Bevor er seine Fiifie iibereinander und die iiber meine Fiifie legte, rollte ich sein 

Unterhemd hoch

(43) “^ r ”, sagte Ibni Abdullah, machte den Vorhang auf, legte seine Fiifie wieder 

iibereinander, die legte er iiber meine Fiifie

Gesicht

(11) Sein Vater ist hingegangen, kam zuriick, als er durch die Tiir reinkam, sah ich es in 

seinem Gesicht

(16) “Werm alle Araber ihre Gewehre auf die Erde herablassen und nur barfuB zusammen 

nach Jerusalem laufen wiirden. Israelis und Araber miiBten unter der Sonne paar Tage 

Gesicht in Gesicht gucken, ohne Generale.[...]”

(18-19) iiber den Tuchem warten die Buchstaben auf mich. Heute manche haben 

wurdevolle Gesichter, sie horen das Rauschen ihres Herzens, manche ihrer Augen sind 

ganz, manche halb geschlossen. Manche sind diinne Waisen mit bleichen Gesichtem, 

manche Allahs Vogel, sie wandem Hand in Hand.

(19) Ibni Abdullahs Gesicht sah wie ein zomiger Buchstabe aus 

(21) “Meine Herren, spielt in meinem Gesicht ein Affe?”
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“Nein”, haben die zwei Manner gesagt, “Ihr Gesicht ist sehr normal.” “Das Ehepaar hat 

sich vorhin iiber mich lustig gemacht.” Die zwei Manner sagten: “Nein, nein, Ihr Gesicht 

ist sehr normal, aber besser hatten sie das Ehepaar gefragt.”

(22) Ich will mit denen nach Arabien, ich bin bei Ibni Abdullah, seine Mutter ist da, mein 

Gesicht ist unter Kopftiichem

(23) Ibni Abdullahs Gesicht hat etwas von einem bettelnden Buchstaben, der auf Knien 

lauft.

(24) Ibni Abdullah schaute nicht in mein Gesicht, er schaute auf die Kerze, bis die Kerze 

ausging.

(28) ich will ein in deinen Handen spazierendes Weinglas sein, mein Schatten soli sich nur 

in dein Gesicht legen.

(30) “Du, mein Rosenbaum im Garten des Gebetes.

Auf das Gesicht der Erde sich niederlassender Amberduft.

Wenn du mich anguckst, setzt sich 

ein Vogel auf meine linke Schulter und 

fliegt und setzt sich auf die andere Schulter.”

(33) ich bin die Sklavin deines Gesichts geworden [...] Hab Angst, daB ich sterbe. Bevor 

ich sterbe, will ich ihn noch mal sehen, sein Gesicht, mein Gesicht, zwischen uns der 

Mond

(37) “Yusuf, wie schon ist dein Gesicht.”

“Allah hat es so gemacht, Dank Allah.”

(38) 35 Frauen sahen seine Schonheit, ihre Augen blieben auf dem Gesicht von Yusuf

(43) “[...] Dann war ich da, meine Xante hat mir erstmal eins ins Gesicht gehauen, daB ich 

solange hier geblieben war.”

“Ich werde deiner Xante schreiben, sie soil dir noch eine ins Gesicht geben, wenn du in 

Arabien bist.”

(44) “Deine traurige Hand tiber mein Herz haltend, 

lege ich das Licht deines Gesichts in den Himmel.

Wohin du trittst, meine Sultanin, in dieser Welt,

ich beriihre diesen heiligen Platz heimlich mit meinem Gesicht.”

(45) Wer in den Wind spucken will, spuckt in sein eigenes Gesicht.

Augen

(11) deine Augen sind an Alamanien-Lichter gewohnt. [...] Die Schriften kamen auch in 

meine Augen wie eine von mir gut gelemte Fremdschrift.
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(12) Wenn der Zug in Koln ankam, ich machte immer Augen zu, einmal aber machte ich 

ein Auge auf, in dem Moment sah ich ihn, der Dom schaute auf mich, da kam eine 

Rasierklinge in meine Korper rein und lief auch drinnen, dann war kein Schmerz mehr da, 

ich machte mein zweites Auge auch auf. Vielleicht habe ich dort meine Mutterzunge 

verloren.

(15) “Ja, Meister, ihr Fleisch gehort Ihnen, ihre Knochen mir, lehre sie, wenn sie ihre 

Augen und Gehor und ihr Herz nicht aufmacht zu dem, was Sie sagen, schlagen Sie [...]”

(16) “1st der Tod an einem weiten Ort, der Tod ist zwischen Augen und Augenbrauen.”

(17) Da stand eine Statue von Brecht, er sah wie ein pensionierter Alter aus, saB da mit 

geschlossenen Augen

(18) manche wie bose geschreckte Augenbrauen [...] manche wie nicht schlafen konnende 

Augen. [...] Ich ging mit Kamelen und weinenden Frauenaugen wieder zum anderen Berlin. 

[...] iiber den Tiichem warten die Buchstaben auf mich. Heute manche haben wurdevolle 

Gesichter, sie horen das Rauschen ihres Herzens, manche ihrer Augen sind ganz, manche 

halb geschlossen.

(19) Ibni Abdullahs Gesicht sah wie ein zomiger Buchstabe aus, der seine eine 

Augenbraue hochgezogen hatte.

(21) es kamen ein Mann und eine Frau, sie sind erst an mir vorbeigegangen, dann haben sie 

sich in die Augen geguckt und mit ihren Kopfen rechts und links gewackelt.

(22) Sehr hoch Fliegender, setz dich nieder vor meiner Tur auf meine Erde, wo du ruhen 

kannst, sind meine Augenpupillen, meine Tranen sollen dein Trinkwasser sein.

(25) zwischen den Unterrichten kam er zu der Halfte des Schriftzimmers, schaute auf mich, 

als ob ich eine seltene Blume ware, schaute in meine Augen

(26) Die anderen: “...rollenden Augen wie einer, der vom Tod...” [...] ich schlieBe Augen, 

die Stimme der Liebe wird mich blind machen

(28) wenn man in deine schwarzen Augen guckt, dein Mund, werm er was sagt, das bringt 

die Toten ins Leben zuriick.

(29) Vater brachte einen grunen Strich im Radio hin und her, suchte eine arabische Stimme, 

wenn er sie gefunden hatte, konnte er seine Augen vom Radio nicht wegtun, vielleicht 

ware die Stimme abgehauen, wenn er seine Augen nicht da festhielt. In meinen Schlaf 

diese Stimmen sind reingekommen, ich liebte meinen Vater. Mein Vater diese Stinmien. 

(32) Ibni Abdullah nahm mein Heft, die Fehler mit seinen Augen zu sehen

(34) der Tote macht seine Augen auf, sah die wartende Frau

(37) Frau, du weiBt, wir haben kein Kind, schau auf das Kind wie auf deine eigenen Augen. 

(37) “Wie schon sind deine Augen.”
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“Ich schaue damit zu meinem Allah.”

“Yusuf, schau mit deinen Augen in mein Gesicht.”

“Ich habe Furcht, daB meine Augen in der anderen Welt blind werden.”

[•••]

“Komm in mein Bett.”

“Die Decken werden mich vor Allahs Augen nicht verstecken.”

(38) “Schau, sieh mit deinen Augen, wer deiner Familie Schlechtes antun wollte.” [...] 

Frauen sahen seine Schonheit, ihre Augen blieben auf dem Gesicht von Yusuf, sie 

schnitten mit dem Messer in ihre Finger und Hande.

(40) Ich saB da, schaue in die Augen von Schriften, die Schriften schauen in meine Augen. 

[...] Mit welcher Sprache soil mein Mund sprechen, daB mein Geliebter es sieht, seine 

Augenbrauen haben mich verbrarmt.

(45) Da steht ein Herz, der Pfeil ging, blieb stehen, im Herz, ein Frauenauge schlug mit 

den Wimpern. Jetzt hat sie ein Auge von einer Blinden, ein Vogel fliegt und verliert seine 

Fedem iiber dem Weg, wo der Pfeil gegangen ist.

Zunge

(9) In meiner Sprache heiBt Zunge: Sprache. [...] Zunge hat keine Knochen, wohin man 

sie dreht, dreht sie sich dorthin. [...] Ich saB mit meiner gedrehten Zunge in dieser Stadt 

Berlin. Negercafe, Araber zu Gast, die Hocker sind zu hoch, FiiBe wackeln. [...] Wenn ich 

nur wiiBte, warm ich meine Mutterzunge verloren habe. Ich und meine Mutter sprachen 

mal in unserer Mutterzunge. [...] Ich erinnere mich jetzt an Muttersatze, die sie in ihrer 

Mutterzunge gesagt hat [...] Ich erinnere mich noch an eine turkische Mutter und ihre 

Worter, die sie in unserer Mutterzunge erzahlt hatte.

(11) Wenn ich nur wiiBte, in welchem Moment ich meine Mutterzunge verloren habe. [...] 

ein Gefangener im blauen Trainingsanzung hing am Fenstergitter, er hatte eine sehr weiche 

Stimme, er sprach in derselben Mutterzunge

(12) Ich erinnere mich an ein anderes Wort in meiner Mutterzunge, es war im Traum. [...] 

Noch ein Wort in meiner Mutterzunge kam mal im Traum vorbei. [...] Vielleicht habe ich 

meine Mutterzunge im IC-Restaurant verloren.

(13) Vielleicht habe ich dort meine Mutterzunge verloren. [...] Stehe auf, geh zum 

anderen Berlin, Brecht war der erste Mensch, warum ich hierher gekommen bin, vielleicht 

dort kann ich mich daran erirmem, warm ich meine Mutterzunge verloren habe.
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(14) Vielleicht erst zu GroBvater zuriick, dann kann ich den Weg zu meiner Mutter und 

Mutterzunge finden.

(24) Als diese Herzstimme schwieg, fing Ibni Abdullah an zu zittem, ich konnte ihn nicht 

fassen, meine Hande lagen wie Buchstaben ohne Zunge auf meinen Knien.

(26) Ich: “Seid ihr abgewendet.”

Die anderen: “Empfangen sie euch mit scharfen Zungen, habgierig nach dem...”

Ich: “...anbrechen laBt er den Morgen, und bestimmt hat er die Nacht zur Ruhe...”

(31-32) mit einem Blick hast du meine Zunge an deine Haare gebunden.

(44) Die Knoten, die eine Zunge gemacht hat, konnen die Zahne nicht aufmachen. Weil 

ich vor seinen Wortem, die im Zimmer saBen, erst mal Angst hatte, sagte ich, ich werde 

ihn heilig lieben.

(45) Als ich zum ersten Mal vor Ibni Abdullahs Tur stand, hatte ich drei Worter aus meiner 

Mutterzunge.

(46) ich wollte zuriick zum GroBvater, daB ich dann den Weg zu meiner Mutter und 

Mutterzunge finden konnte.

(48) Ich sagte: “Ich bin Wortersammlerin.” Und Ibni Abdullah, die Seele in meiner Seele, 

dachte ich und erirmerte mich noch an ein Wort in meiner Mutterzunge:

Ruh - ‘‘‘‘Ruh heiBt Seele”, sagte ich zu dem Madchen.
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